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 This is a study of how the letters of Procopius of Gaza, Aeneas of Gaza, Synesius of 

Cyrene, and Isidore of Pelusium, created circuits of intellectual sociability and exchange 

transcending the territorial limits of Empire and thereby affirmed their participation in a common 

culture of Learning.  The figurative model of a Republic of Letters provides a useful 

organizational heuristic that illuminates the social phenomena to which these letters point:   

intellectual sodality conducted through the medium of a classicizing sociolect regulated by 

strictures of genteel conduct and the shared perception of the morality of the pursuit of 

knowledge.  Understanding these letters as forming a Republic of Letters, I contribute to the 

study of social networking in Late Antiquity by elucidating the specific communications 

mechanisms the letter writers deployed to build ever-shifting networks of friends and colleagues.  

I explore the topography of identities and affiliations that these long-neglected epistolographers 

developed through epistolary conversations, and examine how these discursive representations 

suggest the letter authors’ participation in greater rhythms of change and continuity in the Later 

Empire.       
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Preface 

 Trained carriers of classical rhetorical traditions, and Christians as well, Aeneas, 

Procopius, and Isidore served as teachers of rhetoric in Late Antique cities of Egypt and 

Palestine, men who embodied the cultural energy of the classical urban community of the polis 

and who socialized their students by means of the symbolic capital that was a major signifier of 

status in Late Antiquity–classical rhetoric.  Though not a rhetorician, Synesius, a Neoplatonist 

landowner of Cyrene in Libya agreed because of loyalty to his native land to serve as bishop of 

Ptolemaïs and thus, like the rhetoricians, served as a voice of the polis and a leading figure in 

provincial communal life.  The letters therefore offer the unique opportunity to study moments of 

provincial sociability in the peripheral zones of the Empire as provincials negotiated between 

being Roman and being embedded in a local cultural framework.   

 I first became acquainted with the letters of Synesius as an M.A. student fascinated by the 

question of his religious identity.  As I read the letters, however, I became ever more intrigued by 

the sorts of social processes to which they hinted.  The letters were vehicles of intellectual 

exchange and vicarious presence, and they also provided discursive spaces for the elaboration of 

various types of identities, and in particular, the evaluation of communal roles.  These sorts of 

“virtual communities” reminded me of a type of intellectual sodality similar in many defining 

ways to the Early Modern Republic of Letters.   

 After this preliminary case study, I sought to find other sorts of underexamined sources 

that also indicated similar intellectual sociability.  In the Fall of 2008, I began reading the 

challenging letters of Procopius of Gaza, and the slightly easier letters of Aeneas of Gaza, and 
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was fascinated by their pagan archaizing currency indicating a sort of insider language.  These 

letters shared many of the same markers of intellectual sodality that I had observed in Synesius’ 

letters, and they conveyed in idiosyncratic ways their perceptions of belonging to a broader 

community of lettered men who identified with a distinctive intellectual culture.  The metaphor 

of a “Republic of Letters” seemed an appropriate shorthand device articulating these phenomena 

in the letters.  During this time, I also turned to look at the letters of Isidore, which shared much 

in common with the other corpora, yet he did not engage in the Bacchic frenzies of the 

intellectual comraderie of men like Synesius, Aeneas, and Procopius.  He thus became a useful 

contemporary counterpoint from the same corner of the Greek East.   

  The objective of this dissertation is to map the characteristics of the intellectual 

friendships of these epistolographers with attention to their role in the organization of political 

power in the provinces.  For far too long these sources have been overlooked, and this project 

seeks to give voice to these virtually forgotten corpora.  With the exception of Isidore, these 

sources written in a pagan currency look different from the texts that have traditionally told the 

story of religious and cultural changes in the later Empire–changes that led to the victories of 

both Christianity and Islam.  This project seeks to make these understudied texts more accessible 

and offers the first English translation and analysis of many of the letters Procopius, Aeneas, and 

Isidore.  The overriding focus, however, is elucidation of the communication strategies these 

letter authors deployed to accrete their social capital and their discursive explorations of 

identities, intellectual enthusiasms, and affiliations.  This project aims to fill a void in the 

historiography through study of intellectual sodality and its relationship to the nature of power in 

the provinces by means of analysis of underutilized epistolary corpora.           
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Chapter 1 

Letters and Provincials 

The aim of this study is to explore a Republic of Letters, or multiple Republics of Letters, 

that flowered among epistolographers in one corner of the Mediterranean world in Late 

Antiquity.  The letter writers were Procopius of Gaza, Aeneas of Gaza, Synesius of Cyrene, and 

Isidore of Pelusium.  First we will examine the analytical model I have adopted, which is well-

established in scholarship concerning epistolographers in Early Modern Europe. 

Introduction:  Elaborating a Model 

What was a Republic of Letters? 

The oft-cited earliest known appearance of the neo-Latin term Respublica  litteraria 

referred to a community of lettered men who collectively rejoiced at Poggio Bracciolini’s 1417 

discovery of a number of classical texts, including Quintilian’s Institutio Oratoria –or so claimed 

Venetian humanist Francesco Barbaro in his letter to Poggio.  F. Barbaro punctuated this and 

later letters with a variety of terms presuming the existence of a scholarly community 

transcending territorial boundaries and generations.  Respublica litteraria may be understood 

within this context to be synonymous with these terms.  Unified by shared erudition, this lettered 

community offered its gratitude to Poggio on behalf of his work for the common good.
1
  It seems

1
 Marc Fumaroli, “The Republic of Letters,” Diogenes 36 (1988): 136-137. No other known occurrences 

appear until 1491 in two incunabula printed at Venice and at Nuremberg.  The former proposes to furnish students 

with those elements of grammar which will grant them entrée into the Republic of Letters.  In the second text, a 

work of Saint Bonaventure, the printer responds to his critics by retorting that they themselves never bring any 

contribution to the Republic of Letters.  There are two other mentions of the phrase in the final decade of the 

fifteenth century:  the first in a text published at Augsburg in 1492 containing the text of an encomium addressed to 

the Bavarian duke Conrad Celtes; the second usage in 1498 in a text dedicated by Johannes Stabius to the 

flourishing of the Republic of Letters of Ingolstadt.  See Hans Bots and Françoise Waquet, La République des 

Lettres (Paris; Berlin: De Boeck, 1997), 12.  In the opinion of Hans Bots, after the first quarter of the sixteenth 

century, references to the Republic of Letters appear with greater frequency and the term was henceforth current.  
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fitting, then, that this study recommending the retrojection of the Republic of Letters to Late 

Antiquity should begin with an acknowledgment of the term’s roots in celebrating the 

resuscitation of Greco-Roman literary culture.      

Over half a millennium later, “Republic of Letters” retains its currency as a theoretical 

organism that flits across time and space in historical and literary study.  This plastic paradigm 

has found its way into recent scholarship concerning early humanist circles, European 

intellectual exchange and sociability during the seventeenth-eighteenth centuries, nineteenth 

century Jewish Atlantic communications,
2
 and a posited world literary sphere.

3
  Newly minted 

sub-species of Republics of Letters have appeared in the forms of religious Republics of Letters
4
 

                                                                                                                                                                                           
Instantiations prior to this point are already attested in texts originating across a vast geographical swathe, ranging 

from Italy, Switzerland, Germanic countries, France, and England.  Despite usages, definitions of the Republic of 

Letters in historical sources are rare, and context clues must often suffice for reconstructing meanings.  The semantic 

field of the term prior to the seventeenth century oscillated between two poles: a vague reference to intellectuals, 

knowledge, or men of letters versus a designation delineating a particular community of learned men.  Beginning by 

the end of the seventeenth century, the latter sense was developed amply and with precision in dictionary entries.  In 

these entries, the term is sometimes delineated as a political expression denoting a type of universal polity or state.  

Some historical definitions emphasize the universality of the Republic of Letters—it is worldwide, borderless.  The 

membership of the Republic of Letters is constructed in the sources as constituted according to citizen equality:  all 

scholars ought to regard one another as brothers.  It is a multi-confessional association, and lastly, an intellectual 

community or “république d’esprits.”  For overview of the uses of the term “Republic of Letters” in historical 

sources, see Bots, “Qu’est-ce que la République des Lettres?” in La République des Lettres, 11-27.    

 
2
 Arthur Kiron, “An Atlantic Jewish Republic of Letters?”  Jewish History 20 (2006): 171-211.  Kiron 

argues that in the 17
th 

through 19
th

 centuries Jews located in port cities along the coasts of the Atlantic world forged 

communities of commerce, communication, and kinship.  Atlantic port Jews engaged in these “maritime circulatory 

systems” published periodicals, pamphlets, and books in the 1840s in order to advance an enlightened Judaism 

sharing more in common with Sephardic religious culture and history (171).  The use of the term Republic of Letters 

is not simply a theoretical overlay; it is articulated in the publications of these virtual communities in the 1840s 

(174) and thus reflects a self-consciousness of a particular cultural project (175-76).  

  
3
 See Pascale Casanova, The World Republic of Letters, trans. by M.B. DeBevoise (Cambridge, MA:  

Harvard University Press, 2004).  Casanova projects Republic of Letters onto a postulated “world literary space as a 

history and a geography; a space constituted by writers who make and actually embody literary history” (4).  

Seeking to provide at once literary and historical readings of texts, Casanova contends that this “international 

literary space” originated in the sixteenth century when literature emerged as a source of authority and recognition.  

As the first European states developed, national rivalries begin to bear on the struggle of authors for influence within 

this literary universe.  In time, the topography of this literary space organized itself into rising capitals of literary 

authority and marginalized peripheries (11-12). 

 
4
 Constance M. Furey explores the concept of a Religious Republic of Letters in Erasmus, Contarini, and 

Religious Republic of Letters (Cambridge:  Cambridge University Press, 2006).  Furey argues that religious 
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and specifically Puritan Republics of Letters.
5
  However, indiscriminate use wears on elasticity.  

Modern scholars employing the term Republic of Letters in titles often do not concern 

themselves with the problem of defining it.  Moreover, when the term appears in a work’s title it 

often serves no clear analytical purpose
6
 or operates merely as a means of avoiding repetition 

when referring to men of letters or intellectuals.
7
  Additionally, even studies which attempt to 

define the mechanisms and organization of this social organism rarely address how specific 

individuals constructed their understandings of this term (either overtly or tacitly) in the sources; 

individuals classed as “républicains des lettres” are usually not demonstrated to be self-

identifying members.
8
   

Having registered these preliminary caveats, I shall turn now to scholarly attempts to 

define the Republic of Letters as it relates to a type of community realized via the 

communication of learned individuals.  To this end, I shall be interested primarily in the use of 

                                                                                                                                                                                           
commitments cannot be separated from the communication circles of fifteenth-sixteenth century intellectuals such as 

Erasmus, Reginald Pole (1500-1558), Gasparo Contarini (1483-1542), and Vittoria Colonna (1492-1547).  

According to Furey, “the people in this Religious Republic of Letters created affective activist friendships and 

committed themselves to spiritualize scholarship because in their lives the search for meaning was synonymous with 

the quest for transcendence, desire for salvation, and the longing for God” (13).    

 
5
 See e.g., Mark A. Peterson, “Theopolis Americana:  the City-state of Boston, the Republic of Letters, and 

the Protestant International, 1689-1739,” in Soundings in Atlantic History:  Latent Structures and Intellectual 

Currents, 1500-1830 (Cambridge, MA:  Harvard University Press, 2009) 329-70.  Peterson contrasts the movements 

of Jonathan Belcher and Cotton Mather within a transatlantic intellectual marketplace between Boston and Germany 

in the seventeenth-eighteenth centuries.  Peterson charts this intellectual commerce as a Republic of Letters 

constituting “an intricate web, spun out through a series of transatlantic journeys, mutual friendships, letters 

exchanged and correspondence networks maintained across the decades” (332).      

 
6
 Herbert Jaumann, “Respublica litteraria/Republic of Letters.  Concept and Perspectives of Research,” in 

Die Europäische Gelehrtenrepublik im Zeitalter des Konfessionalismus (Wiesbaden:  Harrassowitz Verlag, 2001), 

11.   

     
7
 Bots, 11. 

 
8
 Bots and Waquet’s work presents an exception to this, though their rather slim volume does not aim to 

study exhaustively discussions and descriptions of the Republic of Letters in the sources.  For a modern work 

focusing on Republic of Letters language in Pierre Bayle see Jean-Michel Gros, “La Place de la ‘République des 

Lettres’ dans l’oeuvre de Bayle: de la correspondence au dictionnaire,” in La Raison Corrosive:  Études sur la 

pensée critique de Pierre Bayle  (Paris:  Honoré Champion Éditeur, 2003), 31-40.     
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Republic of Letters from the fifteenth to eighteenth centuries.  Accordingly, my first concern in 

this chapter is to explore recent scholarly attempts to define and apply this term.  The scholarship 

is vast and cumbrous, but I select here salient scholarly approaches with an eye to building a 

model applicable to ancient sources.  Secondly, I shall delineate my working model of Republic 

of Letters as appropriate for Late Antique epistolary corpora.  In my view, application of this 

model will bring into view hitherto unaddressed elements of these largely unexamined letters as 

snapshots of the social discourse of provincial elites.     

 Most generally, Republic of Letters describes the existence of international 

interpenetrating scholarly networks from the fifteenth to eighteenth centuries that served the 

purpose of gathering and exchanging learning.
9
  Epistolography served par excellence as the 

device of communication fostering a sort of cosmopolitan polity
10

 transcending geographical and 

political boundaries.  In addition to letters, the mechanisms of the pre-modern Republic of 

Letters included various publications—especially the development of ephemeral media such as 

                                                           
9
Scholarly debates regarding the chronology of the Republic of Letters notwithstanding, my focus here will 

be on the preponderance of scholarship focusing on the Republic of Letters during the fifteenth-late eighteenth 

centuries.  For scholarly opinions regarding “ les grandes scansions qui rhythmèrent son histoire,” including a 

postulated “golden age” (1550-1750) of the Republic of Letters culminating in its death by the 19
th

 century, see 

Bots, “Le temps de la République des Lettres,” in République des Lettres, 29-61.  See also L. W.B. Brockliss, 

Calvet’s Web:  Enlightenment and the Republic of Letters in Eighteenth-Century France (Oxford; New York:  

Oxford University Press, 2002), 366-37, regarding transitions with the Republic of Letters at the end of the 

eighteenth century. For an overview of the relationship in recent Anglo-American scholarship between the Republic 

of Letters and the Enlightenment see Brockliss, 5-15.   

 
10

Based on extant evidence, the political dimensions of definitions of Republic of Letters emerge in late 

seventeenth century lexica.  As Noel Malcolm notes, the term was “used in many ways, most of which were devoid 

of political implications.  Often the phrase was merely a synonym for orbis litterarius (the literary world).”   See his 

“Private and Public Knowledge:  Kircher, Esotericism, and the Republic of Letters” in Athanasius Kircher:  The 

Last Man Who Knew Everything, edited by Paula Findlen (New York; London:  Routledge, 2004), 300.    
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journals and pamphlets—travel, printing shops, forms of sodality such as salons, libraries, 

especially private libraries, museums, schools, universities, and academies.
11

   

Scholarly attempts to define the Republic of Letters often conceptualize it as metaphor 

and ideal.  Gábor Almási conceptualizes it as “an empowering fiction of a learned community, 

which functioned both as a source of authority and a source of identity . . . it follows that the 

fiction of the Republic of Letters cannot represent the sum of the learned networks in Europe.”
12

  

Other scholars invoke Benedict Anderson and classify it as an “imagined community” or an 

“invisible community,”
13

 but perhaps it may be more precise to term it a “virtual community,” or 

a group of individuals who share common vocational, political, social, and literary pursuits but 

are in fact not spatially limited.
14

  Herbert Jaumann underlines the normative character of the 

Republic of Letters as a self-concept or self-description of Early Modern scholarly discourse.  In 

Jaumann’s view, the Republic of Letters does not refer to specific concrete scholarly institutions 

or even to a specific scholarly mechanism of intellectual communication but rather to a metaphor 

of a normative ideal with “a few fragmentary realizations scattered through time and space of 

early modern history.”
15

  In a text devoted to defining the Republic of Letters, Hans Bots 

                                                           
11

 Arjan van Dixhoorn and Susie Speakman Sutch, eds., “Introduction,” in The Reach of the Republic of 

Letters:  Literary and Learned Societies in Late Medieval and Early Modern Europe 1 (Leiden; Boston:  Brill, 

2008), 12.   

 
12

 Gábor Almási, The Uses of Humanism: Johannes Sambucus (1531-1584), Andreas Dudith (1533-1589), 

and the Republic of Letters in East Central Europe (Leiden; Boston: Brill, 2009), 80. 

 
13

 Marcell Sebők, ed., Republic of letters, humanism, humanities:  selected papers of the workshop held at 

the Collegium Budapest in cooperation with NIAS between November 25 and 28, 1999 (Budapest:  Collegium 

Budapest, 2005), 2.  See also Kasper Risbjerg Eskildsen, “How Germany Left the Republic of Letters” Journal of 

the History of Ideas 65 (2004): 421.  

 
14

 Julie D. Campbell and Anne Larsen, “Introduction” in Early Modern Women and Transnational 

Communities of Letters (Burlington, VT: Ashgate Publishing Company, 2009) 3.    

 
15

 Jaumann, 16. 
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classifies it as a way of looking at the world, in which men inscribed their thoughts and actions.
16

  

Depicted as ideal, the Republic of Letters is often, and perhaps somewhat simplistically, cast in 

opposition to “the real.”  Bots incorporates antinomy at the core of his definition of the Republic 

of Letters: it exists fully in the constant tension between utopia and reality.
17

  In final analysis, 

study of the Republic of Letters from the modern scholarly perspective becomes a study of the 

way historical agents attach value to particular practices and discourses.  

Scholars frequently conceptualize this normative ideal in spatial terms.  In this way, the 

heuristic dimension of Jürgen Habermas’ public sphere
18

 provides an ideal model against which 

to interrogate the concept at specific historical moments.
19

  Dena Goodman defines the Republic 

of Letters as a type of public space which transcends territorial limits and constitutes the heart of 

the emergence of the public sphere.
20

  Similarly, Anthony Grafton employs various spatial 

analogies, likening the Republic of Letters to a “mosaic of scholarly communities” and an 

“imaginary land that had few of the distinctive marks by which we usually identify a state,” “a 

                                                           
16

 Bots, 11.  
 

17
 Ibid., 23. 

 
18

 According to Elizabeth MacArthur, “the public sphere is a new kind of publicness, argues Habermas, that 

comes into being at the end of the seventeenth and the beginning of the eighteenth century in Western Europe.  It is 

defined as private people, not officials of the state, coming together to make a public use of their reason; practices 

and institutions that fostered it include periodicals, salons, and Masonic Lodges.  Perhaps the most crucial of all to 

the development of the public sphere was the vast expansion of print.” See her “Between the Republic of Virtue and 

the Republic of Letters:  Marie-Jeanne Roland Practices Rousseau,” in Elena Russo, Exploring the Conversible 

World:  Text and Sociability from the Classical Age to the Enlightenment (New Haven: Yale University Press, 

1997), 187.   

 
19

 David Norbrook, “Women, the Republic of Letters and the Public Sphere in the Mid-Seventeenth 

Century” Criticism 41 (2004): 223-40, 223.   

 
20

 Dena Goodman, The Republic of Letters: A Cultural History of the French Enlightenment (Ithaca and 

London:  Cornell University Press, 1994), 13; see also 1-2, 14-15, 49.   
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sort of Pedantic Park,”
21

  Daniel Brewer casts the Republic of Letters as an idealized space 

linked to places such as academies, salons, and publishing networks; writing is the medium that 

actualizes this space through the ways individuals construct this space in their writing and depict 

it in communications with others.  Additionally, this idealized space actualizes a certain type of 

subjectivity, operating as a point of reference in relation to which individuals understand 

themselves.
22

    

If the Republic of Letters has a space, one may map its geography.  Bots and Waquet 

contend that the Republic of Letters, presented by its creators and sustainers as a sort of state, 

accordingly possessed of a territory.  Likewise, Robert Mayhew asserts that the notion of a 

republic “presupposes” a geography.  This space has been mapped in a concrete sense by recent 

studies such as Ultee’s which investigates the spatial spread of Leibniz’s correspondents or 

Brockliss’ study of the geographical zone of Esprit Calvet’s webbed networks of epistolary 

communications in eighteenth century Avignon.
23

  Bots and Waquet examine the spatial 

organization which historical participants imposed on the Republic.  Based on this reading, the 

space of the Republic of Letters is conceptualized as a universal or worldwide polity.
24

  Like a 
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 Anthony Grafton, Worlds Made by Words:  Scholarship and Community in the Modern West 

(Cambridge, MA.; London:  Harvard University Press, 2009), 6, 9, 11. 
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 Brewer, 174. 

 
23

 Robert Mayhew, “British Geography’s Republic of Letters:  Mapping an Imagined Community, 1600-

1800,” Journal of the History of Ideas 65(2004): 251-76, at 252.  Mayhew likewise sets for himself a topographical 
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24
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state, the Republic of Letters had active capitals (those cities with particularly vibrant scholarly 

activity) which radiated over provincial peripheries at any given point in time.  However, this 

space idealized as fixed, immutable, and homogeneous is one whose contours, capitals, and 

peripheral zones are in flux. 

Alternatively, scholars chart the space of the Republic of Letters in terms of its 

amorphous and protean instability.  April Shelford, for example, has recently pointed out that a 

focus at the individual level of the Republic of Letters has the advantage of making explicit 

important features of the Republic often blurred by a scholarly tendency to focus on the 

universalizing rhetoric offered in historical descriptions.  Writ large, the republic existed only as 

the sum of all members’ social gestures and communications.  This dynamic organism thus 

lacked a fixed shape at any single moment because it continually reconfigured its boundaries as 

individuals established new liaisons or when pressures, internal (such as quarrels) or external 

(such as war), came to bear.  Each individual configured his own Republic of Letters, building a 

network over time of kindred or, at minimum, useful contacts.
25

  For Shelford, the ideal (but 

unrealizable) strategy of mapping the Republic of Letters would be to diagram the network of 

contacts of each individual at any single moment.
26

  Similarly, in his systematic study of the 

epistolary networks of Avignon-based Esprit de Calvet, Brockliss posits the existence of smaller 

communication matrices or micro- or mini-Republics of Letters and identifies individuals within 

mini-Republics who act as conduits linking mini-states to larger Republics of Letters.
27

  Drawing 

                                                           
25
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attention to networks of vernacular learning contemporaneous with the Latin learning networks 

that frequently dominate scholarly studies of the humanist Republic of Letters, Arjan van 

Dixhoorn and Susie Speakman Sutch wonder whether these vernacular literary worlds can also 

be considered part of the Republic of Letters.  If so, they wonder how far these Latin and 

vernacular literary communities interpenetrated each other and if there was “direct personal 

interplay or indirect cultural exchange between core and /or marginal networks of the Republic 

of Letters.”
28

             

What constitutes membership in the Republic of Letters is a contested issue. According to 

Anne Goldgar, individuals might participate in the Republic of Letters without writing.  An 

individual could become a man of letters through self-appointment alone.
29

  Maarten Ultee sets 

the threshold for membership at a minimum of scholarly correspondence.
30

  For Goldgar, 

however, an individual’s identification with the community might simply stem from regular 

reading of publications such as journals.  Hence, those who concerned themselves with the 

communications of the Republic could be identified as members, but an individual’s status 

within the Republic would likely depend on his contacts with other members, particularly well-

known and influential ones.
31

  In consequence, scholars point out the emergence of hierarchies of 

members within the Republic, of big fish and minnows.
32

  Susan Dalton points out that in 

                                                                                                                                                                                           
 

28
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31
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32
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practice social networks among members worked to promote communal cohesion but that social 

networking also tended to promote exclusivity.  When members sought and granted favors to 

acquaintances, friends, and family, they also restricted opportunities for including individuals 

outside elite circles.
33

  Dalton examines in particular the work of salonnière Jeanne Julie 

Éléonore de Lespisse, who reinforced elitism in the Republic through her promotion of the work 

of friends.
34

 

Despite difficulties in determining membership, the composition of members was marked 

by scholars with diverse interests and specialties that became interlinked through shared 

enthusiasms.
35

  Scholarly interlocutors appear to have almost effortlessly combined philological 

skill in reading ancient texts with devotion to developing techniques of scientific exploration.  

The educational training of pre-modern European scholars was designed to produce generalists:  

“even the most gifted mathematicians studied Greek, Latin, and history in school, and logic and 

philosophy in college, before they turned to numbers.”
36

 Outstanding Republican Nicolas-Claude 

Fabri de Peiresc (1580-1637) discovered in 1610 the first nebula ever observed in the 

constellation Orion,
37

 was one of the earliest pioneers of Coptic studies in Early Modern 

                                                                                                                                                                                           
and Huguenot minister César de Missy.  Voltaire condescended to communicate with relative minnow Missy due to 

the strictures of politesse operative in the Republic.  This and similar examples do much to undermine the ideal 

erected by the eighteenth century scholars touting equality among members in the Republic of Letters.  

    
33
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Eighteenth-Century Europe (Montreal & Kingston; London; Ithaca:  McGill-Queen’s University Press, 2003), 8.   
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Europe,
38

 and amended sailing maps of the Mediterranean by means of eclipse observations 

employed to compute longitudes.
39

 Peiresc’s correspondence network included associate scholar 

Athanasius Kircher, whose complex writings ranging through most arts and sciences were 

preserved in massive illustrated Latin folios.  Kircher seems to have known more languages than 

any of his contemporary scholars, writing in Latin, Italian, Spanish, German, Dutch, Hebrew, 

Armenian, Arabic, and Coptic.
40

  Some of Kircher’s other eclectic achievements included 

clambering into the crater of Vesuvius to study volcanoes, assisting Bernini in drafting the 

Fountain of the Four Rivers, and offering impious speculations about heliocentric astronomy and 

the ancient history of Egypt and China.
41

        

The Early Modern Republic of Letters also collected people together through the 

enterprise of collecting objects.  Such pursuits highlight the antiquarian concerns of republicans 

and their backward-looking gaze (which is not to say, however, that such a gaze did not serve 

present interests).  Case studies of republican collectors illuminate the social and often 

interdependent nature of the collecting enterprise.  Brockliss charts with precision the creation of 

Esprit Calvet’s antiquities collection—the centerpiece of which was 12,000 coins, especially 

large imperial bronzes—as the sum product of collective endeavors of friends, neighbors, 

patients, and professional colleagues.  On the whole, the collection appears to have been the 

product of gifts, exchanges, and purchase.  Calvet’s example also informs us about mentoring 

                                                           
38
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relationships among antiquarians, since Calvet corresponded with neophyte collectors whose 

fledgling collections he augmented by passing along his own unwanted coins.                              

Other scholars locate the Republic of Letters in a set of moral understandings and social 

practices.  In this approach, the Republic is conceptualized as a type of “culture in practice” 

created by literati,
42

 and the emphasis is on the social rather than the intellectual component of 

learned communities.
43

  For Anne Goldgar, “the Republic of Letters was not located—for 

example—in the Société Royale des Sciences in Berlin, but in the relations among its members 

and among other scholars, the quarrels, gossip, dinners, lending of books and sharing of 

information.”
44

  Likewise Peter Miller asserts that the Republic of Letters was “a laboratory in 

which ideas of civility were elaborated and lived.”
45

 Goldgar locates the Republic in the values 

and mentalities that informed members’ conduct and inculcated within them this unique 

conception of community.  Personal relationships were the foundation of communications in the 

Republic.  These relationships were informed by value systems providing regular protocol 

regarding correct comportment.
46

  Reciprocity and a sense of obligation among members emerge 

as a sort of cooperative code which facilitated the exchange of services and benefits as well as 

fortifying the communal identity of the Republic of Letters.
47

  A significant element of this 

“culture in practice” was a normative understanding of the moral dimension of learning; 
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intellectual endeavor was constructed as morally edifying in these communities of lettered 

individuals.
48

   

 Idealized friendship featured as a component of the moral system among Republic 

members, engendering a sense of equality in organizing relations among group members and 

thereby facilitating collaborative intellectual endeavor.  In April Shelford’s words, “friendship 

was the Republic of Letters’ emotional infrastructure.”
49

  The shared love of knowledge and love 

among citizens enabled the circulation of knowledge.  Part of the normative language of the 

Republic of Letters was the conception of friendship as a relationship into which men freely 

entered as equals and whose responsibilities were accepted with enthusiasm.  Friendship ties 

made Republicans, in the words of seventeenth century Huguenot philosopher Pierre Bayle, “of 

as good a lineage . . . all equal . . . all brothers, like the children of Apollo.”
50

  Ideals of 

friendship undergirding conceptions of the Republic of Letters must also be set, however, within 

the context of other Early Modern theories of friendship and its role in the pursuit of knowledge.          

Other scholars focus on the devices that individuals employed to realize the ideal of the 

Republic of Letters.  The core communications mechanism actualizing this society was 

epistolography.
51

 One of main functions of letters was to provide opportunities for research and 

to link intellectuals with scholarly opportunities.
52

  Letters also serve as a mode of sociability in 
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the sense of promoting not only intellectual exchange but also a means of vicarious 

conversation.
53

  Via correspondence, members in this community transcended geographical 

distances that would have otherwise hindered rewarding discussions and exchange of ideas.  

Distance and the formalities of epistolography fostered amicable relations while reducing direct 

confrontation and enabling debate.
54

  Letter-writing was an obligation binding on all members.  

In his study of seventeenth century examples, Paul Dibon contends that “it was the strict duty of 

each citizen of the Respublica literaria to establish, maintain, and encourage communication, 

primarily by personal correspondence or contact.”
55

         

Like letter-writing in antiquity, letters in the Early Modern world were not casual 

exchanges but frequently carefully-wrought literary creations designed to be shared, circulated, 

treasured, and collected.
56

  Letter collections of notable members of epistolary networks that 

appeared in published volumes enshrined the cherished art of letter-writing, and by the 1430s 

such publications confirmed the stature of the letter author as veritable scholar.
57

  Early Modern 

letters were instruments of self-creation as well as instruments of mentoring and friendship.  

Carol Pal has recently studied the formation of intellectual families or “familles d’alliance” as 

modes of mentorship in epistolary networks.  Pal cites the earliest known use of this term in 1588 

when Michel de Montaigne extended an offer of “fille d’alliance” or adoptive intellectual 

daughter to Marie de Gournay.  Such mentoring relationships functioned as emotional bonds as 
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well as strategies for female scholars in particular to strengthen their position in the Republic of 

Letters.
58

  Friendship language in epistolary networks included love language as well as nagging 

friends about their obligations to respond with a letter, scolding friends for not writing sooner, 

and preemptive introductions in letters justifying late responses.
59

       

Given the large volume of surviving Early Modern letters and the sheer complexity of the 

interlocking epistolary networks which they contain, systematic exploration of the letters of the 

Republic may seem unrealizable or, at best, hopelessly confusing.
60

  Even scholars who make 

strong arguments for the role of letters in forging the Republic of Letters do not investigate 

specific letter collections systematically.
61

  However, other scholars such as Brockliss have 

turned their attention to exclusive study of the epistolary correspondence of individuals in order 

to reconstruct the geographical spread, social backgrounds, and intellectual interests of the 

scholarly networks of micro-states of the Republic of Letters in action.
62

  In her study of Pierre 

Huet’s letters, April Shelford charts the mechanics of epistolary networks in terms of 

“gatekeepers” or savants who furthered a friend’s project by introducing him to useful contacts.  

The role of gatekeeper, asserts Shelford, was one that virtually every citizen performed.  

Shelford provides a map of the gatekeepers who enabled Huet’s entrée into the Republic of 
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Letters (early 1650s).
63

  Additionally, Shelford depicts the exchange of writings among 

republicans by means of a flow chart illustrating the circulation of Huet’s Ode and Epistle
64

 and 

charts the circulation of Latin poetry (ca. 1658-64) through a subgroup of Huet’s Republic of 

Letters.
65

     

Lastly, scholars locate the Republic of Letters in interlocking communications networks 

and forms of sodality which included but were not necessarily limited to the circulation of 

ephemeral media such as journals and pamphlets, the nascence of scientific academies, personal 

libraries as tourist attractions, and salons.  The details of these distinctively Early Modern loci of 

the Republic of Letters are not directly relevant to my present purposes, but suffice it to say that 

these are mutually reinforcing interlocking springs and mechanisms of an organism of 

communications.  For example, journal articles informed scholars of the latest ideas and 

publications to which a savant might not have access in terms of local resources.  Journal articles 

offered surrogate access to the great libraries in Europe, as librarians pursued for review in 

journals books which they were set upon acquiring.  Likewise, literary journals offered readers 

admission to participate in scholarly debates.           

 Finally, to expand to a synoptic view, Republics of Letters were not isolated virtual 

communities but were entrenched in the world around them.  Scholarly networks might be 

defined in terms of erudite interlocutors, but such networks were highly dependent upon the 

symbiotic contributions of a throng of servants and beneficiaries who ensured the safe transport 

of letters, gifts, antiquities, and writings such as poetry and treatises.  Savants within Republics 
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of Letters might perceive themselves as distinct and superior,
66

 yet the technical infrastructure of 

their intellectual commerce was built upon the work of non-scholars.  Additionally, republicans 

were often burdened by professional obligations, frequently as a means of earning a livelihood to 

secure time for scholarly leisure.  Esprit Calvet habitually complained about the time he had to 

allocate to his practice of medicine and regarded it as wasted time.
67

  Early Modern savants 

longed for the idleness or otium (Greek scholē) beloved by the ancients, but they were concerned 

about how to balance their private intellectual cultivation with engagement in civil life.
68

  

A Late Antique Republic of Letters? 

What do I mean by a Late Antique Republic of Letters?  Specifically, I mean the 

intellectual sodality, literally the res publica or “public affairs,” of the literati of the Late Antique 

Greek East and their discursive explorations of identity, examined specifically through the lens 

of four understudied authors.  Their neglected epistolary corpora constitute an entry point for 

examination of a particular culture of provincial sociability.  This study represents the testimony 

of those voices who have not traditionally told the story of provincial life in the Later Empire.  

These underexamined letters can be put to use in elucidating social and intellectual exchange as 

well as the nature of the exercise of power in the provinces.   

In this project, I adduce the model of a Republic of Letters as an organizing apparatus for 

reading the selected epistolary corpora.  This model serves as both interpretative vehicle and 

metaphor. The Republic of Letters operates in this project as a useful shorthand means of 
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conceptualizing the type of intellectual exchange and shared culture of erudition characterizing 

these epistolographers.  It lends thematic cohesion to my study because it unites and brings into 

focus a particular set of interconnected dimensions of the letters.  This model articulates and 

synthesizes how the selected authors, who, convinced of the moral dimension of learning, 

engaged in a mode of intellectual sociability regulated by a code of genteel interaction.  I will 

elaborate here the specific dimensions of the figurative model of a Late Antique Republic of 

Letters.  

Epistolary speech offered vicarious shared presence transcending the geographical and 

political divisions of Empire. Late Antique letter authors shared the perception that a person’s 

logoi offered access to his soul.
 69

  We will explore testimony to this phenomenon later in the 

chapter and subsequent chapters.  There is a sense in which logoi create visibility.  Like the Early 

Modern Republic of Letters, Late Antique epistles thus offered surrogate presence and 

companionship.   

The letters were conduits of intellectual sociability.  The epistolary corpora of Procopius, 

Aeneas, Synesius, and Isidore point to the existence of scholarly networks that gathered and 

exchanged learning.  Epistolography provided a space for intellectual exchange among Late 

Antique literati.  By means of letters, epistolographers shared and discussed books, treatises, and 

literary writings.  They circulated, commented upon, and assessed copies of their speeches, 

poetry, and disquisitions.  Literati sometimes served as gatekeepers or brokers introducing 

associates and friends to one another.  Through vicarious conversation, letters provided access to 
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materials, intellectual exchange, and contacts beyond an epistolographer’s limited local 

resources.     

Late Antique literati shared and broadcast their diverse intellectual enthusiasms through 

letters.  The selected authors indicate that the epistolary currency of Late Antiquity encompassed 

not only facility in classicizing and Atticizing speech but also knowledge of scientific and 

medical traditions, as well as enthusiasm for technical devices.  Epistolographers employed 

letters as open forums exploring diverse topics including the interpretation of scripture; gadgets 

such as waterwheels, astrolabes, and hydrometers; the relationship between body and soul, and 

cosmology.  These provincials defined and distinguished themselves through polymathy, an 

encyclical devotion to knowledge enthusiastically endorsed in the intellectual communities of 

Alexandria, in which the selected epistolographers were all most likely educated.     

The letters—the premier form of social media in the Later Empire—suggest nodes of 

provincial sociability.  They were designed to be shared, circulated, and re-read among 

interlinked persons.  They are thus devices of lateral address and point to horizontal audiences of 

literati.
70

  Through the copying and dissemination of letters, literati “re-tweeted” letters for the 

entertainment of their friends and associates.
71

  Constructed for the lateral audience, these texts 

likely indicate the interests, values, and practices of a larger subset of educated provincials in the 

Greek East.  Epistolary language across our authors indicates that the letters were shared at 
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public gatherings of literati in various locations in the city.  The letters also point to the role of 

dining as another locus of intellectual sociability among urban literati.   

Like the Early Modern republicans, Late Antique epistolographers engaged in a specific 

type of sociability in which only a select group of men with keenly-trained linguistic practices 

could participate.  Yet these letter writers relied upon the world around them in order to actualize 

this sodality.  A host of beneficiaries supported the technical infrastructure of letter exchange.  

Letter authors relied upon the efforts of a diverse number of individuals from various social 

locations to ferry letters and convey messages, ranging from skippers and sailors, to men on 

horseback, to students, to individuals seeking legal aid, to traveling friends.  The humble and 

unlettered often enabled the ethereal and lofty communications of literati patrons.    

Late Antique letter writers pursued intellectual commerce perceived as morally beneficial 

by means of a cooperative code of idealized genteel behavior.  Similar to the Early Modern 

savant, Late Antique scholars also shared the Classical view that the life of the mind was morally 

edifying.  These men would have agreed with Peter Miller’s claim that “learning shapes the soul 

and prepares it for good and moral living.”
72

  Like the Early Modern Republic of Letters, the 

Late Antique epistolography of lettered provincials elaborated a distinctive ethic that facilitated 

exchange and mitigated personal discord.  As we will see below, the strictures of Late Antique 

epistolography encoded a specific protocol delineating genteel interaction.  These conventions 

promoted reciprocity and intellectual friendship.         
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Modern Scholarship 

 I have elaborated above a preliminary model in order to characterize my approach to 

study of the selected epistolographers.  In this section, I will provide an overview of the 

contemporary scholarship concerning Late Antique letters and the selected authors in particular 

in order to situate my project within the context of the historical scholarship.  Late Antique 

epistolary corpora as a genre have been studied previously by scholars such as Ray Van Dam and 

Peter Brown in terms of their function in power brokerage between provincial elites and imperial 

officials.
73

  In this view, epistolary conventions characteristic of elite letters, such as shared 

paideia, friendship, and formulaic gestures of politeness and cordiality yoked together the 

formidable distances of the Empire and facilitated relations between elites of asymmetrical 

status.  Classical culture, formulaic polite address, and expressions of friendship provided a 

means for instant rapport and intimacy in lieu of personal familiarity.
74

  The protocol punctuating 

Late Antique letters also structures the epistolary sociability of the letters of Synesius, Isidore, 

Procopius and Aeneas.    

 My study is influenced in part by recent scholarship on the Late Antique letter as a mode 

of friendship among lettered men.  In Families and Friends in late Roman Cappadocia,
75

 

Raymond Van Dam provides useful analytical models for the study of social and cultural history 

of Late Antique epistolary corpora, particularly ecclesiastical texts.  Exploring the letters of Basil 
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of Caesarea and Gregory of Nazianzus, Van Dam investigates how letters perpetuated friendship 

and functioned as an activity of philia providing a means for interlocutors to evaluate their 

conceptions of friendship and search for self-consistency and self-understanding in the midst of 

changing and sometimes vanishing friendships.  Thus, epistolary friendship serves as a vehicle 

for self-discovery.  Letters in Van Dam’s view provided moments of vicarious shared 

experience.   

 Recent work on Late Antique letters from Gaza includes Jennifer Hevelone-Harper’s 

monograph on two holy men of Gaza, Barsanuphius and John.
76

  As in Van Dam’s project to 

study ecclesiastical texts from the perspective of social and cultural history, Hevelone-Harper 

interrogates the collected correspondence of Barsanuphius and John for data concerning how 

letters functioned to maintain spiritual authority at the monastery at Tawatha and to provide a 

forum for these secluded monks for engaging the concerns of lay petitioners, thereby providing 

guidance on matters both spiritual and mundane.  Thus, the correspondence between these 

monks and petitioners representing a broad cross-section of Late Antique society provided a 

conduit connecting persons of various social situations to monastic and spiritual leaders during 

the twilight of Greco-Roman Gaza.  Letters provided the vehicle for the monks’ continued 

involvement in the polis of Gaza.      

 Modern scholars have awarded scant attention to the epistolary corpora of Synesius, 

Isidore of Pelusium, Procopius of Gaza and Aeneas of Gaza.  In the case of Synesius, the skill 

and precision of French scholar Denis Roques has contributed greatly to our understanding of the 

specific chronological details, interlocutors, geo-political context, and the philological themes of 
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Synesius’ letters.
77

  In two of the four volumes of the Belles Lettres edition of Synesius’ works, 

Roques has provided rich annotation to Garzya’s critical edition of the letters (cf. p. 32).
78

  

Scholarly debate among specialists has tended to focus on the question of Synesius’ religious 

identity.
79

  This self-proclaimed philosopher agreed to serve as bishop of Ptolemaïs in 410 

despite his documented doubts about Orthodox Christianity conveyed in Letter 105 to his 

brother.  The two most recent discussions of this issue include Jay Bregman’s monograph 

Synesius of Cyrene:  Philosopher Bishop, and Alan Cameron and Jacqueline Long’s chapter in 

Barbarians and Politics at the Court of Arcadius.
80

  In Bregman’s view, Synesius’ highest 

religious identity was service of philosophy and he considered Neoplatonism the means to 

salvation.  Cameron and Long, on the other hand, contend that Synesius’ Hellenism was solely a 

cultural identity. In their view, Synesius was wary about accepting the episcopate not because of 

religious objections but because he was concerned about the demands it would place on his time.  

  Extant scholarship dwindles as one turns to study of Isidore of Pelusium, Procopius of 

Gaza, and Aeneas of Gaza. The authenticity of the letters of Isidore and even his existence have 

been doubted by modern scholarship.  Based on prosopographical analysis of the names and 
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titles used in Isidore’s epistolary corpus, Pierre Évieux has argued persuasively that Isidore did 

in fact exist and that the letters are authentic.
81

  Drawing from the 2,000-odd extant letters, 

Évieux is concerned to sketch Isidore’s inner development.  For Évieux, Isidore underwent a 

series of stages in a progressive spiritual transformation which was marked by changing relations 

with his social community.  Isidore’s journey from appointment as sophist in Pelusium to priest 

and spiritual teacher to monk in a mountain retreat represented a quest for spiritual perfection 

and fusion of lived experience and the spoken word. 
82

  

 A recent blossoming of scholarly examination of Greco-Roman Gaza in Late Antiquity 

has enriched contemporary understandings of the historical context of Procopius and Aeneas.
83

  

A small number of Italian scholars have contributed enormously to the study of the written 

corpus of Procopius of Gaza within the past decade although this scholarship remains neglected 

by Anglo-American scholars.  This circle is comprised chiefly of Eugenio Amato, Federica 

Ciccolella, Giuseppina Matino, and Aldo Corcella.
84

  The most prolific of these, Eugenio Amato, 

has both edited and contributed selections to a reference collection of essays, texts, and 

translations concerning Procopius of Gaza, entitled Rose di Gaza: gli scritti rhetorico-sofistici e 

le epistole di Procopio di Gaza.  This magisterial volume is comprised of a first unit of essays 

ranging from biographical discussion of Procopius, including discussions regarding his literary 
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and rhetorical corpus, to study of his panegyric to Emperor Anastasius, an essay concerning the 

letters written by Federica Ciccolella, and discussion of the editions and translations of the letters 

and the rhetorical writings.  The second unit is comprised of richly annotated texts and 

Ciccolella’s translation of Procopius’ entire epistolary corpus into Italian with notes, as well as 

texts and translations of the sophistical works, and it includes annotated translations in Italian of 

Procopius’ ekphrasis on the waterclock at Gaza as well as his Panegyric of Anastasius.
85

  An 

appendix includes Aldo Corcella’s essay and Italian translation of Choricius’ Funeral Oration of 

Procopius as well as two essays concerning the ekphraseis (as on p. 27).   

Federica Ciccolella’s essay on Procopius’ letters in Rose di Gaza contains a trenchant 

overview of many of the themes of the letters, including discussion of the professionals 

populating Procopius’ network, and the relationship between the Procopius’ extant letters and 

epistolographic conventions of his context.
86

  I will draw upon this essay in subsequent chapters, 

but here I draw attention to salient introductory issues pertaining to the letters.  Ciccolella 

reminds us that the modern scholar must confront the suggestion Kilian Seitz expressed in his 

1892 dissertation on the School of Gaza that the letters of Procopius could simply have been 

model exercises (Probenstücke) composed by Procopius for his students.
87

  According to Seitz, 

even the fact that the letters are addressed to real individuals does not confirm their authenticity, 

especially if one considers the practice among sophists of writing fictional letters to historical 

figures and famous personalities.
88

  Against these objections, however, Seitz emphasizes the 
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extreme variety and individuality of the letters, arguing for example that it would not have made 

sense for Procopius to invent completely kinship ties that he claims to have with some of his 

correspondents.
89

   

Acknowledging Seitz’s caveats, Ciccolella views the highly artificial and programmed 

speech of the letters, which include little concrete fact, as reflecting the language and themes 

typical of the epistolary genre.  She contends, however, that the question of the authenticity of 

the letters should arise from other considerations than those Seitz proposed.  It is highly likely 

that the Procopian corpus did gather some spurious material over the centuries in addition to a 

core of authentic material.  It could also be possible that the surviving letters represent real 

situations and individuals with names and specific facts eliminated so the texts could be used as 

classroom models.
90

  Ciccolella ultimately asserts that surely some of the political and economic 

aspects described by Procopius correspond to historical realities.
91

  Notwithstanding the 

conventionality of their content, Procopius’ letters demonstrate a great variety of human 

characters, each with his own individual story.
92

  Additionally, the letters encode clear 

expectations of the correct comportment appropriate for various types of specific professionals.
93

  

They also point to a context of a common cultural heritage uniting epistolary interlocutors who 

shared in the same aesthetic and moral values.
94

  Independently of my construction of a Late 
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Antique Republic of Letters, Ciccolella comments that Procopius “stands at the center of a 

‘Republic of Letters’ formed by individuals who share the same ideas and above all, the same 

culture.”
95

   

Other recent scholarship on Procopius of Gaza has not centered on his letters, but on his 

manipulation of both classical and Christian genres of writing:  the ekphrasis and the catena.  

Henry Maguire, for example, has argued on the basis of textual analysis of Procopius’ Ekphrasis 

Eikonos describing a mural painting in Gaza of Phaedra and Hippolytus that Procopius did in 

fact observe the works of art he discusses and did not use only literary sources.  In Maguire’s 

view there is clear evidence to support the view that the ekphraseis of the School of Gaza were 

created on the basis of first-hand observation as well as literary exemplars.
96

  Rina Talgam has 

recently investigated the perpetuation of classical culture in Byzantine Palestine and Arabia 

through the testimony of Procopius’ Ekprasis Eikonos.  Talgam compares the evidence from 

Procopius’ ekphrasis with archaeological evidence from the region in order to understand better 

how pagan mythological themes were represented in Byzantine secular art.
97

   

 Bas Ter Haar Romeny has recently studied how Procopius contributed to emerging 

Christian genres of discourse through analysis of how Procopius related to existing texts in his 
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Commentary on the Octateuch.
98

   Ter Haar Romeny explores François Petit’s contention that 

Procopius’ Commentary was dependent upon an earlier Catena on the Octateuch.  Based on the 

agreement between the sources of the Catena on the Octateuch and those of Procopius in his 

Commentary, Petit suggested that Procopius and the catenist used the same library.
99

  Ter Haar 

Romeny speculates that perhaps this library was that at Gaza but qualifies this hypothesis with a 

reminder that ancient scholars were more itinerant than modern scholars often imagine.  Ter 

Haar Romeny ultimately argues that the key to understanding Procopius’ manipulation of 

Christian literary genres lies with Procopius’ profane works:  Procopius followed closely earlier 

models, whether Classical genres for the benefit of his students or emerging Christian forms of 

exegetical discourse.  Procopius’ seemingly paradoxical use of pagan and Christian literary 

genres stems simply from his conservative adherence to genre conventions.
100

  Such an 

argument, however, does not make use of the other information Procopius provides about 

himself in his letters. As I shall argue below, I think careful study of the letters will clarify 

Procopius’ relation to what are traditionally classed as Christian and pagan forms of discourse.   

 Recent scholarly discussion of Aeneas of Gaza has been drawn from his Neoplatonic 

dialogue entitled Theophrastus or on the Immortality of Souls and the Resurrection of Bodies as 

well as his letters addressed to a teacher of medicine (iatrosophist) named Gesius.  Alexander 
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Alexakis has employed the Theophrastus to study the fate of discourse concerning the 

transmigration of souls in Byzantine authors.  In the Theophrastus, Aeneas summarizes the 

major Neoplatonic ideas of reincarnation and argues against them in defense of the Christian 

positions.
101

  To judge from post-sixth-century Byzantines, contends Alexakis, little survived 

from the pagan Greek past on the issue of transmigration of souls.  In this view, the work of 

Aeneas represents a latent attempt to engage this Neoplatonic issue,
102

 and later Byzantine 

authors rarely refer to reincarnation (exceptions include Photius and Psellus) and when they do it 

is only within broader antipagan or antiheretic diatribes.
103

   

 Vivian Nutton analyzes the case of Gessius, a dear friend and addressee of the letters of 

Aeneas and Procopius, to assert that the medical profession still was regarded as a bulwark of 

paganism and heresy in Late Antiquity.
104

 According to Zacharias Scholasticus (ca. 465/6-

536),
105

 this highly-regarded friend of the two Gaza sophists was reported to have supported the 

pagan philosopher Heraiscus who endorsed the oracle of Menuthis in response to Christian 
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criticism.  Sophronius of Jerusalem (ca. 560-638)
106

 also says that Gessius was not a serious 

Christian though Gessius self-identified as one.
107

  According to John of Ephesus (ca. 507-

586/588),
108

 Gessius’ retribution for denying the divine character of the cures of Saints Cyrus 

and John was an incurable disease.  Fortunately for Gessius, the malady was vulnerable to the 

power of contrite confession.
109

   

  In a recent article engaging the question of the audience of John of Gaza’s
110

 declaimed 

poems, Federica Ciccolella contributes to scholarly investigation of the intellectual life and 

culture of Gaza from the fifth to sixth centuries.
111

  In Ciccolella’s inquiry, the language of 

John’s poetry bears the imprint of the tastes and concerns of the public of Gaza who attended the 

competitive display of public declamations.   John addresses his audience, the literati community 

of Gaza, as a “choir replete with the wise bee,” and a people who, like the bee, tend to the 

sweetness of intellectual endeavor and beautiful speech and are thus “a sweetly-flowing 

Muse.”
112

  Furthermore, Ciccolella argues that John’s re-evaluation of pagan myths and their 
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allegorical interpretation in his sixth anacreontic poem is consistent with his audience’s attitudes 

toward myth informed by Neoplatonic and Christian thought.  The allegorical exegesis of myth 

is thus a means of preserving pagan literature when addressing a Christian audience with a strong 

Classical background.  This view is certainly not novel, yet Ciccolella’s use of the binaries 

“pagan” and “Christian” in discussion of Late Antique religious identity in Gaza may likely be 

modified with study of the epistolary discourse of Late Antique men of letters from Gaza, 

Aeneas and Procopius.
113

          

Texts and Editions 

 In this section, I will explore the previous critical editions and, as appropriate, the 

manuscript transmission, of the epistolary corpora of Synesius, Procopius, Aeneas, and Isidore.  

The purpose of this exploration is to investigate how the major collections were created and how 

the letters have been preserved in order to evaluate these texts as documents.  These letters—as 

arguably are all texts in Barthesian textuality—are protean texts, texts whose meanings change 

shape under continual reconstruction by various audiences and preserving hands (or 

excerpting/excising hands), whether ancient or modern.  These letters have meanings which 

refuse to stay in the same place and form, whose textual meaning has been continually 

(re)constructed in the interface between text and reader(s), whether the audience be 

contemporary Late Antique recipients or classrooms, Byzantine collectors or medieval readers 

gathering florilegia.  In this project, I am principally concerned with these letters as documents 

circulating between author and recipient(s), but I shall sketch in broad outline the transmission 
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and collection of these texts across different temporal contexts to indicate the plasticity of these 

letters as texts.
114

     

 Synesius’ letters have been organized into four significant editions, the most recent being 

that of Garzya published in 1979.
115

  The first collection was produced by the Jesuit scholar 

Petavius.  The third edition of Petavius’ collection, published in 1633, was reprinted by J.-P. 

Migne in Patrologia Graeca, volume 66.  Hercher’s collection of Synesius’ letters in the 

Epistolographi Graeci (1873) constitutes a third edition.  Over a hundred years later, A. Garzya 

published a new critical edition which has key advantages over previous collections.  Garzya’s 

edition is the first to be based on a comprehensive examination of the manuscript tradition in its 

entirety.  In his collection Garzya endeavors to assist the reader in her understanding of the text 

as well as the context of Synesius’ epistolary communication.
116

   

 This relatively modest collection was apparently a best-seller throughout the Byzantine 

period, but Synesius himself made no efforts to preserve his letters as far as Garzya can tell.
117

  

According to Garzya, there are no fewer than 260 manuscripts, of which 55, dating from the 
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eleventh to the fifteenth centuries, contain 120 or more of the 156 letters.
118

  Garzya dates the 

archetype to the tenth century, about a century earlier than our oldest manuscript.
119

  Garzya 

hypothesizes two main groups of manuscripts as well as a number of subgroups along with much 

contamination.
120

  To simplify the half a dozen types of numbering systems applied to Synesius’ 

epistolary corpus, Garzya employs the canonical numbering system used in the majority of the 

manuscripts.
121

 

   The collection of Isidore of Pelusium’s 2,000-odd letters was first edited in stages in the 

sixteenth to the seventeenth centuries.  The first edition of part of the letters was published in 

three volumes by J. de Billy and J. Chatard (1585).  C. Rittershuys added a fourth book drawn 

from the manuscript collection (1605), and A. Schott added a fifth book of the rest of the letters 

to complete the collection (1623).  In the nineteenth century, Migne published 569 letters in 

volume 78 of his Patrologia Graeca.  Pierre Évieux has created a relatively recent collection of 

letters 1214-2000.  According to Évieux, the original order of the manuscripts had been disrupted 

and Évieux elected to begin at 1214, where the manuscript order had been upset.
122

 

 The study of Isidore’s epistolary corpus can be grouped into three stages:  medieval study 

of catenae and florilegia, sixteenth and seventeenth century publication of a rudimentary 

historical account of Isidore worked out from the letters as well as better-known testimonia, and 

modern study.  There were originally some 3,000 letters in the corpus, and by the first quarter of 
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the sixth century these were known in both Egypt and Syria.
123

  According to the hypothesis of 

D. A. Schmid, texts related to the Monophysite controversy had already been interpolated in the 

collection.  These texts in turn were corrupted so that some texts contained Monophysite 

formulae and others Chalcedonian.  The Sleepless Monks of Constantinople collected 2,000 

letters in four codices.  It is uncertain how this collection compared to the original 3,000 letters, 

but this collection was the archetype for some of the principal Greek manuscripts preserved in 

Western Europe and served as the Greek text from which the ancient Latin translation of the 

letters was derived.  Among the Greek manuscripts there are two main types:  those in which the 

letters are in the order they had in the Constantinopolitan original, and another which deviates 

from this order.
124

  Behind the larger collections of his letters, however, must have been the 

original efforts of Isidore himself or his cooperation with others to preserve his letters.  Isidore 

may have sent copies of letters to friends, or filed away copies, and eventually must have decided 

to publish a volume of such letters or they would not have survived.
125

   

 The first edition of the letters of Procopius was the Aldine edition, printed at Venice by 

Marc Musurus in 1499.  This edition contained 61 Procopian letters inserted between Aeneas of 

Gaza and Dionysius of Antioch.  The Aldine text was reprinted by Jacques Cujas (Cujacius) in 

his edition published in 1606.  There was no subsequent work on the Procopian epistolary corpus 

until the eighteenth century.  In L’Encyclopédie philologique [Venice 1741] Jean Patuse 

republished 25 letters from the Aldine edition.  In the following century, Cardinal Angelo Mai 

discovered the Vaticanus V manuscripts and made these the basis of a new edition published in 
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1831 of 104 letters.  This edition had the merit of drawing attention to letters formerly ignored in 

the corpus of Procopius’ letters.
126

  Migne (1860) reproduced this text in volume 87 in his 

Patrologia Graeca (1860) and added a Latin translation.
127

   

 In 1873 in his Epistolographi Graeci, Rudolf Hercher reprinted both the Aldine texts and 

those of cardinal Mai and also enriched his edition through inclusion of several other letters 

extracted from the Laurentianus F. Beyond this, Hercher employed the Laurentianus M and the 

Vaticanus Vat;  he introduced a number of corrections to the text, drafted for the first time a 

critical apparatus, furnished modifications to the previous Latin translations, and created his own 

translation of the letters discovered by Angelo Mai and the authors published for the first time in 

his edition.  With Hercher the number of letters had reached 163.  This number was augmented 

by Nicola Festa, who in 1900 published three new letters extracted from Vindobonensis W 

(Letters 100, 105, and 109).  At the beginning of the twentieth century preparatory yet 

incomplete efforts were published by Luigi Galante with a view to creating a critical edition.
128

  

R.J. Loenertz and A. Garzya edited the most recent edition of the letters in 1963 which built 

upon the work done by Luigi Galante.  Loenertz and Garzya provide a lengthy introduction 

listing in full the manuscript collections and discussion of the manuscript transmission history, 

replete with a stemma.  They provided a list of thirty manuscripts, the oldest of which, Ambr.gr. 

81, dated to the tenth century.  The text of the letters, 166 letters total, is followed by the Greek 

text of seven extant declamations and two indices.  Garzya and Loenertz trace a stemma of three 

branches derived from one archetype, in turn copied from an original into manuscripts containing 
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glosses and various readings.
129

  The most recent edition of the letters, replete with dense 

annotation appears in Rose di Gaza; Federica Ciccolella provides the lucid Italian translations 

and notes for all letters except for Letters 166, and 169-72, which Amato supplies.  This edition 

marks the first translation of the letters into a modern language.   

  Recent discoveries demonstrate that knowledge of the epistolography of Procopius is 

ever in flux.  In 1967 Leendert Westerink published a letter from the codex Oxon. Barocc. 131, 

to which Enrico Maltese added in 1984 a letter preserved in the manuscript Scor. F.III. 15.
130

  

Meanwhile in 1976 Garzya discovered a new codex of Procopius’ letter at Bucharest 

(Bucurest.gr. 535, 17-18
th

 centuries).
131

  In 2005 Eugenio Amato discovered the Venetian codex 

Marc. gr. 521 preserving six letters of a conversation between Procopius and the rhetor 

Megethios (four written by Megethios, and two by Procopius).
132

     

The number of the letters contained in each manuscript collection varies greatly, and no 

collection contains all known letters.  In general, the letters were transmitted along with other 
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Late Antique and Byzantine letters and rhetorical works.
133

  It is difficult to ascertain the origin 

and genesis of the hypothetical original corpus of the letters.  Possibly Procopius collected his 

own letters or his pupil and Gazan rhetor Choricius collected them after his mentor’s death in 

order to supply students in the classroom with rhetorical models for emulation.  As in the 

majority of ancient collections, the order of the letters is not chronological but it is also possible 

to reconstruct some of the themes motivating letter sequence.
134

  The thematic and/or linguistic 

units discernible in the manuscript order may have been highly useful in the classroom context. 

Garzya and Loenertz hypothesized that the grammarian, rhetor, poet, and theologian Nicephorus 

Basilakes (1115-1182), responsible for a rediscovery of Late Antique rhetoric, may well have 

been responsible for the survival of Procopius’ letters.
135

  The principal manuscripts of 

Procopius’ letters were transmitted with the Progymnasmata of Nicephorus Basilakes.
136

  On the 

other hand, the insertion of copies of Procopius’ letters into epistolary collections, such as those 

surviving in the codex Ambrosianus (10
th

 c.), highlights the significance attributed to the letters 

in Byzantium and represents the reduced number and form in which they were read and imitated 

in the golden age of Byzantine literature—that of the Paleologan dynasty (1259-1453).
137

  The 

letters next became available to the Humanists with the publication of the Aldine edition in 

1499.
138
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 Aeneas of Gaza’s epistolary corpus has been edited in a total of three editions.  The first 

was edited by Musurus for the Aldine Epistolae Diversorum Philosophorum Oratorum 

Rhetorum in 1499, and the second was Hercher’s text in Epistolographi Graeci (1873).  

Hercher’s text was that of Musurus plus Hercher’s own conjectures, because he considered the 

only manuscript known to him to be an apograph of the Aldine edition.  Maria Positano’s critical 

edition of the letters (1950) represented an improvement on the earlier editions in that it provided 

a critical text based on all of the evidence and an Italian translation and commentary, as well as 

an index verborum and a lengthy introduction.  Positano bases her text on the two manuscripts 

used by Hercher and Musurus as well as one she discovered herself, cod. 

Matrit.gr.LXIII(4693)s.XV(S).
139

  Like the letters of Procopius, Aeneas’ letters were likely 

originally preserved before or shortly after his death for use as classroom models.   

Biographical Information and Writings 

 In this section, I will sketch the biographical data and writings of Synesius, Procopius, 

Aeneas, and Isidore.  These authors occupied the Levant, Egypt, Cyrenaica—a particular corner 

of the Mediterranean in a specific period of Late Antiquity (A.D. fourth-sixth centuries).  These 

men were letter writers who hailed not only from a shared time and space in Greco-Roman 
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of epistolographers.
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  Positano argues that the Aldine text of Musurus, published in 1499, also be considered a 

manuscript.  The differences in spelling and accentuation among the manuscripts tend to derive from the errors of 
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antiquity, but also a shared educational culture.  Though Synesius was by far the most affluent of 

these four men and the only one of confirmed curial status, all were men of letters educated in 

Classical rhetoric with some knowledge of ancient philosophical traditions.
140

  Though my main 

focus is the epistolary corpora of these four Late Antique individuals, for comparative purposes, 

I also plan to draw on a broader assortment of Late Antique authors, including Libanius (4
th

 c.), 

Theodoret of Cyrus (5
th

 c.), and Choricius of Gaza (6
th

 c.). The writings of Choricius, Procopius’ 

student and successor as head of the school of Gaza, provide valuable data regarding the 

intellectual culture and religious life of Gaza as well as testimony concerning his beloved teacher 

Procopius.     

 The dates for Synesius’s life remain uncertain.  The general consensus is that he was born 

sometime between 365 and 370.
141

  He was a citizen of the city of Cyrene in Cyrenaica, and a 

member of one of the most prominent families in the city, claiming descent from the original 

Dorian colonists.  He and his brother Euoptius were part of a group of magnates who ran the 

affairs of the city under the governor of the province of Pentapolis.  Cyrene had a city council, 

and Synesius and his brother were curiales.
142

  Synesius was educated in Alexandria from 393 to 

395; he was tutored by the Alexandrian philosopher Hypatia in these years and became 

acquainted with Neoplatonic thought.
143

   About 399 he went as ambassador from Cyrene to 
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Constantinople requesting tax reductions and became involved in imperial politics.
144

  Synesius 

was present during the rebellion of the Goths in 399-400.  Despite his misgivings about holding 

the office, in 410 he was elected bishop of Ptolemaïs, one of the five cities comprising the 

province of Pentapolis in central Roman Cyrenaica, and he probably served until his death 

around 413-414.
145

  

 Synesius’ written corpus includes letters, hymns, and treatises that reveal a great deal 

about his intellectual, political, and religious perspectives.  The extant writings include 159 

letters, ten hymns written in an archaizising Doric dialect, two homilies written during his 

service as bishop, and a collection of treatises on subjects mainly political and philosophical, 

including an oration performed before Emperor Arcadius entitled On Kingship, and 

philosophical works such as the Catastases and the witty Eulogy on Baldness.
146

  The letters 

were most recently translated into English by Augustine Fitzgerald in 1926.  

 Isidore of Pelusium, roughly contemporaneous with Synesius of Cyrene, was born in 

Alexandria ca. 360-370, and died sometime after 433.  He served as a bishop and presbyter in the 

Pelusium region of the eastern Nile delta and also lived in a monastery near Pelusium on the 
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Nile.
147

    The fourteenth century writer Nikephoros Kallistos Xanthopoulos (PG 146:1249-53) 

identifies him as John Chrysostom’s student.  However, this probably should not be taken 

literally.  The Suda (10
th

 c.) identifies him as both philosopher and rhetorician, and both Severus 

of Antioch and the Byzantine scholar and patriarch of Constantinople Photius (ca. 810-893) laud 

Isidore’s orthodoxy, learning, and style.
148

  From Isidore’s rich epistolary corpus of over 2000 

letters it is clear that Isidore was originally a sophist, or teacher of rhetoric, and then became a 

didaskalos (spiritual teacher) in Pelusium.  Isidore was selected to be a sophist by the Pelusian 

boule or curia and appointed by the imperial administration.  As teacher of rhetoric in a busy and 

prosperous city Isidore was steward to young elites, training and socializing them in key authors 

of Greek literature.
149

   

 Isidore was ordained a priest at Pelusium, though it is not clear when this occurred.  

During this time Isidore was a didaskalos to a chorus of disciples whom he guided in 

interpretation of Biblical verse.  However, Isidore complains in several letters about a corrupt 

and increasingly powerful group of clerics at Pelusium, which may have prompted in part his 

retreat into the desert to live as a monk.
150

  While living in his mountain retreat, Isidore 

maintained communication with his contacts in Pelusium via letters.  From his position of 

isolation, Isidore asserted parrhesia and intervened for his friends by means of letters to high-

ranking civil servants in Constantinople, to a praetorian prefect, to prefects of Egypt and even to 
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Emperor Theodosius II.  Isidore also corresponded with his disciples who had been friends and 

teacher successors such as Harpocras and Asclepius, discussing Classical Greek texts and 

providing feedback on texts of his disciples (such as the monody of Harpocras).
151

     

 Active from the reign of Anastasius to that of Justinian, Procopius of Gaza, (ca. 465-528) 

was a rhetorician and exegete who was the leading figure at the school of rhetoric at Gaza.
152

  As 

his student Choricius explains in his funeral oration dedicated to his beloved mentor, Procopius 

demonstrated clear rhetorical talent as a boy, and was sent to study rhetoric in Alexandria.
153

  

Procopius was invited to study at the rhetorical schools at Antioch, Caesarea, Tyre, and Berytus.  

According to Choricius, after a brief period in Caesarea, Procopius returned to his native Gaza 

because of his love for his polis.
154

  At Gaza Procopius was selected to serve in the official chair 

of rhetoric and paid at public cost.  His responsibilities included delivering orations on public 

occasions, such as his encomium to Emperor Anastasius in honor of the erection of a statue of 

the emperor, and supervision of the teaching of rhetoric in Gaza.
155

     

 Photius states in the Bibliotheca that Procopius wrote many works on several topics, and 

that Procopius made use of a variety of Christian and classical genres, including catenae and 

ekphraseis.  Procopius wrote an extant commentary on the Octateuch, a commentary on Isaiah, 
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and polemical writings against the Neoplatonist Proclus.
156

  Procopius’ use of classical genres 

include his ekphrasis in rhythmic prose of two pictures at Gaza depicting the mythological 

scenes from the story of Phaedra and Hippolytus, and an ekphrasis of a clock (horologion) at 

Gaza in which a figure of Heracles comes out to perform his twelve labors.  Ekphrasis was a 

classical literary genre consisting of extended and elaborate descriptions of objects, both real and 

imaginary, though most were of works of art.
157

   Seven of Procopius’ declamationes are extant 

and have been published most recently in the edition of the letters edited by Garzya and 

Loenertz.  Of these writings, two are character drawings, one of Aphrodite and one of Phoenix in 

Book IX of the Iliad.  In the other five declamations, mythological themes of Greek gods and 

heroes abound.
158

  No longer extant is his monody on the devastating earthquake in Antioch in 

526.  Several of his biblical commentaries and other theological writings appear in volume 87 of 

Migne’s Patrologia Graeca (I-II).
159

 

Aeneas of Gaza also flourished during the reign of Anastasius, and studied philosophy at 

Alexandria with the Neoplatonist Hierocles.
160

  Like Procopius, Aeneas also served Gaza as an 

appointed teacher of rhetoric.  In addition to his twenty-five extant letters, he wrote a Platonic 

dialogue, the Theophrastus, in which the philosopher Theophrastus is convinced by Christian 
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arguments regarding the immortality of the soul and bodily resurrection and subsequently 

abandons the Academy.  This work—dated to A.D. 484 or later—reveals Aeneas’ direct 

knowledge of Plato, Plotinus, and Gregory of Nyssa, and a second-hand familiarity with other 

classical texts.
161

        

Social Networking:  Strategic Interaction, Recipient Design, Sociolect 

My study contributes to our understanding of the dynamics of social networking in Late 

Antiquity by elucidating specific communications mechanisms epistolographers deployed in 

order to build and maintain their social capital via letters.  A crop of scholars, including 

Elizabeth Clark, Catherine Hezser, Margaret Mullett, Giovanni Ruffini, and most recently Adam 

Schor,  have contributed to a fruitful and burgeoning scholarship applying network analysis to 

the study of the Ancient and Byzantine world.
162

  As distinct from many of these studies, my 

project is not focused upon a quantitative mapping of specific ties and nodes constituting a 

network of contacts.  It is devoted to study of the interactional culture characterizing the 

epistolary relations of a group of Late Antique provincials.  It addresses together provincial 

sociability and the nature of power in the provinces.  As such, my approach makes use of many 

of the theoretical applications sociologist Paul McLean developed in The Art of the Network to 

elucidate the conversational and discursive strategies by which Renaissance Florentines 
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constructed and sustained their social networks.
163

  Like McLean’s work, my study focuses 

specifically upon the cultural work of social networking as evinced by Late Antique letters.  It 

argues that cultural resources played a fundamental role in the strategic behaviors individuals 

deployed in social interaction and presumes that letter authors strove to aggrandize their social 

capital.
164

   

Epistolographers wrote with a distinct sense of the social horizons of their audiences:  the 

literati of the Late Antique polis.  Writing with lateral address in mind, Late Antique letters were 

public performances through which authors articulated their erudition and sophistication for their 

peers to verify.  Through the use of classical allusions as well as a range of linguistic markers—

some of which may not be perceptible to a modern reader—letter writers presented themselves to 

lettered circles in their own hometowns and in the cities of their friends and contacts in the Greek 

East, including Alexandria, Constantinople, and Caesarea as well as smaller cities like Elusa and, 

perhaps, Ascalon.
165

  Through demonstration of the symbolic capital of paideia, these men 

defended publicly their belonging to a group of educational elites in the Greek East.  

Epistolographer-sophists like Aeneas and Procopius deliberately selected linguistic signs which 

dramatically underscored their erudition and eloquence and asserted the publically-verifiable role 
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of the sophist.
166

  In this way, epistolary language contributes to a “dramatic realization” 

whereby letter authors defined themselves in relation to their peers.
167

  I would argue that 

epistolography in Late Antique circles of lettered provincials was likely always strategic in 

nature.
168

  That is, epistolographers, aware that their letters might reach the eyes and/or ears of 

individuals other than their addressees, crafted letters with careful attention to others’ 

perceptions of the letter writer’s identity.  Letter writers contrived epistolary speech “in light of 

one’s thoughts about the others’ thoughts about oneself.”
169

  Via the authorizing discourses of 

“eloquent speech,” letter authors asserted their linguistic competence and erudition while 

continually shaping and reformulating socially-recognizable public identities before their 

potential audiences.
170

   

Alternatively, letter authors also constructed the recipients they desired through 

epistolary speech.  A common feature of Late Antique epistolography is the principle sociologist 

Harvey Sacks designated “recipient design.”
171

  This concept is a product of the technique of 
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“altercasting,” which Weinstein and Deutschberger
172

 defined as “projecting an identity, to be 

assumed by other(s) with whom one is in interaction, which is congruent to one’s own goals.  It 

is posited as a basic technique of interpersonal control.”
173

  Recipient design refers to the myriad 

strategies communicants deploy to mold favorable recipients and ensure the favorable reception 

of messages.  Flattery and polite address are conspicuous examples of this dimension of strategic 

interaction, but, as I will demonstrate below, epistolographers devised targeted distillations of 

classicizing speech that were finely tailored to the interests and tastes of individual recipients.     

Deploying their rhetorical repertoire, Late Antique epistolographers jointly constructed a 

sociolect whose discursive practices united and distinguished the circles of men initiated in 

logoi.
174

  For the present purposes, I adopt Walt Wolfram’s definition of sociolect as “a label for 

the alignment of a set of language structures with the social position of a group in a status 

hierarchy.”
175

  Essential to my approach is the view that the sociolect constructed by lettered 

epistolographers represents the linguistic competence of a socially-dominant strand of Late 

Antique provincials.  I do not mean to imply that the language structures of lettered provincials 

were fixed or static; I suggest here an approach to language structures that engages the ever-

constructed and protean nature of linguistic practice as a living and negotiated enterprise.  As I 

will demonstrate below, Greek-speaking literati in the Late Antique polis participated in meta-

linguistic debates in letters about proper rhetorical practices (for example, the Atticizing versus 
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Asianizing debate).  At the root level, however, the vigorous sinews of the linguistic competence 

of these provincials was the cultural toolkit provided by rhetorical training which letter authors 

deployed strategically in communication with one another.
176

   

The letters offered discursive spaces for the exploration of identities. If we conceptualize 

letters as performances, the building blocks of letters—logoi—may be represented as social 

actions or deeds which are subject to observation and evaluation.
177

  As a form of social practice, 

the language of the letters entails the construction of identity, specifically a type of identity 

wrought from discourse, or “discourse identity.”
178

  The iterations of discursive identity are 

elaborated “locally” in each “stretch of talk or text that a person produces.”
179

  Discursive 

identity may be viewed as the aftereffect of a rhetorical and interpretive process in which 

interlocutors make “situationally motivated selections from socially constituted repertoires of 

identificational and affiliational resources and craft these semiotic resources into identity claims 

for presentation to others.”
180

     

Letters and Empire 

The model of the Republic of Letters represents a useful way of thinking about how the 

marketplace of political power in the Late Empire worked because it illuminates how decisions 
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were made among provincial and imperial elites.  In this framework, the highly artificial rhetoric 

of Late Antique epistolography was the normal coin that the ruling elite deployed to assert 

influence.  He who could best wield this rhetorical currency could deliver sacks of gold, rather 

than silver.    

My project thus engages with the issue of the organization of power in the Late Ancient 

Greek East.  It responds in particular to Christopher Kelly’s recent contribution Ruling the Later 

Roman Empire.
181

  Although he acknowledges the continuing role of influence and connections 

among provincial notables in accessing the imperial center in Late Antiquity, Kelly is far more 

interested in emerging tactics of access in this period, such as purchasing offices and the 

charging of fees by imperial officials.
182

  This present study develops the study of suffragium 

(influence) in the provinces through study of underexamined epistolographers.  Using the letters 

of Procopius, Aeneas, Synesius, and Isidore as guides, I will explore how the epistolary corpora 

of provincial figures offer glimpses into how power was negotiated at the imperial peripheries.  

Circumventing traditional approaches to empire focused on the imperial center, this study places 

the provincial margins at its center.  In this section, we will examine how the artful construction 

of letters among provincials undergirded the architectures of imperial power sustaining both 

center and periphery. In this view, the strategic language of these texts operates to negotiate 

governance and justice between and among imperial authorities, local magistrates and various 

types of local leaders (including city-sophists, bishops, and monks), and provincial subjects.   

                                                           
181

 Christopher Kelly, Ruling the Later Roman Empire (Cambridge, MA: Belknap Press of Harvard 

University Press, 2004).   

 
182

 Kelly offers an instructive discussion, for example at 158-60, of the exercise of suffragium through 

successful networking among associates.  In particular, he adduces the example of the role of the correspondence of 

Libanius in organizing power in the provinces.   
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Epistolography continued to contribute to the exercise and organization of power in the 

Late Ancient Mediterranean.  Letters thus wove the fabric of provincial communal life, including 

intellectual sociability and political behavior.  These letters testify that city-sophists were local 

leaders of substance in the Late Antique city who marshaled eloquence to procure aid and 

services for friends and dependents from powerful interlocutors, including imperial officials and 

powerful provincial lawyers.  Synesius’ corpus highlights the significance of epistolography for 

the emerging provincial power of bishops.  The case of Isidore also highlights the powerful role 

of monastic ascetics in intervening and shaping provincial life from a distance.   

Letters could be beautiful bribes.  Late Ancient epistolographers understood intimately 

the function of refined speech in framing requests.  Letter authors contrived compact rhetorical 

gifts resplendent with intricate references to the figures and speech of classical paideia wrought 

in a complex and convoluted syntax framed with flattering address, praise, and related 

expressions of calculated gentility.  The epistolary speech of Procopius, Aeneas, Isidore, and 

Synesius shared key characteristic features of Late Antique epistolography showcasing a genteel 

sociability aimed at persuasion and ingratiation.  The carefully-calibrated speech of these epistles 

operates in an analogous way to the gold and sumptuous gifts of tapestries, thrones, curtains, 

ivory stools, and plaques that Cyril of Alexandria bestowed upon powerful imperial officials and 

their families, along with all other personages rumored closest to Theodosius II in a campaign to 

convince the emperor of the error of the Nestorians.
183

           

A defining index of the social culture of Late Antique epistolography was its normative 

protocol concerning correct comportment among interlocutors.  Various rhetorical choices reflect 
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 See, e.g., Kelly, 171-72. 
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this protocol.  Polite address, particularly the use of superlatives, constitutes an ubiquitous 

component of the cooperative code fostering intellectual exchange as well as exchange of 

services and benefits.  Epistolographers ranging from Isidore to Procopius of Gaza regularly 

refer to interlocutors with a rich stock of friendship terms such as beltiste, sophe, sophōtate, 

phile, philestate,  lōste, makarie, thaumasie, and deinotate.  As in the letters of provincial elites, 

Synesius exhibited his good breeding and education in his letters with formulaic gestures of 

polite affability, including complimentary address and blessings for friends and their relations.  

For instance, in Letter 47, Synesius addressed Theotimus, a poet he befriended in Constantinople 

as the “most resourceful of all men toward noble things.”
184

  He addresses Anysius in Letter 94 

as “noblest of men and generals.”
185

   

Epistolographers often closed missives with regards for the kin of their interlocutors.  

Synesius sends his blessing to friends and their families.  In Letter 31 to Aurelian, who served as 

consul in 400 and praetorian prefect in 399, 402, and 404,
186

 Synesius writes, “I salute through 

the most august voice of his father the young Taurus, the good hope of the Romans.”
187

  In Letter 

10 to Hypatia, Synesius bids that she salute her companions for him:  “I salute you and ask you 

to salute for me your most blessed companions, august Mistress.”
188

  Similarly, Aeneas, 

employing official honorifics, concludes Letter 11 to Marinianus, “And I salute the most glorious 
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 ὦ pro\v ta\ kala\ pa/ntwn su\ porimw/tate.   
 

185
 ἄriste a0ndrῶn te kai\ strathgῶn.  Anysius is one of seven generals Synesius names in the letters; 

Synesius praises Anysius in the first and second Catastases.  See Augustine Fitzgerald, trans. The Letters of 

Synesius of Cyrene (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 1926), 93n1.  
 

186
 Ibid., 106n2.   

 
187

 a0spa/zomai dia\ tῆv semnota/thv fwnῆv toῦ patro\v to\n ne/on Taῦron ta\v a0gaqa\v Rwmai/wn 
e0lpi/dav.   
 

188au0th/n te/ se kai\ dia\ soῦ tou\v makariwta/touv e9tai/rouv a0spa/zomai, de/spoina sebasmi/a . . .   
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Victor and the respectable Stephanus and the most elegant Johannes, and your familiars and my 

associates.”
189

 Such parting regards indicate an interlinked circle around the nodes of Aeneas and 

Marinianus.   

A fascinating yet understudied dimension of the friendship language adopted by some 

Late Antique epistolographers was the use of erotic language to intensify expressions of 

affection for the purposes of achieving ingratiation and successful persuasion.
190

  Ostensibly 

deployed in imitation of the erotic language Plato’s Socrates uses in conversations with his 

disciples, such speech articulates intense affection and is thus a mechanism of friendship.  Erotic 

language speech has a cognitive dimension for these Late Antique epistolographers who likely 

understood its connection to the pursuit of knowledge in Platonic texts.  The intermediary spirit 

of Eros propels the souls of lovers of wisdom toward knowledge of ultimate reality in Diotima’s 

account as represented by Socrates in Plato’s Symposium.  Elsewhere in the Platonic corpus, 

erotic language pertains to the passionate quest for wisdom.
191

  Erotic speech offers a heuristic 

for penetrating how Late Antique literati conceptualized friendship and expressed their 

emotional attachments.  In the letters selected for this study, the rhetoricians Procopius and 

Aeneas were most fond of this type of speech.  

                                                           
189

 prosfqe/ggomai to\n e0ndoco/taton bi/ktora kai\ to\n peri/blepton Ste/fanon kai\ to\n xarie/staton 
Ἰwa/nnhn kai\ tou\v u9mete/rouv oi0kei/ouv kai\ e0mou\v e9tai/rouv.   According to Martindale, Marinianus, superscribed 

as a0po\ u9pa/twn, is not included in the roster of consules ordinarii and thus held the honorary consulship (cf. PLRE 

2: 723).  See also Positano, 90-91.  It is perhaps not accidental, however, that the two letters in which Aeneas closes 

with elaborate salutation formulae are the two surviving letters addressed to high-ranking interlocutors.  See also my 

discussion below regarding Letter 24 addressed to Marcianus.   

 
190

 Erotic language appears frequently in Classical and Christian texts of friendship, yet it is often explained 

away or ignored in modern scholarship.  See, e.g., Jackson Bryce, “Review of Carolinne White, Christian 

Friendship in the Fourth Century,” Classical Review 44 (1994): 145.   

 
191

 Cf. e.g., Ann Carson’s interpretation of Plato Phaedrus 266b where Socrates claims he is a lover 

(erastēs) of the processes of “collection and division” that enable him to think and speak.  See eadem, Eros the 

Bittersweet (Normal, IL: Dalkey Archive Press, 1998), 171-72.      
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Procopius’ letters in particular abound with erotic registers of emotion.  Such expressions 

often closely concatenate desire, speech, image, and memory.  Letter logoi produce for lovers 

images of the beloved drawn from memory.  Epistolary speech is thus connected to visibility.  In 

Letter 26 to Eusebius, father of his student Megalus,
192

 Procopius opens with a temporal analogy 

measuring his longing for his friend: “If even one day makes those who are longing grow old, for 

such a long time you think me to have aged, thus struck by longing for you—for who having 

been put to the test would not have ceased loving?  So long have I been deprived of the sight of 

you.”
193

  Eusebius’ letters mitigate Procopius’ longing, rivaling the cleverness of physicians 

who, though they do not have cures, are able to palliate pain.  Eusebius’ letters—even if they are 

second best to his presence—diminish Procopius’ longing for his friend.  Likening the aftereffect 

of letter logoi to the production of the image or likeness of his friend, Procopius again turns to 

erotic language to enunciate his affection, indicating “now I imitate the intense among lovers, 

and through an image I assuage my passion for you.”
194

    

Erotic language articulates affection for students.  In Letter 120 bidding his former 

student Pancratius to write, Procopius begins by recalling the story of Odysseus’ rapturous 

oblivion upon hearing the Sirens’ song: “Those who once sailed past the Sirens, drawing in the 

songs with their ears, did not long for their patris, did not remember their children, and it seemed 

                                                           
192

 In addition to expressing his fondness for Eusebius, Procopius also writes in this letter of his hopes that 

his education of Megalus did not disappoint his father; cf. RDG, 453n145.  The letter also plays on the concept of a 

“double father”; Procopius figuratively declares himself the father of Megalus in speech directed at Megalus’ actual 

father; see RDG, 453n149. 

 
193

 ei0 tou\v poqoῦntav kai\ mi/a ghra/skein h9me/ra poieῖ, e0c ὅsou me xro/nou geghrake/nai dokeῖv, oὕtw 
me/n sou blhqe/nta tῷ po/qῳ-ti/v ga\r peiraqei\v ou0k e0rῶn a0palla/ttetai ; tosoῦton de\ xro/non e0sterhme/non 
tῆv qe/av;  This temporal simile is a topos of epideictic discourse, in particular of epithalamia; see RDG, 453n146 

for references.   

 
194

 kai\ nῦn tou\v sfodrou\v mimoῦmai tῶn e0rastῶn kai\ dia\ tῆv ei0ko/nov paramuqoῦmai to\n ἔrwta.   
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a good thing to suffer anything rather than to sail away from those from which they had 

experienced pleasure.”
195

  The intense and all-encompassing pleasure of the Sirens’ songs is 

analogous to the eloquence of Pancratius’ letters.  Procopius avers, “and having tasted of your 

Muse with the tip of my finger, as they say, I became frenzied like a Bacchic reveler toward her 

with utter desire and it was no small thing to choose to leave her, even if it is necessary to be 

separated in the bodies.”
 196

  As his student sailed away to Alexandria, Procopius mentally 

projects himself as present with Pancratius, imagining that he too now dwells in Alexandria.  

That is the sort of thought the Cupids (Erōtes) have engendered within him.
197

   

A second letter to Pancratius also preserves Procopius’ affectionate professions wrought 

in erotic speech and articulates a perception of the interpenetrating relationship among desire, 

image, and logoi.  Rebuking his former student’s silence in Letter 152, Procopius opens, “Thus 

do you disregard those who are longing for you?  Thus do you hold back the flowings of your 

tongue?”
198

  Desire itself furnishes Procopius’ imagination with Pancratius’ image:  “But in my 

eyes, desire delineates your image, and now I realize I was dreaming though awake in body.”
199

  

If Procopius cannot have Pancratius present at Gaza, he pleads “at least in letters give yourself to 

me; for to those who are longing it is a consolation to see a small symbol of those who are 

                                                           
195

 oi9 ta\v Seirῆna/v pote paraple/ontev kai\ ta\ me/lh taῖv a0koaῖv a0ruo/menoi ou0 patri/dav e0po/qoun, 
ou0 pai/dwn a0nemimnh/skonto, pa/nta de\ pa/sxein au0toῖv e0do/kei kalo\n ἢ tou/twn a0pai/rein, ὧn tῆv h9donῆv 
e0peira/qhsan.   
 

196
 h9meῖv de\ tῆv sῆv mou/shv ἄkrῳ, fhsi/, daktu/lῳ geusa/menoi oὕtwv ὅlῳ po/qῳ pro\v au0th\n 

e0bakxeu/samen, w9v mhde\ mikro\n a0peῖnai tau/thv ai9reῖsqai, kἂn a0na/gkh diesta/nai toῖv sw/masin.   
 

197
 toiau/thn moi gnw/mhn e0napoti/ktousin Ἔrwtev; literally, “This is the disposition that the Cupids 

have engendered in me.”   
   

198
 oὕtw parorᾷv tou\v poqoῦntav; oὕtw tῆv glw/tthv e0pe/xeiv ta\ na/mata;  

 
199a0ll’ e0moi\ kai\ diagra/fei th\n u9mete/tan qe/an o9 po/qov, kai\ nῦn ἔgnwn o0neiropoleῖn e0grhgoro/tov 

toῦ sw/matov.    
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beloved.”
200

  Reiterating his request, Procopius reminds Pancratius of promises made in his 

earlier letters:   “Remember those words, in which there were promises to come soon to me or 

with frequent letters to make your absence imperceptible.”
201

  Both the imaginative force of 

desire—a sort of cognitive power—and epistolary logoi are sufficient to rouse the surrogate 

image of one’s beloved friends.    

Memory, as Procopius indicates in Letter 68 to Thomas, perhaps a rhetorician who served 

as governor of Palaestina Prima,
202

 is a continual font of pleasure for separated friends:  

“Memory of good men knows how to delight even without sight of them and especially at that 

time, when they are no longer present who have filled with complete love those who have 

experienced their lovers continually delivering pleasure through sight.”
203

  The source of 

memory that grants sight, Procopius maintains, is desire itself.
204

  Lovers “create for themselves 

images of those who are away and contrive a likeness of them as present.”
205

  Suggesting that 

desire’s imaginative work is second best to physical presence, Procopius closes with a prayer 

                                                           
200

 a0lla\ di/dou sauto\n me/xri goῦn gramma/twn h9mῖn •  toῖv ga\r poqoῦsi paramuqi/a to\ kai\ smikro/n 
ti su/mbolon tῶn e0rwme/nwn i0deῖn.   
 

201
 me/mnhso de\ kai\ tῶn lo/gwn e0kei/nwn, e0n oἷv u9posxe/seiv ἦsan ἢ qᾶtton e0lqeῖn ei0v h9mᾶv ἢ gra/mmasi 

puknoῖv a0nepai/sqhton th\n a0pousi/an poieῖn.   
 

202
 RDG, 459-60 n217.   The other letter in Procopius’ corpus addressed to Thomas, Letter 68, does not 

necessarily confirm the identification that the addressees of the two letters are the same person.    

 
203

 tῶn a0gaqῶn a0ndrῶn eu0frai/nein oἶde kai\ xwri\v qe/av h9 mnh/mh, kai\ to/te mᾶllon, h9ni/ka tou\v 
peiraqe/ntav ὅlou plhrw/santev ἔrwtov mhke/ti parῶsi xorhgoῦntev a0ei\ tῇ qe/ᾳ th\n h9donh/n.   
 

204to/te ga\r a0poroῦntev oἵtinev ge/nwntai to\n po/qon ἔxousin a0nti\ tῆv qe/av a0ei\ xorhgoῦnta th\n 
mnh/mhn.    
 

205
 e9autoῖv ga\r a0natupoῦsi tou\v a0pelqo/ntav kai\ paro/ntwn sofi/zontai mi/mhma.   
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“that fortune will contrive something new and bring together sometime those lovers who have 

for so long kept themselves away from one another.”
206

   

The vigor and life of erotic speech intensified professions of emotional intimacy in the 

context of letters requesting favors.  For example, in Letter 31 requesting legal aid from the 

Caesarean lawyer Diodorus, Procopius unleashes sexual language to communicate his intense 

pleasure upon receiving a letter from his long-silent friend.
207

  Opening with a stock accusation 

of silence, Procopius gushes how upon receiving Diodorus’ letter “I was filled full with the old 

happinesses, and you seemed to me to be present in your letters, and I was induced to say 

something as if you were present.”
208

  Here Procopius reiterates the widely-held perception 

among ancient epistolographers that words conjure images and presence; a person’s logoi were 

thought to offer direct access to a person.  Procopius, however, admits that this was simply a 

dream.  Indicating the pleasure Diodorus’ letter grants, Procopius rhapsodizes in clear sexual 

language about the experience of receiving the letter after a period of silence:  “So do not write 

often, so that I lacking sight of you might delight in dreams, since even a passionate lover 

missing his darling saw a serviceable dream and was satisfied.”
209

  Not wishing, though, to 

encourage his friend’s silence, Procopius teases, “but I have feared speaking such things lest you 

thought it true and might be filled with pride and silence would occur again.  Therefore know 

                                                           
206

 kai\ th\n Tu/xhn proseu/xomai mhxanᾶsqai/ ti kaino\n kai\ suna/gein pote\ tou\v tosoῦton a0llh/lwn 
a0pe/xontav e0rasta/v.   
 

207
Ciccolella, RDG, 456n172, comments that this letters seems to follow chronologically after Letters 23 

and 29 when Diodorus had finally broken his silence after transferring to another city (probably Caesarea).    

 
208palaiᾶv e0nephlh/sqhn eu0daimoni/av, se\ pareῖnai dokῶn e0n toῖv gra/mmasi, kai/ ti le/gein w9v 

paro/nti proh/xqhn.  
 

209
 ou0koῦn gra/fe polla/kiv, ἵna tῆv qe/av a0poroῦntev o0nei/rasin eu0frainw/meqa, e0peidh/per kai\ 

deino\v e0rasth\v tῶn paidikῶn a0tuxῶn xrhsto\n ὄnar eἶde kai\ metaba/lletai.   
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that they are falsehoods, and only might I hear someone chattering!”
210

  Procopius then points to 

the request motivating his letter.  Diodorus must lend his eloquence (glōttē) to assist Procopius’ 

relative who bears the letter.
211

         

As implements of social networking among powerful provincials, letters introduced and 

recommended friends and associates, thereby organizing relations of power among provincial 

elites.  Letters facilitated promotion and favor.  In Letter 42 Procopius addresses the provincial 

governor of Palestina Prima, Thomas, and recommends his former student Megas who has 

entered provincial administration as Thomas’ subordinate.
212

  Calculated, continuous flattery 

precedes the request.  Procopius opens his letter with the twofold praise that Thomas is learned 

in the art of oratory as well as in the law, and has returned after a departure of unspecified length 

to govern at Caesarea, vaunting “now truly Justice and the Muses are blossoming and becoming 

also my housemates!”
213

  Thomas’ governance blends harmoniously the gifts of the offspring of 

Zeus, Dikē and the Muses
214

:  “For whenever you make a decision, Justice will not deny it, and 

whenever you give a speech, the Muses will praise it in every way.”
215

  Procopius marvels at the 

                                                           
210

 ἀlla\ ga\r de/doika tauti\ le/gwn mh\ kai\ nomi/sav a0lhqῆ fronh/matov e0mplhsqῇv kai\ ge/nhtai 
pa/lin sigh/.  no/mize toi/nun eἶnai yeudῆ, kai\ mo/non laloῦntov a0kou/saimi.     
 

211
 Ciccolella, RDG, 456n175, speculates that this relative allied by marriage was probably a relative of 

Procopius—perhaps a sister or a niece.   

 
212

 RDG, 460n217.   

 
213

 nῦn ὄntwv h9mῖn a0nqoῦsi Di/kh kai\ Moῦsai kai\ su/noikoi gi/nontai.  Regarding Thomas, cf. PLRE 

2:1114 and RDG, 459-60n217;  it is not at all clear that Thomas addressed in Letter 42 is the same as that addressed 

in Letter 68, although the Thomas of the latter letter is also clearly an enthusiast for rhetoric like most of Procopius’ 

addressees.   

 
214

 RDG, 460n218:  according to Hesiod (Theogony 902), Zeus is father of Justice and the Muses.   The 

rhetorical topos that imperial governors combine justice with love of the Muses survives in poems inscribed in stone 

dedicated to these magistrates; see Brown, Power and Persuasion, 35 and 35n3.    

 
215

 kἂn ga\r yῆfon e0ne/gkῃv, ou0k a0rneῖtai tau/thn h9 Di/kh, kἂn lo/gon eἴpῃv, e0painoῦsi pa/ntwv ai9 
Moῦsai.   
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governing skill and personal care of Thomas, specifically “that such a person who is so far 

superior does not neglect his inferiors but presides over speeches and remembers friendship and 

is willing to listen when someone has something to say.”
216

  Delineating Thomas’ superior 

stature with regard to himself, Procopius affirms Thomas’ ability to respond to his subjects’ 

requests and thereby primes Thomas’ favorable response to his current request.  Procopius 

gushes, “may many good things happen to the one who has been chosen to serve as governor for 

us!”
217

  Near the letter’s closing, Procopius introduces to Thomas his beloved former pupil the 

fair (kalos) Megas and, confirming his good stock by commenting upon the virtue of Megas’ 

father and kinsmen, Procopius avers, “and if now you have put forward for the young man, I will 

pray a just prayer; by Zeus and the other gods, were I capable more than before then might our 

Megas profit as much as his relative wishes.”
218

  Procopius anticipates that Thomas will take 

Megas under his wing and fulfill the dearest wishes of his kin.   

Letters were instruments of provincial action, and sometimes epistolographers fought for 

the little people.  In Letter 24 to Marcianus, Aeneas inquires whether the stratēgos had fulfilled 

his promise to compensate a man assaulted and robbed by a group of “barbarians.”
219

  It is not 

clear from the letter what role Marcianus held; observing that Marcianus was not the stratēgos, 

Martindale suggests that he was an associate of the stratēgos, perhaps part of his staff, possibly 

                                                           
216

 to\ ga\r tosoῦton proὔxonta mh\ tῶn e0latto/nwn u9perideῖn a0lla\ kai\ lo/gwn ἄrxein kai\ fili/av 
memnῆsqai kai/ ti kai\ lego/ntwn e0qe/lein a0kou/ein. 
   

217
 polla\ de\ ka0gaqa\ ge/noito tῷ ta\v po/leiv h9mῖn e0pitropeu/ein laxo/nti •  

 
218

 u9mῶn de\ nuni\ prosteqe/ntwn tῷ ne/w eὔcomai dikai/an eu0xh/n • Zeῦ ἄlloi te qeoi/, dunai/mhn ti 
meῖzon ἢ pro/teron, kai\ ὄnaito Me/gav h9mῶn o9po/son o9 khdo/menov bou/letai.   
 

219
 PLRE 2:716.  
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his domesticus.
220

 The sophist opens by nearly apologizing for his request since such behavior is 

not friend-like, stating “you were bidding me to be a friend, but I’m beginning with a request.”
221

  

Indicating that the victim also bears the letter, Aeneas relates how the carrier had been wronged:   

He went down to purchase dates carrying a bit of gold for the price of the dates.  But, O 

fortune, one is not even able to ward off poverty without dangers!  For as the man went 

along being carried by good hopes, the most thieving of barbarians pretending to be his 

friends fell upon him striking and wringing him and stretching out a naked sword 

threatened to slay him altogether, and in the end seizing the gold they bade him to be 

thankful that his fortune and not his life had been lost.
222

   

With Platonic inflection—specifically, the citation of how “good hopes”
223

 propelled the victim 

toward the marketplace—Aeneas likely draws upon the shared culture of his learned interlocutor, 

perhaps expecting that Marcianus would recognize and appreciate this tiny marker of paideia. 

Although the ethnic designation of the perpetrators is imprecise, they may have been Bedouin 

raiders.  Aeneas indicates that “the stratēgos learned of this event and he was angrier with the 

robbers than with enemies of the state.  And with good reason, for the enemy is to be fought 

against from afar, but the robbers set upon one’s friends by stealth.”
224

  The stratēgos decreed 

that the victim receive full compensation, but apparently such reimbursement remained pending.  

Aeneas urges Marcianus to reverse this by speaking with the general:  “But may you put an end 

                                                           
220

 Ibid., the stratēgos could have been either magister utriusque militiae per Orientem or dux Palaestinae.   

 
221

 fileῖn e0ke/leuev, e0gw\ de\ kai\ ai0teῖn ἄrxomai.   
 

222
 kate/bainein e0pi\ foini/kwn w0nh\n fe/rwn xrusi/on th\n tῶn foini/kwn timh/n.  a0ll’ ὢ tῆv tu/xhv, 

ou0de\ peni/an ἄneu kindu/nwn ἔstin a0mu/nesqai.  ὃ me\n ga\r ἤlaunen a0gaqaῖv e0lpi/sin e0poxou/menov, tῶn de\ 
fili/an u9pokrinome/nwn baba/rwn oi9 lῃstrikw/tatoi prospeso/ntev pai/ousi/ te kai\ strebloῦsi kai\ gumno\n 
to\ ci/fov e0panaprospeso/ntev a0posfa/ttein ὅlwv h0pei/loun, te/lov de\ to\ xrusi/on labo/ntev e0ke/leuon xa/rin 
ei0de/nai ὅti th\n tu/xhn, ou0 to\n bi/on meth/llacen.   
 

223
 Cf. Plato Phaedrus 67c, Positano, 52.   

 
224

 ἤkousen o9 strathgo/v, e0xale/painen misῶn a0ei\ tou\v kle/ptav mᾶllon ἢ tou\v fanerῶv polemi/ouv, 
kai\ ma/la ge ei0ko/twv •  tou\v me\n ga\r ἔsti po/rrwqen profula/ttesqai, oἵ de\ toῖv fi/loiv e0c a0fanoῦv 
e0piti/qentai.   
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to robbery for them, and to helplessness for the poor man.”
225

  Aeneas closes with regards for the 

general via the standard titles for the Late Antique dux, “and I salute the general, most 

magnificent and dear to the god.”
226

              

 This letter thus suggests that as late as the beginning of the sixth century, the dux was 

expected to take military action in response to Bedouin offenses against subjects, even those 

perpetrated against someone of a relatively humble social location.  Identification of these 

barbarians as part of the nomadic populations is suggested by Procopius’ testimony in his 

Panegyric on Emperor Anastasius (A.D. 491-518) in which he describes how the eastern half of 

the empire was devastated by neighboring barbarians, “terrible and arrogant men whose only 

skill was to rob other people’s territory and, as quickly as they attacked, escape notice and return 

back to wherever they could at that time easily hide.”
227

  Now, however, the emperor has 

vanquished such marauders, who now recognize him as their lord and, though reluctantly, they 

live sensibly.  The cities are now free from such tragic events and old defensive walls have been 

repaired and new ones built.  The cities live moderately and show their beauty with tranquility to 

the barbarians.  New fortifications are erected everywhere to protect inhabitants and a new crop 

of soldiers—outfitted with strength and valor—has arisen.  Speaking before a Palestinian 

audience, Procopius here recalls measures Anastasius took against nomads from the deserts of 
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 a0lla\ sth/sate toῖv me\n th\n lῃstei/an, tῷ de\ th\n a0pori/an.   
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 prosfqe/ggomai to\n megaloprepe/staton kai\ qeofile/staton strathgo/n.   
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Arabia and Syria, who for years led raids against border regions, particularly Palestina Tertia, 

Lebanese Phoenicia, and the Osroene.
228

      

The Kosmos of the Late Antique Republic of Letters 

 In sum, it is my objective to investigate epistolary corpora of Synesius, Isidore of 

Pelusium, Procopius, and Aeneas of Gaza as a form of vicarious community, webbed networks 

linking Late Antique provincial elites in the Greek East.  My model, adapted from scholarship on 

the Early Modern Republic of Letters, is to envisage letters as conduits of a social organism 

regulated by the discursive strictures characterizing Late Antique epistolography.  I 

conceptualize this universe of the Late Antique Republic of Letters as a type of public space in 

which lettered men located themselves within certain modes of feeling, communicating, and 

remembering.
229

   

 It is my task to map the topographies of affiliation and identity suggested by epistolary 

speech in the selected corpora.  This is a speech rich with reference, quotation, and allusion to 

Classical philosophy and Classical texts.  This is an elaborately-wrought speech whose living 

vessels—epistles—link spaces and individuals.
230

  The letter is a living vessel, a text whose 

inherent plasticity grants it countless lives.  As vicarious modes of shared presence, these living 

vessels were elaborately-wrought gifts for both recipient and friends alike to treasure.  In the 

hands of the recipient, the letter was a living and plastic medium of conversation and memory to 

which one could return time and time again.  The intricacies of epistolary language were the 
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 This conceptualization bears the imprint of the language of Paul Gilroy’s The Black Atlantic:  Modernity 

and Double Consciousness (Cambridge, MA: Harvard University Press, 1993), 3.   
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 Language of “vessels” inspired by Gilroy’s discussion of the image of ships in Atlantic trade, 4.   
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precious product of years of intellectual cultivation.  The author’s paideia may be conceptualized 

in this project as a form of Bourdieusian symbolic capital:  “its development required time, 

money, effort, and social position; eloquence was the essential precondition of its display.”
231

  

Epistolary language showcased the symbolic capital that was a major signifier of elite status in 

Late Antiquity.  Through analysis of epistolary language, I shall seek to locate Synesius, Isidore, 

Procopius, and Aeneas in terms of various types of identity, including religious identity, identity 

to more concrete spaces such as polis or region, and identity as Hellenes.   

 The first half of this dissertation focuses upon the communications mechanisms of the 

four selected epistolographers.  The first of these, Chapter 2 “The Mechanisms of Friendship: 

Exchanges,” addresses first the technology of letters or the means by which letters traveled from 

one friend to another.  It surveys the concrete devices constituting the infrastructure of letter 

commerce in Late Antiquity, including the seasonality of letter transport and letter carriers.  It 

also investigates the physical document of the letter, including superscription and handwriting as 

well as the exchange of intellectual materials and gifts transmitted with letters.  In this chapter I 

also begin to explore the more ethereal devices of epistolary sodality in the form of the elevated 

and eloquent language of the letters rich with allusion and reference to classical texts, including 

Attic tragedy, oratory, and historiography, as well as language and reference pertaining to 

philosophical figures and traditions of thought.  A theme running throughout this chapter and 

those subsequent to it will be letters as devices of requesting and granting favors among friends.   

The second consecutive chapter analyzing the mechanisms of epistolary sociability is 

Chapter 3, “Tasting Honeyed Atticisms: Epistolary Theaters.”  This chapter investigates what 
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can be known of the social dynamics of epistolary exchange and explores in particular the Late 

Antique habit of reading letters aloud in gatherings of literati known as theatra. The testimony of 

Synesius, Procopius, and Aeneas illuminate details of these sites of intellectual sodality, and two 

letters of Procopius in particular may provide specific examples of letters read aloud as a 

rhetorical theater event.  These letters convey copious data about the discursive strategies and 

use of humor epistolographers wielded to forge rapport with their literati audiences.  The earlier 

witness of Libanius also suggests rhetorical theater as well as the phenomena of “cross-talk” or 

the social dynamics of the horizontal dissemination of letter content.  I investigate the specific 

physical locations of epistolary theater and establish what can be known about the theater in the 

larger civic context of our epistolographers.  Lastly, I investigate in two separate sections the 

strategic use of theatrical language in the sociolect of the selected authors.       

 The second half of my dissertation explores the letter writers’ identifications and 

affiliations with regard to physical spaces, scientific speculation and gadgets, and religion.  

Chapter Four, “Letters and Places,” will turn from discussion of the “polity” created through 

letters to chart letter interlocutors’ language of identification and personal loyalty to physical 

places.  Epistolographers frequently articulated their loyalties to localities, such as identification 

with one’s polis or region.  I will endeavor to locate letter authors and their addressees in terms 

of their language of affiliation with physical places.  The cases of Synesius and Procopius 

suggest the enduring identification with their home regions and poleis, yet the letters of Isidore, 

many of which were written at the monastery, testify to the Late Antique trend of defining new 

communities in opposition to the polis. The third section of this chapter explores Isidore’s 

construction of a sort of anti-polis and its complex interdependence with the city.         
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 The penultimate chapter, Chapter Five, entitled “Gadgets and Scientific and Medical 

Enthusiasms,” explores the character of correspondents’ fascination with technology and 

mechanical gadgets.  A significant facet of epistolary currency was exchange regarding how 

mechanical devices operated and how they could be used to understand the physical world.  In 

this chapter, I shall interrogate both letters and other relevant writings of corpora authors to 

explore Late Antique discourse related to scientific exploration.
232

  For the Gazan sophists, 

ekphrasis represented the authoritative approach to intellectual engagement with gadgets such as 

waterwheels and waterclock.  For Synesius, technology such as the astrolabe he sends to his 

friend Paeonius served the highest science of all, Philosophy.  Epistolary commerce enabled 

vibrant discussions of scientific and medical ideas, ranging from the nature of the universe, to 

discussion of the relationships between various types of matter, to the Galenic definition of the 

soul.  Finally, this chapter examines how epistolography forged spaces for intellectual sodality 

among the selected authors and professionals engaged in scientific, medical, and technical fields.     

 The final chapter, “Chapter Six:  Pagan and Christian,” addresses the most abstract and 

immaterial of the identities forged in the epistolary communities of Synesius, Isidore, Procopius, 

and Aeneas.  In this concluding section, I seek to locate these Late Antique letter writers and 

their addressees in terms of religious identity.  I shall set myself the task of grappling with the 

issue of whether these individuals were “pagan” or “Christian,” or both, or something else.  In 

this chapter I confront the tendency within modern scholarship to chart Late Antique religious 
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 Examples of texts of interest in this chapter will be Synesius’ Letter 15 to Hypatia requesting a 

hydrometer as well as his Letter 154 to Hypatia referring to the gift of as astrolabe sent to his friend Paeonius.  

Accompanying this gadget gift was Synesius’ treatise on the astrolabe which has not survived.  In addition, 

Procopius’ ekphrasis on an horologion at Gaza will be a useful source.   
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identity in terms of the rigid and clear-cut categories “pagan” and “Christian.”
233

  This binary 

does not depict adequately the religious identity of many individuals in late antiquity, and I will 

seek empirical models to represent the religious identity of the selected epistolary authors.  In the 

cases of Procopius and Aeneas, their Christian identities are virtually silent in their letters.  In 

fact letter speech of these corpora constructs a pre-Christian linguistic dreamscape with slight 

mention of the religious life of their actual historical context.  For whatever reasons, these 

sophists were comfortable with engaging in an epistolography written largely in a pagan 

currency.  Synesius’ case suggests a high degree of identity qualifying, in which his prose in 

surviving letters embraced Christian language typically only in those letters written after 

ordination to the bishopric and addressed to other Christian clergy.  Isidore develops a 

vocabulary of exclusion with regard to the pagans, whom he calls hoi exōthen (a term that can 

also encompass the Jews) or Hellenes.  This vocabulary provides an entry-point to analyze the 

oppositional character of Isidore’s religious identity.                        
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Chapter 2 

The Mechanisms of Friendship:  Exchanges 

If letters hypothetically construct virtual communities, or groups of individuals who share 

common vocational, political, social, and literary pursuits but are not spatially limited, the issue 

of how spatial distances were overcome in Late Antiquity is critical for understanding the 

devices undergirding this social organism.
1
  My task in this chapter is to peel back the outermost 

concentric layers encircling epistolary communications—starting from the most concrete and 

external elements which both mobilized and accompanied the letter, including transportation, the 

conveyer of the letter, the original physical document replete with address and handwriting, as 

well as gifts and intellectual materials exchanged.  I will trace here all such elements that 

enveloped the literal transmission of these texts and in succession, led to the recipient’s first 

reading of the letter—which was probably aloud and was even expressed by Procopius as a 

“hearing.”
2
   

Virtual Communities:  Linking Spaces 

The letters of Procopius, Aeneas, Synesius, and Isidore, as literary creations, 

performances, and moments of social exchange, took considerable energy, effort, and invention 

to design, and were the products of cultivating an educational and cultural repertoire founded 
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 This definition of virtual community is based upon the definition which Rebecca D’Monté and Nicole 

Pohl develop in Female Communities 1600-1800:  Literary Visions and Cultural Realities (New York:  St. Martin’s 

Press, 2000), 3.   

 
2
 The question of whether the ancients read silently or aloud has been a topic of keen debate.  For a recent 

overview of the scholarship on this issue, see William A. Johnson, Readers and Reading Culture in the High Roman 

Empire:  A Study of Elite Communities (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 2010), 4-9.  Judging from Procopius’ 

language of “hearing,” it is reasonable to assert that he read the letters aloud.  He may also refer to subsequent public 

readings of letters received in “theaters,” a topic I will investigate in Chapter 3.    
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upon years of agonistic discipline and training beginning in childhood.  Along with the more 

ephemeral gifts that might be conveyed with letters, the text of the letter itself was meant to be 

tasted and savored time and again.  It was a vessel of affection between friends drizzled with 

honeyed Atticisms and gifts of the Muses.     

The preciousness of such letters is intensified when one examines the vagaries of letter 

transit in the ancient world.  Letter writers were well aware of the realities of letter travel even as 

they carefully drafted their letters rich with classical references and subtle rhetorical engineering.   

Private letters in Late Antiquity were conveyed through carriers;
3
 as much letter transit required 

sea travel for at least part of its journey, ship transit and communications in the Mediterranean 

fundamentally structured letter transit.  A seafaring courier would customarily survey a port, 

querying if ships were traveling in the direction of the desired designation.  The fortune of the 

carrier in finding a ready ship headed in the right direction affected the length of a letter’s 

journey fundamentally.   

During the Late Republic, Cicero related how one letter to his son sent from Rome to 

Athens took seven weeks to travel,
4
 while another letter of his traveling between the same 

coordinates arrived within three weeks.
5
  In the former case the carrier was forced to wait for 

someone headed to Athens; in the latter, a ship headed in the desired direction was located 

                                                           
3
 Martin R.P. McGuire, “Letters and Letter Carriers in Christian Antiquity,” Classical World 53 (1960):  

150, 185.    

 
4
Cicero ad. Fam. 16.21.1.  Cf. Lionel Casson, Travel in the Ancient World (Toronto:  Hakkert, 1974), 221-

22, 356.  Casson’s chapter on mail in the ancient world provides a useful overview; see Chapter 13, 219-25. 
  
5
Cicero, ad Fam. 14.5.1.   
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immediately.  This excellent fortune, however, seems to have been rare, since Cicero welcomes 

the letters as having arrived “mighty quickly” (sane strenuē).
6
   

Procopius relates in a letter how he sought out commercial ships in eager pursuit of 

expected letters.  Procopius, chastising Stephanus in Letter 71 for his ironic silence, since 

Stephanus lives beside the “babbling and prophetic spring”
7
 at Daphne, relates his repeated 

queries at the harbor in pursuit of his friend’s letters:  “for a long time I enquired of all the 

trading ships, always being up in the air toward the future.”
8
  Presumably, Procopius means that 

he surveyed the cargo vessels that went to shore at the Gazan port, Maioumas.  Procopius 

emphasizes his zeal for Stephanus’ precious correspondence, writing further, “there put into port 

a second and a third ship, and they refuted what I was thinking of as only hopes.”
9
  Tracing the 

increments of his enthusiasm, Procopius strikes to intensify silent Stephanus’ guilt and thereby 

cajole him to write.   

Many of the letters in the corpora of Isidore, Aeneas, and Procopius, however, addressed 

to correspondents residing relatively nearby in Pelusium or Palestine respectively, were probably 

transmitted entirely by carriers on land.  Procopius has a number of correspondent friends in 

Caesarea, as well as other Palestinian cities including Elusa.  Likewise, Isidore maintained lively 

communications with lettered men in Pelusium, including a circle of grammarians and 

scholastikoi.  Epistolographers centered in Pelusium and Gaza, located along the major arterial 
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Ibid.  

 
7
 to\ la/lon ὕdwr e0keῖno kai\ mantiko/n 

 
8
 e0gw\ de\ pa/lai periskopῶ ta\v o9lka/dav, mete/wrov a0ei\ pro\v to\ me/llon gino/menov. 

 
9
 ai( de/ pou katai/rousi kai\ deute/ra kai tri/th, kai\ ta\ kaq’h9mᾶv diele/gxousin w9v mo/non ἦsan 

e0lpi/dev. 
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highways interlinking the cities of Egypt and the Levant, had clear and easy access to lengthy 

thoroughfares of overland imperial transit.  The means transport couriers took overland, 

however, are not always clear.  In Letter 19 Synesius states that the letter carrier Ammonius, a 

councilman from Alexandria, has traveled on the public highway, presumably en route from 

Alexandria to Cyrene.  Letters journeyed with couriers on horseback; Synesius Letter 13 

mentions a request for a change of horses for the carrier.   

Because ship transit and communications in the Mediterranean were seasonal and subject 

to the various uncertainties and delays which beset ancient transit in general, letter transit had its 

seasons and uncertainties.
10

  The climactic characteristics of the Mediterranean meant that there 

were two long seasons: cheimon which was marked by unpredictable storms and theros, the 

season of transit; both season names meant something more than winter and summer 

respectively.
11

   Summer weather tended to be stable and facilitated shipping.  Winter weather 

was less predictable and doubly dangerous because of the greater occurrence of storms and 

diminished visibility.  The months from November to March, consequently, marked a closed 

Mediterranean or mare clausum.  Exigent issues, however, could compel ship travel during 

unseasonable months.
12
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 McGuire, 150.  For discussion of maritime transit in the late-ancient Mediterranean, see Jean Rougé, 

Recherches sur l’organisation du commerce maritime en Méditeranée sous l’empire romain (Paris: S.E.V.P.N., 

1966);  Lionel Casson, Ships and Seamanship in the Ancient World (Princeton:  Princeton University Press, 1971);  
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Blake Leyerle, “Mobility and the Traces of Empire” in Philip Rousseau, ed., A Companion to Late Antiquity 

(Chichester, U.K., Malden, MA:  Wiley Blackwell, 2009), 110-23;  Philip A. Harland, ed. Travel and Religion in 
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In addition to seasonal conditions, agricultural patterns conspired to launch grain and oil 

fleets northward beginning, for instance, in Africa from 13 April through 15 October.
13

  April 

and October appear to have been marginal months for transport.  Vegetius, the fifth century 

author of a treatise on the Later Roman military (Epitoma rei militaris), considered April, May, 

and October hazardous months for travel, particularly for the military.
14

  The Late Roman state, 

however, framed the maritime season generously in order to supply optimally the capital and the 

army.
15

   

Even though summer brought the blessings of the “yearly” or etesian winds billowing 

from the northeast,
16

 specific local climatic conditions shaped the operative routes.  Wind 

direction inflicted particular patterns on summer sea transit.  Ships moving southward from, for 

example, Italy or Greece to Africa, Asia Minor, Syria, or Egypt, could rely on fairly swift travel 

during summer.  The return voyage, however, was lengthened considerably by the breezes that 

had sped them along on the outgoing trip.
17

  Travel to Constantinople was hampered from July 

through September because of wind patterns—the meltemi winds—which blast vigorously 

during these months from the Black Sea down to the Aegean.  In the Levant, however, weather 

patterns were favorable for westward travel in October, as a voyage beginning 1 October 474 in 
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 Ibid., 454.  McCormick, 454n38, specifies that Vegetius classifies as “uncertain” (incerta, implying risk) 

10 March to 27 May, and 14 September to 11 November, Epitoma rei militaris, 4.39.1-7, 4.246.711-248.729.   
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 McCormick, 454, 98n62 Cod. Theod. 13.9.3.3 (Trier 380), 761.19-762.1; see also Casson, Ships and 

Seamanship, 270-72.   
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 The etesian winds greatly facilitated the relatively quick sail from Rome to Alexandria in a span of 10 

days to three weeks; the return, however, against the winds sweeping from the northern quadrant, could mean a 

journey of as long as two months or longer.  See Casson, Travel, 151-152.   
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a horoscope indicates.
18

  In addition to winds, speed of transit was also affected by the type of 

vessel conducting the voyage.
19

   Letter transit, like travel, was thus deeply implicated in the ebb 

and flow of seasonal rhythms of shipping and food production.  Essentially, the armature of 

Mediterranean connectivity in the Late Roman Empire was its ships, which forged “a kind of 

invisible highway on which people, things, and ideas moved around the inland seas, connecting 

distant and nearby provinces, societies, and regional economies.”
20

   

During seasons of letter transport, letter carriers were vulnerable to shipwreck, weather 

delays, personal illness, robbery, and countless other uncertainties.
21

  Not surprisingly, themes of 

travel and images of voyages continued to appear in Byzantine letters under transit conditions 

more favorable than those of Late Antiquity.
22

  The precariousness of travel is something late 

ancient epistolographers knew first hand.  As Ryan Schellenberg has recently pointed out, the 

letters of St. Paul contain ample reference to the caprice and uncertainty of travel in the early 

Empire, as well as its physical discomfort.
23

  Synesius’ lengthy Letter 4 to his brother Euoptius 

relating his experience of shipwreck in a voyage from Alexandria to Cyrene is an emblematic 

description of perils of sea travel.         
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 For example, see Casson, Travel, 151. 
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 Ibid.  For issues of Mediterranean environment and connectivity see Peregrine Horden and Nicholas 

Purcell, The Corrupting Sea: A Study of Mediterranean History (Oxford:  Blackwell Publishers, 2000). 
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 McGuire, 185, 199. 
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 Margaret Mullett comments on the longevity of the themes of travel and voyage imagery as well as the 

consciousness of distance between interlocutors, writing how “separation is inscribed in the Byzantine letter”; see 

Mullett, Theophylact of Ochrid:  Reading the Letters of a Byzantine Archbishop (Aldershot, Hampshire, U.K., 

Brookfield, VT:  Variorum, 1997), 16, 13-16.   
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article “‘Danger in the wilderness, danger at sea’:  Paul and the Perils of Travel,” Travel and Religion in Antiquity, 

ed. Philip Harland, 141-61.   
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 Letter authors engraved personal travel experiences in epistles.  Procopius appears to 

allude to his previous journey by sea to Constantinople in Letter 155 to a former student, the 

lawyer Orion.  Orion is traveling from Berytus in Phoenicia to Constantinople, presumably in 

search of a position.  In this letter, Procopius describes the route from Berytus to Constantinople, 

most likely from his own personal travel experience.  Responding to Orion’s accusation of 

Procopius’ silence, and perhaps jokingly deploying legal language to his student-turned-lawyer, 

Procopius chides his student for not having provided an “accounting” (euthyna) of his travel 

experiences.  Procopius articulates the same expectation of a trip report in Letter 86 to 

Hieronymus—in this case, a report of the trip to Egypt.
24

  He writes, “you should have revealed 

how ‘I left Berytus,’ . . .  how ‘having sailed by the islands I caught sight of the Hellespont, 

being guarded from both sides of the land by means of wonders, and having passed by 

Propontus, I arrived at the Bosporus itself.’”
25

  Procopius continues to indicate how Orion should 

have described the approach to the city by sea:  

Whence I saw the polis as an incredible sight coming out to meet those sailing up to her.  

For lying at the neck of the land the city looks upon Asia being pushed forward from 

Europe, and making a boundary at Pontus the city exhibits wonders along the rest of the 

sea.
26
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 RDG, 497n733. 
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 se\ ga\r ἔdei prῶta mhnu/ein w9v “th\n bhruti/wn a0pe/lipon” w9v “polu\ dieme/trhsa pe/lagov” , w9v 
“ta\v nh/souv parapleu/sav to\n 9Ellh/sponton eἶdon, toῖv e0c e9kate/rav h0pei/rou doruforou/menon qau/masi, 
kai\ parelqw\n th\n Proponti/da pro\v au0to\n a0fῖgmai to\n bo/sporon.   
 

26
 ἔnqa po/lin eἶdon parado/cῳ qe/ᾳ proapantῶsav toῖv kataple/ousin.  e0p’au0xe/ni ga\r keime/nh tῆv 

gῆv th\n 0Asi/an e0forᾷ tῆv Eu0rw/phv probeblhme/nhn, kai\ to\n Po/nton o9ri/zousa tῇ loipῇ qala/ttῃ 
parape/mpei ta\ qau/mata” kai\ ὅsa fluareῖn a0peiroka/lwv ei0w/qasin oi9 ta0keῖ qeasa/menoi, th\n h9mete/ran 
a0koh\n karaplh/ttontev.    
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Vivid spatial images and the order of the itinerary suggest Procopius’ prior peregrination along 

the coast-hugging trade routes by sea interlinking Levantine cities with the eastern capital.
27

         

The seasonality of letter commerce and the concomitant inactive winter bring to mind 

Peter Brown’s characterization of Late Antiquity as “a world haunted by under-employment.”
28

  

Indeed, letter writers “fantasizing during the months when leaves fall”
29

 had the greater part of 

fall and all of winter to brood and (over-)analyze received letters and to engineer letters to send 

in springtime.  As Van Dam has observed, seasonal communication lapses meant that for 

epistolographers like the snow-covered Cappadocian Fathers all they were able to do, 

hibernating during the winter, was obsess about talking.  As Basil remarks in Letter 13, “Flowers 

blossom in spring, ears of corn bloom in summer, apples ripen in autumn; the fruit of winter is 

conversation.”
30

  Such temporal interludes without fresh communication from correspondents 

also meant that letter writers had to be wary of writing anything that might be misinterpreted or 

potentially offend because correspondents had long spans of time to chew on letter content.  If 

winter afforded epistolographers ample time to ruminate on epistolary conversations past and 

future, the months without fresh letters were silent nonetheless.    

Letter authors clearly ached for correspondence during the silent months of winter.  In 

Letter 138 to his friend Dorotheus, Procopius, noting the seasonal communication lapses with his 
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 Ciccolella comments that Procopius probably alludes to mythical and historical echoes connected to the 
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friend during winter months, defines spring not by its physical beauty but by the greater pleasure 

of hearing from one’s friends:   

Indeed for those longing for it spring is certainly not the changing of the season, the 

bright hours, the swallows singing, and earth embroidered with flowers, but rather spring 

is the voice of my dear one transforming the winter of silence, which troubles greatly the 

souls of lovers, into a more pleasant sound.
31

   

Procopius praises spring as the inaugural season of letter commerce and celebrates how the 

change of season is the change of silence toward “a more pleasant sound” (eudion akoē).  

Procopius here figuratively qualifies his hearing of a letter read aloud with the adjective eudion 

typically used to describe weather and the sea. In fact, Procopius asserts that “you (Dorotheus) 

show yourself to be the sort of person who made a gift of letters stronger than any pleasure.”
32

  

The receipt of letters grants the greatest sort of pleasure—even when compared with the beauties 

of spring.  Procopius asserts that even as winter bears down on nature, it is the silence of 

Diodorus which makes winter even more detestable.
33

   

Similarly, Procopius urges his brother Philippus to write to him now that it is 

summertime and carps not only at his brother’s silence at the outset of spring but his 

exasperating silence that continues even in the heart of summer, the season that should 

correspond with receiving letters: “you stopped writing a long time ago and I am not able to bear 

it.  You see now, there was winter, and even then I did not bear it moderately, but then the 

                                                           
31

 h]n a!ra toi~j poqou~sin e!ar ou) kairou~ metabolh_ kai_ w#rav lampro&thj kai\ xelido&nej a|!dousai kai\ 
gh~ poikillome&nh, a0lla\ paidikw~n fwnh__ xeimw~na sigh~j th|~ tw~n e0rw&nwn yuxh|~ parenoxlou~nta pro_j eu!dion 
a0koh_n metaba&llousa.  toiou~to&j tij pe&fhnaj krei&ttw pa&shj h(donh~j ta_ gra&mmata xarisa&menoj.  w(j o# ge 
parippeu&saj xeimw_n e0ph~lqe me\n th\| fu&sei polu&j, sou~ de sigw~ntoj e!doce dusxere&steroj.      
 

32 toiou~to&j tij pe&fhnaj krei&ttw pa&shj h(donh~j ta_ gra&mmata xarisa&menoj. 
 

33 ὡv ὅ ge parippeύsav xeimὼn ἐpῆlqe mὲn tῇ fύsei polύv, soῦ dὲ sigῶntav ἔdoce dusxerέsterov.   
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swallows were seen and you made not a peep after these things, and now the cicadas are singing 

and contrary to my expectations there is still silence.”
34

     

Seasonal delays could mean that letters arrived significantly late—from the previous year 

or years—and in accumulated bunches.  Synesius laments in Letter 88 to his friend Pylaemenes 

how he had received a bundle of letters dated to the previous spring from Thrace and how he 

searched in vain, hoping that just one letter would contain the name Pylaemenes. In Letter 129, 

also addressed to Pylaemenes, Synesius complains how a number of his own letters were 

returned to him and he would have to resend the lot.   

As part of maritime connectivity, geographical circumstances likely shaped the attitudes 

of individual epistolographers to letter writing and letter receipt.  Particularly for Synesius, 

geographical conditions in Cyrenaica must have contributed to a sense of loneliness and isolation 

from epistolary friends.  Cyrenaica is essentially a green oasis of a plateau wedged between 

expanses of desert and a hazardous coastline.  Approximately 700 kilometers of desert separates 

Cyrenaica from the Nile delta to the east, and a comparable space of desert divides Cyrenaica 

from Tripolitania in the west.  In the hinterland, the Sahara comprises about half a million 

kilometers of desert territory.  The narrow strip of coastal plain framing Cyrenaica to the north 

could be accessed by animal transport only via a small number of ravines; the chain of 

communications was accessible on the coast east to west by proverbially difficult seas.
35

  A 

cosmopolitan Cyrenean such as Synesius who had experience with travel in the eastern 

Mediterranean must have been aware of the environmental challenges of the region and the 

                                                           
34

 Letter 7:  sko&pei ga&r, xeimw_n h]n kai_ ou0 metri&wj e0fe&romen, w!fqhsan xelido&nej kai_ ou0de_ meta_ 
tou&twn efqe&gcw, kai_ nu~n te&ttigej kai_ par’e0lpi&daj h(mi~n h( sigh&.  
  

35
 Horden and Purcell, 67. 
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formidable natural barriers to communication with other Greek-speaking cities in the eastern 

Empire.  The sense of isolation Synesius experienced in Cyrenaica must have made his letters 

particularly precious to him.     

The location of Isidore was strikingly different from Synesius’ seclusion on the 

Cyrenaican oasis.  While he was active as the city sophist selected by the Pelusian boulē and, 

subsequently, a didaskalos (spiritual teacher) in Pelusium in the province of Augustamnica I on 

the eastern Nile delta in the late fourth century, Isidore was ensconced in a thriving polis actively 

engaged in Mediterranean trade and communications.  Situated in eastern Egypt near the 

Palestine border and located about 3.7 kilometers from the sea, Pelusium was both a river- and 

seaport with lively trade imports of timber and stone from Asia and salt from Ostracine.  

Pelusium’s major exports were lentils, onions, and flax; occasionally Egyptian wheat travelled 

through Pelusium en route to Constantinople.  Capital of its province, Pelusium also had a 

strategic location on the route from Egypt to Gaza via the Sinai,
36

 which was a required transit 

passage for commerce as well as imperial and military administration.  A garrison was stationed 

in Pelusium known as the equites Stablesiani.
37

  It is unlikely that Isidore shared with Synesius 

the same sense of living on the margins and periphery of cultivated social circles of the Greek 

East.  In fact, Isidore opted for greater seclusion by withdrawing from the city to the desert to 

live as a monk and maintained social relations with his network primarily via letters.
38
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 Françoise Briquel-Chatonnet, “Review of Han J. W. Drijvers and John F. Healey, The Old Syriac 

Inscriptions of Edessa & Ossrhoene:  Texts, Translations, and Commentary,” Syria 80 (2003): 298-99.   
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 Pierre Évieux, “The Personal Itinerary of Isidore of Pelusium,” Prayer and Spirituality in the Early 

Church, ed. Pauline Allen et al. (Brisbane, Australia:  Watson Ferguson & Company, 2000), 145. 
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As sophists at the Gaza School, Procopius and Aeneas had access to a vibrant intellectual 

community which Synesius had experienced at Alexandria and during his embassy at 

Constantinople but sorely missed in his hometown of Cyrene.  Additionally the commercial and 

strategic significance of Gaza and its port to Roman trade and administration meant constant 

movement of people and resources in and out of the city.  At the heart of an extensive system of 

roads, some of which interlinked the Levant in pre-historical days, Gaza had commanding access 

to land communications.  The most significant, and likely also the oldest, of these circuits was 

the highway extending north and south along the Levantine coast, yoking together cities of the 

Greek east from Syria to Egypt.
39

  The other major road linking Gaza to the north and to central 

Palestine was a road directed toward Eleutheropolis and continuing on to Jersusalem.  Three 

other roads branched out from Gaza, leading south and east traversing the Negev desert.  Of 

these roads, the oldest and most important led from Gaza to Elusa, Oboda, and on to Petra; at 

Petra this highway connected directly to the ancient spice and trading caravan route leading to 

the south of the Arabian peninsula.
40

  Opening onto the sea via its busy port Maioumas, Gaza 

participated in vibrant maritime commerce of imports and exports.  Despite their stock 

complaints of silence, commonplaces of Late Antique epistolography, Procopius and Aeneas, 

unlike Synesius, likely did not want for company, intellectual or otherwise, in their vivacious 

hometown.  Unlike Isidore in the desert, however, these Gazan epistolographers ensconced in 

their city did not employ letters as a central means of communicating with friends in their city, 
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and, judging from the case of Procopius, never sought to escape what Peter Brown described as 

the “claustrophobia and the tensions of living in a face-to-face society.”
41

             

The Technology of Exchange: Letter Carriers 

Carriers, as has been well-acknowledged in the scholarship, were a vital element in the 

communication matrix between sender and recipient, often augmenting and explicating letter 

content as well as potentially supporting and authorizing a communication.
42

  In many cases, 

letter carriers were trusted parties, who, if literate, had access to letter content.  Carriers known to 

one correspondent or both were sometimes entrusted with verbal communications to be delivered 

to recipients along with missives; this practice is often indicated within letter texts or may be 

inferred from elliptical letter language.  Synesius himself suggests in Letter 53 that verbosity in a 

letter signifies a certain lack of intimacy with the carrier.  Not surprisingly, many of the letters 

containing information about carriers in the corpora of Procopius and Aeneas are letters of 

recommendation ferried by students. Letter carriers in the corpora of Synesius, Procopius, and 

Aeneas occupied various social levels—from less-affluent acquaintances to lettered elites, 

including lawyers and other sorts of professionals, and, of course, in the cases of Aeneas and 

Procopius, students.  Presumably, hired dependents also ferried letters, but these individuals 

remain unnamed and unmentioned in the extant sources.  The following examples will outline 

what can be known about those individuals entrusted with the letters of Synesius, Procopius, and 

Aeneas, as well as the role played by these carriers in communication.  Exploring letters in which 
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carriers may be positively identified, I will suggest below strategies for delineating how they fit 

into the sociability and the sociology of epistolary exchange.          

 There are many instances of the naming of carriers without additional description.  

Presumably, in many of these cases, it was not required to acknowledge or specify data well 

known to the parties engaged in the communication.  It is not always clear why the transmitter is 

named in these situations, though the name of the carrier likely played some role in 

authenticating the parties involved in the communication.  The fact that numerous carriers were 

named and identified suggests their significance.  Some epistolographers articulate the names of 

carriers more than others; Michel-Yves Perrin demonstrated that Paulinus of Nola names his 

carriers far more frequently than his contemporaries.
43

  Various epistolographers offer 

conspicuous praise for carriers in letters. Adam Schor, for example, has recently commented on 

Theodoret’s practice of praising carriers in his epistles, ranging from terse compliments noting 

the bearer’s personal attributes to longer multi-line descriptions.
44

  Such ingratiating language 

was likely a feature of recipient design on the part of the letter author in order to ensure proper 

carrier comportment, to authorize any supplementary verbal message the carrier might relay, 

and, obviously, in the case of letters of recommendation, to dispose the recipient favorably to the 

carrier to ensure the granting of a request.  At a minimum, such praises authorized and validated 

epistolary communications.   

Letter writers employed various types of messengers, from strangers to relations, and 

epistolographers seem to have been ever-vigilant, eagerly scouring their environs for potential 
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carriers.  Even the sight of a letter messenger could prompt a correspondent to write a letter in 

return.  Synesius reprimands his brother for having seen a messenger from Synesius delivering a 

paschal letter and not bothering to write to Synesius when a ready messenger was present.  

Epistolographers made ready use of all potential carriers in their vicinity.  Carriers on hand could 

incite the writing of a letter or accelerate the completion one.
45

  This is a practice clearly 

continued in the eleventh-century Byzantine epistolography of Theophylact of Ochrid, who 

deploys a carrier who has just brought him a letter (Letters G35 and G52).
46

  Letter writers 

oversaw the proper care of carriers along their journey to ensure successful letter transmission.  

In Synesius’ Letter 13 addressed to Peter the Elder announcing the circulation of the paschal 

letter, Synesius provides instructions for the provisions of the carrier, namely, that he be given a 

change of horses at a particular interval in his journey.  

   It does not seem to be the case, however, that either corresponding party always knew 

their letter carriers personally.  Anonymous travelers as well as professional seafarers transmitted 

letters as another item of cargo.  For example, in Letter 54, Synesius writes to his brother 

Euoptius that if he sees a skipper heading for Piraeus he should convey a letter to Synesius, who 

was visiting Athens. Similarly, Synesius’ Letter 101 to Pylaemenes mentions that a man from the 

Cyrenean harbor Phycus brought Pylaemenes’ most recent missive.  In this example, the letter 

may have been passed along through two or more travelers whose paths crossed along routes 

interlinking Constantinople and Cyrene.   
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 Excluding students carrying letters of recommendation, carriers when identified in 

Procopius’ letters are often relations of one correspondent or another, or of both.  Procopius 

Letter 79 to friends Eusebius and Elias refers to a boy, probably Megas—Procopius’ student and 

son of one of the addressees—who conveys the letters between them.  Letter 96 to Silanus 

(probably a former classmate of Procopius) mentions a “fair Macarius” who conveys the letter. 

Macarius is a judge and former student of Procopius (96.1; Letter 97 is addressed to Macarius) 

who seems to be the relative of Silanus. 

Not surprisingly, family members bearing letters could be recognized because of personal 

resemblance to their related correspondents.  When Ulpius’ unnamed brother delivers a letter to 

his sibling’s former teacher Procopius in Letter 49, Procopius almost mistakes the brother for the 

student:  “having seen him I supposed I had you in another body, and having gone away a long 

distance you seemed to me to be present from an image.”
47

  Procopius employs similar language 

in Letter 105 to Stephanus, prefacing his message by remarking how the presence of the carrier, 

Stephanus’ brother, was almost equal to having Stephanus present with Procopius:  “having 

beheld your brother I thought myself to have you yourself, and I was led to you by the inborn 

likeness of the sight.”
48

  Stephanus’ unnamed brother brought the letter as well as the much-

desired book Procopius had lent Stephanus and which Procopius badgered Stephanus to return in 

Letter 89.   

 As is typical of Late-Antique letter carriers and true as well of the selected corpora, 

various individuals, including female letter carriers and relatives of correspondents, conveyed 

                                                           
47

 kai\ toῦton i0dw\n se\ di’e9te/rou sw/matov ἔxein h9gou/mhn, kai\ makra\n a0pw\n di’ἄllhv h9mῖn ei0ko/nov 
e0do/keiv pareῖnai.    
 

48
 to\n u9me/teron a0delfo\n qeasa/menov au0tou\v u9mᾶv ἔxein e0do/koun, kai\ tῷ suggeneῖ tῆv qe/av 

a0nhgo/mhn pro\v se/. 
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letters of recommendation, or epistles beseeching correspondents to offer assistance of various 

kinds to the carrier.  Synesius Letter 155 contains the rare instance of a mentioned female letter 

carrier.  According to the letter, Synesius recommends that Domitian the jurist hear the claims of 

a widowed woman bearing the letter.  The carrier will likely seek some sort of legal help from 

Domitian and explain her needs in person.    

The precise nature of favors requested is often unclear, and bearers likely substantially 

supplemented letter content in such cases with their own words.  Synesius bids that his brother 

receive with the living letter also the inanimate one.
49

  The former is the wondrous (thaumastos) 

Gerontius; the latter is the few lines of the letter which Synesius writes merely for custom’s sake 

(nomos).  Synesius declares that he lives with his brother in memory; this in fact is what the 

young carrier will express in a more powerful voice than ten thousand letters.   

Carriers are expected to receive favors from letter recipients based on letter author 

appeals to unspoken behavioral protocol.  In Letter 90 to Sabinus causidicus, Procopius requests 

that Sabinus show favor to the one bearing the letter to him.  Procopius seems concerned about 

the letter carrier’s opinion of him, writing “if you show favor to the letter carrier, you will 

confirm the disposition which he happens to have of me”—a fact which likely signifies that the 

carrier was not a slave.  Within the manners of genteel epistolography, letter authors frame 

requests in terms of bestowing mannerly kindness on friends of friends.  Fulfillment of requests 

is a social performance signaling one’s allegiance to the rules of elite decorum and membership 

in a group sharing these practices.  Epistolary design attempts to mobilize behavior through 

discursive reminders of elite codes of conduct.    

                                                           
49meta\ tῆv e0myu/xou kai\ th\n ἄyuxon e0pistolh/n 
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When carriers seek legal help in Procopius’ letters, the boon of persuasive oratory is 

typically the object.  Relatives of friends frequently transmitted letters to addressees from whom 

assistance was sought.  Procopius Letter 31 to his friend Diodorus mentions a nephew (anepsios) 

of Procopius who either is or will be allied to Procopius by marriage ( as a kēdestēs) bidding that 

Diodorus “look upon him with favorable eyes and, if necessary, lend him your tongue to help 

him, seeing fit to have given me the whole of favor.”
50

  The favor is unspecified, but since 

Procopius suggests that Diodorus employ eloquence on the carrier’s behalf, the nature of the 

favor is likely legal oratory.  If at this time Diodorus was at Caesarea, it may be that Procopius 

asks Diodorus to speak for his relation before the governor.  Similarly, in Letter 73 to Kastor, 

Procopius writes that many things demanded favor from Kastor for the one bearing the letter.
51

  

Procopius wishes that Kastor, an advocate, might help Procopius’s relative by marriage by 

means of eloquence.  Employing the epistolary topos of false modesty, Procopius primes his 

recipient to be favorably disposed to the request, complaining how “my things are small by 

nature, but through you are capable of great things.”
52

  Apparently, Procopius’ relative has been 

the victim of false accusations:  “there is need of a just tongue and flowing words to quench the 

false accusations of a tongue that is clever.”
53
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 to\n de\ fe/ronta th\n e0pistolh\n a0neyio\n ὄnta kai\ khdesth/n, eἴ ge deῖ to\ me/llon ei0peῖn, eu0mene/sin 
i0dw\n o0fqalmoῖv, kἂn de/ῃ parasxw\n au0tῷ summaxoῦsan th\n glῶttan, e0moi\ to\ pᾶn dido/nai do/kei tῆv 
xa/ritov.  On the basis of the clause eἴ ge deῖ to\ me/llon ei0peῖn, Ciccolella thinks that the letter carrier is going to 

become the nephew of Procopius either through a marriage to Procopius’ sister or niece; see RDG, 456n175).   

 
51tῷ fe/ronti th\n e0pistolh\n polla\ para\  soῦ th\n eὔnoian a0paiteῖ. 

  
52w9v ta0ma\ mikra\ me\n tῇ fu/sei, mega/la du/natai para\ soi/.  Ciccolella notes that self-depreciation is an 

epistolary topos bound by the rules of rhetoric; Hermogenes includes it in the precepts of his chapter in his work 
Peri\ meqo/dou deino/thtov  entitled Peri\ toῦ a0nepaxqῶv e9auto\n e0paineῖn.  See RDG, 468n352.    
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 deῖtai de\ glw/tthv dikai/av kai\ lo/gwn eu0roi/av sbe/sai duname/nhv sukofanti/an. 
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    Procopius mentions a letter carrier in the context of a family dispute in Letter 158 to 

Johannes.
54

  Procopius asks that John assist the letter-bearer, a good man, who laments a 

difficulty with his unjust brother.
55

  Procopius requests that John intercede legally for this 

unnamed carrier, pleading that Johannes “make available those powerful men as a suitable 

alliance for him.”
56

  Procopius then asks specifically that Johannes find a means of cutting down 

the fees of the law courts.
57

  In this case, the carrier appears to be a less affluent man who needs 

legal assistance from a powerful pleader.
58

 

 In the webs of sociability suggested by the letters, carriers bearing letters of 

recommendation were a means of introducing friends to friends or friends to relations in the 

context of requesting and granting favors.  Thus, the letter carrier could be conceptualized as a 

sort of “gatekeeper” or broker between social circles.  Synesius emerges from his many letters of 

recommendation as a formidable magnate of real substance in negotiating curial, military, and 

administrative affairs in Cyrenaica, Alexandria, and Constantinople.  In Letter 100 to 

Constantinopolitan friend and advocate Pylaemenes, Synesius introduces and recommends his 

friend Anastasius who ferries the letter on his embassy to Constantinople as a favor for 
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 Ciccolella identifies Johannes as an advocate who worked in both Alexandria and Caesarea, with poetic 

and philosophical interests.  See RDG, 442n36.   

 
55

 ὁ th\n paroῦsan e0pistolh\n e0pago/menov, a0nh\r ὢn a0gaqo/v, e0c a0diki/av a0delfoῦ th\n a0pori/an 
o0du/retai. 
 

56
 tou\v me/ga duname/nouv pro\v summaxi/an au0tῷ parasxeῖn. 

 
57

 ta\v e0k toῦ dikathri/ou periko/yai dapa/nav. 
 

58
 The preceding letter of recommendation in the manuscript transmission, Letter 157 addressed to the 

advocate Sosianus, though not mentioning the carrier, contains a similar request from Procopius that his lawyer-

friend reduce the legal costs for a man who has been deprived of his property by a brother.  Ciccolella suggests that 

the similar vocabulary and requests shared by Letters 157 and 158 may likely mean that they were preserved as 

different models for writing letters of recommendation for the same topic.  See RDG, 498n747.  
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Synesius.
59

  Synesius bids these men to be friends by claiming that they have already known 

each other in a sense through their separate relationships with Synesius:   

Here is that man I have spoken of so much to you.  And if I had been introducing him to 

you, I would have spoken the same praise concerning you.   Just as, accordingly, you are 

both joined together in me from long ago and this event you consider as a reunion, show 

one another kindness and examine in common how you may do something good for 

me.”
60

      

Synesius hopes that his praise of the addressee and his mutual regard for both the addressee and 

the recommended will ensure the fulfillment of his request.   

In the context of requesting favors via letters, praise of the carrier’s learning and 

character serves as a means of complimenting the carrier and enhancing the carrier’s appeal in 

the eyes of the letter recipient.  In Letter 59 to the Libyan military governor Anysius in 411, 

Synesius requests that Anysius obtain the favor of a provincial governor for the letter carrier, a 

man “in his soul a philosopher but by profession a pleader.”
61

  Similarly, in Letter 82 Synesius 

introduces the carrier, Gerontius, to Synesius’ brother Euoptius by praising the character and 

culture of the bearer:  “he is wise, elegant, a friend of paideia, and devoted to God.”
62

  Synesius 

bids that Chryses become friends with the same carrier Gerontius in Letter 83, because not only 

is Gerontius Synesius’ relation (which in itself is sufficient), but because Gerontius also befits 

the manners of golden Chryses.
63

  In fact, Synesius continues to aver that it is the truth that since 
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 Roques, 3:353n1, dates this letter to 405/406; cf. Études, 134-35, 212-13.   

 
60 oὗtov e0keῖnov o9 polu\v e0n toῖv lo/goiv h9mῶn  0Anasta/siov. Kai\ se\ d’ἂn au0tῷ dei/cav, to\n au0to\n 

ἔpainon eἶpon ἂn peri\ soῦ. Ὥsper oὖn e0n e0moi\ sunelqo/ntev pa/lai kai\ th\n suntuxi/an a0nagnwrismo\n 
poihsa/menoi, filofronh/sasqe/ te a0llh/lousi kai\ koinῇ skopeῖte pῶv ἂn a0gaqo/n ti/ me poih/shte. 
 

61
ᾡ de/dwka th\n e0pistolh/n, ei0 kai\ filos/ofo/v e0sti th\n yuxh/n, a0lla\ r9h/twr th\n te/xnhn.    

 
62

 to\n sw/frona, to\n e0mmelῆ, to\n paidei/av e9taῖron, to\n prosane/xonta qeῷ. 
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Chryses is on the side of all that is virtuous, the carrier Gerontius is even more worthy to enjoy 

the society of Chryses.
64

  Praise of the recipient and claims regarding his compatibility with the 

character of the carrier operate as discursive techniques manipulating the behavior of a set of 

social agents.                

 Carriers were implicated in different epistolary networks in different ways.  In particular 

epistolary circles, such as that of Paulinus, letter carriers could become intimately involved in the 

daily life of the community of a letter writer, sometimes staying with a community for several 

months.  Paulinus apologizes to Sulpicius Severus for delaying the letter carrier Victor with him 

for the length of a spring and summer.
65

  Letter carriers might be expected to stay with letter 

recipients for a certain period awaiting letter replies.  The behavior of carriers residing with 

correspondents could provoke comment in letters.  Paulinus refers to a carrier Cardamas, a 

recurrent carrier-visitor in letters between Paulinus and Delphinus and Amandus, who is the butt 

of jokes owing to his imperfect commitment to monastic eating habits.
66

   

 Noteworthy is how the ethos of tension attaching to carrier choice differs among different 

types of epistolary networks.  There does not seem to be the same sort of anxiety about the 

choice of carrier in the letters of Aeneas and Procopius, for example, as in certain epistles of 

Theodoret or Paulinus.  The choice of carrier could prompt angry reproaches in letters, simply 

                                                                                                                                                                                           
63

 ou0x ὅti moi tῶn paidi/wn suggenh/v e0stin o9 qaumasto\v Gero/ntiov suni/sthmi to\n neani/skon tῇ 
fili/ᾳ sῇ (kai\ toῦto me\n ga/r), a0ll’ ὅti pre/pwn e0sti\ toῦ xrusoῦ Xru/sou toῖv tro/poiv. 
 

64
 panto\v me/ntoi mᾶllon e0stin a0lhqe\v ei0peῖn se eἶnai a9pa/shv a0retῆv eἴsw kai\ to\n dido/nta soi th\n 

e0pistolh\n a0ciw/taton a0polau/ein sou tῆv sunousi/av. 
 

65
 Letter 28, quoted in Conybeare, 37. 
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 Conybeare, 37.  Apparently Cardamas’ dining table behavior elicits criticism from Paulinus, although 

Paulinus later states that Cardamas no longer avoids the “humble vegetables” and “minimal drinks” at Paulinus’ 

table (Letter 23.4).  Fare originally repugnant to Cardamas apparently became more palatable after successive visits.  
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because recipients might have to endure the carrier’s cohabitation.  Carriers could also offend 

one or both corresponding parties.  The poor choice of a carrier who criticizes one of the 

correspondents during the process of transmitting letters back and forth could count as a betrayal.  

Paulinus instructs Sulpicius that when choosing a carrier, priority must be given to those closest 

spiritually to the letter author—including sons and servants.
67

  Adam Schor suggests the role of 

carriers in providing surveillance for communications among clerical personnel in the epistolary 

networks of Theodoret.
68

  Particularly in correspondence surrounding doctrinal disputes, it is 

reasonable to suspect that great anxiety could attach to the choice of carrier who ferried sensitive 

material, both in terms of a written text and verbal message.              

 Data concerning carriers in the letters of Aeneas, Synesius, and Procopius suggests that 

carriers were either bearing their own letters of recommendation—either as students or 

individual in need—or the carriers were relations or friends of communicating parties. To judge 

from the content of the letters, Aeneas’ letters recommending students most likely were 

conveyed by the students recommended.   Letter 12 to Epiphanius mentions a “fair Euthymius” 

who carries the letter along with a portrait of Aeneas; there is also mention of Euthymius 

traveling by sea.  The other Aenean letter addressed to Epiphanius, Letter 22, describes in the 

opening line a carrier who is concerned with “how to live or write toward beauty.”
69

  It is likely 

that the carrier is a man of letters.  Aeneas reveals that the carrier will stay with Epiphanius a 

certain amount of time and will relate to Epiphanius his wanderings. Aeneas bids that Epiphanius 
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 ei0v ka/llov zῆn ἢ gra/fein memele/thken. . .  
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act as King Alcinous (a figure to which Aeneas also refers in Letter 25) and send this Odysseus 

(the carrier) homeward.  Specifically, Aeneas asks the recipient to imitate the kind and hospitable 

behavior of the Homeric king to the long-suffering seafarer when he lands at the island of the 

Phaeacians.  The sophist here depicts carrier and recipient alike in classicizing language as 

authoritative Homeric figure and deploys such language to shape Epiphanius’ behavior to the 

letter carrier.   

 The recommended student Pontus likely bears his own recommendation letter to 

Marianus in Aeneas Letter 11.  A recommended student is also the likely letter carrier of Letter 

17 to Dionysius, sophist in Antioch.  Aeneas writes that this student, presumably traveling from 

Gaza to Antioch, is not in great physical health and sails and travels a great distance in order to 

meet Dionysius with the letter.  Aeneas personifies his letter, wishing that Dionysius meet it with 

kindness:  “welcome it lovingly and say something sweet to it.”
70

    

 

Readings:  Scripts and Sounds 

These letters contain indications of the physical sensations of the immediate moment of 

reception of a letter in terms of script, the opening of a missive, and the address inscribed.  

Synesius and Procopius both comment on the handwriting of friends and associates, indicating 

that these epistolographers often handwrote their letters.  In Letter 96 to Silanus, Procopius 

delights when he sees his friend’s handwriting and superscription, and plunges into reading with 

alacrity:  “I recognized your writing as soon as I saw it, and welcoming what was inscribed upon 
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it, hesitating not at all, straightaway I was inside what you had written.”
71

  The wear and tear of 

travel conditions sometimes engraved themselves on letters received.  In Letter 133, Synesius 

complains that his letter from his friend and former Alexandrian classmate Olympius is largely 

illegible, surmising, “I judge by physical signs that your letter was quite old, for it was most 

worm-eaten and the greater part of its words had been obliterated.”
72

  Interlocutors thus could 

discern the length of a missive’s travel time from physical markers.  Synesius manages to discern 

the letter author only because of Olympius’ seal and his “sacred name” inscribed on it.
73

 

   Sloppy handwriting could pose problems for correspondents.  In Letter 94 Procopius 

complains to his Caesarean lawyer friend Diodorus that Diodorus’ handwriting obfuscates the 

meaning of his communication:  “I have received again from you a letter which is clear in words 

and exceedingly beautiful, but in unclear script obscuring the grace of your words.”
74

  Procopius 

seems to suggest that Diodorus intentionally muddles his writing to soften the meaning of his 

words, writing “for you seem to me, fearing perhaps you might tend to forget your nature and 

force yourself toward clarity, to misrepresent by means of your handwriting the meaning of 

words, so that from your usual indistinctness you might again have a token of yourself.”
75

  

Perhaps Procopius teases his lawyer friend for writing his previous letter in an elusive, lawyerly 

fashion with his unclear script.  Procopius says he suspects that Diodorus contrives such unclear 
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writing out of fear of losing Procopius’ fair opinion of him.
76

  Procopius exhorts Diodorus to be 

honest:   “Be bold, accordingly, as I would never change my opinion, thinking different things 

about you, and not willingly would I rob you of marvelous reputation.”
77

  Procopius consoles 

Diodorus that his favorable estimation of his friend is in no jeopardy.  In a comical farewell, 

Procopius humorously chides his friend to write more clearly next time, clothing his joke in 

classical culture through mock address of the oracle of Apollo:  “Only do not compel me to go to 

Pytho and, showing my letters to him say, ‘declare, oh Pythian one, what did the one writing 

wish to say?’  Such things let me say in jest to you, in imitation of your charm.”
78

      

Other elements of the tangible experience of letters delivered include mention of letter 

seals, addresses inscribed, and the unrolling of letters received.  In the guise of false modesty, 

Procopius in Letter 163 to the father of his student Cledonius mentions the address of the letter.  

He quips that Cledonius has praised him so much that he wonders if Cledonius has in fact put the 

correct address on the letter.  He complains, “You raise aloft to such an extent me who am small 

in letters and equipped with the art only as far as the outline.”
79

  In Letter 51 to Ulpius, Procopius 

explains how he often would kiss letters from his friend before opening them, and in Letter 48 to 
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Constantius, Procopius describes himself as “loosening” a letter, likely referring to the unrolling 

of the papyrus.
80

   

As an element of epistolary sociability, epistolographers sometimes bantered jokingly 

about proper conventions concerning the matter of addressing a letter.  In Letter 91 addressed to 

the sophist Hieronymus from Elusa, Procopius refutes Hieronymus’ (likely) jocular charge in his 

previous letter that Procopius has behaved arrogantly by heading the letter with the name of the 

sender first followed by the recipient’s name.  Apparently this was an old-fashioned epistolary 

custom that Procopius used which deviated from contemporary practice and his friend seizes 

upon it, mocking the address style because it smacks of pretentious pedantry.
81

  In response, 

Procopius rebuts teasingly, “how much did I enjoy your accusation of me, the imposter, the-all-

too sophisticated, suffering from presumptuousness even though I am really a modest person!”
82

  

It is not clear from Procopius’ response why he employs this particular address style, but to 

judge from the two letters of Procopius whose headings survive (addressed to his sophist friend 

Megethios, Letters 169 and 172 in RDG) and which follow the same formula as the heading 

described in Letter 91, this seems to have been Procopius’ typical address style.  This likely 

indicates habits of archaizing by design on the part of Procopius.  The fact that Procopius 

probably routinely headed his letters this way, without previously provoking Hieronymus’ 

comment, may explain why Hieronymus apparently unleashed a litany of complaints in his letter, 
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which he had been collecting for some time:  “I cannot say how many arguments you have 

accumulated against me, as if from long ago desiring to rouse your tongue. So, without giving 

even a proper motivation, you pull out that which long you kept hidden.”
83

  Why is it so terrible 

(deinon) Procopius asks, if I headed the letter “Procopius greets Hieronymus;”
84

 “I am sure you 

would agree that this is the ancient and intended use.”
85

  Procopius thus defends the rhetorical 

authority of his preamble.  In epistolary dialogue, Procopius then appears to quote Hieronymus’ 

carping in the preceding letter: “But there is no need, you say, to break away from the use now 

prevailing."
86

  

Procopius has archaizingly reverted to an ancient epistolary formula of opening letters 

with the sender’s name first, followed by the recipient’s name in the dative, and the verb 

chairein.  This is the common preamble in letters found on papyrus, conforming to the ancient 

practice endorsed by Libanius and Pseudo-Libanius.
87

  A variant rubric lists first the recipient’s 

name in the dative with or without the verb chairein.  This formula is found in official letters and 

Christian letters in Late Antiquity, and appears to be the contemporary practice to which 

Hieronymus refers in criticizing Procopius’ archaizing form of address.  The formula 

Hieronymus appears to favor surfaces especially in letters in papyri from the fifth century 
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onward, and it may reflect the presence of letter-writing customs of Christian epistolary 

communities within Procopius’ network.
88

       

Procopius continues to defend the validity of his form of epistolary address through the 

use of classical examples.  Hieronymus’ charge of Procopius’ pretension because he quotes 

Hieronymus’ name after his own is “typical of a person who does not know that he who is first in 

order does not in all cases have the first in honor, and of one who pretends not to know the 

saying of Demosthenes that his students were accustomed to practice, how action occurs after 

speaking and voting, but it comes first in capability and power.”
89

   Procopius crafts his rebuttal 

to showcase his knowledge of stories of the Old Attic orators, and the jesting barb of his quip 

resides in its charge of Hieronymus’ ignorance of classical tradition.  Procopius authorizes his 

own action through the wisdom of the sayings and pedagogy of Demosthenes.  Adducing 

fictitious literary letters of the Second Sophistic, Procopius continues to defend his epistolary 

address through appeals to the epistolary practices of Socrates and Plato:  “But if you charge 

such things undoubtedly of presumption, take the time to charge with the malady of pretense, 

along with me, even those who have used the ancient custom of these headers, including among 

whom omitting others, I count Socrates and Plato, those who have raised philosophy up to 

heaven . . .”
90

  Hieronymus’ charge transgresses grievously indeed if it encompasses the ethereal 

figures of Socrates and Plato!  Moreover, Procopius’ practice has its authorizing antecedents in 

some of the most esteemed figures of classical philosophy.  Proclaiming “checkmate,” Procopius 
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moves resolutely to close his defense, bidding that Hieronymus desist, and, employing what 

seems to be a colloquialism, commands that Hieronymus not “move himself against the knife of 

the proverb.”
91

     

In addition to the sights of the letter in terms of its physical detail, there were also the 

sounds of the letter.  Ancient letter recipients read aloud their letters and commented on the 

subsequent experience of “hearing” the letter.  In this way, the reception and reading of a letter 

was a type of performance in which letter interlocutors actively re-enacted letter content, 

simultaneously imagining the perspective of letter writer while vicariously placing oneself in the 

role of listener.  Procopius indicates his recitation of letters in Letter 126 to Johannes.  He writes 

“I have received your dear letter full of cupids . . . leading me by its praises to philosophy itself 

rather than being carried away by the hearing.”
92

    

  

Gifts:  Presents and Representation 

If letters arrived safely, gifts—ranging from edible delights to keepsakes to booklets and 

treatises—might also accompany them for the recipient’s enjoyment and edification, almost as 

ancillary stimulation.  Gifts were customary elements associated with letters from the time of the 

Second Sophistic.
93

  Late-Antique epistolographers sent a variety of gifts, ranging from 
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foodstuffs to mementos.  In the case of foods, those sent—dates, briny sparrows—seemed 

prepared for preservation, even if they did not in fact travel long distances. A letter of Libanius 

appears to mention the gift of produce (Letter 59 to Demetrius), while the Cappadocian Fathers 

sent humble items such as herbs, dried fruit, and candles.
94

    Epistolographers sometimes sent 

carefully-selected keepsakes.  Libanius’ friend Theodorus sent three portraits of Libanius’ 

rhetorician model Aelius Aristides, according to Letter 143.  Libanius gushes about how long he 

has wished to have such a portrait and that he is almost as grateful to receive it as if Theodorus 

had resurrected Aristides himself.  He confesses that he even has conversations with the image of 

his rhetorician hero.
95

      

These gifts carried significant social meanings, as discourses simultaneously encoding 

author identities and defining the recipient.
96

  Gifts were vessels that articulated identities of 

individuals engaged in epistolary relationships.  Food, for example, had clearly different 

symbolic valences within different epistolary communities.   The gifts exchanged in the 

epistolary circle of Paulinus of Nola lacked the same sumptuary display as the food exchanged in 

Procopius’ letters.  Paulinus’ case demonstrates a particular Christian iteration of the traditional 

aristocratic practice of epistolary gift-giving.  The gifts themselves, as well as the rhetorical 

constructions of their meaning, changed dramatically once Paulinus became a Christian.  
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Paulinus had previously sent with letters delights from his own property such as ficedulas, or 

birds that fed on figs and grapes; once converted and forging a network of epistolary friends 

within a specific Christian community, he sends gifts that, by their nature or by virtue of their 

rhetorical representation, signifed specific social and spiritual meanings to epistolary cohorts, 

such as gifts of bread.
97

  Upon sending Sulpicius Campanian bread with a letter, Paulinus 

explains that it is a blessed offering from his monastery and that Sulpicius’ piety will ensure its 

successful arrival.  Additionally, Paulinus requests that Sulpicius convert the bread received from 

sinners (a peccatoribus) into a blessing (in eulogiam).
98

   The offering of bread is thus 

rhetorically shaped to fortify and to harmonize with a specific vision of community that the 

letters constructed and perpetuated.         

Similarly, the keepsakes sent in the letters of Paulinus had, by their nature and the 

discourses enshrouding them, distinctive meanings within a particular Christian epistolary 

community.  Certain gifts exchanged among these friends, such as splinters from the cross, had 

obvious meanings that intensified the sense of spiritual unity among epistolographers.  Writers 

also represented the gift in terms of its specific symbolic and spiritual associations for an 

epistolary circle.  Interlocutors in Paulinus’ network exchanged camel-hair pallia, upon which 

Paulinus extemporizes on the biblical associations of prickly hair as memory aids recalling 

Elijah, John the Baptist, and David.     

In terms of inherent symbolic meaning, gifts exchanged with letters seem to have been 

opening bids for reciprocity, nonverbal requests for symmetrical behavior from correspondents.   

Discussions of gifts within the letters are thus instructive in terms of what they indicate about the 
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mannered precision of epistolary sociability.  As Paulinus used rhetoric to indicate the symbolic 

meanings of gifts whose shared understandings actualized intimacy among letter interlocutors, so 

Procopius of Gaza carefully devised rhetorical gratitude in terms of Attic references, jokes, and 

other types of calculated epistolary currency.  The quality and specific pedigree of gifts—such as 

briny swallows—played targeted roles in the social mechanics of letter exchange.  Unlike some 

later Byzantine examples, the letters of Procopius and Aeneas do not demonstrate contempt for 

gifts of material value.  This does not mean that these Gaza letter writers were raging hedonists 

in terms of their epistolary masks.  As I will examine further in Chapter 3, the Stoic personae that 

Procopius and Aeneas develop in their letters contained strong anti-materialist sentiments.  With 

regard to sensuous enjoyment of gifts, however, Procopius does not seem to object to the 

physical pleasure of delicious foods bestowed with letters.  In the letters that survive, these 

Gazan epistolographers do not actively express ideals of anti-materialism and asceticism with 

regard to gifts.
99

  Instead, the gift’s status as a luxury item appears to carry weighty cultural 

capital for Procopius and his interlocutor Diodorus.  The thoughtful selection of a gift and its 

value was a genuine expression of affection and a sign encoding information about 

correspondents.   

Another tactic Procopius deploys in discourse about gifts given or received is to 

extemporize on various classical associations different gifts suggest.  Such rhetorical framings of 

gifts surely underscore the breadth of Procopius’ erudition while simultaneously affirming his 

identification with the educational culture that he and his friends shared.  Classical speech and 

stories regarding presents operated sociologically as markers of cultural inclusion, strengthening 
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affective bonds among interlocutors.  Jokes and gibes were likely signs of fondness; humor 

enshrouding competitive banter may also have quickly mitigated potential offense.     

If such thoughtfully-selected gifts appear to be something less than bribes in these letters 

between friends, the psychological value of gifts sent with epistles should not be minimized. 

Such presents, as signs of affection, were also means of imposing obligation and indebtedness 

upon letter recipients.  At minimum, they were means of establishing good will and expressing 

affection; as elements marshaled in calculated social performances, however, they were 

opportunities for competitive discursive displays of the sophistication and taste representing and 

defining the erudition and social standing of the gift-giver.          

The letters of Procopius contain rich rhetorical banter with regard to epistolary gifts, and 

Procopius embraces the sensuous delight of eating gifts exchanged.  In Letter 133 to his 

Caesarean friend Diodorus,
100

 Procopius thanks his friend for the gift of dried figs, and 

compliments this gift by writing how these are “even better, I suppose, than those of Attica, on 

account of which the great war was set in motion,” and he then mentions how a king, presumably 

Xerxes, heaped up earth into the sea.
101

  Procopius frames praise of his friend’s gift through the 

language of a tradition in Athenaeus and Plutarch relating how the offering of Attic figs to 

Xerxes precipitated war against the Greeks.
102

  Procopius thus carefully conveys his gratitude 
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while defining the pedigree and quality of the gift (figs even better than those of Attica) through 

the mannered precision drawn from the cultural toolkit of classical allusions.   

Procopius’ letters carefully gauge the quality of the gifts he received, and in so doing, 

comment on the sophistication and culture of the giver.  Alluding obliquely in Letter 133 to the 

gift Procopius has just sent Diodorus, and asserting its superiority over Diodorus’ gift, Procopius 

invokes a bucolic line from Theocritus,  

except that neither the dog-rose  

nor the anemone is comparable to the rose.
103

   

In the second half of the letter, Procopius takes his gloves off, engaging in lively yet competitive 

epistolary banter concerning gifts exchanged.  He jokingly quips that his gift of briny sparrows is 

better than Diodorus’ dried fruit:  “I have sent briny sparrows, an exhortation of the gluttonous 

stomach.  Aren’t mine far better?  Every single gourmand, I think, would judge so.”
104

  

According to discriminating judges of taste, Procopius’ gift is of a finer register than the measly 

figs of Diodorus.  This constitutes a competitive repartee over the gifts exchanged, mitigated by 

humor.  Procopius then subtly reminds Diodorus that he had earlier promised to send slippers 
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(blautai):  “except perhaps you will say that the slippers are better” (than my briny sparrows).
105

  

He closes the letter with a jocular threat that when Diodorus sends these “I would not wish to say 

how much I will joke with you.”
106

         

Letters sometimes literally oozed with honey, ever sweetening the honeyed words they 

contained.  In Letter 97 to Macarius, Procopius mentions what seems to be some sort of sweet—

perhaps a cake or honeycomb—sent by friend Macarius:  “your token of good favor concerning 

me is sweet, and the gift imitates your disposition (gnomē), dripping with honey.”
107

  Perhaps 

Macarius had sent some sort of cake or sweet gift such as a honeycomb.
108

 The figurative 

pleasure of the sweetness of logoi is intensified by the literal sweetness of a gift accompanying 

it.  This sugary offering also provides an opportunity for Procopius to express his affection for 

the personality of the giver.  Local resources clearly shaped the gifts accompanying letters.  In 

Letter 106 to his brother, Synesius thanks his brother for the gift of silphium, a plant native to 

Cyrenaica which was an expensive and scarce cash-crop—now extinct and still a mystery to 

modern botanists—used in cooking and medicine.
109

  In Letter 134 to his Constantinopolitan 

friend Pylaemenes, Synesius describes gifts—including slain ostriches, silphium juice, wine, 

                                                           
105

 plὴn ἴswv tὰv melloύsav blaύtav ἐreῖv. 
 

106
 ἀll’ oὐ boύlomai lέgein oἷa dὴ kaὶ skώptein peirάsomai.   

 
107

 th~v peri_ h(ma_v eu)noi&av gluku& sou kaqe&sthke kai_ to_ su&mbolon, kai_ mimei~tai th_n gnw&mhn to_ 
dw~ron tw|~ me&liti sumpleko&menon.    
 

108
Especially during the Second Sophistic, gifts of honeycombs were associated with letters because 

epistolography was a pastoral genre at that time.  See Mullett, 32, and Reardon, 180-84, 187.   

 
109

 Horden and Purcell, 65.   
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olive oil, and saffron (also local to Cyrene)—which he does not convey with the present letter, 

and attempts to make arrangements to transport such edible local delights.
110

 

Like foodstuffs, epistolographers also framed items of clothing and keepsakes exchanged 

with letters in classical terms and with lively praise.  Noteworthy is Procopius’ approval of 

material gifts; he does not show contempt for gifts of material value.  In Letter 98, Procopius of 

Gaza thanks his Caesarean friend Diodorus for the gift of beautiful sandals.  Procopius playfully 

compliments the gift, painting in words for Diodorus a vibrant image of himself traipsing in his 

new footwear:  “I walked forward in the manner of Homer’s Ajax, taking great strides and 

making noises on the earth.”
111

  Procopius continues to express his pleasure and pride in his 

friend’s gift by writing that if a witness looked at him stomping loudly, he would force that 

witness to look at his feet and then declare to the onlooker that Diodorus had sent him the 

sandals.  He closes the letter remarking with jest his zeal for his footwear, “thus did I take 

enjoyment from the beautiful sandals, having all but stepped on your [Diodorus’] head, so that 

your gift might be in the beauty of seeing.”
112

  Procopius represents his appreciation in vivid 

physical images—he desires so fiercely that Diodorus understand his pleasure in wearing these 

shoes that he will do everything short of beating Diodorus over the head while wearing them.  

Through the archaizing language of epistolary speech, Procopius marches around like a warrior 

from the Iliad, expressing his gratitude to Diodorus through ekphrastic language whose 

brushstrokes are designed to paint images in Diodorus’ mind.           

                                                           
110

 This letter, dated to 406, contains mention of the siege of Cyrene in 405.  Invasion has interrupted 

communications in Cyrenaica, and Synesius attempts to arrange conveyance of his gifts in strained circumstances.   

 
111

 Il. 3.22;  proῄein katὰ tὸn Ὁmhrikὸn Aἴanta makrὰ bibάv kaὶ katekrόtoun tὴn gῆn. 
 

112toiaῦtά soi tῶn kalῶn ὑpodhmάtwn ἀpέlausa, mikroῦ deῖn ἐpὶ kefalὴn badίsav, ὅpwv ἐn kalῷ 
tῆv qέav ἔstai tὸ dῶron.    
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A pair of slippers, alluded to in Letter 133, provided an opportunity for Procopius to craft 

a dense letter stuffed with jests and Atticisms.  In Letter 140 to Diodorus, Procopius fulfills his 

earlier promise (Letter 133, above) to tease his friend mercilessly on receipt of a pair of slippers: 

“you sent ill-fitting shoes, as you like to call them, unmuse-like slippers and shoes of Iphikratid 

type, upon which the general Iphikrates would truly have groaned much, for they bear no trace of 

the Attic.”
113

  In the guise of an extended gibe, Procopius here refers to Diodorus Siculus’ 

account of how the Athenian general Iphikrates authored a series of reforms designed to increase 

the speed of the hoplite infantry in battle.  One element of these innovations was the design of 

shoes which bore the general’s name: hai iphikrates (Diod. Sic. 15.44.4).  These shoes were 

lightweight, easy to untie, and probably relatively inexpensive.
114

  Deliberately drawing upon 

Iphikrates and the history of Athens according to Diodorus Siculus, intermixing also a tiny 

phrase in the aorist optative— ἦ ke mέg’oἰmώceien— from the Iliad and/or Herodotus, Procopius 

jests at his friend’s gift while flaunting the precision of his memory and the breadth of his 

erudition.  Perhaps he suggests as well that the shoes are so cheap and poorly-fashioned that they 

would even have elicited a complaint from Iphikrates, Athenian designer of fleet and cheap 

footwear for warfare.  At a minimum, the gift, not being Attic, being “unmuse-like” (amousos) is 

to be scorned by an Athenian.  Procopius clearly asserts his identification with the superiority of 

                                                           
113

 The phrase ἦ ke mέg’oἰmώceien “he would have truly groaned much,” is a citation of either or both Iliad 

7.124 and Herodotus 7.159, RDG, 492n673.  ἀdwnάria pέmyav ἄrruqma, kaqά soi fίlon kaleῖn, kaὶ blaύtav 
ἀmoύsouv kaὶ ἰfikratίdev, ἐf’aἷv ἦ ke mέg’oἰmώceien ὁ strathgὸv Ἰfikrάthv oὐdὲn Ἀttikῆv feroύsaiv 
tekmήrion.   Ἀdwnάria is a Procopian hapax.  The LSJ suggests that these are a “kind of shoes (probably with play 

on ἀ- priv., Lat. donarium, worthless gifts” (25).  Ciccolella, along with Garzya and Loenertz (Procopii epistulae, 

XXXIIn1), proposes that the adjective ἄrruqmov implies that the letter was written in meter.  Poetry competitions, 

such as those performed on the “Day of the Roses” were common at Gaza.  See RDG, 492n672.  The LSJ glosses 

ἄrruqmov in terms of sounds to mean unrhythmical, but metaphorically to mean “in undue measure,”; “ill-

proportioned” (247).  In view of the fact that Procopius seems to refer literally to shoes in this instance, and not to 

compositions, it seems likely instead that the adjective indicates that the shoes were ill-fitting or that they were ill-

proportioned in the sense that one shoe was a different size than the other one.       

 
114

 RDG, 492-93n674.   
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Attic traditions while either teasing his friend with charges of it being “un-muselike,” “un-Attic,” 

or perhaps classifying the gift as deficient in value.  Procopius uses an aggressive type of humor 

to deride Diodorus’ gift.  This sort of humor likely signifies a secure friendship between these 

epistolary interlocutors.  

Procopius continues his erudite jabs:  “For they (the footwear) do not have any grace nor 

taste of the honey of Mount Hymettus, nor at first sight do they cry out ‘Attica!’ where there are 

Marathon and Salamis and men loving freedom and high spirit, [men] not, by Zeus, initiated by 

your Muse.”
115

  The shoes of poor Diodorus do not suggest Attica in any way, claims Procopius 

resolutely.  And the Attic is the culture which these men jointly emulate above all others.  In the 

end, however, this inside joke between two epistolary friends transcends the gift itself.  

Procopius seizes upon the gift as a platform to spew Atticisms at his friend, a moment to 

socialize with his lettered interlocutor through the medium of delicately-combined allusions, 

puzzle pieces offered in return for the recipient to dissect and reconfigure with pleasure.  

Procopius deploys this insider language as a means of including his friend in shared paideia; as a 

moment to crystallize what they share in common and build rapport.  Language of gratitude, 

jocular or otherwise, becomes a device for defining the culture of Procopius and his friends and a 

means of distinguishing themselves.  This language is an epistolary device buttressing a virtual 

community.        

                                                           
115oὐdὲ gὰr xάrin tinὰ kaὶ peῖran melίtthv Ὺmhttίou parέxontai, oὐdὲ boῶsi tῇ qέᾳ tὴn 

Ἀttikήn, ἐn ᾗ Maraqὼn kaὶ Salamὶv kaὶ ἄndrev ἐleuqerίav kaὶ fronήmatov ἐrastaὶ oὐ mὰ Dίa 
tῇ par’ὑmῖn Moύsῃ tetelesmέnoi. Eleutheria perhaps means here “liberality,” that is, virtues that Diodorus 

has demonstrated himself to have based on his cheap gift. See RDG, 493n675 and Garzya and Loenertz, XXXIIIn3. 
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Instead of the consuming passions of food and fine clothing, Aeneas’ surviving letters 

describe gifts of keepsakes.  In Letter 18 to the sophist Theodorus, Aeneas thanks his friend, 

likely a former student,
116

 for the gift of a garment which makes “more beautiful” the reputation 

of the giver.  Presumably, Aeneas means that when he wears the garment it augments the fame of 

Theodorus, thereby indirectly casting light on the reputation of the teacher Aeneas.  In Letter 12, 

Aeneas sends a self-portrait for an epistolary friend Epiphanius the sophist.  Apparently, 

Epiphanius has been asking Aeneas for this likeness, and Aeneas uses erotic language, noting 

how “to the other lovers even the footprint of the lover is sufficient to create desire, and you are 

seeking images of both soul and body.”
117

  He writes how logoi, here presumably his earlier 

letters to Epiphanius,
118

 trace in outline his own soul.
119

   Perhaps suggesting the language of 

Porphyry’s Life of Plotinus, Aeneas explains, “I decided no longer [to portray] the image of the 

image.”
120

  He summoned an artist, sat opposite him, permitted “the art to join together with 

nature (that is, the outward form of Aeneas).”
121

  Once Epiphanius receives his friend’s image 

“set forth in colors,”
122

 it will grant a sort of vicarious shared presence:  “you can talk with me 

                                                           
116

 Positano, 106.   

 
117

 toῖv mὲn ἄlloiv ἐrastaῖv kaὶ ὑpόdhma toῦ ἐrwmέnou fanὲn ίkanὸn paramuqeῖsqai tὸn ἔrwta, 
sὺ dὲ kaὶ yuxὴv kaὶ sώmatov eἰkonav ἐpizhteῖv.   
 

118
 Positano, 93n4, thinks that this is an allusion to the letters that Aeneas has sent to Epiphanius.   

 
119

ὑpogrάfousi tὴn yuxήn.   
 

120
ἐmoὶ dὲ ἦn dedogmἐnon mhkέti toῦ eἰdώlou tὸ eἴdwlon.  Positano, 44, glosses Porphyry, Life of 

Plotinus 1.2 eἰdώlou eἴdwlon. 
 

121
 tὴn tέxnhn tῇ fύsei sunάptesqai.   

 
122

 toῖv xrώmasin ἐgkatatίqetai. 
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and see me and have no less than being with me.”
123

  As in the case of Libanius’ conversations 

with Aristides’ portrait, Epiphanius can now conduct pretend dialogues with Aeneas’ image.        

Loci of the Republic of Letters:  Intellectual Exchange 

Intellectual materials also accompanied missives, underscoring the role of letters in 

exuberant intellectual discourse.  These could include copies of texts as well as original 

compositions of the correspondents themselves.  This is true across such distinctive epistolary 

corpora as those of Augustine and Paulinus of Nola, Sidonius Apollinaris, and Libanius.  Though 

the writings exchanged might transmit different symbolic meanings within particular epistolary 

networks, the exchange of texts among Late Ancient epistolographers constitutes a significant 

locus of intellectual sociability.  Exchanges between two interlocutors facilitated lateral 

exchanges of ideas, communications, and intellectual materials; correspondents frequently not 

only shared letters, but also compositions, with their local friends and associates and/or with 

epistolary contacts.  These exchanges could themselves take place through letters or face to face, 

via gatherings of friends together in public places, perhaps in homes, perhaps in the public 

spaces where rhetoricians delivered declamations, poetry, and other oratory before audiences.  

Through letters, epistolographers also served as gate-keepers or brokers, introducing 

unacquainted friends to one another through letters or disseminating writings between or among 

unacquainted epistolary friends.
124

  Procopius, sending letters from Gaza, operated as a 

gatekeeper in his letters by introducing his lawyer friends Sosianus to Diodorus in Letter 21, and 

                                                           
123

 kaὶ nῦn ἐsti parὰ soί, ώv ἐceῖnai kaὶ dialέgesqai kaὶ ὁrᾶn kaὶ tῶn ἐmoὶ parόntwn mhdὲn 
ἔlatton ἔxein.   
 

124
 E.g., Libanius’ Letter 186 introducing himself to Moderatus stems from a communication (not clear 

whether epistolary or otherwise) from Moderatus to Eudaemon requesting that Libanius send Moderatus a letter to 

introduce himself.  Letters interlinked friends of friends, enlarging social (and epistolary) webs.  For the concept of 

“gate-keepers” in the Early Modern Republic of Letters, see Shelford, 32-33. 
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introducing Johannes to Diodorus in Letter 22.  All three men lived in Caesarea and practiced the 

same profession, and the two pairs were apparently unacquainted prior to Procopius’ missives.  

In this way, the city sophist could clearly interlink literati of various professions, in this case the 

legal profession, via epistolary means.               

Epistolary contacts offered advice to correspondents concerning writings received.  In 

Letter 28 to his brother Victor, Procopius subtly criticizes a booklet Victor wrote and sent him.  

Procopius writes how he longed for the biblion more before he experienced it.  It had something 

wondrous (thaumaston . . .helikon) in its title (literally, inscribed upon it--hupographō), but it 

was not in fact anything particularly unfamiliar; other artful people had already come up with 

similar things.
125

  However, he still thanks his brother.  Employing the story of the traitorous 

Spartan general Pausanias in Thucydides 1.129,
126

 Procopius contrasts his gratitude for his 

brother’s efforts with Xerxes’ gratitude for the treason of Pausanias: “nevertheless, thankfulness 

is laid up to you inscribed in my memory, but not that (gratitude) of the Persian (i.e., Xerxes) for 

Pausanias who was not able to control himself completely.”
127

  In this way, Procopius praises 

Victor’s literary production as actualized via good intentions, as opposed to the motivations 

undergirding Pausanias’ treachery.  Thus, Procopius draws on the examples of two authoritative 

figures from classical tradition and applies them as meaningful vehicles to thank his brother and 

offer him frank but kind criticism.   

                                                           
125

 tῷ dὲ prάgmati cέnon fέron oὐdέn, ἀll’ὅ kaὶ polloῖv kaὶ poikίloiv ἐspoύdastai. 
 

126
 Pausanias led the Greeks to victory against the Persians in the Battle of Plataea (479 B.C.), but was 

suspected of pro-Persian sympathies, and when evidence surfaced of his treason, to avoid capture he sought refuge 

in the Temple of Athena of the Brazen House, where he was starved to death.  Cf. RDG, 454n156.   

 
127

 ἀll’ὅmwv keίsetai soi xάriv eἰv ἐmὴn mnήmhn ἀnάgraptov, plὴn oὐx oἷa parὰ tῷ Pέrsῃ tῷ 
Pausanίa tῷ mὴ mέxri pantὸv swfronoῦnti.  Procopius may hint at the original language in Thucydides, who 

uses similar language in the letter of King Xerxes sent to Pausanias: keίsetai/ soi eὐerghsίa ἐn tῷ ἡmetέrw oἴkῳ 
ἐv aἰeὶ ἀnάgraptov.  See RDG, 454n156.   
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In Letter 87 Procopius sends speeches to Agapetus, a rhetor in Elusa in the Negev.  

Procopius remarks that long ago Agapetus was in Alexandria, which may indicate that they were 

fellow-students together at the School of Alexandria.  Upon leaving that city, he ceased to 

correspond with Procopius.  Personifying writings he has sent to Agapetus, a trenchant critic, 

Procopius comments “my children, as you used to call my discourses, blush to go to you, you 

who know how to point out infelicities that even escape my notice.”
128

  Procopius nags and 

threatens his friend Stephanus in Letter 89 to return a book that he has lent before he loses 

something of his earlier goodwill.  However, Procopius avers that even if he does not receive the 

book back, they will still remain friends, and he then proceeds to congratulate Stephanus on 

setting up a school in Daphne and wishes that he may have there a multitude of students, but still 

closes the letter firmly with a wish that his book be returned.  In Letter 119 to Pancratius, 

Procopius pleads with his friend to send his poetry. In Letter 63 Procopius thanks Athenodorus 

for having sent him a booklet (again termed a biblion).         

Procopius also helped his epistolary contacts hunt down specific texts.  In Letter 3 to 

Pythius, Procopius is trying to find a book his friend previously requested.  Procopius updates 

Pythius on the situation, indicating that he has ordered men to bring the book back from 

Alexandria, and they have reported from there back to Procopius.   

Aeneas’ surviving letters also provide evidence of the sharing of books within epistolary 

circles.  In Letter 1 to Johannes, Aeneas bemoans his missing book that is in Johannes’ 

possession and provides a rare gnomic statement about friendship:  “if the book happens to be 

                                                           
128

 oἱ dὲ ἐmoὶ paῖdev-oὕtwv gὰr ἐkάleiv toὺv lόgouv-prὸv sὲ foitᾶn ἐruqriῶsi, dielέgxein eἰdόta ka  
lanqάnousan ἀmorfίan.  The use of various words for children as metaphors for literary productions is a common 

feature of Byzantine epistolography.  Cf. RDG, 445n62.  For examples cited, see Herbert Hunger, Die 

hochsprachliche profane Literatur der Byzantiner, 1 (München: Beck, 1978), 226n101. 
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with you, and I loved it, it would be right for it to be long since with me, for such a thing is 

friendship.”
129

  Aeneas continues his complaint strategically, using it to highlight his 

identification with the ether of intellectual pursuits:   

For this in my eyes is more revered than all of the possessions of Croesus.  For one man 

loves the hoe, and another loves dogs, and another loves the bow, and to another the 

horse is his darling, but to me books and discourses.  But that which makes the possessor 

rejoice more than all other things, this pains the one deprived more than the others.  And 

if you give it back, I will be persuaded that the book has been engraved in your mind 

[that is, that you have memorized it].”
130

    

To induce his friend to return the book, Aeneas provides an ascending scale of things various 

individuals esteem most according to their social location.  At the apex of such a hierarchy he 

represents his own vocation, the devotion to thought and speech epitomized by written texts.  At 

the base of this scale is a farm laborer’s love of his implement.  Aeneas simultaneously adds 

force to his request while defining himself:  the biblion is especially precious and needed 

because it is the possession of an owner who truly understands its worth.
131

   

Synesius’ epistolary correspondence contains abundant evidence of a lively interchange 

of writings among friends, including classical texts
132

 as well as his own poetry and treatises.  In 

Letter 143 Synesius sends to Herculian, an intimate friend Synesius met during his school days at 

Alexandria, four sets of iambics appended to eight lines written by Synesius to form a single 

                                                           
129

 eἰ sὸn ἐtύgxane tὸ biblίon, ἤrwn dέ, par’ἐmoὶ pάlai dikaίwv ἄn ἦn · toioῦton ἡ filίa.  
Positano, 69, points out that this mention of law of friendship whereby the possessions of friends are common—a 

proverbial phrase—is repeated by various letter writers of the period, including Aeneas himself in Letter 6 line 4.   
 

130mὴ gάr moi toῦto ὅti biblίon ἐmoὶ gὰr oὐsίa toῦto, kaὶ moi tῶn Kroίsou talάntwn semno/teron 
eἶnai to\ kth=ma dokei=.  ἄllov me\n ga\r sminu/hv ἐrᾷ, [gewrgo\v oὗtov], e9te/rῳ pro\v ku/nav o9 ἔrwv, [kunhge/thv 
oὗtov], ἄllῳ to/con e0n h9donῇ, tῷ de\ ἵppov ta\ paidika/, e0moi\ de\ bibli/a kai\ lo/goi.  ἀll’ ὃ mᾶllon tῶn ἄllwn 
to\n a0fῃme/non lupeῖ.  ei0 me\n oὖn a0podw/seiv, pei/qomai/ soi tῇ dianoi/ᾳ to\ bible/on e0ggegra/fqa.         
 

131
 Positano, 70, thinks that Johannes may be of a better socio-economic position than Aeneas. 

  
132

 In Letter 65 to his younger brother Euoptius, Synesius writes that he is sending the Dionysii to him, so 

that Euoptius can keep one and return the other.  It is not clear exactly what these texts are; they could be Dionysius 

of Halicarnassus or some other Dionysius.  See Letter 65 in Roques, 3:309n3. 
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epigram.  Synesius’ lines are written from knowledge of poetry intermixed with astronomy.
133

  

The last four, according to Synesius, are merely “poetic luxuriating”
134

 and an ancient 

fragment.
135

  In Letter 141, however, Synesius has apparently lost his own copy of the verses and 

begs Herculian to send back the copy Synesius sent with Letter 143, with which the author 

converses with his soul.
136

  Synesius thought in error that he could recreate the lines from 

memory, and he now laments that in trying to recall his creation, he is inventing something new 

altogether.  Again referring to his literary work as offspring, Synesius reasons “it is not necessary 

to produce twice the same offspring, when it is possible to have the thing that has already been 

born.”
137

   Synesius tells his friend that he should return the copy “to the same soul which the 

scroll wishes to adorn.”
138

  In this way, Synesius attempts to elicit his writing from Herculian 

through repeated eloquent claims about the spiritual value of his writing, for with it he engages 

in dialogue with his very soul, which it has the power to beautify.        

Like Procopius’ epistolary interlocutors, Synesius’ circle had its share of critics.  In 

Letter 74 to Pylaemenes, a close friend of Synesius in Constantinople, Synesius mentions an 

unspecified treatise, “wrought in Attic style and of meticulous workmanship.”
139

  If Pylaemenes, 

“the most discerning judge of its audience”
140

 praises it, this in itself recommends it to posterity.  

                                                           
133

 met’ e0pisth/mhv grafe/ntev poihtikῆv, migei/shv ἕcewv a0stronomikῆv 
 

134
 poihtikῆv trufw/shv 

 
135

 Roques, 3:410n21, comments that these twelve verses are inserted in the Letter to Paionius.   

 
136

 oὗ pro\v th\n yuxh\n o9 gegrafw\v diale/getai. 
 

137
 ou0 mh\n deῖ ti/ktein di\v to\n au0to\n to/kon, e0co\n ἔxein to\ tetegme/non. 

 
138

 pro\v au0tῆv tῆv yuxῆv ἣn kosmeῖn bou/letai to\ bibli/on. 
 

139
 to\n lo/gon a0ttikourgῆ, tῆv a0kriboῦv e0rgasi/av. 

 
140

 Pulaime/nhv h9 kritikwta/th tῶn a0koῶn. 
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But if it seems in no way serious, it is possible he supposes to sport with it like a plaything.
141

  In 

another letter to his Constantinopolitan friend, Synesius employs false modesty to tease friends 

who requested his writings.  In Letter 101, Synesius says that his interlocutor must be joking and 

full of sarcasm to request Synesius’ treatise the Cynegetica (a lost treatise on hunting).  He even 

claims to be the poorest speaker among the Cyreneans. By the letter’s close, however, Synesius 

softens his expression in order to acquit Pylaemenes of his jocular charge of sarcasm, praising 

Pylaemenes for his many fine qualities, including kindnesss and his ability to bestow lavish 

praise.  Indeed, Pylaemenes makes his request precisely to give Synesius the joy that he had 

garnered the respect of such a judge.   

In Letter 1 to Nicander, Synesius reveals the source of his literary production:  “I have 

given birth to children in my speeches, some of them from most august Philosophy and from the 

art of poetry who dwells with her, some from rhetoric of the public place.”
142

  Synesius, like 

Procopius above, follows here the Late Antique and Byzantine habit of referring to his writings 

as offspring.
143

  Synesius perhaps knowingly employs this sort of language as a Platonic 

inflection, for as Diotima the Pythia at Delphi revealed to Socrates, human beings are all 

pregnant in body and in soul.  Simlarly, Plato depicts words as the speaker’s legitimate offspring 

at Phaedrus 278a.   

                                                                                                                                                                                           
 

141
 This treatise has been identified variously.  Some have thought it was On Dreams, Dion, and more often, 

In Praise of Baldness.  Various arguments support the view that it is the Cynegetica, a lost work on hunting.  See 

Roques, 3:328n3. 

 
142

 paῖdav e0gw\ lo/gouv e0gennhsa/mhn, tou\v me\n a0po\ tῆv semnota/thv filosofi/av kai\ tῆv sunna/ou 
tau/tῃ poihtikῆv, tou\v de\ a0po\ tῆv pandh/mou ῥhtorikῆv.   
 

143
Cf. Plato Phaedrus 278 a, 275 b; Symposium 210a, 177d.   This tradition continues in Greek texts such as 

Aristotle (Nicomachean Ethics 9.7.3), Libanius (Disc. 16.16), Themistius (Disc. 2. 33 b ; 26. 325 a-d ; 28. 341 b ; 

32. 355 d-357 a, 363 d-364 a).  See Roques, 2:81n3, for further references.     
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The exchange of intellectual materials among friends facilitates the dissemination of 

writings among friends of friends, thus interlinking broader circles of literati.  Synesius 

encourages Nicander to circulate the treatise among the Hellenes around him.  However, 

Synesius qualifies his recommendation by specifying that Nicander should only share his work 

with others if he judges it worthy of distribution; otherwise he recommends that Nicander return 

it to its sender and progenitor.  Synesius seeks a second opinion because as father of his writings 

his assessment is warped:   “For, according to the saying, whenever apes bear young, they look 

steadfastly at their newborns as if they were images of worship, astonished at the beauty of them 

(for thus is the nature of loving one’s offspring), but the offspring of one another they see just as 

they are, the offspring of apes.”
144

   In view of this, Synesius argues, “one must therefore permit 

others to scrutinize one’s offspring.”
145

  He concludes his request for candid advice with a 

reference to the examples of the Hellenistic sculptor and painter Lysippus and Apelles:  “because 

of this [that is, that one cannot examine critically his own productions] Lysippus brought in 

Apelles to see his work, and Apelles brought in Lysippus.”
146

    

   However, the advice of all his friends was second only to Synesius’ theia gunē, his 

mentor Hypatia.  In Letter 154 Synesius discusses treatises he is currently preparing, presumably 

conveyed with the letter, and bids Hypatia to approve them for publication.  Hypatia’s 

                                                           
144ta\v piqh/kouv ga\r fasin, e0peida/n te/kwsin, ὥsper a0ga/lmasin e0nateni/zein toῖv bre/fesin, 

a0game/nav toῦ ka/llouv (oὕtwv e0sti\n h9 fu/siv filo/teknon), ta\ de\ a0llh/lwn o9rῶsin ἅper ἔsti, piqh/kwn 
paidi/a.  Ed. Roques, 2:83-84n9, remarks how the ape was an object of jokes and amusement for the Greeks, 

sometimes represented as a prudent creature, sometimes silly, but always as a comic imitation of a human being, to 

which he gives a grotesque image. Pliny the Elder comments on the characteristic affection of apes for their 

offspring.  Subsequent to Synesius, Byzantine writers such as Psellus, Nicephorus Basilides, and early modern 

humanists such as Thomas More, Erasmus, and Rabelais repeat this tradition.      

 
145  ἑte/roiv oὖn e0pitrepte/on e0ceta/zein ta\ ἔkgona ·  

 
146

 dia\ toῦto Lu/sippov Ἀpellῆn ei0v ta\v grafa\v ei0sῆge, kai\ Lu/sippon Ἀpellῆv.  Allegedly, 

Lysippus and Apelles, as well as the engraver Pyrgoteles, were the only artists awarded the right to depict the 

features of Alexander the Great during his lifetime .  Cf., Roques, 2:84n10.         
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approbation is decisive with regard to the first of these writings: “if you decree that I should 

publish it, it will be exposed to rhetoricians and philosophers.”
147

  However, if she does not deem 

it “worthy of Greek ears,”
148

 if, like Aristotle, she places truth before friendship,
149

 a dense and 

deep darkness will envelope the writing, and it will never again be mentioned to humankind.
150

   

Synesius reveals to his mentor the circumstances inspiring the creation of the second 

work he sends, describing it as contrived under a mystical experience:  “The other work God 

enjoined and commanded [this work] which is laid up as a thank-offering to the imaginative 

nature (of the mind).
151

  This writing, which examines “the whole imaginative soul”
152

 as well as 

some other unspecified matters philosophizing Hellenes have hitherto neglected, was completed 

in the space of the end of a single night under the direction of a vision (opsis).  While composing 

two or three passages, Synesius divulges, it was as though he was out of own body:  “as though I 

was someone else, I became one of the hearers present listening to myself.”
153

  Even now, 

Synesius claims that each time he reads the work, a certain wondrous disposition (thaumastē 

diathesis) comes upon him and a divine voice pours around him as in poetry.
154

  Synesius 

                                                           
147

 kἂn me\n yhfi/sῃ prosoiste/on eἶnai, ῥh/torisin ἅma kai\ filoso/foiv e0kkei/setai. 
 

148
 tῆv tῶn Ἑllh/nwn a0koῆv ἄcion. 

 
149

 pro\ toῦ fi/liou th\n a0lh/qeian qh/sῃ. 
 

150
 Aristotle Nichomachean Ethics 1.6, 1096 a 17; Plato Phaedo 91 c; Roques, 3:305n50. 

 
151

 qa/teron de\ qeo\v kai\ e0pe/tace kai\ a0ne/krinen ὃ tῇ fantastikῇ fu/sei xaristh/rion a0nate/qeitai. 
 

152
 tῆv ei0dwlikῆv a9pa/shv yuxῆv. 

 
153

 ὥsper ἕterov ὤn, e0mautoῦ ge/gona meta\ tῶn paro/ntwn a0kroath/v. 
 

154
 kai\ tiv o0mfh/ me qei/a perixeῖtai kata\ th\n poi/hsin.  Ed. Roques, 3:431n54, notes that the term 

omphē is of Homeric origin (Il. 2.41; Od. 3.215) always signifying a divine voice, only later does it mean simply “a 

voice.”  Synesius uses it in his Hymns in the original sense (Hy. 1.112  and 642; 9.48) and once in the later sense of 

“renown” (Hy. 4.31).   
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speculates that whether his experience of the work is singular or not will be resolved by 

Hypatia’s judgment; in fact, Hypatia is the only Hellene with whom he has shared his work (that 

is, no one other than Synesius has previously read the work).    

In the letters of Synesius, interlocutors also exchanged technological devices and related 

treatises.  I will examine this topic at length in Chapter 5, but it appropriate here to draw 

attention to them as part of the intellectual commerce of letters.  In Letter 15, Synesius requests 

Hypatia to oversee the fabrication of a hydroscope, or an instrument designed to measure water 

volume.  He describes the chief components and design of the device, and explains to her how it 

is used.  In the final section of Letter 154 to Hypatia, Synesius mentions also how he sends a 

third treatise which he wrote on an astrolabe addressed to his friend Paeonius during his 

ambassadorship to Constantinople (August 399-October/November 402).
155

    

 

Conclusion 

 In this chapter, we have surveyed some elements of the technical elements undergirding 

transport of private letters in Late Antiquity as well as salient features of the physical 

experiences accompanying these letters.  Letter commerce was mired in the limitations of ship 

transit and communications characteristic of the Later Empire.  Letter travel was precarious and 

seasonal.  Letters traveled during the long summer (April-October) that coincided with the travel 

patterns facilitating the transit of grain and the military.  Epistolographers relied on a bevy of 

assistants to ensure the proper delivery of their beloved missives.  Such assistants included 

skippers and sailors who took letters onboard alongside cargo as well as travelling carriers who 

                                                           
155

 Roques, 3:432n57.   
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included students, relatives of the letter writer and/or recipient, and individuals seeking favors or 

aid.  Carriers known to either party often supplemented epistles with explanatory messages, and 

they could function as “gatekeepers” introducing various friends and relations of one associate to 

another associate and members of social circles.  The letters contain abundant linguistic 

strategies to persuade the recipient to be favorably disposed to the carrier, including praise and 

the use of figurative examples drawn from classical paideia.    

 Extant letters illuminate some of the physical experiences accompanying the receipt of a 

letter.  Travel conditions sometimes inscribed themselves on letter texts and could provide a 

means of gauging the length of letter transit.  Letters had distinctive seals and addresses, and 

were written on rolled papyrus which epistolographers describe as being unrolled.  Procopius 

indicates that some of his interlocutors (Letter 96 to Silanus; possibly Letter 94 to Diodorus) 

handwrote their own letters.  Letter authors sometimes argued about the styles of epistolary 

superscription atop letters and contrived extended erudite banter as entertainment (Procopius 

Letter 91 to Hieronymus).  Letter recipients likely recited letters received to re-enact the letter 

content, perhaps in an imaginative attempt to make present the absent author.        

     The honeyed speech of the letter was sometimes sweetened by means of accompanying 

gifts.  Presents submitted with letters ranged from foodstuffs such as cakes and briny sparrows, 

to apparel like sandals, as well as keepsakes such as self-portraits.  These gifts conveyed 

discursively social meanings delineating the culture of both author and recipient.  The nature of 

gifts exchanged, and the symbolic valences attached to them, vary across different epistolary 

communities.  Epistolographers such as Procopius delighted in the sensuous enjoyment of edible 

gifts and skillfully gauged their quality.  Letter authors deployed their cultural repertoire of 

classical texts to extemporize exuberantly about gifts and to showcase their learning and wit.  
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Such exchanges solidified the emotional and social bond between parties as it affirmed their 

participation in a common cultural world, the Republic of Letters.   

 Lastly, letters fostered the intellectual pursuits of lettered provincials.  Treatises and 

literary creations, including copies of texts, as well as the original compositions of letter authors 

and friends, often accompanied missives.  Epistolographers offered frank reviews of items 

received, wrought in dense archaizing speech from classical texts.  Sometimes letter authors 

badgered each other through letters to return items they lent one another; they also requested 

help to locate particular works.  The sharing of texts across circles of associates engendered the 

horizontal dissemination of ideas and intellectual materials.  These exchanges likely promoted 

additional events of intellectual sociability, as interlocutors and their associates met together to 

read compositions received, both in their homes and in urban spaces before lettered audiences.  

Such an issue signals the topic of the next chapter:  lateral audiences and theaters of letter 

exchange.  The letters themselves, as compact gifts of erudition, encoded the content of moments 

of intellectual sodality.  In this next chapter, I will examine the Late Antique phenomenon of 

“theaters” of letters in which literati gathered to read letters aloud.  Such theaters of letters forged 

moments of vivacious intellectual sociability that united lettered provincials through a shared 

culture of erudition.      
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Chapter 3 

Mechanisms of Friendship: Theaters 

One of the most significant social contexts for understanding the audience and reception 

of Late Antique epistolography was the habit of organizing public readings or “theaters” of 

letters, as Late Antique letter authors called them.  Letters were also presumably circulated 

among friends by means of the copying and recopying of letter texts passed among colleagues.  

The dissemination of epistolary texts through linked friends as well as public readings of letters 

were a locus of the sociability of literati in the polis and constituted the main contexts of the 

“lateral address” component of the letters.  Late Antique epistolographers mention the context of 

letter readings or theatra.  Libanius, for example, discusses public readings of letters in several 

of his own letters (Letters 476, 477, 547, 773, 892, 963, 1259).  In Byzantium, when public 

theater had disappeared, the habit of staging “epistolary theater” persisted.  Authors like Michael 

Psellus (11
th

 c.), as well as Nicephorus Gregoras (14
th

 c.), John VI Kantakouzenus (14
th

 c.), 

Demetrius Kydones (15
th

 c.), John Chorstasmenos (15
th

 c.) and Manuel II (15
th

 c.) report this 

practice among their networks of friends and associates across the eleventh to fifteenth 

centuries.
1
  In Late Antiquity, in addition to Libanian references, Synesius, Procopius, and 

Aeneas mention in their letters public readings of letters received.  As I will elaborate below, this 

performative dimension of Late Antique epistolography has significant consequences for the 

historical reading of the letters, because it means that the letters often were not simply 

                                                           
 

1
 Mullett, Theophylact, 40, and eadem, “Aristocracy and Patronage in the Literary Circles of Comnenian 

Constantinople,” in Michael Angold, ed., The Byzantine Aristocracy:  IX to XIII Centuries (Oxford, U.K.:  B.A.R. 

International Series 221, 1984), 173-201.    
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conversations between two parties, but indicate simultaneously conversations between 

immediate interlocutors as well as a whole host of other potential horizontal audiences.   

Late Antique epistles functioned not only for communication between a pair of 

interlocutors.  In the view of Federica Ciccolella, translator of the letters of Procopius of Gaza 

into Italian, the intellectuals of Late Antique Gaza wrote letters as a sort of philosophical 

practice:  letters gave voice to thought, served as mnemonic exercises for author and audience 

alike, for the former of recall, for the latter, of recognition.  Late antique and Byzantine 

epistolography involved the composition of literary works that were put to use in conversations 

between and among lettered associates.  For Ciccolella, Procopius’ epistolary corpus suffers 

from the absorption of the epistolographic practices favored by the Second Sophistic, which 

featured fictitious letter models showcasing a technical literary epistolography.  The fact that 

these letters were intended for public reading suggests that the ideologies, tastes, and concerns of 

an entire community of literati likely shaped letter style and content.
2
  It is this complex tension 

between letter as literary form and letter as real communication, oral performance versus written 

text, which lies at the center of the historical reading of Late Antique epistles.  A third layer in 

the Later Empire emerges as well because letters were consumed as teaching models by the 

pupils at the school of Gaza and Libanius’ school at Antioch.     

 The use of the word theatron by Late Ancient epistolographers to denote public readings 

of letters is implicated in a larger semantic development of the word theatron and related theater-

terminology from Late Antiquity through Byzantium.  In the Byzantine epoch, as in Classical 

Antiquity, this word could designate the hippodrome or any public spectacle.
3
  The use of the 

                                                           
2
 Federica Cicolella, “Le Epistole,” RDG, 145-46. 
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term to indicate a gathering of people or an audience endured with gusto up to the final decades 

of Byzantium, appearing in a letter which mentions theatron as an audience hearing the text read 

aloud, and which accompanies Mazaris’ Journey to Hades (dating approx. to January 1414-

October 1415).
4
  Like the Late Antique epistolographers, Byzantines employed the term to 

indicate gatherings wherein writings of various kinds were performed publicly, or the audience 

for such performances.  There may have been some perception among Byzantine authors that 

theatra of this type in a sense replaced or compensated for the classical theaters as vibrant 

centers within the Greco-Roman city-state.
5
   

Late Antique authors, unlike their Byzantine descendants, stood closer in time to the 

living theater as a central city institution, and they inherited a perception of the significance of 

theatricality in the polis.  As I shall explore below, in Late Antiquity classical comedy and 

tragedy were no longer publicly performed in monumentalized spaces of the city.  The language 

of Classical theater was, however, a vivacious element of rhetorical education, and 

epistolographers freely quoted Attic plays in letters.  There is also some indication that theatrical 

performances commemorated academic milestones in a rhetorical education.  Late Antique 

epistolographers’ use of the word theatron to refer to public readings of letters suggests that the 

sort of social interchange that took place at a public reading of a letter reminded these men of 

drama; they conceptualized public letter readings through the performance spaces of the 

Classical city.  It was this living “social chorography”—the mapping of social space—of the 

                                                                                                                                                                                           
3
 Przemyslaw Marciniak, “Byzantine Theatron---A Place of Performance?” in Michael Grünbart, ed., 

Theatron:  Rhetorical Culture in Late Antiquity and the Middle Ages (Berlin, New York:  Walter de Gruyter, 2007), 

277-285, at 277.    

 
4
 Ibid., 278. 

 
5
 Ibid., 279 and 279n16. Herbert Hunger made this assertion in “On the Imitation (MIMHSIS) of Antiquity 

in Byzantine Literature” DOP 23/24 (1969-70): 18. 
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Classical city which was still part and parcel of how Late Antique epistolographers organized 

their thinking about the social life of the city and which manifested itself in the language selected 

to designate the social practice of the public readings of letters.   

In this chapter, I will explore the language of letters in which Synesius, Procopius, 

Aeneas, and Libanius discussed the public readings of letters, and I will indicate the social 

dynamics of epistolary theater as suggested by the letters.  Some of these letters may in fact 

preserve the actual texts read at gatherings of literati.  These letters indicate details of the social 

play and the “inside jokes” of a group of provincials which hypothetically fostered a sense of 

social rapport among letter audiences.  Of course, as we will examine in the case of Libanius, the 

undesired leakage of letter details via interlinked associates could also provoke social discord 

and resentment.  Following this discussion, I will offer suggestions of the possible physical 

settings for epistolary theater.  I will next contextualize letter author language regarding 

epistolary theaters within the civic life of Late Antique cities.  This subsection will address what 

can be known about the theater in the Later Empire.  I will then consider other epistolary 

testimony concerning the use of theatron in the context of other types of public readings, 

including the evidence of six letters between Procopius and a younger admirer named Megethios.  

The final section of this chapter examines the selected epistolographers’ use of the language of 

Classical tragedy and Old Attic Comedy to forge and sustain epistolary friendships.  Theater 

language in the selected authors punctuates the epistolary sociolect and functions strategically as 

a form of social play.  It also authorizes requests, advice-giving, and biblical exegesis.  

Additionally, epistolographers turn to the language of tragedy and comedy to interpret and depict 

major life experiences.  First, however, let us turn to survey the language suggesting epistolary 

theaters in Synesius, Procopius, Aeneas, and Libanius.                
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Synesius 

In Letter 101 Synesius tells his Constantinopolitan friend Pylaemenes how he has read 

Pylaemenes’ letter aloud before local friends whom he designates “Greeks” (Hellenes) among 

the Libyans.  He reports, “of course, I made ready for you a Greek theater in Libya,
6
 announcing 

that they should come and become hearers of your notable letter.”
7
  Again the audience of the 

letter is its “hearers,” and the audience of the letter reading is cast as a theater.
8
  Pylaemenes is 

now famous:  “now you have become much (talked of) in our cities,
9
 you the demiurge of the 

divine-voiced letter.”
10

  Synesius reports his friend’s newborn fame among Libyan cities with 

perhaps a Platonic inflection designating its architect the demiurge, and the letter again has its 

auditory dimension, in this case the “divine voice” of its author.  Synesius exhorts Pylaemenes to 

send letters more often:  “Write accordingly as many times (as you can), feast the Cyreneans 

with discourse.”
11

  Synesius may sculpt his speech here through the Platonic resonance of 

“hearths of speech.”
12

  Although this usage may reflect the epistolary topos of letters as feasts 

(e.g., the use of heortē), the association of letters with banquets may in fact evoke the dining 

room as a context of epistolary readings.  The performance space of these letters may have been 

                                                           
6
 Synesius’ Libya is Libya Superior or Pentapolis.  Cf. Roques, 3:354n7.   

 
7 kai\ dῆta pareskeu/asa/ soi qe/atron e0pi\ Libu/hv Ἑllhniko/n, a0paggei/lav ἥkein a0kroasome/noiv 

e0llogi/mwn gramma/twn. 
  

8
 The term theatron appears numerous times in Synesius’ oeuvre to designate a space of listening, a 

classroom, an audience, and metaphorically for the epideictic genre.  See Roques, 3:353n6.     

 
9
 Roques thinks Synesius likely means the five cities comprising Pentapolis:  Cyrene, Berenice, 

Balagrae,Teucheira, Sozousa; Roques, 3:354n8.   
 

10
 kai\ nῦn e0n taῖv par’h9mῖn po/lesin o9 Pulaime/nhv polu/v, o9 dhmiourgo\v tῆv qespesi/av e0pistolῆv. 

 
11

 gra/fe oὖn o9sa/kiv ἂn e0gxwrῇ kai\ e9sti/a Kurhnai/ouv tῷ logῳ.  

 
12

Cf. Plato Phaedrus 227b; Republic 571 d; Timaeus 27 b; all instances, e9sti/ai lo/gwn.  See Roques, 

3:226n13. 
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Synesius’ home, or in the home of another Hellene, before gatherings of friends dining together.  

Synesius seeks out future opportunities for the sharing of Pylaemenes with his Hellenes in Libya.  

With Homeric tincture associating language with “bite,” Synesius strengthens his request for 

future letters, claiming “there would be no more pleasant reading than your letters for those who 

were already inspired by your bite.”
13

  Synesius packs his accounts of a public reading of his 

friend’s letter with rich language, drawn from Platonic and Homeric texts.  This language 

features as compact linguistic gifts of erudition, incitements for future letters and moments of 

learned display.   

Procopius 

Friends contrived entire epistles as rhetorical offerings for public recitation and 

edification.  A dense and lengthy epistolary/literary creation—Procopius’ Letter 91 to 

Hieronymus—likely constitutes a prime example of this form of sociability among lettered men 

in the Late Antique city.  The erudite banter Procopius launches at his friend may be interpreted 

as a moment of “rhetorical theater” at a gathering in Gaza.  As was discussed in Chapter 2, 

Hieronymus in his previous letter has railed jokingly against Procopius’ epistolary style, 

particularly at his archaizing epistolary address, which conformed to the authority of Libanius 

but was not the commonplace preamble in official and Christian epistolographic practice from 

the fifth century onward.  As Procopius reveals in this letter, however, Hieronymus’ preceding 

letter has been read aloud in the middle of Gaza.  In response, Procopius, Hieronymus, or 

associates of either may have delivered Procopius’ epistolary reprisal in public, the text of which 

is, I suggest, Letter 91.  At a minimum, its text constitutes a likely example of the sort of letter—

                                                           
13

 w9v ou0de\n ἂn au0toῖv ἥdion a0na/gnwsma ge/noito tῶn Pulaime/nouv gramma/twn, ἤdh 
katesxhme/noiv u9po\ toῦ dh/gmatov.  to\ dῆgma—meaning sting, bite, appears in Homeric poetry where the image 

is applied to speech.  Cf. Il. 8.165, and Roques, 3:355n14. 
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and the type of epistolary banter on the part of both interlocutors—that was read in gatherings of 

literati which Procopius calls logikon theatron.  In its later life, this letter was also likely 

preserved for students as a sample refutation letter.
14

  Deploying what seems to modern eyes to 

be “hyper-pedantry,” Procopius’ response to Hieronymus was likely a contrived public 

performance wrought in an insider language bristling with jokes about rhetorical practices that 

only those initiated in letters could appreciate.  I suggest that we read Letter 91 as an example of 

a public text designed for epistolary theater, or at minimum, as a text contrived with lateral 

address in mind.           

Hieronymus has jokingly made many charges against Procopius concerning issues of 

proper rhetorical practice.  In aggregate, Procopius’ humorous response aims to establish that 

Procopius himself is the defender of the true Attic speech in the lineage of Terpander, while 

according to Procopius, Hieronymus’ criticisms of Procopius stem from inferior and corrupted 

rhetorical practices that Hieronymus internalized while teaching in Egypt at Alexandria and 

Hermopolis.
15

  In Letter 2, for example, Procopius charges Hieronymus with having gorged 

himself on the luxury (truphē) of Egypt, neglecting his homeland (Elusa) in zeal for money.
16

  

Now that Hieronymus has charged Procopius with arrogance and charlatanism (alazdoneia), 

Procopius will set his friend straight—publicly—with jokes only a lettered audience will 

comprehend, about the superiority of Procopius’ rhetorical style.  Procopius repudiates his 

friend:  “Accordingly do not accuse (a person) if he should wish to bring back to the ancient 

                                                           
14

 RDG, 474n426. 

 
15

 RDG, 439n12. 

 
16

 The themes of the extravagance of Egypt and Procopius’ fears that Hieronymus has forgotten his 

homeland of Elusa run throughout Procopius’ correspondence with Hieronymus; cf. Letters 2, 9, 57, 81, 86, 91, and 

124.   
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dignity the indulgence which now dominates, and to bring back to the muse of Terpander the 

music that has lapsed into nonsense songs and popular blather!”
17

  Procopius publicly declares 

his identification with the literary style of the authorizing figure Terpander of Anthissa, a 

seventh-century B.C. poet and musician.  As Choricius represented his beloved mentor in his 

Funeral Oration, Procopius conformed to the model of harmonious style and rhythm of 

Terpander and Arion.  Presumably, Procopius was fond of publicly identifying his linguistic 

practices with the paradigms set by Terpander.
18

  This was some element of his public persona at 

Gaza.  By means of this rarefied literary lineage, Procopius casts in sharp relief the opposing 

style of the “indulgence,” “nonsense songs,” and “popular blather” of Hieronymus.  

Hieronymus’ Egyptian sojourn has corrupted his rhetorical practices, and a symptom of this 

seems to be his carping on Procopius’ ancient mode of address.   

Procopius complains that Hieronymus speaks in an inconsistently Attic manner, 

haphazardly sprinkling Atticisms in a speaking style that is largely common and vulgar:   

Wherefore by the god of friendship, do you consider yourself to be serious if you should 

utter an Attic phrase, and should get from those who are praising you that it is the ancient 

custom, it being possible to load yourself up with words from the streets and carry such 

things onto the speaker’s platform?
19

   

Hieronymus’ typical speaking practices, Procopius jokes, are actually derived from the linguistic 

style of the types of people who gather at the crossroads (tri/odov), literally, at the intersection of 

                                                           
17

 ou0koῦn kathgo/rei kἂn ei0 th\n nῦn kratoῦsan trufh\n ei0v semno/thta/ tiv th\n a0rxai/an e0pana/gein 
e0qe/loi, kἂn ei0 th\n mousikh\n e0kpesoῦsav ei0v ὕqlouv melῶn kai\ dhmotikh\n fluari/an ei0v th\n Terpa/ndrou 
moῦsan aὖqiv e0ne/gkoi.   
 

18
 RDG, 474n429.  Procopius also cites Arion in Letter 165 to Musaeus.   

 
19

 au0to\v de\ po/qen h9mῖn, pro\v Fili/ou, semno\v eἶnai dokeῖv eἴ ti ῥῆma fqe/gcaio tῶn Ἀttikῶn, kai\ 
tu/xoiv tῶn e0painou/ntwn w9v a0rxaῖon kaqe/sthke, paro\n e0mforeῖsqai tῶn e0k trio/dou ῥhma/twn kai\ taῦta 
fe/rein e0pi\ toῦ bh/matov;  
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three roads, people like fortune tellers and loafers.
20

  Quite a descent from the lofty claims of 

Procopian erudition!  Why indeed does Hieronymus even bother to invoke before his students 

something from that exemplary second-century rhetor Aelius Aristides, Libanius’ paradeigma 

and an Atticist:  “Or, why ever, when you sit in a chair in front of young students do you think to 

bring some great thing of Aristides that is worth praising, as if you spoke as he did?”
21

   

Procopius then implies that Hieronymus speaks a corrupted dialect similar to the so-

called “Asiatic” influences on rhetoric that Polemon (second century A.D.), whom Procopius 

seems here to regard as a model of Attic oratory, expunged during the Second Sophistic.  

Procopius exclaims, “Did not Polemon purify the old ancient rhetoric of Asian quackery?”
22

  

Procopius quips that had Hieronymus been a contemporary of Polemon, he would have had the 

audacity to charge Polemon himself with imposture because Polemon wished to recover the 

ancient (and authoritative) rhetorical traditions.  “If your fortune had been to be born then,” 

                                                           
20

 LSJ, 1820, gloss “the tri/odoi were frequented by fortune-tellers and loungers.”   

 
21

 ἢ ti/ dῆta tῶn meiraki/wn prokaqezo/menov oἴei ti me/ga fe/rein Ἀristei/dou toῦ pa/nu pro\v 
ἔpainon, ei0 le/goiv w9v au0to/v; 
  

22 ἢ Pole/mwn tῆv Ἀsianῆv teratei/av th\n a0rxai/an ῥhtorikh\n <ou0k> e0ka/qhren; Procopius’ 

indictment of Asianic oratory and endorsement of Attticism may likely indicate a lively contemporary debate 

concerning oratorical style among his lettered associates. Atticism versus Asianism was a metalinguistic debate over 

authoritative discourse with tendrils stretching back to social, cultural, and linguistic movements in the Hellenistic 

world.  Termed Asianism because it began in Asia Minor, Asianism emerged in the third century B.C. as a creative 

revival of the stylistic practices authorized by the fifth-century B.C. sophist Gorgias, who competed with poetry by 

adapting to his oratory poetic vocabulary and rhythms.  See R. Cribiore, The School of Libanius in Late Antique 

Antioch  (Princeton:  Princeton University Press, 2007), 53; Geoffrey Horrocks, Greek:  A History of the Language 

and its Speakers (London:  Longman, 1997), 51. According to Cicero, one of the two forms of Asiatica dictio was 

concinnity, or the harmonious arrangement of words in a sentence.  Interrelated with this feature were various types 

of word play, such as puns on verbal prefixes.  Bombastic language, emotive language, and specific rhythmic 

choices also characterized Asiatic oratory.  See Doreen Innes and Michael Winterbottom, Sopatros the Rhetor:  

Studies in the text of the Diai/resiv Zhthma/twn  (London:  University of London Institute of Classical Studies, 

1988), 7-8.  Opponents of asianizing oratory criticized its word choice, use of rhythm, and its emotionality.  Writers 

of the Second Sophistic such as Dio, Lucian, and Philostratus harangue these orators for “singing.”  A century prior 

to Procopius, Libanius had railed ca. 365 against the Asianic style fashionable among his popular sophist 

contemporaries in Letter 1477, labeling this style as “vulgar ostentation.”  In Libanius’ context, contemporary 

Athenian sophists including Himerius and Prohaeresius (teacher of Eunapius) approved and made use of elements of 

Asianic style (Cribiore, 53). 
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writes Procopius, “it seems to me, you would have brought an indictment against him (Polemon) 

also because, in neglecting the custom (of his day), he wanted to be a charlatan by returning to 

the ancient muse.”
23

  Procopius wishes, “would that he (Polemon) now prevailed again, and the 

table were for us the Laconian one, and the lifestyle that which prevailed long ago among the 

Persians: barley bread, water, and cardamon!”
24

  Thus, if only Polemon still prevailed over 

rhetorical conventions, rhetoricians would nourish themselves figuratively on the model 

antiquarian fare of the ancient Laconians.  If these sorts of victuals happen to be customary in 

Hieronymus’ Elusa, Procopius parries, “it is not due to an excess of discipline, but because the 

land does barely furnish those things for its inhabitants!”
25

  Hieronymus’ diet is not an indication 

of his character, but is imposed upon him by the puny fertility of the Negev.
26

  

Procopius taunts Hieronymus that, now he has returned to his home city of Elusa to serve 

as a sophist, not only his rhetorical habits but his lifestyle and values bear the imprint of the 

“corruption” of Egypt.  The truphē of Egypt has supplanted loyalty to his home traditions.  “But 

still,” he writes, “now that you have learned the Egyptian luxury, you have taken off your 

                                                           
23

 ei0 de/ soi to/te gene/sqai pare/sxen h9 tu/xh, ta/x’ἂn moi kai\ grafh\n e0pene/gkasqai kat’e0kei/nou 
dokeῖv, ὅti ta\ sunh/qh paridw\n a0lazw\n eἶnai Bou/letai, pro\v a0rxai/an a0nago/menov moῦsan.  
 

24
 eἴqe de\ kai\ tra/peza nῦn aὖqiv e0kra/tei Lakwnikh\ kai\ ἦn h9mῖn o9 bi/ov w9v pa/lai toῖv Pe/rsaiv mᾶza 

kai\ ὕdwr kai\ ka/rdama.   
 

25
 taῦta de\ kai\ nῦn e0n  0Elou/sῃ tiv ἴdoi kratoῦnta tῇ sῇ, ou0 dia\ karteri/av u9perbolh/n, a0ll’ὅti 

tosaῦta mo/liv xorhgeῖ toῖv e0noikoῦsin h9 gῆ. 
 

26
 Procopius also comments on the poor climate of Elusa in Letter 81.  Philip Mayerson thinks that Letter 

81 indicates that Elusa was stricken by severe drought coupled with winds which assailed, perhaps destroying, its 

vineyards.  Mayerson thinks this letter might provide evidence of the beginning of a major change in the physical 

environment in the region surrounding Elusa also later evinced by the Piacenza Pilgrim (c. 570)—the invasion of 

shifting sands on arable lands.  Procopius may also comment here in Letter 91 on this climatic phenomenon.  At 

minimum, Elusa was not located in a terribly fertile region.  See P. Mayerson, “Elusa in the Literary Sources,” 

Excavations and Surveys in Israel 33 (1983):  251-53.  On the other hand, Procopius’ description may be rhetorical 

and not indicative of actual conditions.   
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ancestral customs, you who prescribe maintaining the traditions even beyond what is fitting!”
27

  

Procopius jokingly complains again how Hieronymus changed for ill the moment he arrived in 

Egypt:   

Or has your situation not been this for a long time?  As you disembarked from the ship, 

the children of the Egyptians escorted you with a barbaric yelping and held a festival no 

less than when long ago a certain favorable circumstance gave the god Apis to them.”
28

   

Invoking the Egyptian bull-deity Apis, Procopius portrays Egyptian speech as non-Greek—

perhaps he refers to Coptic.  In this tiny fissure in the fabric of a self-enclosed Greek-speaking 

universe that Procopius and his interlocutors seem to assume, we find a pejorative reference to 

outsider linguistic communities.        

Procopius’ apparently jocular “character assassination” of Hieronymus continued.  

Hieronymus now looks down on Procopius, for “being raised high in your judgment by such 

things, you call me paltry living in a small city, your own homeland and both your wife and child 

having been rejected.”
29

  When Hieronymus left Palestine for his Egyptian teaching stint, 

apparently he left behind for a period his wife and child.
30

  Procopius claims that Hieronymus 

considers Procopius’ philosophizing to be a trifle (lēros) because Procopius never received the 

same applause from the Egyptians as Hieronymus:  “I don’t have great applause, (shouted in) an 

                                                           
27

 a0ll’ὅmwv au0to\v trufh\n Ai0gupti/an maqw\n a0pedu/sw ta\ pa/tria, o9 fula/ttein ta\ sunh/qh 
nomoqetῶn, kἂn ἔcw toῦ pre/pontov ᾖ. 
 

28
 ἢ ou0 sa\ dh/pou pa/lai taῦta kaqe/sthken, w9v ἅma se tῆv o9lka/dov e0kba/nta proὔpempon dh\ su\n 

boῇ tini\ barba/rῳ tῶn Ai0gupti/wn oi9 paῖdev, kai\ panh/guriv ἦn ou0x ἧtton ἢ ὅte pa/lai fora/ tiv au0toῖv 
eu0menh\v e0di/dou to\n Ἆpin.    
 

29kai\ w9v e0pi\ tou/toiv u9yoῦ tῆv dianoi/av a0rqei\v e0me\ me\n mikra\n oi0koῦnta po/lin faῦlon e0ka/leiv, 
a0po/rriptov de\ para\ soi\ patri/v te kai\ gunh\ kai\ to\ paidi/on au0to/;   
 

30
 Cf. Procopius Letter 2.   
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indistinct voice, O Zeus, and in a barbarian tongue.”
31

  But the most remarkable thing is that 

from which Hieronymus derives happiness.  He declares, “You called yourself happy if they said 

your home to be overflowing with food and meat.”
32

  Hieronymus is the one who concerns 

himself with the trivial, “being puffed up by unimportant things, and now you accuse me of 

quackery?”
33

    

Procopius heaps on a few final jocular threats, but hopes that such speech will not deter 

Hieronymus from sending more letters, averring “but if I could, I would make your language 

more moderate. But may you not, stricken by the power of my words, refrain from writing such 

things to me!”
34

  Concluding by divulging that he read publicly Hieronymus’ letter before a 

Gazan audience, Procopius swears that “in the name of your Nile and the Graces that dwell with 

thee, I presented your letter as a rhetorical public event (theatron logikon), and recited it to 

everyone in the middle of Gaza.”
35

  Procopius closes ironically, “I enjoyed being called 

pretentious in your letter and the theater laughing at me, while you seemed to be successful with 

your arguments.”
36

  The crowd’s laughter indicates an engaged audience who enjoyed 

Hieronymus’ witty epistolary assaults, and Procopius suggests his own good-natured public 

response to the light-hearted ridicule he met while reading his friend’s letter.   

                                                           
31

ὅti me mh\ kro/tov eἶxe polu/v, e0c a0sh/mou fwnῆv, ὦ Zeῦ, kai\ barba/rou glw/tthv ὤn ·   
 

32eu0dai/mona sauto\n e0ka/leiv, ei0 si/tou soi kai\ kreῶn plh/rh th\n oi0ki/an a0pe/deican. 
 

33
ὁrᾷv ὅson e0pi\ smikroῖv e0ph/rqeiv, o9 nῦn a0lazonei/av grafo/menov;  

 
34

 a0ll’ eἴ pwv dunai/mhn, metriwte/ran soi th\n glῶttan a0podeῖcai boulo/menov.  a0ll’ ὅpwv mh\ th\n 
du/namin tῶn e0mῶn lo/gwn kataplagei\v po/rrw ge/nῃ toῦ ta\ toiaῦta gra/fein h9mῖn. 
 

35
 ma\ ga\r to\n so\n Neῖlon kai\ ta\v parou/sav soi Xa/ritav, qe/atron logiko\n th\n sh\n pare/sxon 

e0pistolh/n, ka0n tῇ Ga/zῃ me/sῃ pro\v pa/ntav e0le/geto.   
 

36
 ka0gw\ me\n a0lazw\n ᾑdou/mhn u9po\ tῶn sῶn gramma/twn kalou/menov, e0ge/la de\ to\ qe/atron e0p’e0moi/ · 

su\ de\ tῶn lo/gwn eu0dai/mwn e0do/keiv.   
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  The comical and teasing nature of the jibes exchanged between Procopius and 

Hieronymus likely constituted an inclusive banter of rhetorician comrades.  Hieronymus charges 

Procopius with pedantry and snobbery on the basis of Procopius’ letter address; in response, 

Procopius retorts with barbs about Hieronymus’ “barbarized” and Asianizing rhetoric, tinged by 

the luxury and excess of the Nile, and depicts Hieronymus as disloyal to his homeland and 

family.  The various rhetorical assaults drawn from classical lore, as well as “shop talk” about 

rhetorical tradition and proper practice, are expressions of a secure friendship (cf. pp. 15 and 23).  

Each joke, wrought carefully from insider knowledge, is a playful nudge, an incitement aiming 

for response. Each rejoinder may be interpreted as designing its own moment of solidarity and 

inclusion between the two sophists as well as the other lettered hearers and readers.  The insider 

rhetorical jokes among Procopius, Hieronymus, and an audience of literati constitute a sort of 

idioculture, or a system of ideas, understandings, and customs by which a group of individuals 

articulates its identity discursively and which creates a sense of unity and social cohesion among 

these individuals.
37

  In this view, “in-jokes” articulate and forge shared identity.  In appreciating 

Hieronymus and Procopius’ jokes, the audiences of epistolary theater affirmed the distinctive 

idioculture these epistolographers constructed and claim that idioculture as kindred.    

The letter between these friends and colleagues—presented and shared with a lettered 

audience in Gaza and perhaps in Elusa—showcases a distinctively Late Antique “metalinguistic” 

form of conversational joking, or jokes which comment on linguistic form.
38

  The bulk of the 

jokes in Procopius’ extant letter (91), concern proper rhetorical practice and associated 

                                                           
37

 Gary Alan Fine developed the concept of idioculture and its relationship to interpersonal humor which I 

apply here.  See his article, “Humour in Situ:  the Role of Humour in Small-Group Culture,” in A.J. Chapman and 

H.C. Foot, eds., It’s a Funny Thing, Humour (Oxford:  Clarendon Press, 1977), 315-18.   

 
38

Neal R. Norrick, Conversational Joking:  Humor in Everyday Talk (Bloomington; Indianapolis:  Indiana 

University Press, 1993), 82.   
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authorizing figures such as Terpander, Aristides, and Polemon.  Metalinguistic jokes constitute a 

common category of humor deployed in conversation, according to modern sociologists.  In a 

sociological approach, metalinguistic jokes in conversational humor often expose group norms.  

By making fun of undesirable speech patterns of outsiders and the verbal mistakes of insiders, 

teasing and sarcasm operate to structure in-group linguistic practice.  The function of joking in 

shaping behavior in the linguistic realm enables conversationalists to articulate and endorse a 

collectively-authorized linguistic code, and regulate the appropriate speech for specific contexts.  

Such negotiations in sum enhance rapport among interlocutors.
39

  Procopius teases Hieronymus’ 

speech patterns by claiming that Hieronymus breaks with key authoritative figures.  Another 

conspicuous metalinguistic assault is Procopius’ joke that Hieronymus speaks not just like an 

unlettered person, which is bad enough, but that he speaks like the lowliest creatures 

(presumably Greek speakers) who hang out at the crossroads (that is, fortune tellers and 

loungers).  Procopius’ response to Hieronymus overflows with metalinguistic jokes or “talk 

about the forms of talk”
40

 which address the speech patterns of sophists as well as the talk of 

uneducated and poorer individuals—people without a reputable or even valid role in the social 

landscape of the city—which existed in the Late Roman city and its environs.  The speech 

patterns of people who hang out at the cross-roads are the polar opposite linguistic and social 

category from the likes of Hieronymus, Procopius, and their audiences.  Additionally, jokes in 

Letter 91 concerning epistolary superscription indicate metalinguistic commentaries concerning 

the technical features of epistolography.  Metalinguistic jokes in Letter 91 set clear identifiable 
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 Ibid., 82-83, 85, 87, 96. 

 
40

 Ibid., 83. 
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boundaries around the speech patterns that are valid and respected by indicting opposing invalid 

and ridiculous speech forms.                 

It is valid to suggest, in accordance with the modern social-psychological study of 

humor—itself a burgeoning yet relatively young field—that humor in this letter is a sort of social 

play, almost a sort of “social preening” among Late Antique literati as expressed by samples of 

epistolary theater.  Humor, in this view, is a social phenomenon, a type of “social skill or 

interpersonal competence” which serves various interpersonal functions while comprising 

cognitive, emotional, and expressive (laughter) dimensions.
41

  Laughter in itself—such as the 

laughter Hieronymus’ epistolary jokes provoked from his audience as Procopius reveals in Letter 

91—constitutes a nonverbal communication which likely promotes affiliative behavior among 

audience members.
42

  Though Procopius’ teasing tactics in Letter 91 are aggressive in character, 

teasing humor also serves various interpersonal functions, incorporating certain “prosocial” 

functions—or behaviors meant to benefit other members of a specific group or society as a 

whole.  For example, teasing is often an expression of affection.
43

  If Procopius and his target 

Hieronymus both enjoyed Procopius’ teasing, then hypothetically a positive response from each 

party served to increase the social intimacy between them.  Adding to the mental work of the 
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 Rod A. Martin, The Psychology of Humor: an Integrative Approach (Burlington, MA; San Diego; 

London:  Elsevier Academic Press, 2007), 6-10, 150. 

 
42

 Ibid., 128-131.  According to recent approaches of social psychology, laughter is an inherently social 

form of communication aimed at gaining others’ attention, articulating emotional information nonverbally, and 

eliciting from others similar emotions.  Theorists contend also that laughter operates interpersonally to communicate 

that social play is occurring within a group of interactants.  Various theorists suggest that laughter directly 

influences a listener, activating positive emotional arousal, perhaps by triggering particular brain pathways in the 

listener.  Overall, recent theorists propose that laughter promotes social interaction and bonding by encouraging, 

regulating, and coordinating interpersonal interaction via the duplication of emotions of various interlocutors.  

 
43

 Ibid., 124-28.  Terrion and Ashforth found that prosocial teasing enhanced the perception of emotional 

closeness between communicants (125).  Aggressive teasing viewed by an audience, however, had the effect of 

inhibiting observers’ subsequent performance in completing tasks (127).    
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audience hearing and interpreting the letter, epistolary humor embraced a cognitive dimension as 

well, in that it demanded an audience to appraise communications which were typically 

incongruous, unusual or unexpected, and playful; this cognitive process theoretically shifted an 

audience into a non-serious frame of mind which permitted the simultaneous perception of 

incongruous and incompatible claims.
44

          

Letter 107 to Sosianus and Julius provides a second potential case for a letter contrived 

for performance in the Procopian corpus.
45

  In this letter, Procopius expresses how he read his 

interlocutors’ preceding letter, relating that “laugher came running toward me on account of 

those who heard it.”
46

  Quite possibly, Letter 107 constitutes a reprisal designed for public 

recitation which Procopius addressed to his lawyer friend Sosianus, as well as an otherwise 

unknown Julius, possibly a business or legal associate of Sosianus.
47

  Sosianus occupied an 

important legal position in imperial administration in Caesarea; in fact, Martindale asserts that he 

was assessor to the consularis Palaestinae Primae.
48

  In two of the four letters addressed to 

Sosianus, Letters 64 and 157, Procopius has sought legal aid from Sosianus on behalf of 

Procopius’ acquaintances.  In the prosopography of the “epistolary theater” of Late Antique 

Caesarea and Gaza, the participants were not solely rhetoricians, as is the case in the exchange 

between Procopius and Hieronymus in Letter 91, but they were other types of lettered men in the 

city as well, including men who made their livelihood in legal professions.  The letter recipients 
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 Ibid., 6-7. 

   
45

 Julius, not otherwise known was possibly a business associate of Sosianus.  RDG, 452n127.     
 

46kai\ ge/lwv dia\ tῶn a0kou/ntwn e0pe/trexen e0p’e0moi/.   RDG, 481n518. 
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 RDG, 480n513. 

   
48

 PLRE 2:1022; RDG, 452n127. 
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had rhetorical training but were likely not sophists or grammarians.  Unlike Letter 91’s insider 

language regarding rhetorical practice, mention of figures such as Aristides and Polemon, and 

classicizing flourishes, such as the Laconian table, Letter 107’s content encompasses jokes about 

religious practice and the socioeconomic location of letter interlocutors, and most probably the 

audience.  As in to Letter 91, the tone of Procopius’ repartee is highly comical.  Unlike the 

aggressive jests launched at his sophist peer in Letter 91, however, the comedy of Letter 107 is a 

self-deprecating one explicating the result of the prior letter of Sosianus and John from 

Procopius’ standpoint.         

Procopius begins by saying, “it wouldn’t be a bad thing for me to relate to you what 

happened when I received your letter.”
49

  Implying his genuine anticipation of receiving his 

friends’ letter, Procopius narrates a humorous story of how the letter was the fulfillment of a 

prophecy:   

Not long ago, someone who claimed to be an expert in celestial phenomena and knew the 

art of predicting the future from the stars, came upon me suddenly and, placing the 

pebble on his fingers, said ‘how fortunate you are.  Even if it escapes your notice, 

something great and splendid contrary to expectation will happen to you.’”
50

   

This august prophecy leads Procopius to expect that Sosianus’ letter would bring a change in his 

personal fortunes in terms of wealth and occupation:  “Having heard these words I fantasized 

Pluto himself and I was full of offices in my mind [meaning that he dreamt of offices at the level 

of imperial administration] and I had an opinion more splendid than fortune in my hopes.”
51

  

                                                           
49

 oἷa/ moi sune/bh decame/nῳ th\n u9mete/ran e0pistolh/n, ou0 xeῖron pro\v u9mᾶv dihgh/sasqai. 
 

50
 prῳ /hn ga\r tiv ta\ ou0ra/nia sofo\v eἶnai boulo/menov kai\ te/xnhn ἔxwn, w9v ἔlegen, e0k tῶn 

a0ste/rwn prole/gein ta\ me/llonta, perituxw\n e0cai/fnhv e0moi\ kai\ qei\v e0pi\ daktu/lwn th\n yῆfon, “wv 
eu0tuxh/v,” fhsin “u9pa/rxwn e0la/nqanev · me/ga ti/ soi kai\ lampro\n ὅson oὔpw par’ e0lpi/da genh/setai.” 
   

51
 e0gw\ de\ tou/twn a0kou/sav to\n Ploῦton e0fantazo/mhn au0to/n, a0ciwma/twn ἔgemon th\n dia/noian kai\ 

tῆv e0n e0lpi/si tu/xhv sobarwte/ran eἶxon th\n gnw/mhn.   
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Using the word axioma to signify honor or public office, Procopius explicitly links the wealth of 

the god Pluto with appointment to political office, specifically imperial office.  Procopius then 

narrates how he received the letter, in an ironic fulfillment of the prophecy, but its content was 

truly contrary to the lofty expectations roused by the fortune teller.  “As I happed inside the 

letter,” he wrote, “I read of a discarded pen and a most humble trade.  ‘Ouch!  Ouch!’ I said to 

myself, ‘I have enjoyed fortune contrary to expectation.’  As the saying goes, we have been 

turned ‘from horses to asses.’”
52

 The proverbial phrase “from horses to asses,” a proverb 

mentioned by Pseudo-Plutarch (De Alex. prov. 19.1) which continued to be used well into the 

Byzantine age,
53

 signified a change in fortune from more to less favorable circumstances.  In this 

case, Procopius has been cast down from a prior favorable circumstance or at least the hope of a 

forthcoming favorable circumstance.     

What was the disillusionment brought by this letter?  Procopius reveals, “I suppose 

Fortune (Tychē) knows how to renew all things, but I never expected to become a seller of reeds 

sitting in a tent.  Such things in my eyes Zeus apparently bringing forth grants me.”
54

  It seems 

that the content of the letter of Sosianus and Julius was figuratively the equivalent of sending 

Procopius, the city-sophist of Gaza, a consignment of reeds to sell, as merchants sold such wares 

from tents in colonnaded city streets.  Perhaps Sosianus and Julius even called Procopius a “reed 

merchant” in their letter.  Alternatively, because the word kalamos also means “pen,” “selling the 

reed” could be a metonym for selling one’s services as a scribe.  Perhaps the letter of Sosianus 
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 w9v de\ toῖv ἔndon e0ntuxw\n ka/lamon a0ne/gnwn a0po/blhton kai\ e0mpori/an a0timota/thn, “i0ou\ iou/” 
pro\v e0mauto\n ἔfhn, “par’ e0lpi/dav eu0tu/xhka.  to\ de\ lego/menon, ‘a0f’ ἵppwn e0p’ ὄnouv’ metabebh/kamen.   
 

53
 RDG, 481n517.   

 
54

 pa/nta me\n oἴmoi kaini/zein oἶden h9 tu/xh, a0ll’ oὔpot’ ἄn ἤlpisa kala/mwn gene/sqai prath\r u9po\ 
kalu/bῃ kaqh/menov.  taῦta/ moi Zeu\v w9v ἔoiken a0nate/llwn xari/zetai. 
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and Julius indicated that Procopius’ change in fortune with regard to offices meant that 

Procopius was to become a notarius.  In the Later Empire these professionals, who wrote 

documents for fees, belonged to the public offices of the comitatus.
55

  The importance of these 

officials increased in the Later Empire under fourth century emperors due to the secrecy of their 

work and proximity to the emperor, yet Libanius always refers to them disparagingly as men 

devoid of literary culture, mere clerks proficient only in shorthand and descending from fathers 

such as sausage makers, cloak-room servants, and manual laborers.
56

  This usage may draw upon 

a widely-held stereotype of this official.  Procopius, though writing two hundred years later, may 

here preserve this literary depiction of this official that Libanius records.  This would also result 

in a change in fortune for the worse to which Procopius refers, because a sophist was generally 

of a higher social standing than a notarius.  Sosianus, likely secure in an imperial position of 

substance, may joke with Procopius about matters of imperial appointments.  Either way, 

Procopius seems to be the butt of a joke in the letter he received.  Sosianus and Julian must have 

humbled Procopius through their letter language, albeit in a good-natured way.   

Procopius relates how his audience laughed when he read this letter which playfully 

debased him, indicating to his correspondents the success of their jokes.  As he put it, “laughter 

through those who heard it came running toward me and said ‘receive the man and the bird 

(omen) of the god.’”
57

  This quotation which closes the letter, drawn from Aristophanes’ Plutus 

line 63, links Procopius’ fate in receiving the letter of Sosianus and Julian with the prediction of 

the Oracle of Delphi in the Plutus concerning the fate of the dull-witted Chremylus.  Line 63 is 
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 See LRE 1:103, 123, 127-8, 143, 161-62, 378, 387, 431, 547, 548, 572-75.   
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 Ibid., 572, 572-75, and LRE 2:1234-35n18. See Libanius Orations 2, 18, 42, 62. 
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 kai\ ge/lwv dia\ tῶn a0kouo/ntwn e0pe/trexen e0p’ e0moi\ kai\ “de/xou to\n ἄndra” fhsi/ “kai\ to\n ὄrnin toῦ 
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the sarcastic comment of Chremylus’ slave Cario in response to the rude behavior of the god 

Plutus—incognito as a blind beggar—whose company Chremylus courts in order to heed the 

injunction of the Pythia to follow and take home with him the first person whose path he crosses 

upon leaving the temple.  Plutus, however, is neither friendly nor forthcoming.  In fact, when 

Chremylus inquires after the identity of Plutus, the latter threatens to assault him:  “I’ll break 

you!”  In a stroke of incredulous humor, Cario replies, “receive the man and the bird of the 

god!”—thereby joking sarcastically about how charming the unfolding of Pythia’s forecasts was 

proving to be.  Procopius thus derides his fortune through the language of a few words of a 

character in Aristophanic comedy.  His Plutus is the grand fortune of the letter from Sosianus 

and Julian which degrades him to the status of perhaps a reed merchant or an imperial scribe 

(notarius).  Drawing from the toolkit of the classical repertoire of educated men—a sliver of a 

reference of Old Attic Comedy—Procopius expects that his audience, including the addressee 

lawyer and imperial official Sosianus, equipped with the same educational and cultural toolkit, 

would immediately recognize these unattributed lines and get the joke.   

We can go further.  Comfortable in his senior status in his circles of associates and his 

renown as city-sophist at Gaza, Procopius freely effaces himself before the letter addressees as 

well as his acquaintances and friends, who likely also heard his friend’s riposte recited publicly.  

Self-deprecation likely constitutes here a form of ingratiation used to obtain social approval.
58

  

Furthermore, self-deprecatory humor seems part and parcel of the behavior code among lettered 

elites, and, as has been addressed earlier (Chapter 2), false modesty is a commonplace of Late 

Antique epistolography.  To judge from Late Antique epistolography, ingratiation attained via 

self-deprecation was a pervasive social strategy of mannered literati.         
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It is worth exploring briefly the sources of comedy in this letter because the issue relates 

to Procopius’ defining of the social location of his audience and himself.  The first joke is the 

story of a fortune teller.  Procopius’ attitude toward the representative of this profession hardly 

seems respectful, particularly since the prophecy was dead wrong.  This may not necessarily 

mean that Procopius’ audience was exclusively Christian, but at a minimum this is a group of 

individuals from which Procopius (and likely his audience) desired to demarcate clear social 

distance.  Moreover, Procopius affirms the social distance of his audience from such types by 

asking them to join him in ridiculing the flaky prophet.  Thus, this joke heightens the social bond 

between Procopius and his audience with one another through drawing lines of inclusion and 

exclusion.  However, this “classed-joke” is tempered by Procopius’ cynical assertion in linking 

the god of wealth with political office.  He here expresses a perception that wealth came with 

imperial service.
59

  This statement may implicitly contrast Procopius’ profession as sophist—

earned via merit—with that of imperial office, thereby legitimizing Procopius’ social location 

and the location of his audience.  Procopius jokingly poses as desirous of an increase in wealth 

and social position, or at least Procopius articulates a traditional Greco-Roman expectation of 

what a prophesied change in fortune truly meant.  But the true barb of the joke probably is a 

teasing swipe at the Sosianus himself—who held a prestigious imperial office!  The second 

major joke defines the sophist and his audience by affirming the social chasm separating the men 

of Procopius’ circle from the likes of reed merchants or notarii.  The absurdity of the letter of 

Sosianus and Julian is that its rhetoric has knocked Procopius down from the highbrow ether of 

eloquence to the sordid porticos of commerce.     

                                                           
59

On the profitability of service as a notarius or chartularius (clerk) see Leah di Segni, Joseph Patrich, and 

Kenneth G. Holum, “A Schedule of Fees (Sportulae) for Official Services from Caesarea Martitima, Israel,” ZPE 

145 (2003): 288-89.     
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Through the comic strokes of his letter, delivered in a theatron of literati, Procopius and 

his audience colluded to create a lettered community within the Late Antique city.  Comic 

devices suggesting the common social location of the letter author and his audience likely 

underscored elements of the identity Procopius and his audience shared.  Procopius’ jokes at the 

expense of fortune tellers and reed merchants or notarii signify “unmasking tactics,” or strategies 

whereby poking fun at someone else communicates one’s refusal to accept the identity projected 

by the ridiculed object.
60

  Procopius’ mockery of Hieronymus’ speech as like that of people 

hanging out at the crossroads is another example of an unmasking tactic.  These jokes represent a 

type of social discourse aimed at social control.
61

  Humor in epistolary theater likely represented 

continual discursive explorations designed to gauge and to represent the values, beliefs, and 

emotions of one’s interlocutors.  Audience response in the form of applause or laughter which 

Procopius records had occurred at his expense in Letters 91 and 107 was one observable sign of 

success. Art-letters as public theater theoretically strengthened social solidarity among provincial 

elites in Late Antique Gaza, constituting moments of sociability among lettered elites in the city.   

 

Aeneas 

Language in two of Aeneas’ letters also suggests public readings of letters.   The first is 

Aeneas’ Letter 7 addressed to Diodorus, who is likely one and the same as the Caesarean lawyer 

to whom 18 letters of Procopius were addressed.
62

  Judging from Aeneas’ Letters 7 and 22 
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 RDG, 444n53; Positano, 85.   
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addressed to Diodorus, the two men had hitherto been engaged in what appears to have been 

friendly intellectual banter between a sophist and advocate.
63

  Letter 7 professes a change in their 

relationship from some sort of previous discord or disagreement toward peace.  Aeneas teases 

Diodorus though a humorous and archaizing reference to a libation ritual that would seal their 

friendship and terminate their latest feud, in honor of Hermes and a certain eloquent Herodotus 

who Aeneas claims was responsible for the change in relations.  “Setting up a krater to make a 

peace treaty,” wrote Aeneas, “let us pour libations to Hermes among the gods, and among human 

beings to Herodotus, who with difficulty resolved the discord for us.”
64

  Perhaps referring to a 

dining occasion which involved the recitation of letters, Aeneas asserts, “holding the feast for 

them, the comedy which, shamelessly running around, divulges the secret things of the most dear 

ones, we will drive out, by means of the apparatus of our correspondence, calling in that which 

guards every friendship:  persuasion, thankfulness, pleasure, applause, praise.”
65

  This may 

indicate that humor in letters read publicly can undercut friendship.  The use of heortē repeats 

again the figurative likening of epistolary theater to a feast.  Perhaps this suggests a dining 

context as well for epistolary theater.  Aeneas refers cryptically to the public transmission of 

letters as a comic performance which exposes details about interlocutors which should not be 

spoken (ta\ a0po/rrhta).  Aeneas affirms to Diodorus that henceforward their letters will contain 
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 Pace Positano, 85, who may overstate the animosity between these correspondents.  Language relating to 

war and peace (such as Aeneas uses in Letter 22 to Diodorus) can simply indicate intellectual banter.  Letter 22 

looks more like a complaint of silence:  Aeneas affirms that if peace brings silence but war brings much 

conversation, then he prefers that kind of war.  He closes Letter 22 exhorting Diodorus to write, avowing that the 

sun should catch neither friends nor rhetors being silent. 

       
64 ἀlla\ kratῆra sth/santev oἷon e0n ei0rh/nῃ sponda\v poihsw/meqa qeῶn me\n  9Ermῇ, a0nqrw/pwn de\  

9Hrodo/tῳ, oἳ th\n sta/sin h9mῖn mo/liv die/lusan.   
 

65
 tou/toiv ἄgontev th\n e9orth\n th\n me\n kwmῳdi/an, ἣ a0naidῶv peritre/xousa e0klaleῖ ta\ tῶn 

filta/twn a0po/rrhta, au0tῇ skeuῇ tῶn e0pistolῶn e0cela/somen, ei0skalesa/menoi ὃ pᾶsan fili/an doruforeῖ, 
th\n peiqw/, th\n xa/rin, th\n h9donh/n, th\n kro/ton, to\n ἔpainon. 
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the true communications mechanisms which undergird friendship: persuasion, thankfulness, 

applause, praise.  Through the use of words like applause and praise Aeneas confirms that the 

art-letters of his epistolary circles both create audiences and forge moments of approval and 

unanimity among literati gathered together for social dining and/or recitation events.  Distilling 

his recommendations for subsequent epistolary conversations, Aeneas avows that Diodorus and 

he will create more solemn theaters of letters: “we will set up a more solemn theater, refusing to 

cause any trouble by means of comedy.”
66

  

Aeneas’ Letter 16 to Sarapion
67

 also seems to refer to theatra of letter readings.  Framing 

social and religious conflict with the term “drama,” Aeneas gives advice to Sarapion, who is 

apparently being persecuted by priests.  “I heard,” he writes, “the tragedy that has happened 

among you, and I shed tears on the earth itself, if the war begins from the priests, among whom 

the teaching is peace.”
68

  Aeneas empathizes with Sarapion and his friends, advising them to 

demonstrate good courage and persevere in the face of struggle.  Aeneas then mentions readings 

of his letters among Sarapion and his associates:  “for you increase love rather than diminish it, 

gathering a theater by means of a letter and rousing applause.”
69

  Perhaps Aeneas hopes that his 
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 tou/toiv kaqi/swmen semno/teran qe/atron, a0peipo/ntev kwmῳdi/ᾳ mhde\n e0noxleῖn.   
 

67
 Positano, 100n1, examines evidence from the Suda regarding a Sarapion mentioned as a friend of Isidore 

of Damascus (c. A.D. 450-526) in the Life of Isidore.  Isidore was head of the Neoplatonic School of Athens, and 

Positano suggests that the drama mentioned here could refer to imperial rulings against the School of Athens prior to 

529.  Ultimately, however, Positano does not consider this identification secure.  Because Sarapion’s name is Greco-

Egyptian in origin, Positano also hypothesizes that he is Egyptian and that his earliest acquaintance with Aeneas 

may date back to Aeneas’ student days at Alexandria. 

   
68

 to\ par0 u9mῶn a0kh/koa drᾶma, kai\ au0th\n e0da/krusa th\n gῆn, ei0 e0k tῶn i9ere/wn o9 po/lemov ἄrxetai, 
par’ oἷv ei0rh/nh to\ kh/rugma.  Positano thinks that this refers to persecution of the orthodox Sarapion and his 

associates (100) but the letter does not identify the involved parties.  Perhaps the quarrel corresponds to 

Christological controversy in the fifth century; Monophysitism seems a reasonable conjecture, particularly if 

Sarapion lived in Egypt at this time.     

 
69

 hu0ch/sate ga\r mᾶllon ἢ dielu/sate to\n ἔrwta, qe/atron tῇ e0pistolῇ sulle/gontev kai\ kro/ton 
diegei/rontev.   
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epistolary advice might offer succor to Sarapion’s associates also grieved by their recent 

struggle.  Aeneas indicates again the perception of the sharing of art-letters as a social 

interchange with concomitant markers of social approval such as applause which reminded late 

antique men of drama.  Theater appears at the heart of the intervisibility of communities of 

lettered men.   

Libanius 

We find the same phenomena earlier in Libanius.  Seven of Libanius’ letters contain 

references to the lateral exchange of letters among lettered friends and associates.  These indicate 

a broad prosopography of individuals involved in epistolary theater and epistolary “crosstalk,” 

including former students who ascended to influential roles in provincial government, such as 

Andronicus, who reached imperial office as governor of Phoenice (360-61), governor of 

Bithynia, and vicar of Thrace (365-66); powerful sophist-politicians such as Themistius of 

Constantinople; high-ranking magistrates like Entrechius, governor of Palestine (361-62) and 

Pisidia (362-64), Sibourius governor of Palaestina Prima (390), and the Patricius Datianus who 

travelled with the retinue of Jovian.
70

  As a whole, Libanius’ references to the lateral 

dissemination of his letters generally do not contain the word theatron or language related to the 

theater, but he does suggest the phenomenon of crosstalk or the leakage of information from 

letters across communities of associates.  He suggests the divulgence of letter texts through his 

use of the word agorai in Letter 476.  In Letter 1259 to Datianus, Libanius writes that he set up 

for Datianus’ letter a boulē as a theater.   
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 PLRE 1:64-65 (“Andronicus 5”), 243-244 (Datianus), 278-279 (Entrechius), 839 (“Sibourius 2”). 
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Libanius presumed that parents of students might share with others his letters praising 

students.  As a sophist who had epistolary relations with the fathers of his students, Libanius 

offered praise of students like Themistius (not the Constantinopolitan sophist) in letters to the 

young man’s father Heortius.  Themistius seems to have been one of Libanius’ success stories:  

probably not originally a good student, apparently considering rhetoric useless and bored in 

school, but whose academic performance improved and who rose to provincial power at a young 

age as governor of Lycia in 361.
71

  Libanius anticipates in Letter 547 to Heortius that Heortius 

will show Libanius’ letter lauding Themistius to many others.
72

  It is not clear who these “many” 

were; they could have been friends and associates of either Libanius or Heortius.  Perhaps the 

proud father would read Libanius’ letter boastfully to his friends or, at minimum, relate letter 

content to friends.  Libanius warns Heortius, however, that readers or hearers of the letter will 

likely attribute such fine appraisals to the typical behavior of teachers, regardless of the student’s 

aptitude.
73

  Such a caveat may indicate Libanius’ own disingenuousness in offering praise of a 

poor pupil.  At any rate, praise leaked from Libanius’ letter may have had diminished credibility, 

given the source.     

Letters shared among friends and associates of various cities could incite various types of 

disputes, though elliptical language frequently does not clarify details, and, as I suggested above 

in the relationship between Aeneas and the Caesarean lawyer Diodorus, language relating to war 

and peace could signify intellectual banter or disputes and their resolutions (cf. Aeneas Letters 7, 

22).  In Letter 476 (dated A.D. 356) addressed to Themistius, sophist, philosopher, senator, and 
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 Cribiore, 135-36, 226 and 226n150, 179; Themistius was apparently named governor at age 25 (see pp. 

135-36). 

 
72

 su\ me\n polloῖv ta\ gra\mmata dei/ceiv. 
 

73
 tauti\ ga\r eἶnai tῶn didaska/lwn e0paineῖn tou\v o9milhta/v, kἂn ὦsi faῦloi. 
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proconsul of Constantinople (358-59),
74

 Libanius accuses his interlocutor of betraying the god of 

friendship and of the proverbial offense of “running the risk of a Carian”; that is, of disrespecting 

Libanius as though he were expendable or of little value like a mercenary soldier.
75

  The cause:  

Themistius has shared Libanius’ letters in agorai.  Libanius probably does not refer to a formal 

location in the city, but may employ this term to indicate public places where his letters were 

read before gatherings of hearers.  At any rate, with the word agora Libanius refers to lateral 

readings of his letters.  Perhaps one such agora was Themistius’ school.  Using climate imagery, 

Libanius asserts that when Themistius pointed out Libanius’ letters in agorai “a wind having 

roused up and falling upon our shore made waves for me.”
76

  The divulgence of epistolary 

information foments social uneasiness among a group of associates.  Unfortunately, from the 

modern reader’s viewpoint, the details of this conflict cannot be discerned, and judging from the 

terse language, it is likely that the letter carrier, a certain Macedonius, was to supplement the 

missive with a message. 

This letter must be viewed in the broader context of the relationship between Libanius 

and Themistius.
77

  Apparently, Themistius was the only sophist in Constantinople to whom 

Libanius regularly wrote; forty of Libanius’ extant letters are addressed to him.
78

  These men 

became acquainted in Constantinople in the early 350s and were part of a circle of lettered 

friends which encompassed Libanius’ former student the doctor Olympius and the philosopher 
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 Cribiore, 41.  Themistius settled at Constantinople in 348/49 (62).   

 
75

ἐn tῷ Kari\ kinduneu/ein oἴesqe.   
 

76
 eἶq’ u9meῖv me\n e0p’ a0gorᾶv dei/knute ta\ gra/mmata, pneῦma de\ e0keῖqen a0rqe\n kai\ deῦro e0mpeso\n 

ku/mata h9mῖn e0gei/rei  . . . 
 

77
 See Cribiore, 61-66. 
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 Ibid., 61-62. 
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Themistocles who enjoyed each other’s company while dining.
79

  Themistius, a sophist-

politician heavyweight who wrote and delivered a number of speeches, public and private, was 

promoted to the chair of philosophy at Constantinople by the late 340s, was admitted to the 

senate of Constantinople in 355, and served as envoy on ten embassies for the senate of 

Constantinople between 355 and 384, and as prefect of Constantinople in 358-59.
80

  The weather 

imagery of Letter 476 aptly depicts a stormy epistolary relationship between these two men, who 

apparently competed for students. As a powerful rhetorician in Constantinople, Themistius 

trained future governors and provincial magnates, and Libanius seeks out Themistius’ power of 

eloquence and his important contacts for the benefit of his recommendees.
81

          

Other indiscreet epistolary interlocutors rankled Libanius.  In Letter 477 (A.D. 356), 

Libanius lambasts his former pupil Andronicus for having shown his letter to other people 

around him, likely in Constantinople,
82

 who then divulged it to those around Libanius, 

presumably in Antioch.
83

  It is not clear where those who “divulged” the letter had access to a 

copy of it or, as seems more likely, revealed its contents.  The verb Libanius uses to indicate how 

the information in his letter was shared—ekpherein—probably means that letter content was 

simply disclosed verbally, but it could also mean that the letter or a copy of it was ferried back to 

Antioch.  Here is an instance of a letter circulating between two interlocutors, in which the 

recipient copies or reads or shares the original letter with his associates who then, presumably via 
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 Ibid., 63, 210; Letters 534, 539, and 1198 are addressed to Olympius; see Cribiore’s dossiers of students 

and translations of these letters, 300-1.   
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 PLRE 2:889, 890, 892, 893; Cribiore dates Themistius’ move to the capital to 348/49.  
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 Cribiore, 62-63. 
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 PLRE 1: 65.  Letter 477 was likely written while Andronicus was at Constantinople.   
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 soi/ me\n e0gw\ ge/grafa, su/ de\ e9te/roiv ἔdeicav, oi9 de\ ei0v tou\v e0nqa/de e0ch/negkan. 
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letter(s), shared letter content with their contacts or friends in Antioch.  This letter suggests the 

phenomenon of cross-talk or leakage of epistolary messages among their correspondents and 

their friends or associates and suggests the social dynamics of letter sharing.               

Libanius censures Andronicus’ indiscretion because it was the beginning of a “war” 

(a0rxh/ pole/mou) or some type of dispute.  Again we may observe the use of war language to 

denote interpersonal or intellectual conflict in lettered epistolography.  Libanius then refers to the 

lateral dissemination of intended messages through interlinked friends. In his preceding letter 

Andronicus has apparently complained that Libanius has previously been sending messages to 

him through missives to an associate in common named Harmas, thereby avoiding direct 

communication.  Drawing on a proverb in Diogenes Laertius,
84

 Libanius requests that 

Andronicus learn to remain mum about Libanius’ letters in the future:  “And if the people of 

Attica still celebrate the Eleusinian mysteries, again I will write to you; and if you add to the 

previous (dictum) let him who wishes learn in front of the Eponymus heroes [that is, the public 

notice board], you will agree to cherish my silence.”
85

  Silence is framed in terms of pagan 

mystery practice.
86

  Thus, marshalling the linguistic capital of a classical reference to the silence 

of the Eleusinian initiates, Libanius aims to persuade his pagan friend to be more careful in the 

future with the information contained in friends’ letters.  The reference to Attic cult, as part of a 

shared culture of these epistolary interlocutors adds force to a request and lends Atticizing 

embroidery for rhetorical persuasion.       

                                                           
84

 Foerster cites Diogenes proverb 1.51. 
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 ei0 me\n oὖn a0lla\ nῦn 0Attikoi\ ta\  0Eleusi/nia, pa/lin e0pisteloῦmen · ei0 de\ prosqh/seiv pro/sqe tῶn  
0Epwnu/mwn tῷ boulome/nῷ maqeῖn, o9mologh/seiv tῆv siwpῆv h9mῶn e0rᾶn.   
 

86
 Andronicus is identified as a pagan in Letter 1460 (PLRE 1:65) native to Constantinople (PLRE 1:64, 

Letter 150). 
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Libanius also reveals how he has shared his received letters with his friends and 

associates.  In a letter expressing gratitude for a received favor, Letter 773 addressed to 

Entrechius (A.D. 362), a powerful man who served as governor of the province of Palaestina 

Prima (361-362) and Pisidia (362-364),
87

 Libanius ebulliently praises his magistrate friend and 

thanks him for some sort of legal help he rendered on behalf of Libanius’ mother.  He heaps high 

praise upon Entrechius, attributing a gigantic monument to his honor and likening his energy and 

achievement to that of Achilles. 

A stele high as heaven has been set up for you in Palestine, like (the one) to that 

Iphikrates, and you already having been snatched away for another labor straightaway 

after finishing the course, shining forth at the starting line (of a race course) like Achilles 

who just attacked Troy.”
88

   

Libanius mentions how he has shared Entrechius’ letter with others, writing that he could not be 

silent concerning the favors Entrechius has granted.
89

  The epistolary eloquence and erudition of 

this provincial governor satisfied Libanius’ standards to justify a rhetorical theater.  Libanius’ 

report of this epistolary theater serves a role in recipient design, a rhetorical strategy that aims to 

increase rapport between the two men, showcase Libanius’ gentility, and motivate Entrechius’ 

favorable disposition toward Libanius.   

In Letter 892 (dated 388) to his former student Gessius who served as a curial magistrate 

and teacher in Egypt, and probably Alexandria,
90

 Libanius mentions the applause which followed 
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 PLRE 1:279. 
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 This stele may be a metaphorical compliment and not an actual monument.  soi\ de\ kata\ to\n  0Ifikra\thn 
e0keῖnon ἕsthke me\n ou0ranomh/khv e0n Palasiti/na sth/lh kai\ taῦta soῦ pro\v ἄllon a9rpasqe/ntov po/non a0po\ 
balbῖdov eu0qu/v a0ll’ ὅmwv a0po\ grammῆv e0ce/lamyav ὥsper  0Axilleu\v ἅma tῆv Troi/av a9ya/menov.    
 

89
 pῶv oὖn ἔsti tou\v eὖ paqo/ntav h9mᾶv ἢ pro\v se\ mh\ gra/fein ἢ pro\v ἄllouv peri\ soῦ sigᾶn, ὧn 

tou\v fi/louv h9dewv o9rᾷv ;  
 

90
 PLRE 1:394-95; Gessius was likely executed late in life for consulting two oracles who promised he 

would be consul; his death was sudden and violent, possibly crucifixion, since his legs were broken (395).   
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a public reading of Gessius’ letters.  “I admire them,” he wrote, “not having stood apart from my 

friends in some corner and having stuck myself against some wall, but among many friends who 

are capable of seeing beauties of this kind.”
91

  Libanius relates to Gessius his enjoyment and 

approval of Gessius’ letters by organizing an epistolary theater of literati at Antioch whom he 

defines as sharing the education and culture requisite for appreciation of the “beauties” (ta\ 

ka/llh) of Gessius’ epistolary erudition.   

In 963 addressed to Sibourius (dated to 390), Libanius reports that Sibourius’ previous 

letter furnished the material for an epistolary theater.  Libanius reveals how he organized a public 

reading of his friend’s letter by sending young men, perhaps his students, to invite worthy men to 

hear a reading.  As he put it, “thus I was pleased by your letters, so that giving them to certain 

young men I bid them carry them throughout the whole city to show them to those who were 

worthy to see (them).”
92

  Libanius again defines the audience as possessing the requisite sort of 

culture to appreciate his correspondent’s letter.  His audience literally flowed together (surreῖn).  

Libanius reports “many men streamed together to me, the reading of it having brought this 

about.”
93

  

Letter 1259 (A.D. 364) to the influential Datianus records the public reading of a letter 

containing a series of messages written for a group of Antiochenes.  Libanius reports to Datianus 

that he has received his most worthy letter, and having marveled at it he set up for it a boulē as a 

                                                                                                                                                                                           
 

91
 qauma/zw de\ au0ta\v ou0k a0posta\v tῶn fi/lwn e0n gwni/ᾳ tini\ toi/xῳ prosqei\v e0mauto/n, a0ll’ e0n 

polloῖv e9tai/roiv toῖv o9rᾶn ka/llh toiaῦta duname/noiv.   
 

92
 oὕtwv ἥsqhn sou toῖv gra/mmasin, ὥste dou\v au0ta\ tῶn neani/skwn tisi\n e0ke/leusa kai\ pa/shv 

fe/rontev tῆv po/lewv deiknu/ein oἷv ἄcion . . .  
 

93
 kai\ sunerru/hsan dh\ polloi\ par’ e0me\ tῆv a0nagnw/sewv toῦto pepoihkui/av.   
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theater.
94

  This may literally mean that the audience gathered in a council building, but it may 

also constitute a figurative usage of the term boulē.  Perhaps the letter was read in a dining room.  

Employing language similar to Letter 963 to depict the movement of the assembling audience, 

Libanius writes how many men “flowed together” to sit in conclave.  When the letter had been 

read, the audience offered various emotional responses, seemingly similar to audience responses 

watching a theatrical performance: “some stamped their feet, some grew pale, some blushed, and 

others bowed their heads toward the earth.”
95

  Libanius also provides relatively rare testimony 

about the physical fate of a letter.  Stating that Datianus’ letter is now his treasure, Libanius tells 

Datianus that he has tucked away his art letter and placed it in his library.        

Loci of the Theaters of Letters 

Where did audiences in Late Antiquity gather to hear “letter theater?”  Unfortunately, the 

letters provide little data regarding the actual locations where letters were read aloud.  It is 

difficult to isolate the concrete spaces in the city where events of intellectual sociability such as 

epistolary theater took place.  Procopius in Letter 101 to Pylaemenes and Aeneas in Letter 7 to 

Diodorus may suggest a dining context for letter audiences.  Procopius’ vague statement in 

Letter 91 that he had read the preceding letter of Hieronymus “in the middle” of Gaza may 

suggest a reading in the agora or city-center of Gaza, which he indicates in his Ekphrasis tou 

horologiou was the location in Gaza of the monumental water-clock of Heracles performing his 
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 qauma/sav de\ kai\ qe/atron kaqi/zw toῖv gra/mmasi th\n boulh/n.   
 

95
 deiknume/nwn de\ tῶn gegramme/nwn oi9 me\n e0ph/dwn, oi9 de\ w0xri/wn, oi9 de\ h0ruqri/wn, oi9 de\ ei0v gῆn 

ἔkupton.  Libanius does not feel the need to specify the contents of Datianus’ letter to its author, so the nature of his 

message to this Antiochene audience is unclear, but it seems to blame some members of the audience and perhaps 

vindicate or declare certain members of the audience as without blame.  Libanius reports that the letter and its 

praises of him make him seem like a prophet (mantis), so its content likely vindicated Libanius’ earlier foresight 

which was perhaps previously ignored or criticized. 
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twelve labors.  Though Procopius does not use the term agora for the location of the clock, he 

indicates that it was “in the middle of the city (where) there is a medium-sized building, opposite 

the stoa basilikos, where to the left an open square delimits a summer gathering place” [lit. a 

place where people hang out in the summer:  endiatēma therous].
96

  Perhaps Procopius, Aeneas, 

and their associates read their letters aloud in the Gazan agora.   

The monumental buildings at Gaza where Procopius, Aeneas, and Choricius met with 

their students were also possible settings for epistolary theater.  These “theaters” may have been 

gatherings of students and instructors in the school.  In this way, the lives of a letter text as a 

publicly-read document and teaching model were conflated in a single performance space.  Little 

information survives regarding the buildings used for instruction by Procopius, Aeneas, and 

Choricius.  It seems that the primary location of pedagogy at Gaza was not the private home of a 

sophist, but that there were public buildings where instruction took place.  John of Gaza, for 

example, indicates that there was a place for teaching in Gaza which he calls a diatribē.
97

    

The homes of rhetoricians—sometimes used as teachings spaces—may also have 

accommodated audiences for letter readings.  The House of Proclus and the houses on the 

Areopagus at Athens in the fifth century may offer comparative contexts of contemporary 

academic communities.  As Allison Frantz has argued, the so-called “House of Proclus,” located 

on the southern slopes of the Acropolis between the Odeion of Herodes Atticus and the Theater 
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of Dionysus, and a concatenated group of five buildings on the north slope of the Areopagus 

were likely settings for instruction in Late Antique Athens.  The house on the slope of the 

Acropolis Frantz identifies as the home of Plutarch, founder of the Neoplatonic School at Athens 

as well as of the successive heads of the school, including Proclus.  She bases this identification 

on the testimony of Marinus’ biography of Proclus, which indicates that the home of Proclus, 

Plutarch, and Syrianus was located near the Asklepieion and the Temple and Theater of 

Dionysus.  This house not only fits the location offered by Marinus, but “its site, as far as it could 

be estimated from its scattered known parts, precludes the existence of anything comparable in 

the area.”
98

   

The architecture of the houses on the Areopagus resembles closely that of the House of 

Proclus.  These homes boast an apsidal room with niches for sculpture as well as greater size in 

comparison with the typical Athenian home.
99

  Frantz argues that, provided the general affinity 

in layout and appointments between the House of Proclus and the Areopagus houses, plus the 

reality that the elite of Athens seems to have been constituted mainly of intellectuals, it is 

reasonable to connect the Areopagus houses with the wealthy teachers of Athens who were 

reputed to have taught students in their homes.
100

  Furthermore, the observable physical 

interrelationship of the Areopagus houses suggests their planned concatenation and common 

purpose.
101

  Grzegorz Majcherek, however, has recently disagreed with Frantz’s identification of 

the apsidal halls in Areopagus houses A-D as lecture halls, contending that they do not appear 
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properly furnished for that use; these halls may have accommodated a large number of students, 

but no benches have been preserved in these spaces.
102

  Garth Fowden had earlier judged these 

villas to be residences of wealthy Athenians and not teachers or philosophers.
103

  

  Franz also argues that not only the similarity of the plan of the Areopagus House to the 

“Proclus House,” but also the niches for sculpture as well as the sculpture itself, support a view 

of these structures as the private homes of teachers.  Two statues, specifically a statue of 

Heracles found in House C of the Areopagus houses, and a statue of Hermes discovered in the 

well of an adjacent house, serve as emblems of the role of Heracles and Hermes as patron figures 

of education.
104

  Majcherek points out, on the other hand, that the survival of these statues in no 

way contradicts Fowden’s earlier view that these villas simply belonged to wealthy Athenians 

and not to educators.
105

    

Literary sources indicate the common practice of education at home or in-home classes 

on certain days of the week, regardless of whether instructors could afford better classroom 

settings.
106

  Zacharias Scholasticus reports that Horapollon and the other philosophers taught at a 

school building on Fridays, but other instructors, including sophists and perhaps grammatikoi, 

taught from their homes on this day of the week.
107

  Damascius also suggests Hypatia may have 
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taught her chorus of students from the home.
108

  Describing home settings of instruction as 

containing small-scale theaters, Eunapius indicates that Athenian sophists of the fourth century 

were wont to teach in their homes because of tension between students and the local 

population.
109

  Eunapius declared, “not one of the sophists dared to go down into the city and 

discourse in public, so they lectured to their students in their own private theaters.”
110

  Also in 

the same section of his text, Eunapius claims that the house of the sophist Julian contained “a 

theater of polished marble, imitating the public theaters but smaller, and of a size suitable to a 

house.”
111

  The apsidal room, which became a common element in many homes in the fourth 

century, may have appeared to sophists as a lecture room and provided the architectural context 

for the theater Eunapius describes in Julian’s home.
112

       

Libanius shifted his sites of pedagogy repeatedly as he progressed from private teacher to 

public sophist elected by the Antiochene curia.  As a private instructor at Antioch Libanius first 

taught from his home, and upon receiving his municipal appointment he relocated his classroom 

to a site in the bouleutērion of Antioch.
113

  According to Libanius Oration 22.31 this 
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bouleutērion contained “a covered lecture room (theatron) and four colonnades surrounding a 

courtyard that had been turned into a garden” encircled by trees.
114

  This multifunctional building 

was also a temple which was available for the occupation of various parties who put the space to 

various uses.
115

  This space housed the declamation practice and instruction sessions of Libanius’ 

students.  His classroom was a great hall with a monumentalized entrance, opposite which two 

seats were stationed, one of which was Libanius’ teaching chair or thronos.
116

 

Similar to Libanius’ description of his lecture space as a theater, Procopius refers to a 

theater in a phrontistērion in Antioch designating either an audience of students or the space of 

pedagogy.  The reference is in Letter 89 to a grammaticus named Stephanus who likely taught at 

Antioch.
117

  After complaining of Stephanus’ silence and in particular of his neglect in returning 

some books of his, Procopius inquires about his friend’s professional life.  “Reveal to me,” he 

wrote, “if you have a thinkery (phrontistērion), and if a multitude of students for you form a 

fence around the theater.”
118

  Such language suggests that the teaching space of this grammaticus 

was a large theater-like room, but Procopius could also use the term “theater” simply as a 

metonym for an “audience” of students.  At any rate, such “thinkeries” were viable sites of 

epistolary recitations.   
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Various other loci of pedagogy may have served as venues for the public readings of 

letters, before students and/or city literati.  Unfortunately, material evidence of the special urban 

complexes of the most renowned schools of Late Antiquity does not survive.
119

  It is also 

difficult to identify educational facilities in the surviving texts with precision, because while 

various terms for educational sites are named in our sources, the terminology is far from 

consistent or clear.
120

  Common terms which seem to designate lecture halls include 

akroastērion, acadēmia, phrontistērion, museion, and diatribē.
121

  Zacharias Scholasticus sets 

the second disputation of his Ammonius, featuring a mutual friend of Aeneas and Procopius of 

Gaza—Gessius iatrosophist—at the temple of the Muses and writes that this location is “where 

poets, rhetors, and grammarians usually held their declamations.”
122

  Teachers also met with 

students in city spaces which were not designed or reserved exclusively for education.  Multi-use 

facilities housed instruction, as in Libanius’ theater in the Antiochene bouleuterion or a space in 

the Basilica at Constantinople where Socrates tells us Julian attended lectures.
123

   

One venue of education in Late Antique cities which has received much recent attention 

was the auditorium. According to the author of the Expositio totius mundi et gentium, lecture 

halls for the teaching of law called auditoria existed at Berytus as early as the fourth century.
124
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A series of rulings in the Theodosian Code in the fourth and fifth century concern auditoria at 

Constantinople.  Indeed the Code refers to the entire school at Constantinople as an 

auditorium.
125

  Study of auditoria has been reinvigorated in particular by the relatively recent 

discovery and excavation of the remains of a Late Antique educational complex of twenty 

limestone auditoria at Kom el- Dikka in Alexandria.
126

  These structures feature seats for the 

instructor and rows of seating for student viewers and thus likely functioned as interlinked 

educational theaters for instruction in grammar, rhetoric, and philosophy.
127

   

Located in the very heart of the Late Antique city, these auditoria at Alexandria would 

have provided space suitable for 500-600 students.
128

 Stone benches constitute the most 

significant interior furnishing of these halls, and a common interior organization is two to three 

rows lining three walls of a rectangular space or rows of benches in a horse-shoe plan.
129

  As in 

Libanius’ depiction above, instructors seated themselves on a high chair or throne located atop a 

raised platform before the rows of stone benches of pupils.
130

  The throne appears as a common 

element in images depicting teachers and philosophers in art from the Classical Greek period and 

became even more widespread by Late Antiquity.  The image of Christ as a Divine Teacher 
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seated upon a dais also features in Christian art.
131

  Such iterations of iconographical culture 

likely granted authority in images to the epistolographer who recited letters from atop this 

throne.  

The theater itself was a likely venue for letter readings.  Theater structures in Late 

Antiquity were venues for audiences of various types of rhetorical displays and public oratory.
132

  

In a discussion of strife between pagans and Christians at Gaza in the early fifth century, 

Sozomen reveals that Gaza had a theater at that time.
133

  The mosaic portrayal of Gaza in the 

mid-sixth century Madaba Map depicts a semicircular building which several scholars have 

suggested was in fact a theater.
134

  If this is the case, a monumental theater may have been a 

thriving feature in the cityscape of Gaza during the time of Procopius and Aeneas.  Choricius’ 

oratory contains language pertaining to the theater as well as the term theatron, but it is not clear 

whether such terms denote a monumental theater or if they signify figurative ways of speaking 

about audiences and performances.  For example, Choricius mentions a horaia skēnē which 

Catherine Saliou has recently suggested was a summer theater, yet the term skēnē could simply 

indicate a public performance itself and not a formal performance space.
135

  In Letter 172 to the 

lawyer Megethios, Procopius uses the term skēnē figuratively to mean something like 
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“spectacle” or “theater” when referring to Megethios’ language in his previous letter:  “you hang 

about yourself the whole spectacle (skēnē) of your tongue.”
136

       

A reference to theaters at Gaza occurs in a funeral oration delivered by Choricius to an 

unnamed astynomos of Gaza.  Choricius personifies the city as mourning the loss of an 

invaluable benefactor, wailing “who will now adorn my baths?  Who will now erect porticos and 

theaters?”
137

  This passage may suggest the continuing practice of the construction of 

monumental theaters at Gaza, these could also be a topos associated traditionally with oratory 

about the euergetism of curial officials such as astynomoi.  We should also recall Choricius’ 

concern for the destruction of theaters in his Apologia Mimorum 143, and Violaine Malineau 

recently suggested that this indicates theaters were fading in significance in the urban landscape 

of the sixth century and thus vulnerable to quarrying.
138

       

In his Panegyric to Anastasius, likely addressed to the emperor’s image, Procopius of 

Gaza states that he stands in the middle of a theater, and as rhetor has been judged by the city to 

serve as its voice.
139

  On the basis of this passage, Elizabeth Gebhard maintained that Procopius 

literally addressed the Gazan citizenry gathered in the cavea of the theater of Gaza.
140

  This is not 
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entirely clear, given the polysemy of the word theatron.  As has been demonstrated above, 

theatron often simply indicates an audience or the event of the performance and not a physical 

location; Procopius could simply refer to any assembly of the Gazan polis, gathered in any public 

space, including the agora.           

At Elusa, there is a probable link between the school of rhetoric and its theater.  On the 

basis of a Greek inscription dating to 454/455 commemorating the repavement of the theater 

floor, Avraham Negev demonstrated that the theater of Elusa was in use in the Late Antique 

period.
141

  The inscription specifies that this work was sponsored by Abraamius son of Zenobius.  

It is probable that this mid-fifth century Zenobius is a relation of another famed Zenobius: 

Libanius’s teacher and professor at the school of rhetoric of Antioch, as well as its elected city-

sophist (d. 345), who hailed from Elusa.
142

  Additionally, the cousin of Libanius’ Zenobius, 

named Argyrius, likely also native to Elusa, was an acclaimed rhetor and one of the curiales.  

Another cousin of the fourth-century Zenobius, Boethus, served at Elusa as a police magistrate of 

curial rank, the Irenarch.
143

  Clearly, members of the line of the fourth-century rhetor Zenobius 

were Elusan curial magnates who had connections with rhetorical training.  The philotimia of 

Abraamius son of Zenobius might have been an act of the line of the Zenobii at Elusa 

perpetuating lettered culture in their hometown.  The theater at Elusa could have been a site 
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where Procopius’ friend Hieronymus performed epistolary theater of Procopius’ letters as well as 

his own reprisal letters.     

Synesius’ so-called Panhellenion of Constantinople does no more to help us locate 

specific venues of epistolary theater in the city, because it likely refers to an informal 

constellation of intellectuals who met at Constantinople rather than to a particular building or 

society.
144

  Modern commentators have focused on what can be known about this circle of 

savants based on the letters.
145

  The sole reference to the Panhellenion in Synesius’ oeuvre 

occurs during the concluding lines of Letter 101 to Pylaemenes, where he writes, 

There is no small danger that my letter will be read in the Panhellenion.  For I call this 

the place in which often I meditated upon weighty thoughts, where famous men from all 

parts of the world gathered together to hear the sacred voice of old men carefully 

examining tales both ancient and new.
146

   

At minimum, Synesius likely points here to the practice among a coterie of literati of meeting 

and reading letters and various literary works aloud.  Cameron and Long suggest that Synesius 

uses the term jokingly to refer to the coalition of Greek cities created by Hadrian, centered upon 

Athens.  Cyrene was a member of this federation, and Synesius likely refers here to himself as 
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the Cyrenean representative of this group of friends who met for convivial intellectual 

gatherings.
147

     

The context of private dining rooms and reception spaces in the houses of intellectual 

elites and other types of provincial elites is another possible setting for epistolary theater in the 

Late Antique city.  In Augustine’s harangue against the pleasures characterizing the false 

happiness of an exceptional councilman, the “sumptuously laden” table figures, along with, for 

example, honorific statues and inscriptions as well as the capacity to serve as a patron to clients, 

as verifiable marker of one’s location in the social landscape (Contra Academicos 1.2).  Men of 

this social location were the likely associates of sophists and grammarians; sophists and 

grammarians themselves likely often hailed from curial families.
148

  Letters of Libanius refer to 

lively dinners where lettered friends gathered to enjoy company and share and display their 

erudition.
149

  In a letter to his former student the doctor Olympius, Libanius cites the memory of 

dinners these men shared and “discourses that flowed from your mouth and of Themistocles, full 

of pleasure and the sophist drinking.”
150

  Libanius suggests that gatherings of dining sociability 

among Olympius’ friends, adding “I think that even now you dine in the same fashion.”
151

                  

Architectural changes in the Late Antique provincial private house illuminate the 

centrality of dining as a locus of Late Roman elite sociability and provide potential contexts for 
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the Republic of Letters.  The changing architecture of the private home in Late Antiquity was 

characterized by the incorporation of certain features of public buildings—and thus may 

represent attempts to project the social and political power with which they were imbued.  

According to Simon Ellis, the most significant architectural development of Late Antiquity was 

the increasing use of the apsidal dining room featuring the stibadium or semicircular couch.
152

  

Apsidal dining rooms have been identified from as early as the first century A.D., but appear to 

become common from the late third century onward.
153

  Ellis regards the Late Antique popularity 

of the stibadium as part of the devolution of the triclinium wherein the dining area was furnished 

with an apse and one semicircular couch substituted for the usual three rectangular couches.
154

  

Lavin suggested that this phenomenon represents an aristocratic attempt to absorb the 

architectural design of imperial palaces or churches, thereby constructing publicly-recognized 

architectures of power in the elite home on display for guests.  The apse became a common 

architectural feature in both public and private buildings by the fourth century, and it appears 

designed to outline and showcase the authority of the individual or object it encircled.
155

   

Closely related to the apsidal dining room and the trend of incorporating features of 

public buildings in private homes was the emergence of other kinds of reception spaces within 
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the Late Roman provincial dwelling, such as the private audience chamber,
156

 meant most likely 

to advertise a patron’s power to clients, and the large formal dining room.  The dining hall may 

have been a site of readings of letters, a locus of the lateral address of Late Antique 

epistolographers.  While most homes of the Early and Middle Empire had only one reception or 

dining room, the triclinium, from the third century onward three forms of specialized reception 

spaces begin to emerge in differing combinations in provincial elite homes and villas.
157

   The 

triclinium or dining hall was likely designed to receive clients and less powerful guests, whereas 

the large dining hall would house more distinguished guests.  These three spaces of domestic 

elite sociability—apsidal dining rooms, reception rooms, and large dining halls—are likely 

contexts of the readings of letters among gatherings of literati in the Late Antique city.   

Written and material evidence of the Greek East indicates that traditional Roman dining 

customs persisted with vivacity deep into the sixth century.
158

  Reception rooms employed for 

the stibadium banquet are often identified through their plans, fittings, and decorations.  Such 

remains include the villa of the Falconer at Argos in Greece (early sixth century) with a mosaic 

floor detailing the layout for the couch and table.  A series of large houses at Apamea in Syria 

featuring huge reception rooms with an apse at one end continued to be used, renovated, and 

redecorated through the fifth and sixth centuries.  No change in the use of these rooms is 

detectible until the early seventh century.
159
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Visual and material evidence depicting Roman banqueting in the later Empire cast in 

images the sensory delights of dining sociability as well as the decoration embellishing dining 

rooms.  Images of food appear from at least the first century B.C. on panels of painting or mosaic 

called xenia.
160

  These panels were later incorporated as pieces of larger mosaic pavements, 

which are found in Italy and North Africa beginning in the second century A.D.    These 

pavements typically depict animals and birds either live or prepared for cooking, seafood, 

prepared dishes, and baskets of fruits and vegetables.  Foods presented on these panels likely 

underscored the wealth and bounty of the host, both in terms of his own land-holdings and his 

capacity to acquire foodstuffs from distant regions.  Mosaic pavements decorated reception 

rooms and enshrined in images the status and hospitality of the host.
161

  Statues of Greco-Roman 

deities may have ornamented the seven-apsed hall excavated near the hippodrome in 

Constantinople, which has been identified as the house of Lausus, the grand chamberlain of 

Theodosius II in the fifth century A.D.
162

  Such elements constituted some of the ornaments of 

dining spaces, the likely domestic venues of epistolary theaters.       

These public spaces within the elite home were likely sites in which elite friends of 

various social locations, including lawyers and magistrates as well as educators, read letters from 

friends, quite possibly friends in other cities in the Greek East.  Like Synesius’ audience of 

Libyan Hellenes, domestic audiences became vicarious addressees of letters received by local 

friends.  We may also envision Sosianus and Julian, a Caesarean lawyer and his associate, 
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reading aloud the letters of Procopius in such a domestic context, or Hieronymus sharing 

Procopius’ letters in his homes in Egypt or Elusa.  In this way, the private dwelling operated as a 

social space—a type of Late Antique “salon”—in which local provincial elite circles became 

interlinked with the thoughts and concerns of other provincial elites from various locales in the 

eastern Empire through performances of letters.   These settings and exchanges perpetuated and 

authorized a sort of lettered speech among literati.                    

Theater in the Late Antique City 

In this section, I am interested in establishing the larger civic context in which these 

authors referred to letter readings as “theaters” and freely drew from Classical tragedy and 

comedy.  What was the status of the theater in the Late Antique city?  The urban landscape no 

longer housed performances of tragedies and comedies.  References to them were already 

archaisms. Classical tragedies, comedies, and satires, which were rare in Roman theater, had 

been supplanted in the Late Antique city by mime and pantomime.
163

  Sources indicate that 

theatrical performances of various types came increasingly under attack—both in the form of 

legislative activity and moral diatribes—in the sixth century, contemporaneous with the activity 

of both Procopius and Aeneas.  Mime and pantomime enjoyed vivacious support throughout Late 

Antiquity as the favored performance type in theaters in cities, beginning in the second 

century.
164

  Different cities gained renown for specializing in particular performance types; 

according to the author of the fourth-century Expositio totius mundi et gentium (32), Tyre and 
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Berytus excelled in mime, Caesarea in pantomime.
165

  Festivals included theatrical performances 

and were organized well into the Christian period; they were not ordered to cease until the early 

Byzantine period with the ruling of the Council of Trullo at Constantinople in 691-692.
166

 

By the early sixth century, polemic, legislation, and financial stresses combined to curtail 

theatrical performances.  Ancient criticism of theater and public spectacles was generally 

moral/philosophical, political, and religious.  Mime shows elicited attack from Christian writers 

on both moral grounds and their association with pagan traditions.  Particularly noxious to the 

late fifth-century author Pseudo-Joshua were the theatrical displays and their concomitant 

licentiousness associated with an annual springtime festival, likely the Maiouma, at Edessa.
167

  

Pseudo-Joshua’s contemporary Jacob of Serug lambasted theater performances in his homilies 

entitled On the Spectacles of the Theater in language often quite close to the phrases of Pseudo-

Joshua.
168

  Rabbis also criticized games and spectacles on moral grounds and expressed 

disapproval that rabbis and their disciples attended theaters and circuses.
169

  Similarly, pagan 

authors castigated mime shows on moral grounds.  Zosimus blamed pantomime shows for the 

decline of Rome and faulted Theodosius for his fondness for ostentation and mime shows.
170
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Procopius of Gaza’s protégé Choricius is careful in public oratory to defend Gazan 

festivals against suspicion of theatrical displays and concomitant immoderate behavior among 

Gazan citizens.  Discussing the celebration of the exhumation of the remains of Saint Stephen on 

2 August
171

 in an encomimum in honor of Marcian the bishop, Choricius asserts “far from us are 

contentious competitions and tasteless [apeirokalos–lit., devoid of beauty] dancing and vulgar 

cries befitting the scenes of Dionysus!”
172

  Such claims may not be entirely accurate, however, 

particularly as they appear in an address of a genre meant to be entirely complimentary to 

Marcian and which likely represents the city over which Marcian presided as eschewing 

indecorous behavior.  In his Apologia Mimorum, however, Choricius defends the mime as an 

important element of men’s education.
173

         

Educators and related personnel in Late Antiquity—including from Julian’s pedagogue 

Mardonius, to Libanius, Augustine, and Isidore of Pelusium—also criticized public spectacles 

because they distracted students from study and had adverse effects on the moral development 

which sophists considered themselves as inculcating in students.
174

  In a letter to a fellow-sophist 

Harpocras lamenting Harpocras’ own failure to restrain his students’ regular attendance at the 

games, Isidore agrees with his friend that “corrupting habits will not readily grow up to a 
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virtuous manhood.”
175

 Isidore continues, averring that “close association with the licentious robs 

the young of temperance; flight from the sweaty toil in the necessary readings takes away their 

prudence; the perjury of the mimes destroys their sense of right and wrong.”
176

  Addressing the 

issue of strife in the polis, Isidore ultimately contends in the same letter that spectacles were 

designed by imperial interests to create civic struggles among the citizenry and thereby distract 

urban masses from organizing acts of political insurrection against imperial hegemons.
177

    

As an instrument of Christianization, imperial legislation aimed to de-sacralize public 

spectacles by removing pagan cultic elements and thereby severing theatrical events from their 

roots in pagan Greco-Roman traditions.
178

  In terms of legislative rulings, Pseudo-Joshua and 

Procopius of Gaza both report that Anastasius prohibited mime shows in A.D. 502.
179

   In his 

Apologia Mimorum, Choricius reveals that a law at Gaza that forbade teachers from attending 

mime performances.
180

  John Malalas tells us that Justinian forbade spectacles and dancing in the 

Greek East following riots in Antioch incited by the Blue faction (17.12.416-417).
181

  Procopius 

of Caesarea linked Justinian with the end of public spectacles in his Secret Histories, but he also 

suggested that the fundamental reason for this legislation was financial (26.6-8).  According to 
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Procopius, entertainment spaces such as theaters, hippodromes, and amphitheaters ceased to be 

used when the treasury could no longer afford to pay personnel in the entertainment business.
182

  

In this context, town councilors were likely under increasing pressure to finance spectacles as a 

municipal liturgy.  A law of Justinian, for example, indicates that city councilmen at Alexandria 

were ordered to subsidize chariot games by contributing 100 gold solidi each (Just. Edict. 13.5-

6).
183

   

The vicissitudes of monumental theaters in Late Antiquity should also be placed in a 

broader context of diminishing municipal resources in cities in general which likely contributed 

to a general reduction in building activity of all types.  Most new construction was church 

building.  After A.D. 300 few theaters were constructed anywhere in the Empire; only the theater 

at Antipatris, thought to have been a project of Julian, appears to date to the fourth century.
184

  

Theater construction was also implicated in imperial building laws.  Several rulings dating to the 

360s required imperial authorization for the construction of new buildings, and local officials 

were increasingly advised to use funds for the restoration of existing structures rather than to 

construct new buildings.
185

  Theater buildings in the Near East remained virtually unchanged 

until the sixth century, at which point encroachment on older public buildings and subdivision of 

them began.  Overall, however, theaters endured throughout Late Antiquity as living public 

structures in the urban topography of many cities in the Near East.
186

  Despite the fact that new 
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theaters were not built subsequent to the fourth century, physical evidence suggests that 

architectural remodeling of theaters continued in the later Empire and such construction 

represented the enduring use of traditional elements used in theater design in the Near East from 

the second century.  Near Eastern theaters such as those at Caesarea, Daphne, Neapolis, 

Scythopolis, and Shuni in Palestine were still likely employed in the fifth or sixth century, as 

indicated by repair work.
187

             

Theatrical performances did not require monumentalized spaces in the urban cityscape.  

Various types of theatrical displays were associated with events punctuating the lives of Roman 

provincials of various socio-economic levels, whether the events were festivals, celebrations 

associated with higher education, or marriage.  Choricius of Gaza, Procopius’ student and 

subsequent head of the Gaza School, tells us how students at the school celebrated the 

completion of academic milestones with a special day called the axiōsis which apparently 

involved theatrical performances and pantomime.
188

  While at other schools this celebration 

occurred among students of a lower level of education, at Gaza older students observed this ritual 

which seems to have garnered Christian criticism, and perhaps parent complaints, in the sixth 

century.  Likely countering opposition, in his Apology of the Mimes Choricius appears to justify 

this practice by maintaining that it is the custom and that it does not seem to be a deed of a 

shameful nature.
189

  This rite took place at the school in the midst of teachers, parents, and 

perhaps other members of the local community.  Students would highlight their scholastic 
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achievements with displays accompanied with mimic and theatrical performances including 

classical tragedies and comedies.  Following the public event held at the school, students 

apparently continued their merriment in their own private parties which likely escalated into 

even more flamboyant theatrical expressions.
190

   

Theatrical performances accompanied other major life caesurae for students.  Weddings 

of students at the Gaza school also involved not only rhetorical performances but dancing and 

performances organized by groups of artists or by groups of students.
191

  Like the student body at 

Libanius’ school in Antioch, students formed various groups akin to fraternities.
192

  Student 

theatrical performances could have been planned and organized by such bands of student 

associations.     

Theater Language in Our Authors and Related Texts 

Epistolary theater was just one form of public recitation event in the Late Ancient city.  

The public readings of letters, therefore, must be placed in the broader context of public readings 

and oratory which garnered audiences of literati who gathered in the same venues as those I 

suggested were loci of epistolary readings.  These gatherings before an engaged intellectual 

audience were also conceptualized through the term “theater” and related language.  As public 

performances these events could turn the reader into an actor.
193

  In the section which follows, I 

will address usages of theater language to refer to public oratory and its audiences.    
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As Ciccolella has noted, the term theatron may be used metonymically for audience
194

 

but it also seems to indicate a public performance.  Theatron is a polysemous term in Late 

Antique texts, referring to a monumental structure or other space for viewing a performance of 

some type, to an audience, or to a performance; sometimes it indicates the two latter meanings 

simultaneously, and it may indicate all three meanings at the same time.  In Letter 46 to his 

brother Zacharias, for example, Procopius remarks happily how his patris looks upon him 

favorably.  Since having left Gaza briefly, his patris has gathered together theaters for him and 

roused applause for him as well as fame.  “Theater” here may indicate at once the audience and 

the event.  The two uses of the term theatron at the end of Procopius Letter 91 alternate between 

audience and event of epistolary theater (see above).    

The other uses of the term theatron in the Procopian corpus are limited to a set of seven 

letters between Procopius and a younger advocate named Megethios.
195

  Five of these letters 

were written by Megethios to Procopius (166, 170, 171,173, and 174), and the remaining two 

were addressed to Megethios and written by Procopius (169,172).  Teasing his friend Procopius, 

Megethios refers to theater as a rhetorical event in Letter 171:  “for three days you threaten 

theater to the wretched hearers.”
196

  Procopius uses the term skēnē in Letter 172 to Megethios 

figuratively to mean something like “spectacle” or “display” in a joking reference to the 

rhetorical gymnastics of Megethios’ preceding letter:  “you hang about yourself the whole 

spectacle (skēnē) of your tongue.”
197
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Letter 166 from Megethios to Procopius is a fascinating glimpse into the enthusiasm for 

rhetoric expressed by a group of lettered men in the Late Antique city, and suggests the tastes 

and interests of an audience of contemporary literati.  Procopius has delivered a funeral oration, 

and Megethios expresses his utter enchantment with Procopius’ speech, writing, “I was delighted 

to such an extent by the honeyed Atticisms of yours, that I considered Mousagetes himself to 

have labored with you on the speech along with the Graces.”
198

  Referring to Procopius as 

collaborating with the leader of the Muses—Mousagetes, an epithet for Apollo in Pindar and 

Plato—Megethios likely draws on an established literary tradition employing this epithet, and 

perhaps the Platonic parallel wherein Apollo Mousagetes appears with Dionysus as 

synchoreutai–companions in dance—alongside human beings.
199

  In this way, Megethios links 

Procopius’ oratory with theatrical performance, specifically choral dancing.  Megethios 

continues to report the energetic response of Procopius’ audience: “in fact, upon each of your 

words I and all those who were listening filled the theater with applause, each (of us) shouting 

like Stentor.”  Stentor was a Greek at Troy known for his loud voice, Iliad 5.785-6.
200

  The 

raucous approval of the audience is conceptualized through the example of the renowned herald 

of the Iliad, and the theater here may simply be a gathering in any public place, though it could 

be a monumental theater at Gaza or elsewhere.  The city location is unclear.   

Megethios describes further the success of Procopius’ oratory which electrifies circles of 

literati.   
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And when I had gone out into the city, wonderment at you extended out even more, and 

there were in the mouths of all your golden creations, everyone judging your creations 

against one another, since there was nothing close to them, everyone being at a loss as to 

how one might crown your creations more than the others for beauty.
201

   

In fact, an audience of literati associated with Megethios has requested a copy of the speech, 

which Megethios now beseeches Procopius to forward:  “Since therefore some did not hear your 

speech, and they pleaded to taste from me your honeyed Atticism, [so] do send the speech.  

Know well that I will deck it with the garlands of myriad praises and send it swiftly on to 

them.”
202

  Megethios requests that Procopius send the speech; perhaps Procopius will send a 

written copy which Megethios will have copied and forwarded to his associates, creating new 

theaters in his own community for Procopius’ literary creation.  Megethios will continue to 

augment Procopius’ reputation among a group of associates and will disseminate Procopius’ 

speech to his admirers, thereby creating new theaters for his sophist friend.    

Within the context of a playful and humorous epistolary debate between these two men 

concerning the differences between sophists and rhetors, Procopius in Letter 170 refers to a 

theatron as an audience.  “If you are unhappy,” he writes, “that you had not been asked to 

provide letters to secure the favor of the theater through the speech I have sent . . .”
203

  It is not 

clear, but Procopius could refer here to the use of epistolary communication to prime a particular 

audience to respond favorably to his speech before hearing it.  In Letter 169 Megethios again 

refers to the audience of a declamation as a theater which is primed to respond favorably, 
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presumably through Megethios’ high opinion of Procopius:  “when your students are about to go 

for a show-off speech, if nothing else, you should have written that the theater became well 

disposed to them through my agency.”
204

  Megethios likens the orator to actors who customarily 

appear onstage before the performance to bid the audience to respond favorably, writing  “for 

those also beginning a performance, when they are ready to present it to the audience, 

beforehand ask those very ones to be favorably disposed toward them.”
205

    

        Procopius’ Letter 91 (discussed above) and the letters between Megethios and Procopius 

indicate that Procopius claimed to be an admirable exponent of Attic rhetoric in sixth-century 

Palestine, and that a circle of literati in the Greek East shared enthusiasm for Atticizing rhetoric.  

Megethios classifies Procopius’ rhetoric in Letter 166 by referring to the industry of the bees at 

Mt. Hymettus in Athens, marveling at the speech’s honeyed Atticisms.  In response to 

Megethius’ praise, Procopius in Letter 170 affirms the authority of Atticism:  “you cast before 

me Atticism itself, through which long ago august things prevailed, and the great name of 

Athenians was preserved on account of their achievements!”
206

  Procopius teasingly contends 

that Megethius’ own reverence for Atticism confirms his being inscribed as a member of the 

ancient Eupatrid genos of Attica and his descent from the Athenian hero Butes, twin of 

Erechtheus and son of the legendary king Pandion.
207

  Atticizing oratory thus has the cultural 
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weight to identify its practitioner as descendant of one of the noblest lineages of Archaic Attica.  

Procopius again affirms his identification with Atticizing speech in this letter, referring back to 

Megethius’ compliment to Procopius which began Letter 166: “in my eyes you would not refute 

my opinion [literally his vote, psēphisma], you who have only spoken to the judges and 

proclaimed, ‘thus to you [Procopius] the legitimate strains of the Attic tongue (belong) and the 

font of the Muses flows upon your tongue.’”
208

  Procopius continues to relate Megethius’ 

enthusiastic approval of Procopius’ Atticizing speech, stating that Megethius had earlier related 

to him the ecstatic power of Procopius’ speech, saying “hearing your speech I am not be able to 

remain in myself, just as when the Bacchantes became full of the god.”
209

            

The letters between Procopius and Megethios testify to the continuing enthusiasm for 

Atticizing rhetoric, and demonstrate little or no interest in Latin authors and linguistic traditions.  

Atticism began as a socio-linguistic movement of the Second Sophistic claiming that the 

authoritative form of the Greek language lay in the imitation of the style of the classical Athenian 

authors.  Originating in the late first century B.C. and spearheaded in particular by Dionysius of 

Halicarnassus, attikismos involved the authentication of the list of Athenian authors judged truly 

“Attic” as authoritative models of imitation, as well as specific grammatical and linguistic 

choices and a vocabulary confined to the ranks of Attic authors (and some of the poets).  Those 

sophists identifying as Atticists perceived themselves to be the bearers of a true classical Attic 

speech and aimed to distinguish themselves from other Greek speakers as purveyors of the most 
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 ou0k ἄn moi th\n yῆfon ἤlegcav mo/non ei0pw/n toi toῖv dikastaῖv kai\ fqegca/menov · “oὕtw soi 
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ge/nwntai toῦ qeoῦ. 
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authoritative type of Greek.
210

  As an archaizing movement focused upon an ideal of pure 

“Attic,” Atticism was inherently unstable and unattainable, with Atticists never reaching 

agreement regarding specific choices with regard to imitation of classical authors.
211

  As an 

emblem of elite identity, Atticism among sophists should be viewed as one particular antiquarian 

movement of the Second Sophistic which sought classical models as sources for authority in the 

Greek East, with the aim of constructing Greek identity vis-à-vis Roman rule.
212

         

 Megethios also alludes to Procopius’ Atticizing speech in Letter 174 when he requests 

that Procopius send to him a copy of a second speech, now lost, imitating Aeschines’ orations 

treating the glorious past confrontation of Athens with Philip II.  The passage offers the first 

testimony to this theme—popular since the Second Sophistic—among the Gazan School.
213

  

Megethios makes evident the popularity of Procopius’ declamation, referring to it as “your sung-

of Philip.”
214

   He may suggest that he was also present in the audience to hear the speech, and 

may refer to the echo of applause along the walls of an outdoor venue: “you have taken much 

applause from me wandering along the walls.”
215

  Referring to a sensual enthusiasm for logoi as 

well as the engagement of a greater set of literati with Procopius’ oratory, Megethios begs 
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214 to\n Fi/lippon u9mῶn to\n a0oi/dimon.  
 

215e0f’ oἷv dh\ prw/hn muri/ouv a0phne/gkasqe kro/touv e0moῦ para\ ta\v ai9masia\v planwme/nou. 
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Procopius to forward his speech “so that I might not be alone in having not tasted the delights of 

Attica.”
216

  

Theater Language and the Sociolect of Late Antique Epistolography 

Allusion, reference, and quotation relating to Classical Athenian tragedy and Old Attic 

Comedy featured prominently in letters as a constituent part of the distinctive sociolect of Late 

Antique epistolography.  Such language functioned simultaneously as an expression of the 

linguistic and cultural mechanisms used to catalyze and maintain friendships or relationships in 

letters as well as underscoring the erudition of the letter author.  Thus language drawn from 

tragedy and comedy was a living component of the cultural toolkit constituting lettered currency 

among Late Antique provincials.  Speech drawn from tragedy and comedy comprised “a set of 

symbolic vehicles” through which epistolographers “shared and learned about each other.”
217

  

Hence, I propose a sociological approach to reading epistolary speech which conceptualizes 

theater language as a device of emotional and intellectual commerce.  In this section, I will 

provide an overview of the various uses of theater language in the letters of the selected 

epistolographers, ranging from its use as shorthand sound bites in epistolary conversation, to its 

role in social interaction including its humorous use as a form of social play,
218

 to its strategic 

function in the context of advice-giving, to its use in making requests and granting favors, to its 
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 w9v ἂn mh\ mo/nov tῶn e0c Ἀttikῆv h9dusma/twn ἄgeustov ge/nwmai. 
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role in biblical exegesis, and finally, to its role in understanding and representing experience, 

particularly in the face of major life stresses.
219

      

As a part of the exchange of literary materials, tragic verse could literally accompany 

letters, and epistolographers in turn seized such opportunities to construct finely-selected 

rhetorical representations of such gifts wrought in the language of the theater.  In Letter 140 to 

his Caesarean lawyer friend Diodorus, Procopius mocks Diodorus’ gift of “worthless little rags 

of Euripides” which Diodorus sent apparently with his preceding letter.
220

   Procopius 

deliberately selects the diminutive rakion (rag) used in Aristophanes’ Acharnians 412-15 in a 

discussion between Dikaiopolis and Aristophanes’ Euripides.  Dikaiopolis, authorized by the 

chorus to deliver a speech against the Peloponnesian War, visits Euripides ostensibly for help 

with his oratory, yet ends up instead borrowing a costume from the tragedian to wear when he 

delivers his speech—the beggar’s costume Telephus dons in the now-lost Euripidean play 

bearing his own name.  Dikaiopolis teases the playwright, jeering at his beggar-like “work outfit” 

of little rags from tragedy,
221

 and bids Euripides to lend him some little rags from his play the 

Telephus.
222

  Procopius strategically selects Aristophanes’ language in this passage referring 

pejoratively to Euripides’ dress and the beggar’s costume worn by the character of Telephus in 

order to tease his friend affectionately as well as flaunt his erudition.  As part of the gibe, 

Procopius adopts Aristophanes’ characteristically mocking and derisive tone with regard to the 
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220 ta\ Eu0ripi/dou r9a/kia.  
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 ta\ r9a/ki’ e0k tragῳdi/av. 
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unconventional Euripides.  In this way, Procopius deploys a tiny diminutive in a brief 

conversation in Old Comedy to demonstrate warm yet learned affection toward his friend.     

Short proverbial phrases from comedy and tragedy operated as shorthand rhetorical 

devices punctuating epistolary conversations.  One such stock phrase which appears twice in 

Procopius’ letters is the Aristophanic phrase signifying a pointless effort, “to take owls to 

Athens” from Birds 301.
223

  In Letter 102 to the doctor Gessius, Procopius relates the praise 

Gessius’ new student and Procopius’ former student Dorotheus has for his new teacher Gessius:  

“having come to me he wished to say nothing but about you . . . he carried on and on about 

you.”
224

  Procopius represents himself as succinctly rejoining with his own praise of Gessius by 

deploying the comic sound bite:  “you’re taking owls to Athens”; that is, Procopius is fully 

convinced of Gessius’ merits, and Dorotheus need not expend his energy trying to convince the 

already-admiring Procopius. 

In the context of banter regarding philosophers versus sophists, Procopius in Letter 126 

counters his advocate friend Johannes’ mocking remarks about the inferiority of sophists to 

philosophers with a curt proverb from Aristophanes Wasps 191.
225

  For Johannes to conflate 

Procopius as a sophist with the likes of Plato’s morally bankrupt sophists such as Thrasymachus 

and Polus, parries Procopius, is “as they say, ‘for the sake of the shadow of an ass.’”
226

  That is, 
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such epistolary teasing is so unfounded with regard to the facts that it is, like taking owls to 

Athens or coals to Newcastle, a useless endeavor.  A tiny Aristophanic adage operates as a ready 

rhetorical expression in the cultural toolkit informing jocular epistolary comraderie.             

Tragic maxims such as “getting caught in your own feathers,” a proverbial phrase from a 

fragment of the Myrmidons of Aeschylus, similarly operate as shorthand expressions furnishing 

the linguistic arsenal of epistolary repartee.
227

  In Letter 98 Procopius mocks his advocate friend 

Diodorus for his silence, demanding to know “what has happened to you who are of much 

tongue and who look down on those who are silent?”
228

  Procopius accuses Diodorus of 

committing the same transgressions of which he has accused others:  “For the things you blame 

having done them you have the refutation from yourself; you have been caught in your own 

feathers, having experienced the proverb.”
229

  Diodorus’ own behavior is an effective cross-

examination of his own accusation.  “Caught in his own feathers,” he does not assess his own 

conduct with clarity.     

Similarly, Synesius interjects pithy stock phrases drawn from the Attic stage into his 

letters.  In Letter 129 to his dear Constantinopolitan friend Pylaemenes, Synesius laments that an 

entire year of his letters addressed to Pylaemenes have been sent back to him and explains his 

current mission to re-send these missives along with a debt owed to a friend in common named 

Proclus.  He writes, “yet I swear in the name of him who presides over our friendship [that is, 

                                                                                                                                                                                           
who in this dialogue conforms to his name (“bellicose audacity”) and propounds the theory of force as the source of 

law (338c) and defends injustice as an expression of the liberty of the individual (344c).  Regarding Thrasymachus 

cf. RDG, 487n606.  
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 ti/ toῦto pe/ponqav o9 polu\v th\n glῶttan, kai\ me/gapne/wn kata\ tῶn siwpw/ntwn;  
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 ἅ ga\r e0me/myw dra/sav oἴkoqen ἔxeiv to\n ἔlegxon kai\ toῖv seautoῦ pteroῖv e9a/lwv, th\n 

paroimi/an paqw/n. 
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Zeus the god of friendship] that I came down to the sea for this very purpose, having conversed 

with the oarsmen of Phycus [the Cyrenean port], ‘having given up the horsemanship.’”
230

  

Referring to a line spoken by Strepsiades in Aristophanes’ Clouds—“having given the 

horsemanship”—the words of an Athenian man beleaguered by his debts run up by his son 

Pheidippides’ excessive fondness for horse-racing, Synesius jokingly refers to his own debt and 

likens his situation to that of a character in an Attic comedy which Synesius likely studied in his 

school-boy days.    

Humorous references to theatrical language in epistolary sociability provide devices for 

social play.  In Letter 124 to Hieronymus, Procopius contrives a letter which responds to the 

accusations of silence from his sophist friend.
231

  Drawing once again upon a recurring epistolary 

theme in letters addressed to Hieronymus contrasting the wealth of Egypt, where Hieronymus 

taught at Alexandria and Hermopolis, with the poverty of Hieronymus’ hometown of Elusa,
232

 

Procopius begins by charging Hieronymus, “You got haughty on the Nile, and you march out 

against us leading us into the middle of Egypt, as if having become forgetful of dearest 

Elusa!”
233

  Apparently Hieronymus, now teaching in Hermopolis, has boasted mendaciously to 

Procopius in a prior letter that his new home, whose climate and soil are notoriously dry,
234

 

produces generous crop yields:  “And why say, lying, that it has a rich harvest?  Unless you call 
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  ὡv mega/la tῷ Nei/lῳ froneῖv, kai\ a0nteca/geiv h9mῖn ei0v me/son ἄgwn th\n Aἴgupton, ὥsper 
0Elou/shv tῆv filta/thv ei0v lh/qhn e0lqw/n.   
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snakes and such a huge number of scorpions a harvest!”
235

  Lambasting his friend for preferring 

Hermopolis to Palestine, Procopius then jokes that Hieronymus may have been stung by one of 

these scorpions, but having spotted a well-laid table he quickly forgets the scorpion, and 

preparing to feast bids adieu to the venomous pest, uttering to it a comic paraphrase of a line 

from Euripides’ Alcestis:  “not even having died may I be without you!”
236

  Alluding to 

Admetus’ grieving words to his wife Alcestis, who agreed to die in her husband’s stead to fulfill 

an agreement between the god Apollo and Admetus, Procopius comically contrasts the 

relationship between Hieronymus and Hermopolitan scorpions—certainly not a loving one—

with the relationship between a mythical Thessalian king and his all-sacrificing wife.  Procopius 

thus lampoons Hieronymus’ ready appetite for Egyptian “luxury” (truphē) which renders 

negligible the scorpion’s sting, Hieronymus’ homeland, and perhaps most significantly, the 

obligation to write to Procopius.   

Epistolographers deployed language drawn from tragedy and comedy to enhance the 

authority of epistolary advice to friends.  In Letter 131 to his former student the advocate 

Sabinus,
237

 framed by opening and closing allusions to the goddess Poverty from Aristophanes’ 

Plutus, Procopius chides his friend for his apparent devotion to money and his neglect of 

intellectual discipline, the discipline inextricably intertwined with virtue from the sophist’s point 
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of view.
238

  Drawing upon Plutus lines 442-43 characterizing Poverty as the most fearful creature 

to exist,
239

 Procopius begins by declaring, “You bring forth poverty against me as blameworthy, 

and it seems to you to be the most fearful beast!”
240

  Sabinus’ fondness for money distracts him 

from true assessment of the life of mind embodied by Procopius, whose material circumstances 

Sabinus presently censures.  “For why would you not say,” Procopius writes, “that you have 

fallen away from both virtue and philosophy, pitying what you ought to admire, and considering 

him who is lofty and airy and him who has not been borne toward the things below by the weight 

of material things to have been deprived of the great things?”
241

  Procopius concludes his letter 

with the exhortation that his former student become a devotee of Poverty once more:  “come of 

your own accord to me if it seems good [that is, forsake material concerns], and worship the 

goddess of poverty that you and I share and recognize that She loves you.  She will follow you 

around more than me, and it has been announced that she will love you.”
242

    

Isidore invokes classical tragedy in a larger conversation which interweaves references to 

classical mythology and discussions of the stories of Amnon and Absalom in the Hebrew Bible 

in order to advise his learned friend Heron scholasticus to avoid the company of individuals of 
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 Peni/a ga\r e0stin, ὦ po/nhr’, ἧv ou0damoῦ ou0de\n pe/fuke zῶon e0cwle/steron. See RDG, 489n626. 
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 su\ me\n w9v e0p’ o0nei/dei peni/an profe/reiv e0moi/, kai\ qhri/on e0cwle/staton eἶnai/ soi to\ xrῆma dokeῖ.   
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e0pi/gnwqi.  kai\ ga\r se\ perie/pei mᾶllon ἤper h9mᾶv, kai\ filh/sein ἔti kateph/ggeltai.   
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corrupt moral character (Letter 1660).  Employing the language of sexual reproduction as an 

analogue for social intercourse, Isidore opens with the exempla of Greek myths:  “Just as in 

mythology, the union of different species gave birth to the monstrous body, like the Minotaur, or 

the Centaurs, the first of which devoured the children of Attica,
243

 while the second kidnapped 

the wives of others,
244

 so the same (is true) also of intercourse with men the worst kind, which 

gives birth to monstrous and unseemly mores, imitating nearly the audacity of the Centaurs.”
245

  

Next Isidore splices classical tradition with a lesson from the Psalmist (i.e., David), commenting, 

“that’s why the Psalmist ran these people [i.e., men of bad character] off as far as possible, 

saying ‘stay away from me, all who are practicing lawlessness.’”
246

  Isidore warns that 

“intercourse with immoral men does not bring forth a small damage but looks toward the soul 

itself, than which nothing is more precious.”
247

  He continues to explain that if, as some claim, 

the events in the myths actually happened, that is why Moses the lawmaker prohibited sexual 

union with animals and decreed capital punishment for those practicing it in order to prevent 

offspring of monstrous bodies and the germination of tragedies.
248

  The precaution of the 

lawgiver is indeed admirable, Isidore remarks.  Isidore then provides a second iteration of hybrid 
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  ὥsper h9  muqeuome/nh tῶn e9terogenῶn su/nodov a0llo/kota ἔtikte sw/mata, Minw/tauro/n tina kai\ 
Kentau/rouv, ὧn o9 me\n tou\v  0Attikou\v e0qoinᾶto paῖdav, oi9 de\ ta\v a0llotri/av ἥrpazon gunaῖkav, oὕtw kai\ 
h9 tῶn kaki/stwn a0ndrῶn sunousi/a a0llo/kota kai\ ἄtopa ἤqh ti/ktei, mikroῦ ta\ tῶn Kentau/rwn mimou/mena 
tolmh/mata. 
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ou0de\n timiw/teron. 
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counsel regarding the deleterious effects of immoral companions on one’s moral conduct by 

interspersing classical and biblical models, specifically a fragment from Euripides and the 

examples of Amnon and Absalom in the Hebrew Bible:  “for intercourse (with corrupt persons) 

harms most greatly, and, on the one hand makes clear the phrase, ‘bad association spoils good 

characters,’
249

 and on the other hand, the elder son Amnon and Absalom the youngest son of the 

Psalmist make this clear—by living shamefully they ruined their lives.”  Deploying the pithy 

Euripidean adage “bad association spoils good characters” in combination with the lessons 

offered by the stories of Amnon’s rape of his half-sister Tamar and Absalom’s avenging murder 

of Amnon, Isidore fortifies his advice to a friend regarding his social choices.  In this way, 

classical paideia and biblical texts work synergistically to authorize epistolary advice.  

References to classical tragedy and comedy collectively operate as linguistic strategies of 

recipient design.  That is, language from classical theater furnishes discursive devices which 

letter authors deploy to prime a correspondent to respond to a communication in favorable ways, 

such as by granting a request for intellectual materials.  Letter 119 addressed to Pancratius, an 

ex-student of Procopius who continued his rhetorical study at Alexandria,
250

 provides an 

instructive example of tragic language in the service of recipient design.  Procopius, citing 

Aeschylus’ Seven Against Thebes line 592, opens a request for Pancratius’ poetry with praise 

glittering with the symbolic capital of tragic verse.  “Aeschylus,” he writes, “having chosen 

someone to praise, says he does not wish to seem best but to be the best.”
251

  Procopius continues 

to prime Pancratius to respond favorably, praising him:  “for you showed yourself to be such a 
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one to me [that is, “the best”], not, as is common, showing forth friendship as long as you are 

present, and not measuring good will by the place, but showing yourself to be better and urging 

yourself to prevail.”
252

  Flattering his former pupil, Procopius gushes,  

Suitably indeed forgetfulness does not know how to filch you from my thoughts, but it 

always occurs to me to say something Socratic, such as ‘if I don’t know Pancratius, then I 

have also forgotten myself.’ Pancratius whose tongue dances with the Muses—virtue 

made his holy soul like a temple inaccessible to ills.
253

   

Procopius frames his parting request with the authorizing force of Euripidean verse, 

bidding Pancratius “‘give a share of your success to your friends,’ delighting us with the good 

things from your tongue, sending from your house to mine your poetry.”
254

  The phrase, “give a 

share of your success to your friends,” is a quotation of a small phrase spoken by Orestes in 

Euripides’ Orestes line 450.
255

  Procopius expected that Pancratius would readily recognize these 

six words and that this morsel of erudition, along with the lush preceding adulation authorized by 

Aeschylean language, alongside classicizing references to Plato and the Muses, might charm his 

friend into sending some poetry to his former teacher who likely misses him.            

 The language of classical theater might also come to bear in negotiations between 

sophists and the parents of students.  In Letter 79 addressed to Eusebius, father of Procopius’ 
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 toioῦtov h9mῖn a0nefa/nhv, ou0 toῦto dh\ to\ koino\n me/xri toῦ pareῖnai fili/an e0pideiknu/v, ou0de\ 
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 ei0ko/twv ἄra se tῆv e0mῆv dianoi/av ou0k oἶden u9pokle/ptein h9 lh/qh, a0ll’ ἔpeisi/ ti/ moi Swkratiko\n 

a0ei\ le/gein, w9v “ei0 e0gw\ Pagkra/tion a0gnoῶ, kai\ e0mautoῦ e0pile/lhsmai”, oὗ xoreu/ei me\n h9 glῶtta taῖv 
Mou/saiv, a0reth\ de\ kaqa/per te/menov ἄbaton kaki/ᾳ th\n i9era\n yuxh\n ᾠkeiw/sato.  The phrase “ei0 e0gw\ 
Pagkra/tion a0gnoῶ, kai\ e0mautoῦ e0pile/lhsmai” is a quotation of Plato Phaedrus 228a (RDG, 484n565), a line 

spoken by Socrates addressed to Phaedrus.  I found that Procopius inserts “Pancratius” for “Phaedrus.”   
   

254
 ‘meta/dov de\ fi/loisi soῖsi sῆv eu0praci/as’, toῖv e0k glw/tthv a0gaqoῖv eu0frai/nwn h9mᾶv, kai\ 

pe/mpwn oἴkoqen oἴkade pro\v h9mᾶv ta\ poih/mata.   
 

255
  RDG, 484n567.  Ciccolella notes that Procopius adds a “de\” in between the first two words of this 

phrase.   
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student Megalus, and Elias,
256

 Megalus is apparently terminating his studies with Procopius.   

Procopius closes his letter with polite wishes to his friend Eusebius that Megalus continue his 

studies with a teacher better than Procopius.  Procopius paraphrases a line of Euripides (Alcestis 

182) to communicate his wish, employing also the typical father-son language used among 

sophists to denote the relationship between teachers and students:  “may there be another father 

of words for him, ‘not more kindly (toward him than I am), but perhaps more capable.’”
257

  

Theater language provides a compact, eloquent, erudite, and mannerly means for Procopius to 

discuss Megalus’ decision to discontinue study with Procopius.         

 Language drawn from tragedy also furnishes an archaizing vocabulary that 

epistolographers marshaled for the purpose of biblical exegesis.  Isidore’s Letter 1435, 

superscribed to Johannes the deacon, offers us an opportunity to view a hybrid sociolect drawn 

from classical tragedy, Scripture, and ancient astronomical traditions.  Responding to his friend’s 

request for help explicating Jude 13, quoted in the letter as “errant stars for which the obscurity 

of darkness keeps watch for eternity,”
258

 Isidore suggests an allegorical interpretation of the 

passage by explaining that “stars” metaphorically represent human beings who have sinned by 

choice and reap eternal punishment.
259

  Since, however, the passage in Jude introduces the issue 

                                                           
256 Ibid., 453n145.  Elias’ identity is not clear.  He may be the bishop to which Letter 159 is addressed.  

Ciccolella, however, cautions against this, noting that the tone of Letter 127 is far warmer and less formal than that 

of Letter 159 as well as Letter 36 in which Procopius thanks Elias for a gift which indicates a generous but powerful 

person (453n150). 

 
257

 a0lla/ tiv ge/noito tou/tῳ lo/gwn path/r, eὔnouv me\n ou0k ἂn mᾶllon, krei/ttwn d’ἴswv. RDG, 

469n374.  Ciccolella n374 provides the language from the Alcestis:  sw/frwn me\n ou0k ἂn mᾶllon, eu0tuxh\v 
d’ἴswv.     
 

258
  ἀste/rev planῆtai oἷv o9 zo/fov toῦ sko/touv ei0v ai0ῶna teth/rhtai. 

 
259

 fhmi\ toi/nun ὅti peri\ a0nqrw/pwn suggnw/mhv patio/ntwn u9yhlo/tera ἦn tῷ e0pistei/lanti o9 
lo/gov, ou0 peri\ ἄstrwn kai\ nefelῶn, kuma/twn te kai\ de/ndrwn, oἷv dh\ parade/gmasi ke/xrhtai · “I believe 

the author of the letter spoke of men committing mistakes exceeding forgiveness, not the stars and clouds, waves 
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of errant stars or planets, Isidore returns to discussion of heavenly bodies, threading together 

scientific traditions concerning wandering stars and fixed stars developed by thinkers such as the 

doxographer Aetius, and demonstrations transmitted, for example, by Posidonius of Apamea, by 

the astronomer Cleomedes, and by Vitruvius.
260

  Offering a moral valence to celestial bodies, 

Isidore asserts that these entities perform their revolutions in agreement and perfect harmony, 

and, contrary to pagan belief, they are not themselves deities but instead are arranged in an 

ordered whole by a creator.  Those who are not persuaded, Isidore advises, should listen to Plato 

who averred “Good is the demiurge of this world universe” (Timaeus 28c) and Euripides who 

has Jocasta say that “the sun and night are servants to mortals” (Phoenician Women 546).
261

  

According to Isidore, such Greek thinkers articulated a cosmological vision shared by Jews and 

Christians wherein heavenly bodies have a cause and a creator who rules their movement and 

order.  Stitching together the strands of classical texts and Greek scientific tradition, Isidore 

underscores his erudition and authorizes his scriptural exegesis by harmonizing Christian 

cosmology with revered Greek scientific and philosophical lineages as well as the poetry of the 

tragic stage.      

Tragic speech serves as a vehicle for the expression of emotion in letters between friends.  

In Letter 66 to Nestorius, a former student perhaps from Elusa who had reneged on his promise 

to visit Procopius, the latter laments his fate by “tragedizing” (tragōdein), albeit in probably a 

                                                                                                                                                                                           
and trees, which he uses as examples.”  In addition to errant stars, Isidore refers here to the other natural objects 

appearing in Jude 1:12-13.   

 
260

 Evieux 2:46n1, 47n2, 51 n1.  I will explore these traditions further in Ch. 5 below.    

 
261

 ei0 d’ ou0 pei/qontai, a0koue/twsan Pla/twnov me\n le/gontov ·<<  0Agaqo/v e0stin o9 toῦde toῦ 
panto\v dhmiourgo/v>> , Eu0ripi/douv de/ · Eἶq’ ἥliov me\n nu/c te douleu/ei brotoῖv, kai\ paue/sqwsan tῆv 
tosau/thv a0sebei/av.  For citations of Plato and Euripides, see Evieux 2: 52. 
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joking tone.
262

  Procopius wonders, now that he has been disappointed in his hope of seeing his 

dear student, how he can bear it patiently.  In mock despair Procopius cries,  

O Fortune, Fortune—for I will speak a little from tragedy for the consolation of my 

pain—why does my suffering delight you to such an extent? For you ought either not to 

have brought men together so they have longing for one another or should allow them to 

enjoy one another, and not take pleasure in men separated from each other.
263

   

The vocative formula “O Tyche,” is reminiscent of the plaintive addresses to the gods by tragic 

characters, particularly the tragic chorus.  The excess of tragic lamentation is likely 

simultaneously comic yet expressive of genuine sorrow.  For epistolographers, the language of 

the tragic chorus is an appropriate vehicle for the playful expression of emotion, and Procopius 

articulates his disappointment in this mode to cajole or charm his former student to visit.  

Similarly, in the context of an abstract philosophical letter (159) to a bishop named Elias 

meditating about the impermanent nature of human experience Procopius refers to tragic 

portrayals of human affairs as the playthings of Fortune: “there are many things to say through 

which one might represent in tragedy the sport of Fortune, who always transforms our affairs as 

you would expect and does not permit anything to stand according to its form.”
264

   

Epistolographers marshal the language of tragedy and comedy to represent and to 

understand experience.  Recounting in detail his harrowing shipwreck on a journey from 

Alexandria to Cyrene, in a lengthy letter to his brother (Letter 5) Synesius jokes how his travails 

were a mixture of tragic and comic elements.   He writes, “this (account) for you is the comico-

                                                           
262

 RDG, 466n326. 

 
263

 ὦ Tu/xh, Tu/xh, -tragῳdh/sw ga/r ti mikro\n ei0v paramuqi/an tῆv lu/phv-ti/ se tosoῦton 
eu0frai/nomen a0niw/menoi;  ὤfelev ga\r ἢ mh\ sunagageῖn ei0v po/qon a0nqrwpouv ἢ goῦn a0polau/ein a0llh/lwn 
e0ᾶn kai\ mh\ xwrizome/noiv e0fh/desqai. 
   

264
 Letter 159:  pollῶn ὄntwn ei0peῖn e0c ὧn ἄn tiv ta\ tῆv tu/xhv tragῳdh/seie pai/gnia, 

metapoiou/shv a0ei\ pro\v to\ dokoῦn ta\ h9me/tera kai\ mhde\n e9sta/nai sugxwrou/shv e0pi\ toῦ sxh/matov.   
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tragedy in which the daimon has fit me and that I relate to you by this letter.”
265

  The great poet 

of Synesius’ experience is some force outside of human control, though it is not clear.    

Phrases culled from tragedy enunciate epistolographers’ representations of major life 

events.  In a longer letter presumably aiming to elicit aid and counsel from a group of presbyters 

of Ptolemaïs, Synesius invokes a tragic phrase to express his personal crisis upon his election to 

the bishopric.
266

  Synesius laments how, in spite of his efforts to turn down the bishopric, a 

divine force has prevailed to assign him this public office.  What grieves Synesius most is his 

assessment that his devotion to the exercise of the mind is incompatible with the office of bishop.  

In fact, Synesius doubts that someone like himself who has been devoted from youth to 

philosophic study and contemplation could satisfactorily undertake an office of such daily 

concerns.  Injecting a proverbial phrase—“the unlivable life”
267

—appearing in Euripides’ 

Hippolytus (line 821) and Aristophanes Plutus (line 969),
268

 Synesius expresses intense concern 

that the bishopric will encroach upon the life of intellectual development which truly makes life 

livable.  He exclaims, “again if I hand myself over to the multitude of affairs [matters of daily 

life] how will I ever apply myself to the beautiful things of the mind which can be reaped only 
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 toῦto/ soi drᾶma e0k tragikoῦ kwmiko\n ὅ te dai/mwn h9mῖn e0nh/rmose ka0gw\ toῖv pro\v se\ gra/mmasi.  
It is difficult to translate what Synesius means by the word daimon, which has various meanings in texts ranging 

from Homer through the sources for Middle and New Platonism to Christian theologians.  In Homer the term 

indicates the operator of unexpected events in human affairs; it could also refer to the Olympian gods.  Plato 

employed earlier uses of the word and added to them a new meaning:  Plato conceives of daimones as intermediaries 

between gods and humankind in Symposium 202d-203a.  In later antiquity, daimones could designate semi-divine 

beings who acquired a positive valence and the status of intermediaries akin to angels.  Christian theologians forged 

a divide between angels and daimones; daimones lost the positive roles of beneficent intermediaries and acquired 

the status of negative forces counteracting the will of God. For a useful summary of the many facets of the term 

daimon, see OCD, 426. 
 

266
 Roques thinks the addressees are probably presbyters from the presbyterium of Ptolemaïs rather than the 

diocese of Ptolemaïs.  See Roques, 2:111n2. 

 
267

 o9 bi/ov a0bi/wtov 
 

268
 Roques 2:112n8. 
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from blessed leisure, apart from which for me and for those who are like me ‘life is 

unlivable?’”
269

  Synesius draws from the language of the classical stage a powerful pithy phrase 

which encapsulates his spiritual angst upon accepting an office whose everyday demands will 

denude him of the scholē—that is, the leisure or spare time—required for pursuing that which 

makes life worth living: the cultivation of the mind.   

In the context of a consolation letter addressed to the doctor Gessius whose wife has 

recently died (Letter 125), Procopius conceptualizes devastating personal loss in terms of the 

themes and language of classical tragedy.
270

  He opens by remarking that fate contrives 

experiences for human beings that befit the plights of tragic characters: “How bitter are the 

designs of fate (tychē) against us, and how suitable for the plot of a powerful tragedy!”
271

  

Apparently, the death of Gessius’ wife occurred shortly after the loss of her young children who 

were still nursing.  In fact, Procopius avers that Gessius’ loss is even more lamentable than that 

of tragic performance.  He writes, “these things are truly worthy of tears and sufferings beyond 

those of the stage (skēnē), and such things have confirmed the story of an unfortunate woman 

changing from a human into a stone.”
272

 Drawing upon the archaizing guise of classical myth, 

Procopius conflates Gessius’ wife, a native of Phrygia recently bereft of her young children, with 

the mythical Niobe, a Phrygian woman whose impious boasts regarding her many children 

                                                           
269

 ἢ pῶv e0mauto\n e0pidou\v ὄxlῳ pragma/twn ἔti prosbalῶ toῖv noῦ ka/llesin, ἃ mo/nhv e0sti\ 
karpoῦsqai tῆv makari/av sxolῆv, ἧv xwri/v e0moi\ kai\ toῖv o9moi/oiv e0moi\ ἅpav  <<o9 bi/ov a0bi/wtov>> ; 
 

270
 For the later tradition of the consolation letter in Byzantium, see A.R. Littlewood, “The Byzantine Letter 

of Consolation in the Macedonian and Komnenian Periods,” DOP 53 (1999): 19-41. 

 
271

  ὡv pikra\ ta\ kaq’ h9mῶn tῆv tu/xhv bouleu/mata kai\ pro\v deinῆv a0rkoῦnta tragῳdi/av 
u9po/qesin.   Concerning the role of tychē which dominates human life in Byzantine epistolography, see H. Hunger, 

Literatur, 1:227-28.  Cf. RDG, 449n91. 

   
272

 dakru/wn ὄntwv taῦta kai\ skhnῆv e0pe/keina pa/qh, kai\ oἷa bebaiῶsai mῦqon w9v gunh\ dustuxh\v 
e0c a0nqro/pou li/qov e0ge/neto.   
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provoked divine wrath in the form of the deaths of all (or in some versions, all but one of) her 

seven sons and seven daughters as well as her own personal transformation into a rock on Mount 

Sipylus in west central Asia Minor.  Though Niobe appears in several classical texts, ranging 

from the Iliad 24.602-17 to Pseudo-Apollodorus (3.5.6), Procopius may specifically recall 

Antigone’s likening of her fate to that of Niobe in the Sophoclean tragedy (lines 823-33), 

particularly since Procopius’ reference appears amidst other remarks concerning tragedy.
273

         

Applying Stoic rationalizations of human suffering, Procopius adduces the story of 

Anaxagoras, who, possessed of a soul instructed by the remedies of philosophy, responded to the 

untimely death of his own son with calm acceptance, “saying immediately he had been prepared 

for this a long time and he had not suffered anything great from hearing about it because ‘I knew 

having engendered him that he was mortal.’”
274

  Similarly, Procopius speculates that 

Anaxagoras, upon learning that his dear wife was dead lying with her child in a grave, would 

have said “I already knew that since I lived together with a woman who was mortal.”
275

  Based 

upon the wisdom of such responses to personal loss, Procopius promotes tragedy as performing a 

Stoic education of the soul concerning the vicissitudes and the transience of the conditions of 

human experience:  “Wherefore [that is, based on the wisdom of the aforementioned two 

statements concerning Anaxagoras] I praise those who first invented tragedies, because they 

found that fate (tychē) mixes up and down the affairs of humankind.  They thought up the scene 
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 RDG, 486-87n592 for citations of the myth of Niobe in classical texts excluding Sophocles’ Antigone.   

 
274

 ei0peῖn eu0qe/wv w9v dh\ pareskeuasme/non e0k polloῦ kai\ mhde\n me/ga paqo/nta pro\v tῆv a0koῆv, w9v 
“ᾔdein ka0gw\ qnhto\n gennh/sav.”  See RDG, 487n594:  this story of Anaxagoras survives in Galen (De plac. Hipp. 

et Plat. 4.7.9). 

   
275

 “ᾔdein kai\ qnhtῇ sunoikῶn.” 
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for us, anticipating my own misfortunes very well through the ills of others.”
276

  In a manner 

parallel to philosophical meditation, tragic poets prepare the soul for suffering and loss by 

exploring the impermanent nature of human experience on stage for the audience to contemplate 

prior to the personal experience of misfortune.    

In a manner homologous to Synesius’ depiction of the daimon as a poet inscribing him 

within a larger drama combining tragic and comic elements, Procopius represents the human 

lifetime as a dramatic story wrought by a cosmic poet or divinity who binds a soul with a 

transient persona or mask, which will be lifted away at death.  Asserting philosophy to be an 

antidote against the fickleness of Fortune, Procopius writes:  “but if it is dear to be seen as better 

than fate, we will run under the shelter of our accustomed philosophy.  We ask what we are, and 

from where we came, and what is the meaning of what happens to us, and how having been 

bound we must be free only at whatever time will seem good to Him who bound us to lay down 

the mask which the Poet of the great drama has placed upon us.”
277

  Philosophical questions and 

speculation offer the reflecting soul recognition of the truth that a human lifetime is a transient 

fiction like the productions of the stage, the fleeting incarnation of a character cast in a dramatic 

tale penned by the divine imagination.      

Isidore also comments in Letter 1435 to Paul how the events of the stage and in real life 

parallel one another in sharing an essentially evanescent and illusory nature.  He observes how 
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 ὅqen e0painῶ tou\v prw/touv tragῳdi/an eu9ro/ntav, ὅti katamaqo/ntev th\n tu/xhn ἄnw kai\ ka/tw 
kukᾶn ta\ tῶn a0nqrw/pwn pra/gmata th\n skhnh\n h9mῖn e0peno/hsan, a0llotri/oiv eὖ ma/la kakoῖv ta\v tῶn 
oi0kei/wn prokatalamba/nontev sumfora/v.   
 

277
 a0ll’ eἴ ge fi/lon h9mῖn tῆv tu/xhv o0fqῆnai krei/ttousi, pro\v to\n tῆv sunh/qouv filosofi/av ὅrmon 

u9podramou/meqa, ti/nev te/ e0smen skopoῦntev kai\ po/qen a0figmeqa, kai\ ti/nev ἄra tῶn kaq’h9mᾶv pragma/twn 
oi9 lo/goi, kai\ w9v deqe/ntav luqῆnai deῖ pa/ntwv, o9phni/ka do/cei tῷ dh/santi, kai\ a0poqe/sqai to\ proswpeῖon, 
ὅper h9mῖn o9 toῦ mega/lou dra/matov perite/qeike poihth/v. 
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life in this world and the theater both offer uncertain and impermanent conditions: “O my 

excellent man (beltiste), there is no difference between the stage and real life; they have nothing 

secure or stable or steadfast or solid.”
278

  Quoting Sophocles Ajax 126, he continues to tell his 

friend that "‘The affairs of mortals are a shadow,’ said the comedy, and by these affairs I do not 

know how you are deceived even though marveling at the comic poet.”
279

  That is, despite his 

admiration for classical Athenian theater—likely signifying that he was a student of classical 

paideia—Paul seems to have forgotten the lesson of tragedy and comedy that the productions of 

life are unreal distractions.  In what appears to be an appeal to a view of the unending eternity of 

the Christian afterlife, Isidore reminds his friend, “here, the good and bad things come to an end, 

and a very rapid one, while there [in the Hereafter] both stretch out for unending time.”
280

  Thus, 

contrasting the transience of the present life with the eternity that follows, Isidore asserts that the 

consequences of an individual’s moral or ill-tempered behavior will endure for all perpetuity, in 

the form of rewards and punishments respectively.      

Conclusion 

 This chapter has focused upon study of the social contexts of the selected epistolary 

corpora.  The Late Antique practice of organizing public readings of their letters is critical to the 

modern interpretation of epistolary speech and constitutes one of the many lives these letters had 

in antiquity.  Epistolographers wrote with the lateral audience in mind, and letters were often not 

                                                           
278

 skhnῆv ou0de/n, ὦ Be/ltiste, o9 parw\n dienh/noxe Bi/ov, ou0de\n be/baion, ἢ mo/nimon, ἢ staqero/n, ἢ 

pa/gion ἔxwn. 
    

279skia\ ga\r ta\ qnhtῶn, le/gei h9 kwmῳdi/a, oἷv ou0k oἷd’ ὅpwv e9a/lwv, kai/toi to\n kwmiko\n qauma/zwn.  
See Evieux, 2:230n3.   

 
280

 ἐntaῦqa me\n ga\r kai\ ta\ a00gaqa\ kai\ ta\ xalepa\ pe/rav ἔxei, kai\ toῦto ta/xiston, e0keῖ de\ 
a0qana/toiv a0mfo/tera parektei/netai ai0ῶsin.   
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simply conversations between two individuals but constituted conversations among broader 

circles of provincials.  This facet of the letters makes their interpretation difficult but rich, 

because the letters convey information about the perceptions and values of provincial literati in 

the Later Empire.  Letters examined above indicating epistolary theaters encode the idioculture 

by which Late Antique provincials articulated both their social location and their shared paideia.  

The speech of letter theaters constructed moments of social solidarity and inclusion between 

interlocutors and broader audiences of hearers and readers.   

It is unclear where letter readings were held, and the letters were often silent on the 

subject.  They likely occurred at places where other public readings were held, such as school 

buildings, muti-use public facilities such as bouleuteria, the agora itself, and even the domestic 

context of dinner parties.  Epistolographers’ conceptualized letter readings as akin to the type of 

social interchange of the theater, yet, as has been demonstrated above, tragedies and comedies 

were no longer performed in monumental buildings in the city.  Legislation, Christian polemic, 

and financial pressures combined to curtail theater in the Late Antique city.  Theatrical 

performances did persist in the Gaza School, as Choricius tells us, in the form of student displays 

commemorating the completion of academic milestones as well as other major life events, such 

as weddings.    

Theatron appears is a polysemous term in the letters, referring to audiences, to 

performances, and to the viewing spaces for performances.  Theater language was applied to 

various kinds of public performances, including recitations and oratory.  The epistolary 

conversations between Procopius and a young admirer named Megethios indicate the use of the 

term theatron and related terms such as skēnē to indicate public gatherings of hearers and 

preserve a rich vocabulary linking public oratory to the theater.  A final section of this chapter 
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has analyzed the strategic function of language drawn from tragedy and comedy in the selected 

letters.  This speech constituted a set of symbolic devices by which epistolographers offered 

advice, shared and represented experience, asked for favors, and even conducted scriptural 

exegesis.   

 In the second half of this dissertation, I will turn from discussion of the mechanisms 

undergirding epistolary sodality to study of the identities, concerns, and affiliations of the letter 

authors.  The selected letters contain rich explorations of the letter authors’ loyalties to their 

home cities, their fascination with medical and scientific commentary as well as technical 

gadgets, and the nature of their religious identities.  We will now move away from how 

epistolographers mapped their social spaces in letters to an examination in the next chapter of 

how epistolographers explored discursively their affiliation to physical spaces. 
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Chapter 4 

Letters and Spaces 

 This chapter is concerned with the chorography of the affiliations and identifications of 

epistolographers with physical spaces.  The epistolary testimony of Synesius, Procopius, and 

Isidore respectively, offers three different paradigms for thinking about distinctively Late 

Antique trends of local identity:  region, polis, and anti-polis.  These three case studies engage 

with the issue of the fate of the city-state in Late Antiquity—the subject of lively contemporary 

debate—and represent a rejoinder in part to recent scholarship decrying city “decline,” such as 

that articulated most notably by J.H.W.G. Liebeschuetz.
1
  Under the historian’s lens, Late 

Antiquity emerges as a time of redefinition and refinement of community and place.  Alongside 

enduring traditional modes of loyalty to home city, Church Fathers and holy men alike re-

circuited conceptions of earthly places and their relation to the divine.  One strand of the re-

wiring of the contemporary imagination with regard to place was the creation of extra-urban 

Christian monastic communities.       

Debate about the vicissitudes of the Late Antique city has been set to some extent by 

Liebeschuetz, who contends that the decline of the Roman city was rooted in the failure of the 

councilmen (curiales) to maintain their civic activity that sustained the Classical city.  In 

Liebeschuetz’s view, the so-called “flight of the curiales” was due to a variety of factors, 

including increasing imperial pressure and intervention in local affairs as well as the attractive 

option of escaping curial munera or leitourgiai, civic duties, through imperial service, admission 

to the senate, or obtaining exemptions through service in the clergy.  This loss signaled the death 
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 J.H.W.G. Liebeschuetz, The Decline and Fall of the Roman City (Oxford:  Oxford University Press, 

2001). 
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knell of the city, for it was the civic euergetism of the curiales that was central to the 

perpetuation of the Classical Greek city-state through their shouldering of community burdens 

such as the construction and maintenance of city buildings and amenities, as well as the 

fulfillment of imperial duties such as tax collection.  For Liebeschuetz, the life went out of the 

cities when the city government of the curia was replaced by the rule of the notables, marking 

the end of constitutional politics dating back to Solon.
2
 

On the other hand, the vision of city demise has been opposed by scholars such as Mark 

Whittow and Kenneth Holum who contend that the city remained an engrossing focus of 

communal identity for Late Antique men and women.  Whittow maintains that the decline of the 

curiales was in fact an “institutional rearrangement.”
3
  New types of local leaders performed 

munera on behalf of the city.  Whittow points out that to look only for the continuance of certain 

types of titles as guarantees of certain types of elite behavior is to mistake institutions for 

underlying social patterns.  Holum points out that even in the High Empire, councilmen 

conducted affairs less through horizontal traditions of debate and deliberation and more by 

means of vertical webs of patronage.
4
  In a form of “follow the leader,” a small circle of the most 

powerful councilmen typically dominated local politics.
5
  In the Greek East, cities did not decline 

                                                           
2
Ibid., 107, 117, 121. 

  
3
 Mark Whittow, “Ruling the Late Roman and Early Byzantine City:  A Continuous History,” Past and 

Present 129 (1990): 3-29. 

  
4
 Kenneth G. Holum, “The Classical City in the Sixth Century,” in Michael Maas, ed., The Cambridge 

Companion to the Age of Justinian (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 2007), 109. 

 
5
Kenneth G. Holum, “Mediterranean Cities in the Fifth Century:  Elites, Christianizing, and the Barbarian 

Influx,” in Michael Maas, ed., Cambridge Guide to the Age of Attila (Cambridge and New York:  Cambridge 

University Press, forthcoming 2013), 22 pp. plus figs.   
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because of the rise of oligarchic notables because these notables tended to be rooted in the city 

and “city-friendly.”
6
    

 For the historian, epistolary evidence offers a powerful means of evaluating the 

meanings of physical places in terms of the self-understanding and actions of provincials.  For 

the historical actor, epistolography offered a discursive space for the representation and 

exploration of feelings about city and region.  In fact, Late Antique epistolography suggests the 

continued vivacious conceptualization of physical place among educated elites and registers the 

power of these loyalties and identities to actuate major life decisions as well as one’s own 

conduct with regard to home communities.  The epistolary testimony of literati such as Synesius 

and Procopius of Gaza suggest that the local region and city-state respectively remained 

exuberant foci of spatial identity for lettered elites in the later Empire.   

Alternatively, however, study of epistolography underscores another distinctively Late 

Antique trend with regard to communal change and identity: the “anti-polis” or the tendency of 

urban elites to separate from the city and create for themselves Christian ascetic communities in 

the desert.  Men and women seeking this style of communal (dis)engagement must have 

conceived to some extent that true asceticism was not located, or not possible, in the city.  Isidore 

of Pelusium represents an understudied representative of what Derwas Chitty in his classic study 

of eastern monasticism termed making “the desert a city.”
7
 Depicting his withdrawal into the 

desert as a “flight,” Isidore’s extant letters suggest that he continued post-retreat to participate in 

                                                           
6
 Holum, “The Classical City,” 109.   

 
7
 The Desert a City:  an introduction to the study of Egyptian and Palestinian Monasticism under the 

Christian Empire (Crestwood, N.Y.:  St. Vladimir’s Seminary Press, 1966). 
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the polis via epistolary contact.  But first we will examine the epistolographers testifying to 

traditional engagements like loyalty to the patris and the polis.          

Synesius and the Patris 

      Letters provided a medium for Synesius to represent and explore his identification with 

the region of Libya, as well as offering opportunities for him to examine how that identity related 

to salient life decisions such as the defense of his home from invasion and the acceptance of the 

bishopric.  Most of the letters to be studied here likely date to the period 404-412, during a 

period when Synesius was engaged in public service in his native Cyrenaica, a time of massive 

upheavals in the region, when he was forced to think about his identity as a philosopher and a 

community leader.  Significant topographical features of the physical environment in 

Cyrenaica—mired by desert land and unpredictable seas—likely engendered in the cosmopolitan 

Synesius a keen sense of isolation when it came to communications with his friends in the 

Roman East outside of Cyrenaica.  Entrenched in his ancestral home, Synesius lamented the lack 

of suitable philosopher colleagues in his hometown, and may have indicated his disapproving 

alienation in response to his local neighbors with intellectual interests.  Synesius hungrily sought 

intellectual companionship inaccessible in his home environment through the surrogacy of letter 

exchange.  In spite of the shortcomings of his hometown in terms of intellectual fellowship, 

Synesius remained anchored at Cyrene because of a fierce and enduring loyalty to the patris of 

his ancestors.  As will be discussed below, letters were instruments of Synesius’ intellectual 

friendships, serving as written vehicles of companionship to compensate for the shortcomings of 

his home environment.  Synesius typically expresses his loyalty to home in terms of patris, the 
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native land of Libya, as opposed to the polis of Cyrene.
8
  It was this attachment and sense of duty 

to his own town, stemming both from ancestry and his perception of the obligations of a curial 

magnate, that closely tethered Synesius to his Libyan home and galvanized his muscular efforts 

to defend his home against barbarian invaders and accept the office of bishop within a two years’ 

period.  Defining events in Synesius’ life demonstrate that his loyalty to the region of his 

ancestors was the highest possible sort of value:  it was a value upon which he was willing to act.   

Yet Synesius’ letters betray a certain ambivalence concerning his home territory.  His 

relationship with his home was not an easy one even in the best of times.  The letters testify to 

Synesius’ longings for an intellectual community of like-minded philosopher-friends in Libya, 

and at the same time that they indicate his unwavering love of the home of his ancestors.  In 

Letter 139 to Herculian bidding his fellow disciple of Hypatia to visit him in Cyrenaica so they 

can continue to philosophize together, Synesius makes clear the scarcity of like-minded 

philosophers in his home.  Unlike Synesius, Herculian in Alexandria has plenty of cultured 

peers:  “for where you are culture acquires the following of many men who are the equals of 

Synesius and better.”
9
  The letters provide Synesius precious opportunities for intellectual 

companionship which he apparently lacked in Cyrenaica:   

My patris, because it is my patris, is precious to me; but in respect to philosophy, it is, I 

do not know, in a certain way “paralyzed” toward philosophy.  Therefore, it is not 

without fear or a sense of helplessness that I stay at home, without someone who shares 

in the philosophic mania.”
10

   

                                                           
8
 By definition, both patris and polis include the countryside.   Patris likely operates in Synesius’ letters as 

synonym for polis with emphasis on descent.  A reasonable English translation might be “native land.”  

 
9
 soi\ men\ ga\r eu0tuxou/shv e0nqa/de poluandri/an paidei/av sune/sontai polloi\ Sunesi/ou kai belti/ouv 

kai\ ὅmoioi. 
 

10
 h9 de\ patri/v, ὅti me\n patri\v e0moi\ ti/mion, pro\v de\ filosofi/an ou0k oἶd’ ὅntina tro/pon 

a0pesklhko/twv ἔxei.  ἔstin oὖn ou0k a0dee\v a0bohqh/tῳ me/nein, ou0k ὄntov toῦ sugkorubantiῶntov.   
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Employing sugkorubantiᾶn, an archaizing verb referring to the ecstatic revels of the devotees 

of the cult of the Phrygian goddess Cybele, Synesius articulates his lonely and unaccompanied 

zeal for philosophy in his home region.   

In Letter 101 to his Constantinopolitan friend Pylaemenes, Synesius openly laments the 

absence of philosophical colleagues in his patris of Libya, complaining “since it makes a 

difference to you to know at the same time how I am doing, I philosophize, my good man, 

having good solitude as a colleague, and not a single human being.”
11

  Synesius has no 

philosopher friends in his home region:  “I have never even heard someone uttering a 

philosophical phrase in Libya unless it was my own echo.”
12

  He continues to describe his 

intellectual loneliness, affirming that he accepts this condition, by attesting that God is his 

witness:  “whose seed, the intellect, has come to humankind.”
13

  In fact, Synesius speculates that 

heavenly bodies look down upon his isolated path of philosophical commitment with kindly 

eyes, conjecturing, “it seems to me that the stars look fixedly upon me each time I gaze at them 

favorably, seeing in this vast land that I alone exist contemplating them with knowledge.”
14

  

Synesius can derive some satisfaction that his philosophical exploration is interlinked with the 

approval of the wisdom which orders and shapes celestial bodies—the divine mind itself.        

                                                                                                                                                                                           
 

11
 e0pei\ de\ diafe/rei soi ta0ma\ ei0de/nai, filosofoῦmen, ὦ ’gaqe/, th\n e0rhmi/an a0gaqh\n ἔxontev 

sunergo/n, a0nqrw/pwn de\ ou0de/na. 
 

12
 ou0d’ ἔstin ὅtou pote\ e0pi\ Libu/hv a0kh/koa fwnh\n a0fie/ntov filo/sofon, ὅti mh\ tῆv h0xoῦv 

a0ntifqeggome/nhv h9mῖn. 
 

13
 o9 qe/ov, oὗ spe/rma o9 noῦv e0v a0nqrw/pouv ἥkei. 

 
14

 dokῶ de\ moi kai\ tou\v a0ste/rav eu0menῶv e0nateni/zein e9ka/stote, ὃn e0n h0pei/rῳ pollῇ mo/non o9rῶsi 
qewro\n au0tῶn su/n e0pisth/mῃ gino/menon. 
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Some of the types of literati with whom Synesius consorted in Libya were those with a 

rhetorical education who did not have philosophical interests.  In Letter 101 Synesius reveals that 

he did organize an audience of individuals he dubs “Hellenes” to feast upon his friend’s letter in 

an epistolary theater.  Presumably, these were men Synesius thought to have the requisite paideia 

to appreciate and enjoy Pylaemenes’ letter, but they were not philosophers.  Synesius also seems 

to indicate that members of this audience of Hellenes knew about his treatise the Cynegetica, 

writing that it struck his audience as contrary to expectation that Pylaemenes would ask for this 

work.  According to Synesius’ mannerly modesty, Pylaemenes certainly was demonstrating that 

he had a good sense of humor if he sought that text!  The mention of the audience here, however, 

may not be entirely genuine, since it appears within a series of statements meant to flatter 

Pylaemenes.      

 The extant evidence indicates that Synesius was deeply concerned about how to balance 

philosophical commitments with his sense of responsibility to his native home, and this is a 

recurring theme in the letters, suggesting that it was an issue for his philosopher friends as well.  

Synesius oscillates from conceptualizing duty to the city as at variance with the scholē required 

for philosophy to thinking of philosophy as an implement useful to city leadership.  Synesius 

actively engages with his epistolary friends in thinking about communal obligations versus the 

pursuit of philosophy.  In Letter 151 to Pylaemenes, Synesius expresses his concern that his 

friend’s love of his native land (patris) threatens his pursuit of philosophy.  Synesius exhorts 

Pylaemenes to remain loyal to philosophy:   

Do you remain a philosopher?  Are you that Pylaemenes whom I left behind, the newly-

initiated soul, the offspring divine?  I fear the time since that birth. I fear more the 

company of the marketplace, the constant engagement in many happenings and affairs, 

that these may sully your most holy temple, your holy mind, which I consider along with 

that of a few others most worthy to receive God.  And I know I celebrated the mysteries 
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of philosophy with you having made a vow, but since the love of your native land (patris) 

became greater, I pray that wherever you might be upon the earth you will practice 

philosophy as much as you are able.
15

  

Synesius is concerned that his friend who was only recently “born” into philosophy as an initiate 

will be distracted by the mundane events of communal life and that participation in these events 

will soil his intellect.   

Synesius repeats his concerns about his friend’s devotion to public life versus his 

commitment to philosophy in Letter 103.  Synesius defends himself against Pylaemenes’ view 

that Synesius in a prior letter had ridiculed his love of his city.  Synesius corrects Pylaemenes’ 

misunderstanding by championing his friend’s eagerness to be of use to his native city, but 

entreats him to value philosophy over service to his city.  Synesius worries whether Pylamenes 

invests more of his energy in his city as a lawyer than as a philosopher, and contends that 

Pylaemenes can do far more good for his city as a philosopher than as a pleader of cases.   

Philosophy does make the man possessing her “more useful to his native land.”  Certainly, 

philosophy does not by herself make men prosperous, but the fact remains that “the beauties of 

our pursuits have a certain power and help to prepare the soul, and by this is the only thing that 

profits us . . .”
16

  It is true, Synesius writes, that the rise and decline of cities ultimately does 

depend on fortune and external circumstances.  However, “there is not one other art, nor can all 

of the arts together rival philosophy in tuning the chord to the right pitch and rearranging and 

                                                           
15

 ἆra/ moi me/neiv filo/sofov, ἆra e0keῖnov ὃn a0pole/loipa Pulaime/nhv, h9 neotelh\v yuxh\ to\ spe/rma 
to\ qeῖon;  foboῦmai to\n xro/non tῆv a0pogene/sewv, pleῖn foboῦmai th\n o9mili/an tῆv a0gorᾶv, to\ 
e0neilindeῖsqai suxnaῖv ἤdh tu/xaiv kai\ pra/cesi, mh\ molu/nῃ to\n a9giw/taton new/n, to\n noῦn sou to\n i9ero/n, 
ὃn e0gw\ met’ o0li/gwn a0ciw/taton h9goῦmai doxe/a qeoῦ.  kai\ oἶda me/ntoi sunorgia/sai soi ta\ filosofi/av 
eu0xh/n pote poihsa/menov · e0pei\ d’ oὖn krei/ttwn o9 tῆv patri/dov ἔrwv e0ge/neto, eu0ca/mhn, ὅpou pote\ gῆv 
eἴhv, filosofi/an e0rga/zesqai/ se kata\ du/namin.   
 

16ta\ kala\ tῶn e0pideuma/twn duna/meiv tine/v ei0si kai\ paraskeuai\ yuxῆv kai\ oἷon au0to\ mo/non to\ 
xrw/menon . . .   
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making better the affairs of men.”
17

  Urging his friend not to neglect philosophy, Synesius avers 

that philosophy has an invaluable role to play in the city because it is the technē (mechanism) 

best suited for governance.
18

  Synesius provides here for his friend and himself a means of 

connecting their shared sense of communal obligations with their love of philosophy.  In 

defiance of the forces beyond human control, the philosopher has his own power to arrange his 

local world.  Philosophy is conceptualized as an implement of engagement in the polis.     

Synesius exposes repeatedly in the letters a sense of duty to one’s city, and his defense of 

his city plagued by raiding invaders, as well as his decision to accept the bishopric despite clear 

misgivings, demonstrate his loyalty to his home region as well as his perception of the proper 

conduct befitting a man of the curial class.  Synesius’ identification with the homeland is so 

close that he expresses continually in his letters how he suffers as his home country and its 

people suffer.  This is particularly clear in his letters which concern the barbarian invasions of 

Libya in the early fifth century.   

Synesius’ letters are a major source for curial provincial responses to barbarian incursions 

in regions under Roman rule.  They provide testimony of Late Antique provincial reactions to the 

attacks of the barbarians of northern Africa, such as the Macetae and Ausurians, hailing from 

Southern Numidia and Tripolitania.  Throughout the period of 404-411, these nomadic and semi-

nomadic peoples regularly raided the Cyrenaican countryside.  A more serious invasion occurred 

                                                           
17

 ou0demiᾶv e0sti te/xnhv, a0ll’ ou0d’ ἅma pasῶn e0ri/sai filosofi/ᾳ peri\ toῦ th\n a0nqrw/poiv poiῆsai 
ta\ pra/gmata.   
 

18
 This is an allusion to rule by the “philosopher-kings,” the thesis of Plato’s Republic Books 6-7.  Cf.  

Roques, 3:360n16. 
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in 412, which gave way to a period of occupation of the countryside by the invader.
19

 Synesius’ 

letters describing his responses to these incursions are not merely literary showpieces.  They are 

modes of an active exploration of identity and an interrogation of values and decisions in 

response to deeply stressful circumstances.  Letters are a means for Synesius to represent and 

examine his own commitments and responsibilities; they serve as discursive spaces for the 

reflection and rumination about significant life decisions.     

     Synesius avows his loyalty to city in the midst of barbarian invasions, and expresses that 

he suffers as his city suffers.  His emotional states are linked with the vicissitudes of his city, 

which compound other personal losses, such as the deaths of all three of his sons during 412-

413.
20

  As a member of the curial aristocracy, Synesius considers himself obligated to assume a 

leading role in defending his homeland from outside attack.  In Letter 108, Synesius outlines 

how he has had spears and axes manufactured locally;
21

 in 133 he requests that his friend 

Olympius send him bows and arrows and relates how he is constructing a catapult to launch 

missiles.
22

  In Letter 107 to his brother Euoptius dated to 405, Synesius reports the necessity of 

raising armed militias from the Libyans to fight against the barbarians.
23

  He laments that the 

enemy occupies the country, taking possession of all property that can be pillaged and everyday 

slaughtering masses of civilians.  Identifying himself with his homeland, Synesius avows in the 

midst of such conditions that he desires to die only when his patris has recovered her former 

                                                           
19

 See J.H.W.G. Liebeschuetz, Barbarians and Bishops:  Army, Church, and State in the Age of Arcadius 

and Chrysostom (Oxford:  Clarendon Press, 1992), 229. 

 
20

 Roques dates the death of Synesius’ eldest son to January 412, the second son in April 412, and the 

youngest son in the first third of 413.  See Roques, 3:342n7. 

 
21

 Liebeschuetz, Barbarians and Bishops, 231 and 231n 25; Roques, 3:370n1, dates this letter to 405. 

 
22

 Ibid., 231 and 231n26.  This letter dates to May 405; see Roques, 3:392n1. 

   
23

 Roques, 3:242n1. 
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character.  He explains to his brother Euoptius in Letter 89
24

 how he cannot divorce himself from 

concern for his city, and he sympathizes with the suffering of each person in his native land:  “I 

live, not as a private citizen in a country that is under attack, and I must weep for the misfortunes 

of each individual.”
25

  Often in the month, Synesius says, he must rush to the ramparts to defend 

against raids.  Writing this while he has already accepted the office of bishop, Synesius 

comments that one would think he was being paid a stipend for military service rather than for 

praying.  As a curial magnate and landowner, Synesius understood that it was his duty to lead 

even ad hoc responses to outsider incursions on his home territory.  He comments merely that he 

is so often involved in military operations against the enemy that it seems as though it were his 

profession.   

In Letter 113 which likely dates to 405,
26

 Synesius expresses to his brother his resolve to 

defend his home and expresses his optimism that the Libyan forces will prevail.  Synesius 

exhorts himself to battle in epistolary conversation:   

And so shall we watch such miserable men wishing to die for the possessions of others, 

that they may not yet desert to the owners themselves some property which they obtained 

as plunder?”
27

    

Synesius fears if this is the case he shall no longer seem to be a man.  “Accordingly,” he writes, 

“for me it is necessary to go against them as I can, since I must undertake trial of these men who 

                                                           
24

 Roques, 3:341n1, dates this letter to 412. 

   
25zῶ te ga\r ou0k i0diw/thv e0n xw/rᾳ polemoume/nῃ ka0me\ deῖ kla/ein a0ei\ th\n e9ka/stou sumfora\n. 

  
26

 Roques, 3:247n1.  Roques assigns the date of 405 or 410 but considers 405 more likely. 

 
27

 eἶta tou\v me\n kakodai/monav tou/touv o9rῶmev a0poqnh/skein e0qe/lontav u9pe\r tῶn a0llotri/wn, ἅtta 
ἂn lei/an peripoih/swntai, toῦ mhke/ti proe/sqai toῖv kuri/oiv au0ta/. 
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are all-daring, such men who think it right to make fun of the Romans.”
 28

  Synesius remains 

optimistic, invoking the proverb, “a camel—even one with the mange—can carry the burden of 

many asses.”
29

  The Empire, he affirms, is a superior animal to the marauders, and it will endure.     

In Letter 124 Synesius confides to his mentor Hypatia in lurid terms his grief and horror 

at the bloodshed of barbarian attack and explains clearly why he stays in Libya in the midst of 

such circumstances:  “I tell you, I am encompassed by the sufferings of my native land and am 

wretched, for everyday I see enemy weapons and men slain like sacrificial victims, and inhaling 

air tainted by decaying bodies, I expect to suffer the same as others.”
30

  Synesius wonders “who 

is of good hope, when even the sky is most downcast, overpowered by the shadow of flesh-

eating birds?”
31

  Even in the midst of such conditions, Synesius loves his country.  He explains 

that he stays and suffers in Libya, “because I am a Libyan, having been born here and seeing the 

honored graves of my ancestors.”
32

  Liebeschuetz dates to 404 the next letter in the manuscript 

order, Letter 125, in which Synesius relates how he marshaled a militia from among the peasants 

which was unsuccessful in protecting the countryside.  Thus, Letter 124 might reflect conditions 

at the beginning of these raids, and probably express initial shock and grief at these early attacks.  

Synesius shares with his mentor his response to these invasions, affirms his identity as a Libyan, 

                                                           
28

 ἐmoi\ me\n oὖn i0thte/on e0sti\n e0p’ au0tou\v w9v ἔxw kai\ peῖran lhpte/on tῶn pa/nta tou/twn 
tolmw/ntwn, oἵtinev ὄntev a0cioῦsi 9Rwmai/wn katagelᾶn.  The use of “Romans” is a traditional appellation 

during Byzantium of the citizens of the eastern part of the Empire.  Cf. Roques, 3:373n8. 

 
29

 ἀll’ h9 <<ka/mhlov ga\r toi-fasi/-kai\ ywriῶsa pollῶn ὄnwn a0nati/qetai forti/a.>> 
 

30
 ἔgwge/ toi toῖv pa/qesi tῆv patri/dov periexo/menov kai\ dusxerai/nwn au0th\n e0f’ oἷv o9rῶ kaq’ 

h9me/ran ὅpla pole/mia kai\ a0posfattome/nouv a0nqrw/pouv ὥsper i9ereῖa kai\ to\n a0e/ra diefqoro/ta ἕlkwn 
a0po\ tῆv sh/yewv tῶn swma/twn kai\ au0to\v ἕtera toiaῦta paqeῖn prosdokῶn. 
 

31
 ti/v ga\r eὔelpiv e0n ᾧ kai\ to\ perie/xon e0sti\ kathfe/staton, kateilhmme/non tῇ skiᾷ tῶn 

sarkofa/gwn o0rne/wn ;   
 

32
 Li/buv ὢn kai\ e0ntaῦqa geno/menov kai\ tῶn pa/ppwn tou\v ta/fouv ou0k a0ti/mouv o9rῶn. 
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and asserts that he has an ancestral duty to his home territory.  It is this love of his native land 

(patris) which prevents Synesius from deserting his home.    

As a dimension of his loyalty to his home, Synesius elaborates discursively in letters and 

hymns written in an archaizing Dorian dialect his ethnic identification with the original Dorian 

settlers of the Greek colony of Cyrene.  Synesius’ genealogy is attached to a place.  In his letters 

Synesius claims descent specifically from Spartan ancestors.  Before a Cyrenaean congregation 

in his speech “Against Andronicus” (Letter  41), Synesius boasts of his ancient lineage which 

outshines the unknown lineage of Andronicus:  “as for me . . . I come from those whose 

succession—from Eurysthenes who led the Dorians down into Sparta up to my own father—has 

been carved into the kyrbeis.”
33

  Thus, Synesius fortifies his public persona through a claim of 

descent from the earliest Laconian king and archaisingly refers to the triangular wooden tablets 

upon which laws were posted in the early Classical polis (kyrbeis).  Perhaps he employs a clearly 

classicizing term to refer to monuments inscribed with his ancestor’s names which still adorned 

the Cyrenean cityscape; however, his use of the term is more likely a rhetorical antiquarianism.     

Representations of ancestral lineage served as cognitive aids that Synesius applies to 

examine his decisions with regard to his homeland.  In Letter 113 to his brother, Synesius 

underscores his resolve to defend his home against barbarian raids, rooting this resolution in part 

in his ancient ancestry.  Confronting his thoughts about the possibility of death, Synesius reasons 

that those who think only of saving their lives generally perish, yet those who are ready to 

sacrifice their lives survive.  With a touch of black humor, Synesius draws upon the tradition of a 

                                                           
33

 pro\v e0me\ . . . e0c e0kei/nwn geno/menon ὧn a0p’ Eu0rusqe/nouv toῦ katagago/ntov Dwrie/av ei0v 
Spa/rthn  me/xri tou0moῦ patro\v ai9 diadoxai\ taῖv dhmosi/aiv e0nekola/fqhsan ku/rbesin. 
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letter which incited Leonidas and those at Thermopylae to fight without weakness:
34

  “For I will 

fight as if I shall die, and I know well that I will survive.  For I am from the Lacedaemonians, 

and I know the letter from the magistrates addressed to Leonidas: ‘let them fight as if they will 

die, and they will not die.’”
35

  Identifying himself with the ill-fated Spartan king who led a Greek 

contingent against Persian forces at the Battle of Thermopylae in 480 B.C., Synesius jokes 

sarcastically about his fears for survival while rhetorically reinforcing his decision to take up 

arms.  This classical exemplum affirms Synesius’ Dorian ancestry which undergirds in part his 

loyalty to his home.  Synesius selects a Classical model of heroism, specifically a Spartan one, to 

shape and characterize his response to the stresses of barbarian incursions into his home.  Even if 

Synesius is not successful, like Leonidas he can at least identify with his ancestral countryman’s 

unflinching valor.   

Synesius reshapes his Dorian identity into devices to help him cope with his loneliness in 

Libya. He playfully shapes his ancestral identity in ways that showcase his erudition and 

legitimate his lineage as a provincial of an aristocratic line, in letters likely to be shared by 

literati.  In Letter 101 to Pylaemenes, Synesius invokes a fragment from Euripides’ lost Telephus 

to express his resolve to continue to pursue philosophy in the midst of Libya’s dearth of 

intellectual fellowship.  Likening his home to the dominant Lacedaemonian city, Synesius quotes 

the Athenian poet who refers jokingly to the system of land allotments or klēroi among 

Spartiates, saying “but, they say, adorn the Sparta you are allotted.”
36

  Sparta is thus homologous 

with Synesius’ Libya.  In this way, Synesius articulates his acceptance of his home’s 

                                                           
34

 See Roques, 3:373n12. 

 
35

 maxh/somai ga\r w9v a0poqanou/menov, kai\ eὖ oἶd’ ὅti perie/somai.  La/kwn ga\r ἄnwqe/n ei0mi kai\ 
oἶda th\n pro\v Lewni/dan e0pistolh\n tῶn telῶn · Maxe/sqwn w9v teqnaco/menoi, kai\ ou0 teqna/contai. 
 

36
 ἀlla\  <<ko/smei-fhsi/n-ἔlaxev Spa/rtan >>.   
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shortcomings with the deliberate selection of a Classical verse which tacitly advertizes his 

ancient Spartan ancestry.  If Synesius thought Pylaemenes might read this letter to his friends in 

Constantinople, just as Synesius tells us he had done by gathering a theater for Pylaemenes’ 

letter, this sort of Classical flourish is just the sort of thing such an epistolary theater would 

enjoy.           

In letters Synesius deploys specific rhetorical strategies to persuade imperial officials to 

offer help to his besieged homeland. One particular rhetorical strategy Synesius crafted in these 

missives was the use of the rhetorical strategy of deinōsis or the style of emphasizing the harsh 

and dire nature of a situation at issue, often evoking emotions of fear, anger, and grief, and 

aiming to elicit a response of compassion from a particular audience.
37

  As Eleni Volonaki has 

pointed out, deinōsis in Classical Athenian oratory, particularly in forensic oratory, enhanced the 

persuasive power of a speech by amplifing the responsibility of an individual or group for a 

specific situation.
38

  Synesius makes use of this rhetorical topos in Letter 73 to Troilus, whom 

Synesius calls both philosopher and sophist, who served as councilor to the praetorian prefect of 

the East, Anthemius.
39

  Synesius opens this missive with acknowledgment of the kindred 

intellectual and moral bond that secures rapport between the two men:  “it is good that you are 

both a philosopher and a humane man; I ought to lament with you the misfortunes that strike my 

                                                           
37

 Cynthia Damon, ed, Tacitus Histories Book I (Cambridge, U.K.:  Cambridge University Press, 2003), 16.  

Roques identifies this passage as a deinōsis (ed., Roques 3:326n6).  Roques identifies other examples of this 

rhetorical strategy in Synesius’ Letters 103, 134, and the opening declaration of De Regno.   

  
38

 E. Volonaki, “Creating Responsibility:  assigning blame for the Thirty,” in Michael Edwards and 

Christopher Reid, eds., Oratory in Action (Manchester U.K.; New York:  Manchester University Press, 2004), 34.  

 
39

Roques, 2:120n26.   Synesius refers to Troilus as a philosopher in Letters 26, 49, 73, and 118; he refers to 

him as a sophist in Letter 79.   
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birthplace.”
40

  Seeking Troilus’ aid, Synesius confides his deep fears that Pentapolis is doomed 

to utter destruction, bewailing the fact that war and famine are wearing Pentapolis down little by 

little.  Heightening the sense of impending devastation, Synesius relates how an ancient oracle 

(source unnamed) presaged that “Libya will perish because of the wickedness of its leaders.”
41

      

Both Synesius’ loyalty to Libya, the home of his ancestors, and his perception of 

responsibility for home community traditionally befitting a curial aristocrat had some part to play 

in Synesius’ acceptance of the office of bishop of Ptolemaïs in the year 411.
42

  An urban position 

of leadership that members of the curiales often filled, the office of bishop emerges as a public 

office of consequence in the Late Antique city.
43

  Synesius’ chief epistolary concerns with 

becoming bishop concentrated on various topics:  the demands the office would place on the 

leisure time (scholē) necessary for philosophy, his refusal to separate from his wife if he 

accepted the office, and his own intellectual problems with the Christian idea of the Resurrection 

and the end of time.
44

       

Synesius asserts repeatedly his concerns that the bishopric will interfere with his practice 

of philosophy.  In Letter 41 “Against Andronicus,” the civil governor of Pentapolis from 411-

412,
45

 Synesius, alluding to Matthew 26:24, asserts publicly that he does not have the power to 

                                                           
40

 su\ ga\r dh\ kai\ filo/sofov eἶ kai\ fila/nqrwpov, soi/ me deἶ prosanakla/esqai ta\v tῆv e0negkou/shv 
me sumfora/v.   
 

41
 <<fqereῖ ta\ Libu/wn h9gemo/nwn kako/thv>>. 

 
42

 On this view, see also Lacombrade, 229-48.  Roques dates to 411 Synesius’ election to the episcopate 

and dates Synesius’ ordination to 412; cf. Roques, 2:XLV.    

 
43

See, for example, Thomas A. Kopecek, “The Social Class of the Cappadocian Fathers,” Church History 

42 (1973): 453-66; see also, Peter Brown, Power and Persuasion, 4, 75, 77.   

 
44

 The latter two concerns are articulated in Letter 105 to Euoptius, a letter which Synesius acknowledges 

will be circulated among a larger group of associated readers.    
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serve two masters, specifically contemplation and practical matters, while serving as bishop.  

Though he admires bishops who are competent in both fields, Synesius does not believe he is 

capable of balancing both pursuits as bishop.  Synesius repeatedly casts the office as repellant, 

asserting in Letter 11 to a group of priests in Ptolemaïs and in Letter 96 to Olympius that he 

would have preferred many deaths to the episcopate.  In Letter 96 Synesius underscores his 

recognition that his fulfillment of the office represents a duty owed to his community, stating that 

if he sought to flee the bishopric by traveling to Greece he could never return home unless he 

were ready to be the “most dishonored” and “most estranged” of all men, dwelling alongside a 

crowd of men who hated him.   

In both Letters 11 and 96 Synesius reasons that his appointment is the design of God, 

whom Synesius casts as “shepherd” of his life (nomeas) and “defender” (prostatēs)—a term 

which can also indicate “patron.”  Noteworthy also in Letter 11 is Synesius’ delineation of the 

responsibility of the bishop and priests of the city for its inhabitants.  Beseeching his brother 

priests, Synesius bids that they pray to God on his behalf and “give orders both to the people in 

the town, and as many as inhabit the fields or frequent the village churches, to pledge prayers for 

us alike in private and in the congregation.”
46

 In Letters 11 and 96 alike, Synesius prays to God 

that the priesthood is not a departure from philosophy but an ascent toward it.   

In his letters Synesius actively examines what he owes to his community in conversations 

with friends, and in them he rhetorically crafts his public persona.  In Letter 91 to his friend 

Troilus,
47

 Synesius remarks that earlier in his life his conversations with friends were free from 

                                                           
46

 tῷ te e0n ἄstei dh/mῳ kai\ ὅsoi kat’ a0grou\v ἢ kwmhtika\v e0kklhsi/av au0li/zontai ta\v u9pe\r h9mῶn 
eu0xa\v kai\ koinῇ kai\ kaq’ ἕna pᾶsi paregguh/sate.   
 

47
 Roques, 3:342n1, dates this letter to 411.   
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care; he lived out of touch with any city or political affairs.  Alluding to his acceptance of the 

bishopric, Synesius affirms that his situation has changed, for God has assigned to Synesius a 

definite spot to live, and to hold a certain rank in the city and live among a limited number of 

people.  Synesius expresses his continuing devotion to his home community, his assigned lot, 

and the obligations of his rank:  “I would like to be a help to my fellow citizens, and to do the 

good which I am able, both to each individual and to the city in common.”
48

        

 

Procopius and the Polis 

  The fullest account of Procopius’ abiding attachment to his hometown of Gaza appears in 

Choricius’ funeral oration of his beloved mentor.  Discussion of loyalty to the city in an oration 

delivered before the literati and possibly unlettered audiences of Gaza idealized city loyalty and 

enshrined it as a normative affiliation befitting Gaza’s leading citizens.  Employing erotic 

language reminiscent of Platonic usages, Choricius describes the efforts of various cities of the 

Greek East—specifically Antioch, Tyre, and Caesarea—to attract Procopius’ oratorical genius, 

recalling how “the city which lies by the Orontes River, the one which is Libanius’ mother, 

longed for him; the metropolis of Phoenicia (i.e., Tyre)
49

 had felt the same.”
50

   

Heaping up erotic language about a city’s desire, Choricius portrays Caesarea’s strategies 

to attract Procopius in terms of a lover and hunter, and represents Procopius as beloved and 

                                                           
48

 bouloi/mhn ἄn oὖn ὄfelov eἶnai toῖv sullaxoῦsi kai\ poieῖn a0gaqo\n ὅ ti dunai/mhn, kai\ ἕkaston 
i0di/ᾳ kai\ th\n po/lin koinῇ. 
 

49
 Litsas, Choricius, 302n18. 

 
50

 Or. Fun. In Proc. 12.  e0po/qhse toῦton h9 para\ to\n  0Oro/nthn keime/nh po/liv h9 Libani/ou mh/thr 
ὅmoia pe/ponqen h9 Foini/kwn mhtro/poliv.   
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quarry.  Caesarea’s love charm (lit., to\ fi/ltron) exceeded those of the other magnificent cities 

that longed for him:   

Caesarea outdid the spells of each of these cities to charm him, sometimes trying to 

compel him, sometimes flattering him, trying to entice him with much gold, always by 

means of the devices a lover would use to hunt his darlings, until at last she caught her 

quarry, but having caught it she was not able to keep it because he was led by stronger 

bonds, by the desire for his birthplace.
51

   

Choricius publicly affirms that Procopius’ stalwart love of his home city could withstand even 

the most vigorous attempts to lure him elsewhere:  “justly he repaid his home city (lit., patris) for 

the upbringing that he had received, and placed such great and numerous cities together in 

second place.”
52

  Choricius enumerates in pleasing literary language the attractions of the 

cities—delineated here as capable of rousing strong erotic desire (ἔrwta deino\n)—which failed 

to lure Procopius, however, because of his superior devotion to his home:  “Even though apart 

from the imperial offices of high rank and imposing architecture in which those cities exalt 

themselves, each one of these cities has its own advantage which is able to rouse someone 

toward a terrible passion.”
53

  Antioch, for example, had the suburb which bore the name of 

Apollo’s lover, Daphne, as well as “lovely, clear, potable waters, many plane trees, wide 

spreading and lofty cypress trees, and the songs of birds and breezes refreshing the body.”
54

  The 

                                                           
51

 Ibid.  parῆlqen e9kate/rav to\ fi/ltron h9 Kai/sarov ta\ me\n biazome/nh, ta\ de\ kolakeu/ousa, ta\ de\ 
peirwme/nh xrusi/ῳ pollῷ delea/zein, oἵaiv a0ei\ mhxanaῖv e0rasth\v pro\v ἄgran ke/xhrtai paidikῶn, ἕwv o0ye\ 
me\n eἷle to\ qh/rama, e9loῦsa de\ fula/ttein ou0k eἶxen i0sxurote/roiv a0go/menon li/noiv, po/qῳ tῆv e0negkou/shv.   
 

52
 Ibid., 13.  kai\ ta\ trofeῖa kalῶv a0pe/dwke tῇ patri/di tosau/tav o9moῦ kai\ toiau/tav e0n deute/rῳ 

qe/menov po/leiv.   
 

53
Ibid.  kai/toi xwri\v a0ciwma/twn lamprῶn kai\ mege/qouv kataskeuῆv, oἷv ai9 po/leiv e0keῖnai 

semnu/nontai, ἴdion e9ka/sth pleone/kthma ke/kthtai pro\v ἔrwta deino\n e0reqi/sai ·   
 

54
 Ibid.  ὅpou xari/enta kai\ diafanῆ kai\ po/tima na/mata pla/tano/v te pollh\ kai\ kupa/rittoi 

plei/ouv a0mfilafeῖv te kai\ u9yhlai\ kai\ o0rni/qwn ᾠdai\ kai\ aὖrai ta\ sw/mata diayu/xousai. 
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attraction of Antioch was the grove, Tyre had the Graces, and Caesarea had the baths which were 

pleasant to look upon but even more pleasant once one had bathed in them.
55

   

Repeating the oft-used topos in Late Antique epistolography of Odysseus’ model loyalty 

to Ithaca, Choricius casts Procopius’ city loyalty as homologous to that of Odysseus.  Choricius 

avers:  “having been drawn by such Sirens, Procopius settled in the city that reared him, 

perceiving rightly it would be frightful that the rhetor of the Achaeans (Odysseus) would love 

Ithaca, ‘rocky though it was,’
56

 and for he himself to despise a city fair in other respects and 

winning the victory by the virtues of its inhabitants, in which manner the city is best adorned.”
57

  

Via intertextual design, Choricius praises Procopius’ decision to ignore the Sirens’ call of other 

illustrious cities and regard his own city on the basis of the virtues of its people.  Interjecting 

three words of Homeric verse—kranaῆv per e0ou/shv—and the reference to “the rhetor of the 

Achaeans,” Choricius indicates in just a few words which he anticipates his audience to 

understand that he refers to Odysseus’ role of negotiating with Achilles on behalf of the 

Achaeans in Book 9 of the Iliad.   

Procopius’ Letter 134 to Stephanus contains what may be polite declining of a job offer 

at Caesarea, thereby confirming Choricius’ testimony about Caesarea’s interest in acquiring his 

mentor.
58

  Procopius’ opening address may indicate the high status of his interlocutor:  “all the 

                                                           
55

 Choricius may refer here to large public baths that existed at Caesarea in his day.  These are unknown 

archaeologically.   

 
56 Il. 3.200 and Od.9.27, cf. Litsas, 302n21. 

57
Ibid., 14.  u9po\ touou/twn Seirh/nwn e9lko/menov eἴxeto tῆv qreyame/nhv deino\n ei0ko/twv u9polabw\n 

to\n r9h/tora me\n tῶn  0Axaiῶn  0Iqa/khv e0rᾶn kranaῆv per e0ou/shv, au9to\n de\ toiau/thv u0perfronῆsai 
patri/dov ta\ te ἄlla kalῆv kai\ nikw/shv a0retaῖv oi0khto/rwn, ὅtῳ ma/lista tro/pῳ po/liv kosmeῖtai.     

58
 This was my thought upon first reading the letter; Ciccolella recently made the same conjecture; see 

RDG, 490-91nn646-47. 
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things that announce your brilliancy comprehend how to make known good men.”
59

  Marveling 

at Stephanus, Procopius expresses his amazement that Stephanus’ own zeal for Procopius 

persuaded him to put a messenger on “a very short stretch of road” (mikro/taton mῆkov o9doῦ) to 

see Procopius in person.  Procopius seems to allude to his visitor’s nearly effective persuasion, 

and perhaps to the lofty status of his guest,
60

 writing  

Thus did he place upon me a heavy load, being in awe of his arrival and the virtue of his 

entire way of life and everything that report of him announced in advance and was 

confirmed by actual experience, so that I would have almost followed as my situation 

permitted not even bidding my own family farewell.
61

   

Overcoming this attraction, Procopius concludes with a resolute affirmation of his duties to his 

home and to the students and scholars who have travelled from afar to study at Gaza, justifying 

why he refuses Stephanus’ offer:   

                                                           
59

 th\n u9mete/ran lampro/thta khru/ttei me\n ὅsa tou\v a0gaqou\v gnwri/zein ἄndrav e0pi/statai. 
Ciccolella thinks that the letter’s opening signifies that the address was a person of some influence, perhaps a 

clarissimus.  Greatrex, repeating the hypothesis earlier espoused by Haury, suggests that the addressee of Letter 134 

is the same Stephanus who was proconsul of Palestina Prima in 536 and who would also be the father of the 

historian Procopius of Caesarea as well as one of the dedicatees of Choricius’s Nuptial Oration Op. 6, Foerster-

Richsteig, eds., 87-99; cf. RDG, 490n646.  See also J. Haury, “Zur Beurteilung des Geschichtschreibers Prokopius” 

(PhD diss., Programm des K. Wilhelms-Gymnasium in München, 1896);  K. Holum, “Flavius Stephanus:  Proconsul 

of Byantine Palestine,” Zeitschrift für Papyrologie und Epigraphik 63 (1986): 231-39; G. Greatrex, “Stephanus, the 

Father of Procopius of Caesarea?” Medieval Prosopography 17 (1996):  125-145; Martindale, on the other hand, 

earlier identified the recipient of Letter 134 as the Greek grammarian friend of Procopius from Gaza who visited 

Daphne with Alypius and Hierius (cf., Letter. 13), who remained in Daphne and established a school there (Letters 

71, 89) and who borrowed a book from Procopius and was remiss in returning it (Letters 71, 89, and 105).  

Martindale also does not consider Procopius’ address of Stephanus as “h9 u9mete/ra lampro/thv” as literal.  See 

PLRE 2:1029.  The identification of Stephanus at Daphne seems less likely since Procopius mentions that the 

messenger traveled a short distance of road; this makes more likely the hypothesis of Stephanus as residing at 

Caesarea.  Perhaps this offer comes from a Stephanus located at a city closer to Gaza than Caesarea, such as 

Ascalon, which was approx., 22 km. from Gaza.  As we will see below, Aeneas’ Letter 25 to Julian might have 

been, in fact, addressed to Julian of Ascalon which suggests links between Gaza and Ascalon.  At any rate, 

Stephanus is a common name in the later Roman Greek East, and the oblique language of Letter 134 obfuscates 

clear identification.  What is significant, however, is Procopius’ clear attestation of city loyalty.      
 

60
Ciccolella suggests that the job proposal was submitted by a prominent person owing to the letter’s 

opening lines; cf. RDG, 490n646.       

 
61

  oὕtw de\ moi baru\ forti/on e0pe/qhken ai0doume/nῳ th\n ἄficin kai\ toῦ panto\v bi/ou th\n a0reth\n kai\ 
ὅsa prolaboῦsa khru/ttei fh/mh bebaiwqeῖsa tῇ peῖrᾳ, ὥste mikroῦ deῖn w9v eἶxon sxh/matov ei0po/mhn, mhde\ 
toῖv oi0kei/oiv xai/rein ei0pw/n.   
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But some thought scarcely held me from rushing out, reckoning not to overlook the patris 

in which I first saw the sun, and how it is more noble to guard justice before her than to 

possess much gold and to neglect so many foreigners being present on account of me.”
62

   

Both his loyalty to his home city—here and elsewhere termed patris (e.g., Choricius’ Funeral 

Oration 13, and further examples below)—and those who have gathered round him in scholarly 

enterprises in his city ensure that Procopius could not not be lured away from Gaza by means of 

material inducement or requests from influential individuals.     

 Procopius may also have been offered a job at Berytus,
63

 and Letter 113, and particularly, 

Letter 114, suggest job offers from this city, and, moreover, constitute convincing testimony 

regarding Procopius’ overwhelming loyalty to Gaza.   In Letter 113 addressed to the brothers 

Hieronymus and Theodorus,
64

 Procopius opens by praising the wisdom of these men which 

radiates with their fame and remarks as well about the talent of their accomplished father and 

grandfather, teachers of law, whose qualities the brothers share.
65

  Procopius remarks that the 

                                                           
62

ἀlla\ me/ tiv ἔnnoia mo/liv e0pe/sxen o9rmῶnta, logizo/menon to\ mhde\n u9perorᾶn patri/dov e0n ᾗ 
prῶton eἶdon to\n ἥlion, kai\ w9v kalo\n ta\ pro\v tau/thn di/kaia fula/ttein ἢ polu\ kektῆsqai xrusi/on, kai\ 
ce/nouv tosou/touv di’ e0me\ paro/ntav u9perideῖn.  Ciccolella also points out that the mention here of money also 

makes it probable that Procopius is here refusing a job offer; cf. RDG, 491n647.  The phrase regarding payment of 

“much gold” also seems later echoed in Choricius’ Funeral Oration (see above);  Choricius would likely have had 

access to this letter, probably preserved at the School of Gaza, and could have consciously interlaced the language of 

Procopius’ actual refusal of the job at Caesarea in his oration.   
 

63
 This is Ciccolella’s hypothesis;  see RDG, 482n540; 483n545 

 
64

According to Martindale, Theodorus and Hieronymus were brothers and teachers of law, most likely at 

Berytus.  They apparently belonged to a family of legal experts and were trained by their father and grandfather, 

eventually inheriting their teaching posts.  It is likely they taught at Berytus since the succeeding letter (Letter 114) 

was sent there, and these letters may have been conveyed together.  See PLRE 2:561.  Arguably, the similarities in 

language (as shall be examined) between Letters 113 and 114 also suggest the interconnection of the letters.    

 
65

 th\n u9mete/ran sofi/an ἔgnwn me\n kai\ pa/lai pantaxoῦ tῷ logῳ prola/mpousan, kai\ ὃn h9 qe/a mh\ 
pare/sxen, ἥ ge fh/mh xari/zetai, koinῷ boῶsa khru/gmati to\n pa/ppon u9fhgh/sei no/mwn e0pigrafo/menon, to\n 
pate/ra glw/tthv xa/riti pro\v th\n tῶn no/mwn au0sthri/an th\n a0koh\n u9posu/ronta, kai\ e0k tou/twn u9mᾶv 
pa/nta fe/rontav, ἅper e0keῖnoi porlabo/ntev e0k me/rouv e0nei/manto, “I understand that your wisdom always and 

everywhere shines in speech, and whom seeing did not provide and report grants us, crying with a common 

proclamation that his grandfather is inscribed as in charge of the explication of the laws [i.e., he is an accomplished 

teacher of law], that the father by the grace of his tongue draws the listener to the strict language of the laws, and 

that through them you possess all the qualities that they, your elders, divided respectively.” 
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polis of such men is blessed (eu0dai/mwn) and bewails that he cannot be present with these learned 

men: “Oh, if somehow I could stay with you and fill myself with your learning!”
66

  Fashioning 

his declaration of his zeal for the polis in terms of erotic longing, Procopius exclaims “for great 

among men is longing for the patris!”
67

  Drawing again upon Odysseus’ fidelity to Ithaca, 

Procopius bids Hieronymus and Theodorus to “witness how Odysseus spurned Calypso so that 

he could cast eyes upon Ithaca.”
68

  He then makes a statement, which, together with the 

expression of his wish to live with the addressees above, may indicate that Procopius is in fact 

turning down a job offer:  “further  it does not seem right to make your own another field 

alongside the discourses of justice.”
69

  These two statements likely signify that Procopius is 

referring specifically to the offer of a teaching post in another city.  

 The similarities in language between Letters 113 and 114, and the clearer indication of an 

offer of a job in Letter 114, suggest that these letters were interconnected.  The addressee of 114 

is clearly from Berytus, which makes likely the same address for the letter to Hieronymus and 

Theotimus.  Letter 114 is addressed to Hermeias, whom Procopius praises as responsible for the 

city.  “When I saw your greatness through the letters you sent to me,” he wrote, “I obviously 

admired your mind, and I applaud the city of Berytians if such a man has to been promoted to 

take care for virtue and discourses!”
70

  Such address may well indicate that Hermeias, 

                                                           
66

 a0ll’ eἴqe pwv e0duna/mhn suneῖnai kai\ tῆv sῆv e0mforeῖsqai paideu/sewv.    
 

67
 a0lla\ me/ga toῖv a0nqrw/poiv ei0v po/qon e0sti\n h9 patri/v. 

 
68kai\ ma/rtuv Ὀdusseu\v th\n Kaluyw\ paridw/n, ἵna th\n Ἰqa/khn qea/shtai ·  

 
69

 pro\v de\ ou0 qemito\n eἶnai/ moi dokeῖ to/pon a0llo/trion para\ to\n toῦ dikai/ou sfeteri/sasqai lo/gon. 
   

70
 to\ u9me/teron me/geqov dia\ tῶn pro\v e0me\ gramma/twn i0dw\n u9mᾶv me\n ei0ko/twv tῆv gnw/mhv 

e0qau/masa, tῇ de\ Bhruti/wn sunh/domai po/lei ei0 toioῦton ἔxei probeblhme/non, w9v a0retῇv kai\ lo/gwn 
poieῖsqai fronti/da. 
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represented as protector of the city, served a post such as defensor, pater civitatis, or vindex at 

Berytus, rather than as provincial governor of Phoenice.
71

  Praising the model of Hermeias’ 

service to his city, Procopius avers, “it would be hard to neglect my own city because of the 

example you give.”
72

  The following several lines likely indicate that Hermeias’ letter has 

offered Procopius a position at Berytus:       

For if you consider everything to contrive for the adornment of the city that bore you, 

how could it be good for me not to do that which I praised you for doing?  But to 

introduce me to a position which another has acquired I consider to be contrary to logic.
73

    

Invoking loyalty to his polis like that of Hermeias, Procopius firmly but politely resists 

acceptance of a teaching position at Berytus which seems to be held already by someone else.  

To accept the post would not only nullify the duty to city which Procopius espouses via his 

praise of Hermeias, but it also seems illogical because the position is already occupied.   

In addition to epistolary messages enunciating polis identity in connection with the 

declining of job offers, Procopius’ epistolary conversations demonstrate his repeated offer of 

normative instruction regarding duty to home cities to friends, students, colleagues, and family.  

In this way, epistolography forges a space for Procopius to explore his own values while 

meddling in his friends’ affairs.  Such texts suggest how the rhetor’s self-understanding was 

bound up in his lived relationships and understanding of others.  In Letter 59 to his brother 

Philip, a causidicus serving in the imperial consistory at Constantinople,
74

 Procopius requests 

                                                           
71

 This is Martindale’s suggestion; see PLRE 2:548. 

   
72

 e0moi\ de\ baru\ patri/dov u9perorᾶn e0c u9mῶn labo/nti para/deigma. 
 

73
 ei0 ga\r u9meῖv pa/nta mhxanᾶsqe kosmeῖn th\n e0negkoῦsan oi0o/menoi, pwv ἂn ἔxoi kalῶv e0moi\ mh\ 

taῦta poieῖn e0f’ oἷv u9mᾶv e0pῄnesa pra/ttontav;  a0lla\ kai\ ei0spoieῖn e0mauto\n ei0v to/pon ὃn eu0tu/xhsen 
ἕterov, tῆv logikῆv katasta/sewv a0llo/trion eἶnai dokῶ. 
 

74 RDG, 465n299.   Philip was the addressee of Letters 7, 10, 17, 25, 34, 47, 53, 59, 123, 160, and, jointly 

with brother Zacharias of Letters 24, 37, 45, 58. 61. 62. 76. 82-85, 100, 136, 137, 143.  He served in Constantinople 
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that Philip advance a petition on behalf of the city of Gaza to the Patriarch of Constantinople or 

the emperor’s brother, to be delivered to the emperor.
75

  To persuade his brother, Procopius 

contends forcefully that Philip ought to forward the petition because it is a duty he owes to his 

home city.  Apparently petitioned by a group of Gazan citizens, Procopius opens by beseeching 

that Philip show thankfulness to his home:  “If both the ancient accounts and the law of nature 

wish that it is seemly to return what is due to one’s parents, it is appropriate to render gratitude to 

your patris from which came forth the origins of your parents.”
76

  The time is ripe to pay back 

his home polis, and Procopius casts the polis as verbalizing her request through himself.  “The 

occasion,” he writes, “now calls you to give gratitude, and it seems that your native city utters its 

call to you through me.”
77

  By delivering the petition which likely accompanies Letter 59 Philip 

would uphold his obligations to his home city and likely engender some goodwill toward himself 

from Procopius:  “For thus you will have fulfilled your duty and you will have instilled in me the 

                                                                                                                                                                                           
alongside Zacharias (Letters 136 and 143).  Philip and Zacharias were requested to forward a petition from Gaza to 

the praetorian prefect (Letters 84 and 85).  This makes it likely that Philip, like Zacharias, was a pleader at the court 

of the praetorian prefect. Philip and Zacharias were promoted to positions related to the imperial consistory (Letter 

45).  It is not clear what the exact positions were; Martindale argues that if they were notarii, they may have become 

secretaries of the consistory.  Since they were likely advocates, they probably became comites consistoriani and 

served as legal experts when the consistory held judicial meetings (see PLRE 1:506-7n85).  On the identity of Philip 

see PLRE 2:875-76.  According to Garzya-Loenertz the emperor in question could be emperor Zeno and Longinus, 

consul in the year 486 and 490 (see RDG, 465n300). 

 

75
 Procopius’ request in Letter 59 is:  basileῖ tῷ mega/lῳ ta\v u9pe\r tῆv po/lewv deh/seiv e0pidoqῆnai 

boulo/meqa dia\ toῦ par’ u9mῖn a0rxiere/wv ἢ toῦ basile/wv a0delfoῦ, ἵna to\ toῦ e0pidido/ntov a0ci/wma lo/gon 
tina\ para/sxῃ tῷ didome/nῳ, “We want that petitions on behalf of the city to be delivered to the Emperor by your 

bishop or the emperor's brother, so that the dignity of the deliverer will offer some esteem to what is being 

presented.”  The use of the first and second persons in the plural here is unclear.  Procopius may employ a “royal 

we” to denote himself or he may select the first and second person plural to indicate a group around Procopius or 

Procopius and those initiating the petition and Philip and his associates respectively. 

    
76

 ei0 toῖv goneῦsi to\ prosῆkon a0podido/nai palaioi/ te lo/goi kai\ o9 tῆv fu/sewv bou/letai no/mov, 
po/son ei0ko\v patri/di xa/rin e0kti/nein, e0c ἧv proῆlqe kai\ toῖv goneῦsin a0rxῄ;    
 

77
 e0pi\ tau/thn se nῦn o9 kairo\v kaleῖ, kai\ do/kei th\n e0negkoῦsan tau/thn di’ e0moῦ soi fwnh\n a0fie/nai ·   
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memory of the deed, by so much more since the need concerns the most serious issues.”
78

 

Procopius explains further that this favor is most easy for Philip to offer but a great thing for 

those who wish to receive it.
79

  As a mechanism of recipient design, Procopius alludes again to 

how this favor will create appreciation for Philip in Procopius and closes with the promise that 

Philip’s fulfillment of polis duty will foster goodwill: “For this way doing this will establish 

collective gratitude both with the petitioners and with the one who was petitioned.”
80

         

Duty to one’s hometown also meant returning to celebrate its annual festivals.  In Letter 

110 Procopius freely berates his Caesarean friend Diodorus for both his silence—a topos of Late 

Antique letters—and his neglect of his native city, Gaza.  Diodorus, an advocate, had been 

transplanted from Gaza to Caesarea where he became a wealthy person of influence (one of the 

oi9 me/ga duname/noi –“powerful men,” of Letter 8) and whose arrogance Procopius repeatedly 

censures (Letters 23, 29, 110).
81

  In Letter 110 Procopius wonders at Diodorus’ presumption: 

You are mocking at my silence, but I am not able to bear your pretension.  On account of 

it you perhaps think yourself to be someone grand, and I suppose you often seem of great 

account and inspire words in me, such as “when will a noble man come to me, he who is 

of pleasing appearance, he whose delights put the Sirens in the shadows, who disregards 

his patris so that he can save the city of Caesar?”
82

   

                                                           
78

 oὕtw ga\r kai\ to\ de/on ἔsῃ peplhrwkw\v kai\ mnh/mhn h9mῖn para/sxoiv toῦ pra/gmatov, ὅsῳ kai\ 
peri\ tῶn megi/stwn h9 xrei/a.  
  

79
 baru\ de\ prosdo/ka mhde/n, a0lla\ soi me\n r9ᾷston dido/nai, me/ga de\ toῖv laboῦsi tuxeῖn. 

 
80taῦta ga\r poiῶn koinh\n kataqh/sei xa/rin kai\ toῖv ai0th/sasi kai\ toῖv ai0thqeῖsin h9mῖn.  It is unclear 

exactly to whom the first person plural pronoun refers again, but the fact that Procopius positions it as the last word 

of the sentence for emphasis as well as the fact that he separates it from those making the request likely indicates he 

uses the “royal we.”      
 

81
 PLRE 2:359.   

 
82su\ me\n h9mῖn skw/pteiv th\n siwph/n, e0gw\ de/ sou th\n a0lazonei/an fe/rein ou0k ἔxw, di’ ἣn ἴswv oἴei 

tiv eἶnai semno/v, ἢn h9mἴn dia\ plei/stou fanῇkai\ pou lo/gon polla/kiv e0mba/lῃv h9mῖn “po/te pro\v h9mᾶv o9 
kalo/v, o9 th\n qe/av h9du/v, o9 ta\v Seirῆnav a0pokru/ptwn taῖv h9donaῖv, o9 th\n patri/da parorῶn ἵna sw/sῃ 
th\n Kai/sarov;”  
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Procopius chides Diodorus for not visiting his friends in his home town: in the blur of his 

lucrative success in Caesarea, Diodorus overlooks his home polis in favor of Caesarea.  

Employing erotic language, Procopius complains that such behavior amounts to a tantalizing 

type of torture which only intensifies Procopius’ longing for Diodorus.
83

  Procopius remarks that 

it is also troublesome that Diodorus deems his native city’s festivals of little importance.  

Repeatedly Diodorus has offered empty promises of coming back home. Procopius bids his 

friend to please return home to celebrate a native festival together.  Although Procopius may use 

the term for festival (panēgyris) metaphorically, it is likely that this letter is linked to Letter 77 to 

Diodorus in which Procopius laments that his friend did not appear to celebrate the feast of the 

martyrs at Gaza.
84

   

 Procopius repeatedly pesters his teacher colleague Hieronymus regarding his decision to 

leave his home city of Elusa to teach in Egypt at Hermopolis and Alexandria.
85

  The censure of 

Hieronymus, which occurs in several extant letters addressed to him, concentrates on a number 

of interconnected topics.  Procopius criticizes Hieronymus’ fascination with the luxury of Egypt 

(truphē) in Letters 2, 9, 57, 81, 91; his excessive devotion to the wealth he derives from teaching 

at Egypt in Letters 2, 81, 86, 91, and 124; his neglect of Elusa in Letters 2, 91, and 124, and the 

haughtiness that such material success and luxury have engendered in him in Letters 81, 91, 

                                                           
83toiaῦta logopoieῖn h9mᾶv h9gῇ tῇ mellh/sei katatei/nwn a0ei/, kai\ para\ sautῷ pa/ntwv 

gnwmologeῖv, w9v to\ spa/nion a0ei\ toῖv zhtoῦsin e0pitei/nei to\n po/qon, “You think you can make me think such 

things, always torturing me with what will happen, and you are always thinking that absence increases desire for 

those who are longing.” 

  
84

 See RDG, 481n528. 

 
85

See “Hieronymus 2,” in PLRE 2:560-61.  According to Procopius, Hieronymus went to Egypt to teach 

(Letter 2).  He returned to Elusa to marry (Letters 2,9).  A son called Alexander was born there (Letters 57, 91, 124).  

He went back to Egypt leaving his family behind (Letters 57, 91).  They later rejoined him at Hermopolis (Letter 

124).   
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124.
86  

The critique of Hieronymus’ neglect of his home is intertwined with these interwoven 

themes. 

I have suggested above in Chapter 3 that we read Letter 91 to Hieronymus as a text 

recited aloud before circles of literati, perhaps in Gaza.  This letter likely voiced normative 

prescriptions about duties to the polis reflecting the tastes and values of an audience of literati.  

What is significant is not whether Hieronymus abandoned his home city in the ways that 

Procopius claims but the criticism of abandoning the polis itself.  Gibes about Hieronymus’ 

neglect of Elusa probably stemmed to some extent from Procopius’ wish that his friend return to 

live in a location closer to Gaza than Alexandria or Hermopolis.  The fact that these claims likely 

constitute an epistolary topos does not obviate the likelihood that Procopius’ criticisms, probably 

accessed by a larger subset of literati either in a gathering of epistolary theater and/or other 

lateral dissemination of his letter, articulate normative attitudes about proper conduct with regard 

to the polis.      

Both Procopius and Aeneas also berate colleagues and students alike for choosing an 

agrarian lifestyle outside of the city.  For these epistolographers the city is the locus of erudition 

and scholarly activity, and the choice to leave the urban core of the polis is tantamount to 

abandonment of a life of intellectual pursuits and moral cultivation.  City versus countryside 

constitutes a literary dichotomy which for these men clearly amounts to major differences in 

lifestyle and mentality for an individual.  In Letter 75, Procopius carps that Nestorius, a former 

student likely from Elusa,
87

 has chosen the wealth of an agricultural life and renounced 

                                                           
86

 Letter 57 has not been clearly authenticated as addressed to Hieronymus.  Letter 57 is addressed to 

Stephanus in the manuscript tradition, but Garzya-Loenertz sustained that it was destined for Hieronymus on the 

basis of its similarities to Letter 2 addressed to Hieronymus.  See RDG, 464n287.   

 
87

 RDG, 466n326. 
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Procopius’ instruction.  Employing patris here to signify territory rather than a city, Procopius 

characterizes caustically Nestorius’ newfound agrarianism:  

Thereafter then [that is, after Nestorius’ change in fortune] your fatherland has become 

more longed for, the patris which formerly you stigmatized as the pit of the inhabited 

world, and you have altogether become a person of material [that is, someone devoted to 

agriculture], having bid adieu to philosophy.
88

   

From the teacher’s point of view Nestorius has nullified his education, which Procopius frames 

as civilizing: “For that thing tame and civilized, which scarcely I had created in you earlier, and 

my hopes for your advancement, you have made all go away.”
89

  Instead Nestorius has become 

mountain-haunting and he follows the law of the country.  This is what Nestorius now enjoys, 

“he who formerly philosophized at the side of poverty.”
90

  Nestorius’ life in the country does not 

inspire intellectual commitments.  Procopius complains “whence you are fond of living in the 

countryside of your patris and you do not examine how to be wiser but how you might see fields 

growing.”
91

  In Letter 150, Procopius, rankled by Nestorius’ silence, avers that if only he would 

write, then he would know that his teaching was still intact despite Nestorius’ rural abode: 

“Imitate the appearance of you in your letters, and you will persuade me that the pit of your 

countryside (chora) has in no way prevailed over my teaching.”
92

 

                                                                                                                                                                                           
   

 
88

  e0keῖqen ἄra soi poqeinote/ra ge/gonen h9 patri/v, ἣ pro/teron a0peka/leiv tῆv oi0koume/nhv to\ 
ba/raqron, ὅlov de\ tῆv ὕlhv ge/gonav, tῇ filosofi/ᾳ xai/rein ei0pw/n. 
   

89
 to\ de\ prᾶon e0keῖno kai\ ἥmeron, ὅ soi mo/liv e0nepoi/hsa to\ pro/teron, kai\ ta\v e0pi\ soi\ toῦ 

proko/yein e0lpi/dav froῦda pa/nta pepoi/hkav. 
 

90
 o9 para\ th\n peni/an pa/lai filosofῶn. 

 
91

 ὅqen e0mfiloxwreῖv tῇ patri/di kai\ skopeῖv ou0x ὅqen ἔsῃ sofw/terov, a0ll’ ὅqen ἂn ἴdoiv komῶnta 
ta\ lh/ia.  
  

92
 mimoῦ th\n qe/an toῖv gra/mmasi, kai\ pei/seiv w9v th\n e0mh\n didaskali/an to\ tῆv xw/rav ou0damῶv 

e0ni/khse ba/raqron.   
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 In Letter 2 addressed to Cassus, Aeneas of Gaza likewise locates the polis as the premiere 

site of pedagogy and learning, and urges his friend who has apparently moved to the country, 

perhaps to pursue agriculture, to return to the city and the pursuit of erudition.  Aeneas 

commences by likening his friend’s choice of residence to a Homeric antecedent:   

Laertes the old man no longer wished to be king and to rule over human beings, but to be 

a gardener and to take care of his trees.  And you seem to me to emulate this man. For 

you, having left behind the city and your things for a long time, have sat down in a field 

and you are talking to your plants.
93

   

Switching immediately from a Homeric to a Platonic analogy, Aeneas next adduces Plato’s 

Phaedrus 230d and bids Cassus to be persuaded not by the example of Laertes but by Socrates:  

“And it is necessary to remember not Laertes but Socrates and the teachings of Socrates, in 

which he says elegantly and soberly that ‘the country and the trees do not wish to teach but that it 

is men in the city (who teach).’”
94

  Cassus may well be either an educator or a former student 

who now pursues agriculture.  Aeneas closes with a last exhortation that Cassus “overlook the 

fields in which farmers reap a harvest poor in wisdom, but be mindful of the customary haunts in 

which it is possible to learn something wise and to teach it also, and, the greatest thing, to delight 

your friends.”
95

  Deploying the cultural resources of Plato’s Socrates and Homeric poetry, 

Aeneas authorizes his advice to a friend regarding the city as the locus of learning via Classical 

texts.   

                                                           
93Lae/rthv o9 ge/rwn ou0ke/t’ ἤqelen eἶnai basileu\v ou0d’ a0nqrw/pwn ἄrxein, a0lla\ khpouro/v te eἶnai 

kai\ tῶn de/ndrwn e0pime/lesqai.  su\ de/ moi dokeῖv e0zhlwke/nai to\n ἄnqrwpon · ou0 ga\r ἂn th\n po/lin kai\ tou\v 
sautoῦ a0polipw\n xro/non oὕtw makro\n e0n a0grῷ proskaqh/menov toῖv futoῖv diῆgev lalῶn.  
  

94
 ἔdei de\ ou0 toῦ Lae/rtou memnῆsqai a0lla\ Swkra/touv kai\ tῶn Swkra/touv dogma/twn, e0n oἷv 

e0keῖnov xarie/ntwv kai\ semnῶv le/gwn filosofeῖ ὅti “ta\ xwri/a kai\ ta\ de/ndra ou0de\n e0qe/lei dida/skein, oi9 d’ 
e0n tῷ ἄstei ἄnqrwpoi.”  Plato Phaedrus 230 d; Positano, 40.    
 

95
 makro\n tῶn a0grῶn u9peridw/n, e0n oἷv ἄporon sofi/av ka/rpon tou\v gewrgoῦntav dre/pesqai, 

a0namnh/sqhti tῶn sunh/qwn e0kei/nwn diatribῶn, e0n aἷv ἔnesti sofo/n ti maqeῖn kai\ dida/cai kai/, to\ dh\ 
me/giston, eu0frai/nein tou\v fi/louv.  Italicized words indicate Pindar fr. 209 which Aeneas likely knew through 

Plato Republic 5.457b.  Cf. Positano, 74.   
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Letter language also attests to the city as the site of the interconnectivity of lettered men.  

The city was the space of the intervisibility of literati; it was where they socialized elbow-to-

elbow in monumentalized structures of education, and it was the locus of epistolary theater and 

other types of literary sociability.  The city was the physical backdrop where the reputation of 

orators, teachers, and students spread through social acquaintances.  In Letter 15 to Stephanus 

the priest, in which he claims that an associate of the two men named Eustratius persuaded him 

to write, Aeneas mentions the spread of fame through word of mouth among interrelated 

associates in the city.  “May many good things happen,” he writes, “to fair Eustratius because he 

ran through many cities and filled all of them quite full with your name.”
96

  As Procopius writes 

in Letter 144 to his former student Orion, the student was the visible representative of his teacher 

in his travels through the Greco-Roman “archipelago of cities.”  Procopius comments how 

“experience is the test whether those men who are absent are good friends.  . . and if children are 

images of their fathers, reasonably then does rumor elevate me, a good son making a small father 

to seem greater and everywhere, as you say, conveying him among the cities.”
97

  In his various 

travels, the student ferries the visible product of his teacher’s skill in the theater of the cityscape.    

 Rhetor and city could not be separated in Late Antiquity:  they were intertwined and 

interdependent entities.  The rhetorician was the visible voice of the Late Antique polis who 

continued to embody in oral and aural form its cultural energy.  Procopius powerfully expresses 

his role as spokesman for the polis in his Oration to Anastasius:  

                                                           
96 ἀlla\ polla\ ka0gaqa\ ge/noito Eu0strati/ῳ tῷ ὅti polla\v po/leiv diadramw\n toῦ soῦ o0no/matov 

pa/sav e0ne/plhsen ·  
 

97tou\v a0gaqou\v tῶn fi/lwn a0po/ntav mᾶllon e0le/gxein oἶden h9 peῖra . . . ei0 de\  kai\ pate/rwn ei0ko/nev 
oi9 paῖdev, ei0ko/twv ἄra me kai\ fh/mh komi/zei meta/rsion dia\ paido\v a0gaqoῦ smikro\n pate/ra mei/zw poioῦsa 
dokeῖn kai\ pantaxoῦ, kaqa/per ἔfhv, taῖv po/lesi parape/mpousa. 
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The whole city moves to make just compensation for the goods it has received, and 

considering there is not sufficient time for every single man to speak, by a common vote 

they are satisfied by the voice of the rhetor.
98

   

Similarly, Procopius succinctly expresses the rhetor’s perspective about the mutuality of city and 

rhetor when he declares in Letter 38 that “rhetoric is the foundation of the city.”
99

    

 

Isidore: the Desert Flight 

 Isidore represents a third paradigm for thinking about patterns of Late Antique communal 

engagement and affiliation with physical places:  the trend of pursuing asceticism through flight 

from the polis.  As an instantiation of a larger social process, Isidore’s desert flight represents a 

rethinking of the traditional conception of engagement and loyalty to the urban organism of the 

city-state that befitted a man of Isidore’s social location.  From this perspective Isidore’s letters 

serve as witness of a major trend which defines Late Antiquity:  a newfound indeterminacy of 

community that co-existed alongside more typical affiliations with physical places.  Isidore, like 

Aeneas and Procopius was a visible voice of the polis, elected by city councilmen to the post of 

city sophist.  As city rhetor, Isidore had achieved a significant and verifiable index of success 

according to city elites.  Unlike the two Gazan sophists, however, Isidore chose to remove 

himself from his home city and its social climate and live as a monk in the rural outskirts of 

Pelusium.  From this vantage, flight from the city was a strategy for circumventing the 

competitive hurly-burly of the distinguished men in the city who rankled Augustine in Contra 

                                                           
98

 Panegyric to Anastasius, Matino. ed., lines 17-19.  ὅlh de\ po/liv a0nq’ ὧn eὖ pa/sxei pro\v a0moibh\n 
kineῖtai dikai/an, kai\ kaq’ ἕkaston ἄndra le/gein ou0x i0kano\n h9goume/nh to\n xro/non, koinῇ pa/ntev yh/fῳ tῇ 
toῦ r9h/torov a0rkoῦntai fwnῇ ·    
 

99
 ῥhtorikh/n, e0f’ ἧv e9sth/kasin ai9 po/leiv. 
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Academicos, those grasping councilman vying for verifiable gauges of status, including signs of 

consumptive display. 

Letters had an important role to play in interlinking various monasteries, clergymen, and 

monks.  Among associated monasteries letters were vehicles for organizing administrative 

matters of leadership and conduct, but they were also mechanisms of sociability and personal 

relationships among ascetics.  Epistolary conversations provided access to shared spiritual and 

psychological struggles among monks and laity alike; indeed, epistolary webs hypothetically 

interlinked monks of associated monasteries just like city literati.  Despite Isidore’s claim of a 

discrete departure from the city—emblemized by his depiction of the departure with the verb 

pheugein (to flee)—the letters also underscore the inter-permeability and interdependency of 

anti-polis and polis.  Isidore’s epistolary testimony shows that monasticism emerges as a 

counter-cultural movement rethinking place, a step back from it, a process of reformulating and 

re-conceptualizing place, but not a clean departure from the social drama of the city.  The desert 

flight was a created immersion in an anti-polis drama.   

Not unlike the Sayings of the Desert Fathers,
100

 the collection of wisdom drawn from 

monks, hermits, and ascetics situated in the northwestern Nile delta (beginning in the third c. 

A.D.), Isidore’s letters were fonts of the oracular wisdom of the Egyptian desert monk.  His 

missives preserve his own apophthegmata and advice addressed to other monks and clergy as 

well as intellectuals in the city—scholastikoi and sophists—and high-ranking councilmen and 

civil authorities.  Like the corpora of John, Barsanuphius, and Nilus of Ancyra, Isidore’s letters 

                                                           
100

 See Wilhem Bousset et al. eds., Apophthegmata:  Studien zur Geschichte des ältesten Mönchtums 

(Tübingen:  Mohr, 1923).  For a recent translation, see John Wortley, ed., The Book of the Elders:  Sayings of the 

Desert Fathers (Trappist, KY: Cistercian Publications, 2012); see also Thomas Merton, ed., The Wisdom of the 

Desert:  The Sayings from the Desert Fathers of the Fourth Century (New York: New Directions, 1961).    
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written from ascetic retreat illuminate the role of letters as vehicles of continued involvement in 

polis affairs and the impossibility of a complete social separation from the city for letter-addicts 

like Isidore.
101

     

The exact location of Isidore’s monastic “flight” remains unclear.  Pierre Évieux has 

recently suggested that Isidore’s retreat was situated near Pelusium in the province 

Augustamnica I.
102

  Évieux proposed that the monastery was located not far from Aphnaion to 

the southeast of Pelusium.  This argument is based upon the noteworthy absence of letters 

addressed to Hierax the bishop of Aphnaion.  Évieux hypothesizes that Isidore was located so 

close to this town that correspondence was made nearly unnecessary.
103

   

Following the hagiographical testimony, Évieux contends that the extant letters were 

written during Isidore’s desert sojourn in the last phase of his life.
104

  Three texts transmitting 

various traditions about Isidore’s biography comment on the context of letter production, and 

these sources all maintain that his letters were written from the desert retreat.  These are the the 

hagiographical compilations the Synaxarium of Constantinople (10
th 

c.), the Menologia of Basil 

II (11
th

 c.), and, a text from the Koutloumous monastery, the Koutloumous 23 (12
th

 c.).
105

  This is 

thus a rather late tradition that is not confirmed in Isidore’s letters.  Based on this consideration, I 

argue that interpretive caution should prevent the undue and overdrawn view that the letters were 

                                                           
101

See Hevelone-Harper concerning the epistolography of Barsanuphius and John.   

 
102

 Évieux, Isidore, 68, 314.   

 
103

Ibid.    

 
104

 Ibid., 315; see 295-305 for a discussion of the external testimony concerning Isidore.   
 

105
This text and three other manuscripts from the sixteenth century were edited by Morton Smith; see M. 

Smith “An unpublished life of St. Isidore of Pelusium,” in Gerasimos Iōannou Konidarēs, ed. Eucharisterion:  

Essays in honor of Professor H.S. Alevisatos (Athens:  Apostolikē Diakonia, 1958), 428-38. See Évieux, Isidore, 

297-98, for a synoptic chart of the details of the external testimony for the life of Isidore.    
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all written in a monastic context.  Details of several letters are highly suggestive of a monastic 

context of authorship.  On the other hand, such internal clues are generally unavailable in the 

often pithy gnomic excerpts that constitute many of Isidore’s surviving letters.  In what follows, I 

will explore first those letters whose language most likely signifies the monastery as site of 

production.  Following such discussion, I will examine other letters that Isidore may have written 

at a monastery but which contain comparatively fewer internal markers to confirm the monastic 

context as the context of letter composition, and I will offer hypothetical interpretations of these 

texts as if they were in fact written by Isidore or his interlocutor in the monastery.  I will 

interrogate these selected letters from the point of view that letters were rhetorical vehicles that 

enabled communicants to examine their communal and spatial identities while also serving as 

surrogate vessels of sociability among associated monks and laypersons.  In this way, these texts 

highlight the osmotic boundaries between city and desert communities.      

Letters offered Isidore a discursive theater for exploring and representing his own 

decision to leave the city of Pelusium and live as an ascetic in the desert.  Letter 497 to the priest 

Theognostus preserves Isidore’s defense of his monastic lifestyle as the pursuit of the true 

wisdom, superior to that of his former abandoned life of the rhetorician and his Classical texts.  

Isidore opens by stating his identification with those who pursue the highest and most inclusive 

type of wisdom, “the one that encompasses all fair things in itself (so that the Lord of all rejoices 

hearing it more than hearing anything else, although it is called by many names).”
106

  This 

wisdom is under attack by a certain group whom Isidore judges to be “the all-daring ones,” 

(pantotolmoi) who consider genuine wisdom “to be a trifle and trod upon” (faῦlon kai\ 

                                                           
106

 oi9 th\n sofi/an th\n pa/nta ta\ kala\ e0n e9autῇ perie/xousan (w9v kai\ to\n pa/ntwn Despo/thn toῦto 
mᾶllon ἤ ti ἕteron xai/rein a0kou/nta, e0peidh\ polloῖv o0no/masi kaleῖtai). 
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pepathme/non prᾶgma h9gou/menoi).  Isidore then specifies that it is the boon of asceticism—

here referred to as labors (ponoi)—that offers the highest sort of intellectual and moral 

transformation: divine wisdom (theia sophia).  These critics are eager for wisdom (ἔxein me\n 

e0piqumoῦntev) but “do not consider it worthy to undergo the labors (ponoi, asceticism) upon 

which the divine wisdom comes.”
107

  Isidore claims that such critics are jealous because they are 

too lazy to pursue monasticism:  “on account of laziness that they might not appear to be left 

behind; jealous of the wise they ridicule the name of wisdom.”
108

  

Referring to a group of competitors, such as rhetors, Isidore claims resolutely that those 

are not wise who “emulate the sublimity of Plato, the gravity of Thucydides, and the eloquence 

of Demosthenes.”
109

  Also maintaining that wisdom resides with the explication of Scripture, 

Isidore contends that those who are truly wise are “those who can give an account of the divine 

teachings.”
110

  Applying language with resonances from texts such as Luke, Revelation, and 

Paul’s letters, Isidore authorizes these men as “those who hear (oi9 a0kou/ntev)” who “blame not 

the inexperience of the speaker but the unsoundness of the teaching.”
111

  The people with whom 

Isidore aligns himself scrutinize not a speaker’s inability—perhaps whether he was a trained and 

experienced orator—but the content of his message.    
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 tou\v de\ po/nouv u9pomeῖnai mh\ a0cioῦntev, oἷv h9 qei/a sofi/a e0pifoitᾷ. 
 

108
 tῷ mh\ dia\ r9ᾳqumi/an dokeῖn au0tou\v a0poleleῖfqai, fqonoῦntev toῖv sofoῖv diasu/rousi to\ e0kei/nhv 

ὄnoma. 
 

109
 sofou\v de/ fhmi ou0 tou\v to\ Pla/twnov ὕyov, kai\ th\n Qoukudi/dou semno/thta, kai\ th\n 

Dhmosqe/nouv deino/thta zhloῦntav.   
 

110
 tou\v lo/gon a0podoῦnai duname/nouv u9pe\r tῶn qei/wn dogma/twn. 

 
111

 ou0 th\n toῦ le/gontov a0peiri/an, a0lla\ th\n toῦ do/gmatov ai0tiῶntai saqro/thta.   
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Arguably betraying some measure of cognitive dissonance, this letter may be read as 

providing a sounding-board against which Isidore defends his decision to forsake the wisdom of 

his former life as a rhetorician and dedicate himself not only to the teachings of Christianity and 

the Holy Scriptures but to the “labors” of the monastic life.  Isidore now views as competitors 

those who pursue the texts and learning of his former profession.  Perhaps registering a tinge of 

ambiguity about his own choices, and perhaps an enduring perception of the authority of the 

sophist’s learning—or at least the perception that it is evaluated as such by others—Isidore 

argues that ascetic discipline is associated with the highest kind of wisdom, surpassing the 

erudition of the polis spokesmen.   Isidore reflects here on his life choices; from his perspective, 

those who do not admire his choice are characterized by laziness, and that is the reason why they 

treasure Plato, Thucydides, and Demosthenes.  These critics are simply not ready to embrace the 

wisdom that comes with undergoing ponoi.  Isidore’s asceticism is an intellectual achievement 

that circumvents the typical competitive search for wealth and power of city elites—

emblematized by the agon of the sophists—which he had earlier pursued.  His complaints 

concerning the group from which he is now an apostate register his own dissonance and 

ambivalence.       

          Isidore’s monastic vocabulary also communicates his perception of his monastic retreat as 

a complete and utter rupture with the city, placing high boundaries between the city and the 

monastery. In the letters Isidore frames his decision to leave the city and live as a monk in the 

desert in terms of the verb “to flee” (pheugein).  The language of “flight” suggests the presence 

in the city of threats and dangers to be escaped, casts city life as incompatible or even impossible 

with the ascetic life, and hints at the monk’s fixation with and perhaps attraction for elements of 

the city which he sought to escape.  The desert as an anti-polis represents the context bereft of 
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interfering attractions or attentions, a zone conceived as devoid of the sumptuary pleasures of the 

city and the pursuit of wealth and power among the elite circles to which Isidore ostensibly 

belonged. At a minimum, “flight” suggests ambivalence concerning both what is fled and the 

desert retreat itself, while implying a view that departure and distance between these sites are 

vacuum-sealed.   

          Isidore uses this vocabulary of flight in his epistolary commerce with friends who sought 

spiritual guidance and advice about how to pursue the monastic lifestyle.  In Letter 266 to 

Cratinus, Isidore paraphrases his interlocutor’s requests through the guise of the story in Luke 

10:25:
112

  “The question you brought before me someone else asked the Lord: for what do I need 

to do to inherit eternal life?”
113

  Possibly inquiring about what monastic rule he should follow, 

Cratinus also asked Isidore “by what means (ti/ni) will I accomplish the monastic life?”  Isidore 

replies confidently, hinting at Cratinus’ future voyage heavenward under Isidore’s tutelage: “I 

will lead you by the hand to the height of the ascent.”
114

  Isidore then pithily mandates the path to 

the true monastic life, which here has nothing to do with any specific rule: “Deny yourself and 

take up the cross
115

 and flee as I have done.”
116

  Flight from the city and its temptations is 

imperative to the ascetic life; Isidore does not conceptualize asceticism as an urban phenomenon 

but as juxtaposed to city life.   
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PG 78:342n92.    
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 ἥn au0to/v moi peῦsin prosh/gagev, ἄllov tiv tῷ Kuri/ῳ • o9 me\n ei0rhkw\v, Ti/ poih/sav, zwh\n 
ai0w/nion klhronomh/sw ;  
 

114
 pro\v ὕyov xeiragwgῶ a0naba/sewv. 

 
115

Paraphrase of Matthew 16:24, Mark 8:34, and Luke 9:23.    

 
116

 ἄrnhsai sauto\n, kai\ ἆron to\n stauro\n, kai\ feῦge w9v e0gw/. 
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          In Letter 191 to an otherwise unidentified Calliopius, Isidore claims, “we fled the cities 

because they were filled with tumult, and we found tumult in the most distant places (the 

desert).”
117

  Alluding to the imposition of rule on the monastery by city officials, Isidore 

describes the source of such upheaval at the monastery. “For those who rule the cities,” he wrote, 

“those who should make the cities quiet, they made a city in the desert, turning those who lived 

there into exiles.”
118

  Isidore likely points to the nature of this “tumult” in both city and desert as 

related to violence and injustice: “the fact when one is too weak to get justice adds to the 

suffering of the blow—this also I am not unaware of.”
119

  Isidore beseeches Calliopius to stop 

city officials from imposing discipline on monastic life, asserting that “you having the means and 

sufficing for our defense, do bring an end to the injustice, stop the government, and give solitude 

to us and bring to an end the tears of the desert.”
120

   

This letter registers a complaint about the role of magistrates attempting to discipline the 

monks and Isidore’s refusal to incorporate the monks within the city structure.
121

  Isidore does 

not envision the desert as a city.  This testimony also highlights the role of epistolography in 

interlinking monks with local and/or imperial officials and operating as a mechanism for monks 

to make requests for aid.  Isidore appeals to Calliopius to check the violence and injustice in the 
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 ἡmeῖv ta\v po/leiv w9v qorubw/deiv pefeu/gamen, kai\ qoru/bouv e0pi\ tῆv e0sxatiᾶv eu9rh/kamen.  
  

 
118

 oi9 ga\r h9memo/nev tῆv politei/av, oi9 ta\v po/leiv h0remeῖn paraskeua/zein o0fei/lontev, nῦn ta\v 
e0rhmi/av poli/zousi, tou\v oi0koῦntev au0ta\v tre/pontev ei0v fuga/dav. 
 

119
ὅti de\ to\ pro\v e0kdi/khsin a0sqene\v prosqh/kh e0sti\ tῆv plhgῆv, kai\ toῦto ou0k a0gnoῶ.  

 
120au0to\v oὖn w9v ἔxwn to\ du/nasqai, kai\ a0rkῶn pro\v th\n ἄmunan, kai\ paῦson th\n a0diki/an, kai\ 

stῆson th\n politei/an, kai\ do\v h9mῖn h0remi/an, stei/lav tou\v qrh/nouv tῆv e0rhmi/av.   
  

121
This was a constant struggle.  See, e.g., Gilbert Dagron, “Les moines et la ville: le monachisme à 

Constantinople jusqu’au concile de Chalcédoine,” Travaux et mémoire 4 (1970):  229-56.  Chronicling the demise of 

Bishop Nestorius, Dagron explores the natural hostility between the monastic community, episcopal authorities, and 

municipal authorities at Constantinople.   
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city itself but also to check the efforts of the hegemones to impose order on the monks in the 

countryside.  It is unclear whether these leaders are city magistrates, imperial officials, or some 

other group of powerful men in the city.  What is clear is that these men were responsible for 

enforcing security in the city, and that activity apparently brought the freedom of monasteries 

into check.  The nature of Isidore’s request suggests that Calliopius could be a governor or 

provincial official.   

           Isidore’s antipathy to city intervention in the monastery accords well with his 

representation of the monastery as a restoration of the communal life or politeia of Eden.  In 

Letter 282 to Serenus, Isidore opens by recalling the story of the Fall in Genesis 3:29:
122

  “the 

Creator and Lord had offered us a place of easy living—Eden—but we were driven from it 

because we were easily deceived and because of the baseness of the snake, and and we were 

ejected onto toilsome soil and a tortured foreign sojourn.”
123

  The return to Eden, however, has 

been accomplished by ascetics: “those among us who once again grew feathers and approached 

the height of the heavenly communal life (politeia), and the good Christ proclaimed for us to 

gather at that place (that is, Eden).”
124

  Repeating the language of “the height” (to\ ὕyov) to 

register the achievement of monastic life used in Letter 266, Isidore claims that the monastery 

replicates the life of Eden.  Explicating a quotation from Matthew 24:28 that Serenus adduced in 
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 PG 78:348n94.   
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 ἐpeidh\ xῶron h9mῖn eu0zwΐav th\n e0n Ἐde\m kakoiki/an o9 Dhmiourgo\v kai\ Despo/thv pare/sxeto • di’ 
eu0koli/an de\ gnw/mhv kai\ ponhri/an toῦ pla/nou tau/thv e0cw/sqhmen, kai\ ei0v gῆn e0pi/moxqon kai\ qlibera\n 
paroiki/an e0ῥῥi/fhnen.   
 

124
 tou\v e0c h9mῶn pa/lin pterofuh/santav, kai\ th\n xamai/zhlon zwh\n katalei/yantav, kai\ pro\v to\ 

ὕyov tῆv ou0rani/ou politei/av e0ggi/santav, ei0v e0keῖnon to\n xῶron suna/gein o9 a0gaqov Xristo\v 
e0phggei/lato.  The repetition here of the term xῶrov which earlier refers to Eden in the opening reference to the 

Fall suggests that Eden is what is meant.   
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his previous letter, “where the corpse is, there the vultures have gathered,”
125

 Isidore contrasts 

the defeat of the Fall due to immoderation with the victory of the monk’s life of self-control, 

specifically with regard to food consumption:  “where they say the defeat occurred through the 

intemperate taste [of the apple], there [that is, in the heavenly politeia] also is the victory 

accomplished through fasting and self-mastery.”
126

   

          Letters testify to the commerce of people, monks, intellectual materials, and even garments 

between the city and interlinked monastic communes in the environs of Pelusium.  If the letters 

were written when Isidore lived as a monk in retreat, several of them indicate that Isidore 

received numerous visitors at his monastery.
127

  He likely also left the monastery and traveled to 

meet other monks and friends.
128

  Certain letters contain clear language indicating that the site of 

visits and visitors, as well as the context of letter production, is the monastery.  In Letter 213 to 

Sosandrus, a man who has ended his marriage to pursue asceticism, Isidore bids his friend to 

save his soul at his “mountain” or monastery:  “But make haste to save your soul toward our 

mountain.”
129

  In Letter 1503 addressed to the monk Strategius, Isidore announces his upcoming 

visit to see his friend and their colleague Theophilus, whom Isidore says he will embrace upon 

arrival (periptu/ssomai).  Isidore specifies that he will shortly travel to Strategius’ monastery:  
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 <ὅpou to\ ptῶma, e0keῖ sunaxqh/sontai oi9 a0etoi/.>  Cf. PG 78:350n94.    
 

126
 ὅpou, fhsi\, to ἥtthma dia\ th\n ἄkraton geῦsin e0ge/neto, e0keῖ kai\ h9 ni/kh dia\ nhstei/av kai\ 

e0gkratei/av . . . katw/rqwtai.  
  
127

 Évieux contends that the following letters mention visitors to Isidore in retreat: 1048, 1356 (PG 

78:5.114), 1564 (PG 78:5.258), 1573 (PG 78:5.262), 1682 (PG 78:5.344), 1690 (PG 78:5.349), 1744 (PG 78:5.381), 

1969 (PG 78:5.551), 1973 (PG 78:5.552), 1974 (PG 78:5.553).  Cf. Évieux, Isidore, 314n62.   

 
128

Letters containing details suggestive of Isidore’s own sojourns include 58, 1443 (PG 4.19), 1503 (PG 

5.216), 1900 (PG 5.494), 1903 (PG 5.497). See Évieux, Isidore, 314n63.  
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 ἀlla\ sw/zwn sῶze th\n seautoῦ yuxh\n pro\v to\ h9me/teron ὅrov.   
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“Get ready to see me soon, let it be said with God, in your monastery.”
130

  Letters likely 

interlinked monks in associated monasteries in the environs of Pelusium into an enmeshed social 

world and testify to friendly exchange and face-to-face interchange among monks in neighboring 

retreats.   

          Letters charting the movement of monks to and from associated monasteries provided 

opportunities for mutual friends to comment on one another’s spiritual development and social 

habits.  In Letter 494 to the monk Elias, Isidore comments how his friend’s conduct bears the 

clear imprint of intimacy with a monk named Theodosius:  “Even if time prepared for you a brief 

social intercourse with that holy Theodosius, still the monastic discipline (ponoi) of the company 

prepared a fair and noble profit.”
131

  In fact, so swiftly were Theodosius’ manners (tropoi) and 

his knowledge of Scripture transformed for the better that he became “a more precise imitator of 

Theodosius than the painter of portraits.”
132

  Such learning by monastic mimesis so bound the 

two men in companionate intimacy that Theodosius would neither have anyone else nor consider 

anyone else as a companion, according to Isidore.  Referring to the purveyance of monastic 

discipline by individual monks in their habitations, Isidore marvels “that even if you did not 

declare whose cell you frequented, then it would still be clear by your conduct.”
133

  

           Porous boundaries between city and desert meant that social dependents of friends might 

beseech the monks’ spiritual succor.  Such interaction could result in the monk’s mediation in 
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 ἤdh me, su\n Qeῷ de\ ei0rh/sqw, prosdo/khson e0n tῷ monasthri/ῳ •  
 

131
 ei0 kai\ th\n sunousi/an soi th\n pro\v to\n ἅgion Qeodo/sion mikra\n o9 xro/nov, a0lla/ ge th\n a0p’ 

au0tῆv ὅnhsin oi9 po/noi kalh\n kai\ gennai/an kateskeu/asan.   
 

132
 kai\ mimhth\v a0kribe/sterov tῶn zwgra/fwn kate/sthv. 

 
133

 se/ te, kἂn mh\ fra/zoiv par’ ᾧ e0foi/thsav, dῆlon eἶnai toῖv drwme/noiv. 
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domestic affairs in the form of spiritual advice.  Letter 142 to Eiron scholasticus reputedly 

records the visit of the addressee’s slave to Isidore’s monastery and the slave’s subsequent 

request for forgiveness for an unspecified sin.  This young man met with a guard stationed at the 

gate of the monastery and requested to meet with Isidore.  Isidore relates his eager and kind 

reception of all visitors:  “Since my custom was ready to permit everyone to approach, and to 

offer the right hand of conversation and rest, he (the visitor) was called in.”
134

  The domestic cast 

himself onto the ground crying, and Isidore reports his promise of help to the man in whatever 

way he could offer.  The visitor responded that he was Eiron’s slave and that “he had fallen into 

a false step from ignorance such as he considered to be beyond forgiveness.”
135

  Isidore marvels 

at this man’s identity and articulates his view that a Christian should not have a slave:  “at first it 

amazed me; for I did not think that the Christ-loving Eiron had a slave, since he knew the grace 

that has set all free.”
136

  Isidore shares his grief that the slave considers his transgression 

unforgiveable.  Likely offering a recommendation that Eiron forgive his servant, Isidore explains 

at length how Christ commanded, taught, and practiced the precept that all human beings must 

forgive one another’s infractions.    

Isidore is irritated at a priest named Zeno in Letter 216 who regards Isidore’s gift of a 

hair shirt to be a relic.  Isidore thanks his friend for the gift of a garment (himation) and reports 

that he has sent Zeno the chiton or tunic that Zeno had requested, citing with approval how this 

exchange—presumably Isidore gave Zeno one of the two tunics in his possession—upheld the 
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 ὡv de\ e9toi/mh h9 h9mete/ra sunh/qeia pa/ntav oἴkoi prosi/esqai, kai\ deciᾶv metadido/nai o9mili/av kai\ 
a0napau/sewv, ei0seklh/qh.   
 

135
 ptai/smati de\ e0c a0gnoi/av e0mpeptwke/nai krei/ttoni, w9v e0no/mise, metagnw/sewv • 

 
136

 kai\ to\ me\n prw/tῳ [to\n] e0ce/plhcen • ou0 ga\r oἶmai oi0ke/thn ἔxein to\n filo/xriston Eἴrwna, ei0do/ta 
th\n xa/rin th\n pa/ntav e0leuqerw/sasan. 
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injunction of John the Baptist that a man not possess two chitones.
137

  Isidore indicates that the 

tunic sent to his friend was in fact a hair shirt (o9 trixi/nov), which likely confirms that the letter 

was written during Isidore’s ascetic retreat.  Isidore, however, is concerned that Zeno reveres 

Isidore’s ascetic garment as a relic:  “If you were to preserve this (hair shirt) as the things of 

some saints, you will push me into despair, having proof of my awareness (of what you said).”
138

  

What seemed like a reciprocal exchange of gifts between friends from Isidore’s perspective—

commerce in cloth—has evolved—unwillingly on Isidore’s side—into commerce in cloth that 

has made contact with a holy man.  Zeno trades clothes to access the intercessory power of the 

contact relic.
139

  Viewing this as an exchange of gifts, Isidore may have simply sought from Zeno 

a mantle or outer garment to keep him warm at the monastery.  Isidore relates that, since he has 

now disclosed in this letter his awareness of Zeno’s intent, he is embarrassed, because if Isidore 

allows Zeno to keep the relic then Isidore himself would be shown to be proud.  Referring to a 

reciprocal exchange of garments between these men, Isidore closes by chiding Zeno that if he 

sends another shirt, Isidore will not send him one of his.
140

  Zeno has broken with the protocol of 

traditional gift exchange.   

          In inter-monastery letter exchange, gifts of produce from monastic gardens may have 

accompanied missives.  In Letter 58 to Patrimus the monk, Isidore remarks, “you greet me with 
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 “I received the cloak and I have sent the chiton (the undergarment), and I send you much thanks since 

you asked for me one of these garments, because we fulfilled the law of the Baptist, not having two chitones,” 

ἐdeca/meqa to\ i9ma/tion, kai\ xitῶna pepo/mfamen, kai\ soi pa/nu eu0xaristh/samen, to\ ἒn h9mῶn a0paith/santi 
ske/pasma, ὅti to\n no/mon toῦ Baptistoῦ e0plhrw/samen, du/o xitῶnav ou0k ἔxontev. 

   
138

 ei0 de\ kai\ toῦton me/lloiv, w9v ta\ tinwn a9gi/wn, threῖn, e0me\ me\n ei0v a0po/gnwsin w0qh/seiv, ἔlegxon 
e0mautoῦ th\n sunei/dhsin ἔxonta.   
 

139
 On contact relics, see Gary Vikan, Sacred Images and Sacred Power in Byzantium (Aldershot, 

Hampshire, U.K.:  Ashgate, 2003).   

 
140

 pa/lin de/ pe/myav, pa/lin ai0th/seiv · h9meῖv de\ ou0 dw/somen. 
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vegetables, demonstrating wisely the simplicity of your diet, brimming with the fonts of the 

Lord, showing from your works themselves that you are a cultivator of a garden.”
141

  Similar is 

Letter 266 which contrasts the immoderate behavior of tasting the apple with the moderation of 

the ascetic’s Eden, in which Isidore reveals his fixation with the sin of gluttony while 

demonstrating his approbation for the “simplicity” of Patrimus’ food rations.  The term Isidore 

uses to signify dietary self-control is aperiergon, which literally denotes that Patrimus’ diet is not 

superfluous or elaborate.  Paradoxically, this controlled selection of produce overflows with the 

streams pouring out from God.  Employing a double-entendre, Isidore refers to the garden at 

Patrimus’ monastery as paradeisos—which has the double meaning of a park or garden and 

specifically, the Garden of Eden.  As in Letter 266, Isidore conceives of the monastery—or parts 

of its property—in terms of Eden.   

          Suggesting the inter-permeability of city and monastery, Letter 162 to Hierax lamprotatos 

ostensibly records the admiration for asceticism of a senator who may have visited Isidore’s 

monastery or who at least maintained an epistolary relationship with Isidore after his “flight” 

from the city.  The monk speaks freely to this powerful man, advising him that “the food and 

drink and sleeping quarters of John [the Baptist] do not suffice toward the goal of asceticism, for 

those who are seeking them, my excellent sir, but there is need also for the intention of John 

toward its fulfillment.”
142

  Adducing John the Baptist once again as a biblical model of 

asceticism, Isidore underscores that the correct disposition is requisite for the true attainment of 

asceticism.  Referring to Hierax’s previous praises for the simplicity of Isidore and his monastic 
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 laxa/noiv h9mᾶv decioῦsai, sofῶv to\ a0peri/ergon e0pideiknu\v tῆv diai/thv, kai\ ta\v toῦ Kuri/ou 
phga\v a0pobru/wn, kai\ ὅpwv eἶ toῦ paradei/sou gewrgo\v e0c au0tῶn tῶn dw/rwn deiknu/v.   
 

142
 ou0k a0rkeῖ h9 brῶsiv kai\ po/siv kai\ strwmnh\ Ἰwa/nnou pro\v pe/rav a0skh/sewv, toῖv taῦta 

zhtoῦsin, ὦ ἄriste, a0lla\ xrei/a kai\ tῆv gnw/mhv Ἰwa/nnou pro\v th\n telei/wsin.   
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brethren, Isidore recommends, perhaps somewhat ironically to a man whose very title—

lamprotatos—was a patently vainglorious superlative, that Hierax also control his intention by 

eschewing boastfulness:  “If nevertheless you praise the simplicity of us, achieve the same level 

of moderation as I do, which avoids all boasting.”
143

  

        Other letters are less forthcoming in providing details anchoring the letter within the 

monastic context of authorship and/or reception.  I would like to propose in this section, 

however, the interrogation of several letters from the perspective that the writing context was 

Isidore’s final monastic retreat.  These letters also suggest the interpermeability of city and 

interconnected monasteries and testify to the role of missives in initiating and maintaining social 

engagement between and among monks and laity.    

          Letter 224 suggests the role of letters among monks in purveying spiritual intercession in 

times of need.  In this letter, addressed to the monk Kytianus, Isidore relates his own physical 

sickness, which he likens to traveling a stormy sea.  To ensure his recovery, Isidore requests his 

friend to act as a spiritual ambassador to God on Isidore’s behalf:  “Since again the Lord bade 

that I should remain within the waves [ i.e., to remain sick], help toward my journey with your 

embassy [to God] that I might not suffer something different from a peaceful sea.”
144

  This 

request of spiritual capital suggests that monks were expected to intervene with God in the same 

way that Procopius may have asked one of his correspondents to intervene with high-ranking 
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 ei0 toi/nun h9mῶn e0paineῖv th\n lito/thta, kato/rqwson h9mῖn th\n prao/thta, ἥper pᾶsan e0kkli/nei 
perperei/an. 

   
 

144
 ἀll’ e0peidh\ pa\lin  o9 qeo\v eἴsw me/nein tῶn kuma/twn e0ke/leuse boh/qei pro\v to\n ploῦn taῖv 

presbei/aiv, mh/ ti pa/qwmen a0llo/trion tῆv galh/nhv.   
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imperial magistrates.  In this way, the rhetorical capital of epistolography marshaled various 

types of social capital of epistolary interlocutors to diverse ends.    

           Various letters suggest visitors to Isidore’s monastery.  Letter 5.114 to Theophilus, whom 

Évieux categorizes as “sous-diacre,”
145

 refers to men who visited Isidore to ask him about 

Theophilus: 

In short, when it was still the breaking of dawn (for night and day were mixing) one of 

the respectable men came to me reporting that some of the notables had discovered that 

you had betaken yourself away from home a great distance not for the sake of virtue and 

not to lead yourself or someone else to any other philosophy (for verily they would have 

accepted even that) but for the sake of making money.  Altogether they scorned you, 

having chosen to live a life of quiet [that is, to live as a monk] during your youth, for now 

as an old man having chosen to depart (from it).
146

   

These men Isidore calls “respectable” (epitēdeioi) were concerned that Theophilus has gone 

abroad for the purpose of making money and has quite possibly forsaken his monastic life, here 

denoted as a life of quiet (hesychia).  Such visitors might be monks from neighboring 

monasteries.  In what may be a reference to some sort of judicial procedure among monks of 

interrelated monasteries near Pelusium, Isidore explains that he did not understand why 

Theophilus went away, nor did he defend it, nor did he vote in condemnation.
147

  On the other 

hand, language pertaining to the psēphos or vote is frequently metaphorical in Late Antique 

epistolography.  
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 Isidore, 408. 
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 pro\ braxe/ov, ὄrqrou ἔti ὄntov (e0kirnᾶto ga\r nu/c te kai\ h0w\v) e0ntuxwn moi/ tiv tῶn a0ndrῶn 
e0pithdei/wn a0ph/ggellen, w9v puqo/menoi/ tinev e0llo/gimoi steila/meno/n se a0podhmi/an makra\n, ou0k u9pe\r 
a0retῆv, ou0de\ ὥste sauto\n ἢ ἄllon tina\ ei0v filosofi/an e0nagageῖn (ἦ gar ἂn kai\ a0pede/canto), a0ll’ u9pe\r 
toῦ xrhmati/sasqai, komidῇ sou katefro/nhsan, ei0 proῃrhme/nov to\n tῆv neo/thtov xro/non ta\v h9suxi/av 
ἄgein, nῦn e0pi\ gh/rwv a0podhmeῖn e0pexei/rhsav • 
 

147
 ἐgw\ de\ th\n ai0ti/an a0kribῶv mh\ e0pista/menov, di’ ἣn e0nteῦqen a0pῆrav, oὔte a0peloghsa/mhn, oὔte 

kateyhfisa/mhn. 
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          Letters 258 and 262 to Adamantius suggest rhetorically-gifted individuals who visited 

Isidore at the monastery, engaging in competitive displays with the monks.  Isidore relates the 

visit of Admantius’ unnamed friend whom he describes as “the big-talking word hunter”
148

 who 

was about to return home again, but stayed—possibly at the monastery—“seized by passion for 

philosophy.”
149

  Philosophy probably indicates Christianity—the true philosophy in Isidore’s 

opinion.  Isidore reports a positive change in this man’s behavior:  “now he’s bridled his tongue 

and practices judgment, having learned that eloquence is a small thing compared to 

philosophy.”
150

  In Letter 262, Isidore complains about either the same friend or another friend of 

Adamantius who has visited apparently to stultify the monks with his erudition:  “Your friend 

came not in order to learn, as he said, but to show off and teach, and to extinguish the pride of 

those held to know something.”
151

  Again, the monks have superior wisdom:  “But he left, 

having suffered that which he expected to do to others.”
152

  

          In the desert, Isidore was likely involved in evangelizing activity through meetings and 

letters.  Letters interlinked monks located likely in nearby monasteries and offered vehicles of 

representing and discussing conversion activities.  In Letter 1443 to a Pelusian priest Daniel,
153

 

Isidore laments the absence of his colleague, who has not returned to Isidore’s monastery as soon 

                                                           
148

 o9 megalh/gorov kai\ leciqh/rav. 
 

149
 a9lou\v tῷ tῆv filosofi/av ἔrwti. 

 
150

 kai\ nῦn th\n glῶttan e0pistomi/zwn, tῆv gnw/mhv e0pimeleῖtai •  mikro\n prᾶgma th\n eu0glwtti/an 
pro\v filosofi/an eἶnai paideuqei/v.   
 

151
 o9 fi/lov o9 so\v ἦlqe me\n ou0 maqhso/menov, w9v ἔlegen, a0ll’ e0pideico/menov kai\ dida/cwn, kai\ to\ 

fro/nhma tῶn dokou/ntwn ti ei0de/nai sbe/swn.   
 

152
 ἀpῆlqe de\ paqw\n, ὃ drᾶsai prosedo/khsen.   

 
153

Évieux suggests that Daniel lived in the proximity of Isidore—perhaps as a monk—and points out that 

Letter 1441 reveals that Daniel has also converted the children of a mutual acquaintance Domitius at Pelusium.  See 

Évieux, 2:71n5.  
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as he had promised, and Isidore wonders whether Daniel has been proselytizing.  He writes, “you 

went away saying that you would come back very quickly, and you remained there, and I do not 

know why, contrary to what you had announced, and it is perhaps to help those who are there, to 

hunt them and bring them to Christ.”
154

  The aggressive language Isidore uses here to 

conceptualize evangelization—specifically, the future participle of the verb qhrᾶn—to hunt—

signifies a position of authority on the part of Isidore and Daniel as righteous predators, perhaps 

heightening the passionate identification of these associates with their cause and deepening their 

bond as colleagues.  These men shared a common status in pursuit of an “othered” prey.  This 

language of seizing and possessing may also register the perception of the contested status of 

religious identity in the early fifth century:  the identification of an individual as “pagan” or 

“Christian” was unsettled and yet to be determined.  Seeking to ameliorate his sorrow at Daniel’s 

absence, Isidore explains that his pain might be lessened if Daniel’s conversion activities have 

been successful:  “so, if this assumption is true, clarify so that we may drive away the sorrow of 

your absence with the expectation of your success.”
155

  Isidore concludes that he can forego his 

friend’s company if such an absence contributes to God’s glory, “for this chagrin will easily pass 

beyond its limits through the glory of the master.”
156

     

 In Letter 381, superscribed to a city councilman (politeuomenos) named Cassianus, 

Isidore discusses his successful conversion of Cassianus’ brother.  Apparently this brother has 

visited Isidore, and having conversed with him at Isidore’s cell, subsequently converted.  Isidore 

                                                           
154

 ἀpῆrav me\n e0nteῦqen w9v ta/xista ἥcwn, a0pe/meinav d’ e0keῖse ou0k oἶd’ ὅpwv para\ ta\v 
e0paggeli/av, ta/xa d’ w0felh/swn tou\v e0keῖse, kai\ qhra/swn, kai\ tῷ Xristῷ prosoi/swn.   
  

155
 ei0 toi/nun a0lhqh\v h9 u9po/noia, dh/lou, ἵna th\n e0k tῆv a0pousi/av a0ni/an tῇ prosdoki/ᾳ toῦ 

katorqw/matov a0pela/swmen. 
 

156
  ὑpero/riov ga\r r9ᾳdi/wv xwrh/sei, tῇ do/cῃ tῇ despotikῇ tou\v ὅrouv a0smenῶv paraxwrh/sasa.   
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likens the experience of Cassianus’ kin to that of the disciples of the Pharisees who visited Jesus 

hoping to ensnare him (Matthew 22:15-22):  

The same thing has happened to your brother as happened to the attendants, the ones sent 

to arrest Christ, and they came back filled with astonishment.  For just as those servants 

were subdued by public teaching, and having been sent to bind they returned bound by 

the wonder of it, so he (your brother) was captured by the beauty of the things said, and 

having opposed the most divine religion he became a herald of it and an advocate.
157

   

From this evidence, it seems likely that the brother visited Isidore and the two men had face-to-

face conversations.  Noteworthy also is the repeated use of aggressive language related to 

evangelical activity—Isidore uses the verb a9li/skesqai (to be taken, caught) to refer to the 

seizure of his interlocutor’s mind or resolve, referred to at letter’s end as dia/noia.  By the use of 

the words “seized by the beauty of those things that were said,”
158

 Isidore presumably signifies 

that he won this resisting convert by means of the words of Jesus in the Gospels.  Through use of 

the word “beauty” (to\ ka/llon), Isidore likely signals with Platonizing tinge the force of the 

meanings hidden beneath the language of the Scriptures. He concludes with a closing reference 

to his proselytizing activity achieved via conversation, hoping that the conversion will in effect 

“stick”:  “Rejoicing with us, pray accordingly so that those conversing with us may not only not 

come to any harm but that they will be illuminated in their belief.”
159

  As a monk in the desert, 

Isidore’s epistolary relationships with powerful men in the city and their families were likely 

vital instruments interlinking monks and men in the city.  Epistolary conversations were thus en-

                                                           
157

 paraplh/sio/n ti pe/ponqen o9 so\v a0delfo\v toῖv u9phre/taiv, toῖv pemfqeῖsi me\n a0gageῖn to\n 
Xristo\n, e0panelqoῦsi de\ meta\ polloῦ toῦ qau/matov.  Ὥsper ga\r e0keῖnoi e0xeirw/qhsan a0po\ tῆv 
dhmhorgi/av, kai\ pemfqe/ntev dῆsai, e0panῆlqon deqe/ntev tῷ qau/mati · oὕtw kai\ au0to\v, w9v ἔfh, a9lou\v tῷ 
ka/llei tῶn ei0rhme/nwn, ou0 mo/non toῦ e0nantioῦsqai tῇ qeiota/tῃ qrhskei/ᾳ a0pe/stῃ, a0lla\ kai\ kh/ruc au0tῆv kai\ 
sunh/gorov kate/sth.   
 
 

158
 a9lou\v tῷ ka/llei tῶn ei0rhme/nwn. 

 
159

 sugxai/rwn toi/nun h9mῖn eὔxou, ὅpwv oi9 e0ntugxa/nontev mh\ mo/non mh\ bla/ptwntai, a0lla\ kai\ 
fwti/zwntai th\n dia/noian.   
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clasped in interpersonal negotiations whose tendrils shaped fundamentally religious and social 

transformation.  

          Other letters may indicate the intellectual commerce among monks in the desert and men 

from the city.  In Letter 344 to the sophist Asclepius, Isidore subtly criticizes a speech written by 

Asclepius sent to Isidore: “And I marveled at its cleverness, but you did not escape notice having 

stolen flattery, appearing to have written with the purpose of giving advice.”
160

  Isidore explains 

that praise of the powerful in an oration gives the appearance of flattery to those who wield 

political power.  From his position of moral stature in the desert, Isidore offers his wisdom, 

providing a moralistic judgment of his friend’s obsequious oratory, in which praise represents at 

root an attempt to secure favor with politically powerful men in the city.  Such engagement with 

his friend’s political machinations illustrates nicely the continued involvement of the monk in 

epistolary negotiations about the relationships among literati and urban political heavyweights.   

Isidore closes by marvelling at Asclepius’ rhetorical skill but with resolute moral disapproval of 

his fawning:  “I admire your technique but do not admire your intention.”
161

     

          Isidore may have offered guidance on how to read Scripture to rhetorician educators in the 

city who learned from him at his cell and related such teachings to their students.  In Letter 349 

to Harpocras the rhetor, Isidore gushes about how his friend’s praises make him blush.  He 

relates how Harpocras came to converse with Isidore after Harpocras himself had been 

approached with questions—perhaps by his students—and had inquired about the Holy 

                                                           
160kai\ qaumasqei\v tῆv deino/thtov, ou0k ἔlaqev kle/yav to\ kolakeutiko\n tῷ dokeῖn sumboulῆv 

prosxh/mati suggegrafe/nai.    
 

161
 th\n gnw/mhn oὖn ou0k a0podeca/menoi th\n te/xnhn e0qauma/samen.    
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Scriptures, while Isidore answered as far as he was able.
162

  In gratitude, Harpocras sends the 

monk excessive epistolary praise from himself and perhaps from his students as well.  

Presumably, Harpocras has shared Isidore’s wisdom regarding Holy Writ with his enthusiastic 

students, who sent him forth to visit Isidore in the first place.      

          Another letter suggests the circulation of texts among monks and priests or prospective 

priests.  Letter 156 to Eustathius relates Isidore’s gift of a scroll that was likely John 

Chrysostom’s treatise “On the Priesthood.”
163

  Isidore’s letter serves as a medium for the 

representation and discussion of the spiritual and emotional power of this text that goads the 

reader toward divine love.  Isidore avers that “there is no heart which the reading of the book 

came upon suddenly and did not (inflict a) wound (leading) toward the divine love itself.”
164

  

Isidore continues to describe the subject matter of the text:  “the august and difficult-to-enter 

priesthood” (septh\n me\n th\n i9erwsu/nhn kai\ duspro/siton).
165

  In this way, letters from the 

monastery furnished conversational spaces for thoughtful and heartfelt engagement with 

contemporary texts.    

 

                                                           
162

ἡni/ka ga\r meta\ tῶn sῶn foithtῶn e0ntuxeῖn h9mῖn kathci/wsav kai\ e0rwtῆsai/ ti tῶn i9erῶn 
Grafῶn h0boulh/qhv, e0gw\ de\ eἶpon w9v oἷo/n te ἦn.      
 

163
  Isidore refers to the text’s author in the letter as “John the wise interpreter of the ineffable things of God 

and eye even of the whole church in Byzantium,” o9 ga\r tῶn toῦ Qeoῦ a0poῥῥh/twn sofo\v u9pofh/thv Ἰwa/nnhv, 
o9 tῆv e0n Buzanti/ῳ Ἐkklhsi/av kai\ pa/shv o0fqalmo\v.   
 

164
 ou0 ga\r ἔstin, ou0k ἔsti kardi/a, ἣn e0pῆlqen h9 tau/thv a0na/gnwsiv, kai\ pro\v to\n qeῖon au0th\n ou0k 

ἔtrwsen ἔrwta. 
 

165
 Évieux, Isidore, 314, claims that this text is a manuscript that Isidore copied at the monastery; there is 

no clear indication, however, that the text of John Chrysostom was copied by Isidore himself.  Isidore does not use 

any language that suggests that he copied this text at his monastery.  The use of the term bi/blov to refer to the text 

does not specifically designate a manuscript but means papyrus or a book regardless of its material; cf. Lampe, 297.    
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Conclusion 

          This chapter has focused upon the selected epistolographers’ loyalties and affiliations with 

regard to physical spaces, in particular the city.  We have investigated data indicating that the 

polis or patris continued to be the defining spatial identification of literati such as Synesius, 

Procopius, and Aeneas.  For Synesius, letters provided vehicles of self-representation and the 

exploration of how identification with his patris informed life decisions, such as his stalwart 

defense of his home in response to marauding barbarians and his decision to accept the bishopric.  

The strength of his devotion stems mainly from his perception of Libya as the land of his 

ancestors.  Synesius, however, betrays ambivalent attitudes toward his native home.  From his 

Cyrenaican oasis, he bewails the absence of intellectual comrades of the caliber he encountered 

during his time spent in Alexandria and Constantinople.  There may have been some Hellenes in 

Cyrenaica, but there was no one to share in his philosophic mania.    

          Like Synesius, Procopius represented his city loyalty through specific decisions.  His 

protégé Choricius reveals in the Funeral Oration how Procopius declined job offers from various 

major cities in the Greek East because of his devotion to his birthplace.  Procopius’ Letter 134 to 

Stephanus likely confirms Choricius’ story of the Caesarean job offer, and Letters 113 and 114 

suggest polite refusals of a job at Berytus.  Procopius also offered repeated advice to friends, 

students, colleagues, and family members concerning the duty owed to one’s home city.  Letters 

read publicly, such as Letter 91 to Hieronymus, likely encode normative attitudes toward the city 

shared by literati audiences.  Both Procopius and Aeneas also criticized students who chose 

agrarian employment in the countryside.  The city was the beating heart of learning and the 

intellectual life for these sophists who perceived themselves to be the voice of the city. 
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          By means of his flight from the city, Isidore represents an alternative mode of communal 

engagement.  His paradigm testifies to the emergence of communities who defined themselves in 

distinction to the polis.  Isidore’s epistles were both channels of oracular wisdom as well as 

continued interaction with city associates.  By means of letters, Isidore evaluated his decision to 

abandon his home city of Pelusium and expressed some ambivalence about his choice to 

renounce his life as a city sophist.  Isidore elaborated a monastic vocabulary that erected high 

boundaries between city and monastery yet his letters demonstrate the permeability of the 

mountain’s limits, charting the movement of people, produce, and clothing in and out of his 

retreat.  Additionally, letters purveyed spiritual succor and fostered intellectual commerce.                     

          In the next chapter, we will continue to address the selected epistolographers’ explorations 

of affiliations and fascinations.  Specifically, we will survey how a significant facet of epistolary 

currency was scientific and medical commentary, as well as discussion of technical gadgets such 

as astrolabes, waterwheels, and waterclocks.         
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Chapter 5 

Scientific, Technical, and Medical Enthusiasms 

Fascination with technology and scientific discourse constitutes a dimension of Late 

Antique epistolography rather neglected in modern scholarly discussion.  Interest and commerce 

in gadgets as well as scientific speculation were vibrant concerns in the intellectual repertoire of 

educated provincials and the epistolary Republic that interwove them.   

At issue with regard to gadgets is the mode of intellectual engagement with these devices.  

For the sophists Aeneas and Procopius, the means of authorizing scientific fascination were the 

rhetorical strictures of the ekphrasis.  For Synesius, a philosopher trained in mathematical and 

astronomical traditions under Hypatia at Alexandria, who had some role in designing gadgets 

such as hydrometers, astrolabes, and catapults, gadgets had practical application, yet, probably in 

part due to the imprinting of Hypatia, they ultimately served the loftiest of sciences, Philosophy.
1
       

Though each of these men specialized in particular disciplines of rhetoric and philosophy, 

each took an encyclical view of the sciences and technology, energetically integrating them into 

their epistolary conversations with other learned men.  Engagement with technology and 

sciences such as astronomy, even for less enthusiastic commentators such as Isidore of Pelusium, 

constitutes an understudied element of the self-packaging enterprise that was Late Ancient 

                                                           
1
 Letter 133 relates the construction of the hydroscope; Letter 15 contains Synesius’ request that Hypatia 

construct and send him a hydrometer, whose design he outlines in the letter.  Based upon the letter’s opening in 

which Synesius describes himself as in a most unfortunate state, scholars have proposed the device was intended as 

a health remedy.  Arguments include the suggestion that the device served as a means to test water quality or other 

liquid medicine; a similar device is still used today in brewing and distilling alcohol, and since alcohol was often a 

component of ancient medicines, Synesius may have used it to make alcohol for use in a homemade medication.  

Michael A.B. Deakin and Charles R. Hunter proposed that the device was probably used as a urinometer to analyze 

the qualities in urine, a routine practice in medical diagnosis in antiquity from the time of Hippocrates (c. 800 years 

prior to Synesius).  For an overview, see Deakin and Hunter, “Synesios’ ‘Hydroscope,’” Apeiron 27 (1994): 39-43.    
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epistolography.  Not unlike the republicans of the Early Modern world, who demonstrated their 

knowledge of medical writers such as Galen and astronomical teaching exempla, Late Antique 

letter authors sought to distinguish their culture and sophistication by emphasizing their 

polymathia.  

The first section of the chapter investigates the use of ekphrasis as a means of authorizing 

fascination with technical devices in the writings of Aeneas and Procopius.  We then examine the 

different meanings of astronomical speculation in letters written by Isidore and Synesius 

respectively.  Isidore’s discussions of cosmology apply the language of astronomical theorists to 

scriptural interpretation, while Synesius lauds astronomy as a servant of philosophy in his letter 

to Paeonius accompanying his gift of an astrolabe.  In a third section, I will investigate Isidore’s 

epistolary conversations concerning the nature of matter and the soul, one of which demonstrates 

specific knowledge of a Galenic treatise.  As we shall see, both Isidore’s Christianity and his 

attachment to Platonic induction resulted in his repudiation of an early Galenic definition of the 

soul.     

Epistolographers engaged in scientific conversations and pursued friendships and 

professional relationships not only with associates engaged in the same specialty, but also with a 

fairly broad prosopography of professionals engaged in medicine and technical fields, such as 

architects, doctors (iatroi), and professors of medicine (iatrosophists).  The concluding section of 

this chapter will survey what the selected letters reveal about the nature of the professions and 

social location of these individuals as well as their relationships with the selected authors.   

Gadgets:  ekphrasis (Aeneas and Procopius) 
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Aeneas of Gaza Letter 25 addressed to Julian the architect constitutes a jumping-off point 

for addressing epistolography as form of sociability in Late Antiquity that had technical 

enthusiasms. In the letter, Aeneas thanks his architect friend for designing an actual water-lifting 

device for Aeneas’ garden and plumes himself on now possessing the garden of King Alcinous 

from the island of the Phaeacians (Odyssey 7.129-31).  The device is not working optimally, 

however, so Aeneas deploys the rhetorical genre of ekphrasis to describe the components of the 

device and the main defect that Julian should come and correct.  Aeneas here deliberately selects 

the Classical genre of ekphrasis because it has the cognitive muscle to convey lucidly to lettered 

men how a device operated.  Though Aeneas writes to elicit Julian’s service, he probably wrote 

also with other literati in mind as potential readers.  Presumably, Aeneas intended that he and/or 

Julian would have the letter copied, circulated, and read publicly among associates and friends.  

In this way, what Philip Rousseau has termed “lateral address” would instruct and shape Aeneas’ 

crafting of the letter’s content.  Thus this letter was a moment of sociability as well as a 

calculated public performance of the sophist conveying a fascination with gadgets through the 

employment of ekphrasis as a literary device explaining the operation of a mechanical device. In 

this way, ekphrasis emerges as a type of coinage in epistolary social networking.  Since this 

letter was likely preserved as well as a teaching model, it continued to inculcate similar 

perceptions about language and its ability to explain a device generations after Aeneas’ death.   

For over half a century, the definition of ekphrasis as a description of a work of art has 

dominated scholarly discourse.
2
  Much study of ekphrasis in Late Antiquity and Byzantium has 

                                                           
2
 For study of how modern intellectual interests redefined ekphrasis, see Ruth Webb, “Ekphrasis ancient 

and modern:  the invention of a genre,” Word & Image 15 (1999):  10-11, 15-17 and eadem, Ekphrasis, Imagination 

and Persuasion in Ancient Rhetorical Theory and Practice (Surrey, England; Burlington VT:  Ashgate Publishing, 

2009), 13-38.  According to Webb, interpreting ekphrasis as Kunstbeschreibung blossomed in the 1950s from the 

seedbed of the works of Leo Spitzer and Jean Hagstrum, and from Glanville Downey’s entry in the Reallexikon für 
Antike und Christentum.  For a substantial bibliography of classical studies of ekphrasis see a special issue of 
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also focused on works of art and architecture, on what ekphrasis reveals about themes 

undergirding artwork of the period, or about what it might record about works of art and 

architecture no longer extant.  A recent movement in scholarship, spearheaded by Ruth Webb, 

seeks to carve out a space for the study of ancient understandings of ekphrasis, and contends that 

the modern “redefinition” of ekphrasis in Classical studies detaches the genre from the cognitive 

world of ancient rhetoricians and literati who produced, received, and preserved ancient texts.
3
  

Webb contends that in order to understand what ekphrasis meant to ancient readers, modern 

commentators must appeal to scholia, progymnasmata, and rhetorical training, as well as to 

widespread ancient understandings of language, psychology, and representation.
4
  Ancient 

discussions indicate that ekphrasis was a type of speech with an almost intrusive force.  It had an 

immediate effect on the mind of the hearer or reader, painting images in the minds of the 

audience by means of descriptive speech.
5
 A central characteristic of ekphrastic speech in the 

handbooks was its quality of enargeia, that is, the capacity of ekphrasis to produce the 

experience of seeing images in the mind’s eye of the listener.  Ekphrasis, as a “simulacrum of 

perception itself,”
6
 thus makes absent things seem vibrantly present through its workings on the 

imagination and emotions.  Descriptions of rhetorical visualization encoded ancient perceptions 

about the physiological and psychological effects of speech that effectively elicited emotions 

                                                                                                                                                                                           
Classical Philology 102 (2007): 124-35.        

 
3
Webb, Ekphrasis, 5.   As Webb asserts in “Ekphrasis ancient and modern,” “few literary historians would 

deny that knowledge of how a genre was defined in a particular period is important if we want to gain some 

understanding of the production and reception of texts” (8).   

 
4
 This is Webb’s central task in Ekphrasis, Imagination and Persuasion. 

 
5
 Webb, 107-30.  For a brief overview of the physiological and psychological dimensions of ekphrastic 

speech in ancient rhetorical handbooks and related texts, see Simon Goldhill, “What is Ekphrasis For?” Special 

Issues on Ekphrasis, Classical Philology 102 (2007):  3-7.     

 
6
 Webb, Ekphrasis, 128. 
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from listeners.  According to the rhetor Longinus, enargeia not only persuades the hearer but 

enslaves him.
7
  A vivid visualization has the capacity “to astonish” (ekplēssein), a term that 

underscores the power of the dazzling psychological and physical consequences of enargeia and 

the visions it produces.
8
              

I wish to apply Webb’s reassertion of the power of ekphrasis to Aeneas of Gaza, arguing 

that Aeneas knowingly crafted his epistolary ekphrasis to provide his readers with the feelings of 

the experience of seeing the actual device which presumably adorned Aeneas’ property.  The 

letter is intended as a work of art in itself, articulating the verbal equivalent of the object and the 

wonder it evokes.   

Positano’s text is as follows
9
:   

Toῦ ᾽Alkίnou tόn kῆpon oἶmai kektῆsqai diὰ tὴn kalὴn mhxanήn, ἥn sὺ mὲn 

ἐceῦrev, ἐpoίhse dὲ ὁ tέktwn. ἐgὼ dὲ grάyw tῷ lόgῳ · ἥdiston gὰr tὸ qέama. 

dύo mὲn oἱ mέgistoi kύkloi sanίdi kaὶ gόmfoiv sunaptόmenoi, ὥste ἕna toῖv 

ἔcwqen qewmέnoiv dokeῖn eἶnai.  ἐpὶ dὲ tῷ katastrώmati paidίon ἔndoqen ἐktrέxei 

perὶ tὸn aὐtὸn tόpon makrόn tina drόmon · ὁ dὲ kύklov sumparaqeὶ kaὶ tosoῦton 

ἀkolouqeῖ ὅson tὸ paidίon boύletai.  ὁ dὲ ἄcwn, perί ὃn ὁ mέgistov kύklov 

aὐtoῦ mέnwn strέfetai, kaὶ sugkineῖ mikrὸn ἕteron kύklon tὸn ἐpὶ tῷ frέati.  

ἐpὶ toύtῳ tὰ sxoi/nia kaὶ oἱ xόev ἐpίkeintai katὰ mέrov sundedemέnoi.  ἀll’ 

ὀcutάth mὲn ἡ kίnhsiv, toῦ dὲ mikroῦ kύklou tὸ mέson stenoxwrίa, ὥste mόnon 

tὰv ἀparxὰv tῆv ἐkroῆv ὑpodέxesqai.  tὸ dὲ plέon toῦ ὕdatov ἐpὶ tὸ frέar 

ἐkxeόmenon ῥᾳdίwv aὖqiv kataduqὲn mόliv ἀnάgetai.  toutὶ mὲn oὖn 

ἐpanorqώsasqai deῖ · tῷ dὲ tὴn ἀrxὴn ἐceurόnti oὐ xalepὸn tὸ tέlov gίnetai. 

mὴ gὰr periίdoimen oὕtw kalὸn qέama tῆv ἑtέrou sofίav deόmenon, mὴ taὐtὸn 

pάqoimen ὥsper ἂn eἴ tiv zwgrάfov tὴn Ἑlέnhn eἰv kάllov grάfwn tῆv kefalῆv 

ἐpelάqeto. 

                                                           
7
 On the Sublime 15.9.  Goldhill, 4. 

 
8
 Ibid., 5. 

   
9
 Positano, 53. 
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My translation: 

I imagine myself to possess the garden of Alkinoos on account of the beautiful device 

that you invented and the craftsman made.  And I shall describe it in language, for it is a 

most pleasing thing to see.  Two very large wheels are fastened together by boards and 

nails, so as to seem to be one to those looking from outside.  And on the deck within a 

slave boy runs in the same place a kind of long course.  And the wheel runs along with 

him so far as the slave boy wishes.  There is an axle around which the larger wheel of it is 

fixed and turns, and another small wheel turns together with it (i.e., the larger wheel) and 

is positioned above the reservoir.  And upon this smaller wheel the ropes and jars lie 

fastened to it at regular intervals.  But the motion is very fast, and in the middle of the 

small wheel is a narrow place that receives only the beginnings of the outpouring.   The 

greater part of the water pouring out is easily dumped into the cistern but with difficulty 

brought out again.  Accordingly, it is necessary to correct this.  For him who discovered 

the beginning the conclusion will not be difficult.  For may we not ignore such a beautiful 

device needing the skill of another architect, lest we experience the same as a painter 

wanting to depict fully Helen’s beauty who forgot to paint her head! 

 

As Loenertz and Positano observed, the machine consisted of three essential parts:  the smaller 

wheel that received the motion and did the work, secondly the axle connected to that smaller 

wheel and, last of all, the large wheel inside of which a boy rotated to power the axle, as Positano 

charmingly put it, “come uno scoiattolo la sua gabbia mobile” or “like a squirrel on his wheel.”
10

 

The water was scooped up by the action of the smaller wheel upon which ran a system of ropes 

that had containers attached at regular intervals.  These containers descended empty on one side, 

and as they reached the top, flung out their contents into a collector basin located beneath the 

wheel.  The collector basin and its discharger via which the water was directed toward irrigation 

channels are not specified in the text.  Loenertz and Positano agree this component must have 
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been betrayed in the original, since it is precisely the part of the installation that is not 

functioning optimally.  This omission may indicate a lacuna in the surviving text.
11

  

Unlike the shield of Achilles, however, Aeneas’ waterwheel was a real device adorning 

his property.  Much textual, papyrological, and physical evidence underscore how water-lifting 

devices were commonplace elements of municipal life in the Greco-Roman world and that this 

continued to be the case in Late Antiquity.
12

  Variants of water wheels provided water for not 

only irrigation, but also for fish ponds and aquiculture, baths, breweries, and other loci of public 

life.   Furthermore, the fact that Aeneas has had one built on his property may suggest that it was 

a status marker.  In this case, the letter as a type of public performance showcased Aeneas’ 

stature as owner of this device.   

Aeneas’ waterwheel is not a well-documented type of waterwheel in our sources.  His 

device belongs broadly to the category of water-wheels that John Oleson describes as “bucket 

chain or pot-garland” water-lifting devices.  The materials used for the construction of these 

machines likely varied according to local conditions and needs, which meant that ropes 

(schoinia) like those Aeneas mentions were substituted for chains, and containers of wood, 

leather, and, by the A.D. fourth century, terracotta jars for bronze buckets.
13

 

Aeneas’ device, a subtype of the bucket chain type, is a treadwheel-driven bucket-chain 

powered by a person (in Aeneas’ text, a slave) treading inside the treadwheel.  Literary texts 

describe other types of bucket-chain devices, but there are only two literary sources describing a 
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treadwheel-driven bucket-chain powered by a runner inside the treadwheel.  The first is 

Vitruvius’ description dating to ca. 25-23 B.C. in De architectura 10.4.4 of a water-wheel with 

compartmented rim driven by a treadwheel.
14

  The second potential source for an ancient 

representation of the type Aeneas describes is contained in an appendix of devices in a section of 

the Oxford manuscript 954.  This text itself was probably composed entirely in Arabic, but 

according to Oleson the treadwheel-bucket chain type in the appendix likely derived from the 

same tradition as Vitruvius’ bucket chain in 10.4.4.
15

   

Due to the absence of a developed technical vocabulary, it is difficult to identify bucket-

chains in the papyrological evidence.  Of those papyri that Oleson claims may refer to 

components of bucket-chains or pot-garland devices, none of the extant examples clearly 

indicate a treadwheel-driven bucket-chain.  The earliest possible evidence for the bucket chain in 

the papyri dates to A.D. 78-79.
16

  More reliable papyrological evidence dates to A.D. 113 (P. 

Lond. 1177), and twelve other documents potentially refer to the machine from the mid-third to 

the seventh century.  The majority of these sources date to the sixth century.
17

  There is strong 

evidence for the use of the bucket-chain in two papyri dating to A.D. 78/79 in P. Lond. 131* and 

131R, which discuss “wheel men” and ropes in a context related to irrigation.  Papyrological 

evidence dating to A.D. 113 (P.Lond. 1177) suggests that a bucket-chain likely operated 
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alongside other water-lifting devices in an urban hydraulic complex that served a bath, fountains, 

a brewery, and a synagogue.
18

   

The papyri contain vocabulary similar to Aeneas’ letter for device components.  One 

second-century and two third-century papyri employ the word schoinia (ropes),
19

 a third-century 

papyrus contains the term phrear (cistern),
20

 and a papyrus dating to the sixth to seventh century 

uses the term axōn.
21

  None of the papyri use the same term Aeneas employs for the water 

containers.  Aeneas is not precise about the vessels attached by rope to the drive wheel—he calls 

them choes, a word that could indicate a vessel of any kind, “a measure of capacity” as LSJ 

indicate.
22

  It could also be that this is part of Aeneas’ archaizing language.  Perhaps Aeneas 

knowingly employs the word choes because of its Classical usage indicating the drinking-

competition-holiday known as Choes during the Athenian celebration of the Anthesteria.
23

    

Installations and the jars affixed to water-wheels, called saqiya pots, comprise the bulk of 

the archaeological evidence for the bucket-chain device.
24

  These pots have indented necks and 

knobbed bases, and were probably first used in Egypt in the late third or early fourth century 

A.D.  Saqiya pots have been discovered throughout the Middle East and in Israel at Yavne-Yam 
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on the coast of Israel about 15 km south of Tel-Aviv, at Kefar-Manda in the Galilee, and at 

numerous other sites both published and unpublished.
25

   

In the environs of Aeneas’ wheel in Palestine, no clear evidence for a bucket-chain 

treadwheel has come to light in the archaeological evidence. At Tel Tanninim on the coast of 

Israel approximately five km. north of Caesarea, several indications suggest a water-wheel 

device at Tel Tanninim west of a large fishpond in a 3 meter-diameter well (Area B2).  Recesses 

on the eastern and western side of the well apparently held vertical posts undergirding the wheel.  

A stone pier at the western limits of the excavated area in B2 supported wooden poles also 

connected to the device.  The final confirmation of the use of a water-wheel in Area B2 was the 

discovery of several water-wheel jar fragments in the well’s proximity.
26

   

Archaeologists have unearthed a number of well, water-wheel, and pool combinations in 

Israel at Kefar Saba and Yavne-Yam.  Kefar Saba contained evidence for a waterwheel, cistern, 

sedimentation basin, and large reservoir in an industrial zone.  All elements date to the Late 

Antique period.  Indications of water-lifting installations, wells dating to the Late Antique period 

and other elements such as the basins and irrigation channels were discovered at Tel Ashdod, 

Yavne-Yam, and Caesarea (unpublished).
27

   

Hence such water-lifting devices were common in the region, yet Aeneas’ ekphrastic 

description of a tread-wheel water-lifting device constitutes the sole literary evidence for this 

particular type of water wheel in Late Antique Palestine.  It also constitutes our clearest literary 
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description of this particular type of wheel powered by a runner from inside in the extant literary 

sources.    

As is true of Late Antique letters, Aeneas Letter 25 had many lives during and subsequent 

to Aeneas’ lifetime.  The letters may have been preserved during Aeneas’ lifetime and after his 

death to serve as teaching models for letter writing at the School at Gaza.  Bas Ter Haar Romeny 

has suggested this for the letters of Procopius of Gaza.
28

  Similar preservation of Letter 25 would 

have provided students with a model of an epistolary ekphrasis.  Thus, this letter will have had 

multiple readings as a text in Late Antique Gaza and perhaps in other cities in Palestine.  First, 

the text was originally a communication between Aeneas and the architect of the waterwheel, 

Julian.  Secondly, the text as a moment of epistolary sociability most likely devolved into a 

number of “lateral address” situations.  Julian may have read the letter publicly or had the letter 

copied and circulated among his circle of friends and associates.  Aeneas or his friends in Gaza 

may also have had the letter read publicly, copied, and/or circulated.  Another phase of the lateral 

reading of the letter most likely took place at the Gaza School itself, when the letter was copied 

and re-read in the classroom as a model of letter-writing showcasing the Classical rhetorical 

genre of ekphrasis.  The letter itself appears to be mostly intact and is not an excerpt.  It is 

similar in length and organization to Aeneas’ other letters, which are also brief and do not 

contain lengthy salutations or closing farewells.  Additionally, the opening and concluding lines 

remarking on the beauty of the water-lifting device and the beauty of Helen respectively suggest 

a thematic symmetry structuring the letter and making it more probable that the letter survives 
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intact, or at a minimum that the margins survive intact.  There may be a lacuna in the text’s body, 

however, as I will be explain more fully below, because the description of the problem Julian 

needs to correct is not entirely clear.    

Aeneas prefaces his description with clear ekphrastic language:  for Julian he is going to 

draw an account of the device (ἐgὼ dὲ grάyw tῷ lόgῳ).  Subsequently, he justifies his 

description as he gushes “for it is the most pleasing spectacle” (ἥdiston gὰr tὸ qέama).  

Aeneas craves to describe his hydraulic device because he takes great pleasure in this 

technology:  it fascinates him.  Indeed, it is unlikely that Aeneas the sophist should need to 

educate the device’s chief designer about the components and layout of his machine.  There 

would be no reason for Aeneas to sketch out for Julian the device about which Julian presumably 

knew far more than his rhetorician friend.  Presumably, Aeneas’ lateral audience was also 

familiar with this device.  Instead Aeneas selected a rhetorical genre that he knew intimately as 

part of his repertoire as a sophist to describe this most enjoyable sight.  If, as Choricius indicated 

in his funeral oration to his beloved mentor Procopius, the sophist initiated students into the 

curriculum of the Muses at the School of Gaza,
29

 ekphrasis was surely one of those initiatory 

rites over which Aeneas, Procopius, and Choricius presided as hierophants. 

As a service request, Aeneas’ letter abounds with examples of the linguistic strategy of 

recipient design.  In the case of Aeneas’ letter, these are the discursive devices he deploys to 

prime his correspondent to respond favorably to his message and request.  Flattery is a 

conspicuous example of recipient design in this letter designed to prompt Julian to fix the device.   

Aeneas frames his ekphrastic description of the architect’s device with humorous complimentary 
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Classical reference.  In the opening lines of the letter, Julian’s device has made Aeneas’ garden 

an analogue of Alcinous’ garden, and the closing lines of the letter compare the “most delightful 

sight” of the waterwheel to the beauty of a painting of Helen.  Aeneas deploys Classical allusions 

and the rhetorical genre of ekphrasis itself to establish rapport with his architect friend based on 

their shared paideia and identification with Classical culture.  Aeneas predicts that Julian can 

recognize the machine description as an ekphrasis, and that this clever manipulation of a 

rhetorical form will charm and entertain his architect reader.  In this way, Aeneas subtly 

compliments the pedigree of the architect by including him in a type of “insider language,” the 

cultural capital of paideia shared only by lettered men of the city. 

Aeneas deliberately selects the rhetorical genre of ekphrasis to structure his service 

request.  This rhetorical device is one mechanism of the cultural repertoire of paideia in the Late 

Antique polis.  Presumably Aeneas took joy in wielding the rhetorical tricks of his trade, and his 

admiration for the machine and its chief designer is evident.  Aeneas anticipated that Julian and 

his other potential readers—the lateral audience—would recognize the rhetorical genre 

embedded in the letter from their school days, and, furthermore, would be delighted by Aeneas’ 

clever manipulation of a rhetorical genre to explain a malfunctioning waterwheel.  Aeneas’ 

perception of the social horizons of his audience is clear:  he writes to lettered men with a 

rhetorical education, the literati of the Late Antique polis.   

 Writing with lateral address in mind, Aeneas’ Letter 25 becomes a type of public 

performance through which he articulates his persona as sophist of the city.  Through the use of 

Classical allusions and an epistolary ekphrasis, Aeneas presents himself to lettered circles of 

Gaza, possibly Ascalon, and perhaps even Alexandria where Aeneas had studied and had 

epistolary contacts.  The sophist deliberately selects linguistic signs that dramatically underscore 
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his erudition and eloquence and assert the publically-verifiable role of the sophist.
30

  In this way, 

epistolary language contributes to a “dramatic realization” whereby Aeneas defines himself in 

relation to his peers.
31

  Aeneas’ letter as lateral address is strategic.
32

  That is, Aeneas crafts his 

letter with careful attention to others’ perceptions of his identity.  Via the authorizing discourses 

of “eloquent speech,” Aeneas molds a socially-recognizable public identity as sophist.      

Modern commentators should recall the performatory nature of letters in the ancient 

world.  Recipients likely read aloud received letters. The reader was simultaneously hearer, re-

enactor, and interpreter of the speech of the letter author.  Ekphrasis was itself a skill developed 

for live and public speech.  In the progymnasmata, ekphrasis appears as one exercise of an 

oratorical toolkit engineered to generate eloquent and persuasive speakers, and speakers were 

taught to integrate this form in persuasive oratory of various types, including forensic and 

epideictic oratory as well as declamation.
33

  Ekphrasis was thus inherently linked to public 

oratory and social performance.  Aeneas likely understood that his epistolary speech might be 

“performed” in public venues or “theaters” of lettered sociability, either in the company of Julian 

or Aeneas’ associates or students.  In this way, I suggest that Aeneas’ letter is a type of social 

performance.   

Since letters were the premier form of social media in the ancient world, they operated as 

modes of sociability as well as public performance.  Aeneas’ letter was a living and plastic 

device of conversation for Julian and subsequent audiences to savor time and time again.  The 
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refinement of its speech was the product of years of intellectual cultivation as both student and 

instructor.  The salient features of the epistolary currency of social interaction between Aeneas, 

Julian, and other potential hearers of the letter are a combination of classical topoi and the 

rhetorical genre of ekphrasis, displays of eloquence showcasing the symbolic capital of elite 

education.
 34

  Eloquent discourse, as a major signifier of elite status in Late Antiquity, was a “site 

of social difference and exclusion as well as empowerment and comprehension.”
35

  Shared 

paideia defined the social position of Aeneas’ readers at the same time it made vivid its subject 

matter.     

If the goal of ekphrasis was to make the absent present through the rhetorical 

brushstrokes of enargeia, an epistolary ekphrasis aimed at a double presence.  A common feature 

of Late Antique epistolography was the ancient perception that letters, as a surrogate for shared 

presence, made present the absent interlocutor.  Aeneas’ colleague Procopius of Gaza wrote in 

Letter 31 to a correspondent that “you seemed to me to be present in your letters.”   In Letter 27 

Procopius exclaimed “having taken your letter into my hands, I seemed to see you present,” and 

in Letter 127 Procopius similarly asserted how his interlocutor made himself present through 

letters.  Late Antique epistolographers sometimes averred that the letter author embedded his 

soul in epistolary logoi.  Basil of Caesarea disclosed to one addressee, “I saw your soul in your 

letter.”
36

 Likewise Procopius asserts in Letters 80 amd 103 that words are images of the soul.  

These passages convey the perception that speech grants visibility. 
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Aeneas himself theorizes about the intersections between the language of letters and 

images in Letter 12 to Epiphanius.
37

   According to Aeneas, logoi, by which he likely means his 

letters, have the capacity to produce images (eikones) of the individual’s soul:  “words 

interpreting clearly without intention trace in outline the soul itself.”
38

  Perhaps Aeneas 

archaizingly echoes here the language of Plato’s Republic 9.588b, “by means of speech molding 

images of the soul” (ei0ko/na pla/santev tῆv yuxῆv lo/gῳ).  Adopting the ancient perception 

that ekphrastic speech in effect painted material images and brought them to life in the mind of 

the hearer, Aeneas asserts what seems to be a Platonic perception of the power of speech to 

materialize the immaterial soul.     

Ekphrasis was thus a natural rhetorical form for literati of the Late Antique polis to 

employ in articulating a form of scientific enthusiasm.  In his ekphrasis on the water clock in the 

city center of Gaza, for example, Aeneas’ contemporary Procopius of Gaza extemporizes on the 

rich mythological lore pertaining to clock imagery in order to analyze the intentions and the 

imagination of the clock artist.
39

  To be sure, Procopius is not particularly interested in the 

technical aspects of the science animating the clock,
40

 but it is noteworthy how he deploys 

ekphrasis to engage his audience in the visual experience of the clock, in order to produce in his 

audience the experience of seeing the clock by means of the power of ekphrastic speech.  His 
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ekphrastic language, however, is so animated that it makes it difficult for the modern reader to 

discern which parts of the clock were in fact mechanized.   

Procopius betrays familiarity with Progymnasma of the first century A.D. sophist Aelius 

Theon of Alexandria in his ekphrasis on the waterclock. Procopius carefully selects in his 

opening passage of his ekphrasis the celebrated episode of Hephaestus’ fabrication of the arms of 

Achilles, in particular the shield of Achilles to which Homer devotes some 130 verses (lines 478-

608) in Book 18 of the Iliad.
41

  Procopius cited this passage, which according to Theon 

constituted the model par excellence of ekphrasis of tropos, or “the manner in which something 

is done or made.”
42

  Theon mentions the shield of Achilles in the context of delimiting the 

appropriate subjects for ekphrasis and categorizes it along with the making of weapons, the 

construction of siege engines, and military maneuvers such as the description of the building of 

the fortification at Plataea in Thucydides as an ekphrasis of tropos.
43

   

From the outset of the ekphrasis, Procopius employs Homeric descriptions of Hephaestus 

as analogues for the present builder of the water clock.  Procopius writes, “Therefore having 

knowing mind and body stationed in one place he (Hephaestus) now makes the shield of Achilles 

for Homer. . .”
44

 Thus, Procopius refers here to Theon’s class of ekphrasis known as the tropos 
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in a discussion of the making of some type of technology.  In this case he invokes Hephaestus as 

the maker of the shield as analogous to the present builder of clock. 

Surviving evidence from the School at Gaza also supplies important information about 

ancient conceptions of the relationship between speech and vision.
45

  Following the perceptions 

of the relationship between speech and vision in the rhetorical handbooks and broader 

perceptions of language and vision, Procopius comments on the relationship between theama and 

logos in his ekphrasis:   

Accordingly I would wish to put these things into words and boast of it.  But the sight of 

it defeats the verbal account, she herself not having the capability of what is necessary 

being pulled in different directions.  She leaps up and down and wants to catch sight of 

everything, then moves more quickly than is required and misses the exact details in 

every case.  I know because I have experienced this.  For I did not stick with the first 

things in desire for the following things, and before possessing successive details as was 

necessary I moved on to look at another thing.  And my eyes were convulsing just as 

those who look upon the labyrinth by the Nile, as a certain Ionic writer said 

[Herodotus].”
46

   

Sight prevails over the sophist’s capacity to express image by means of words.  The nature of the 

visual field is desultory, and sight is superior to speech to the extent that sight can flit to and fro 

in every direction it wishes.  Vision of the clock overwhelms the onlooker.  Procopius expresses 

his struggle with the undisciplined nature of sense perception and the striking difficulty of 

rendering intelligibility to his experience of the clock.  This passage suggests a perception of the 
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shortcomings of speech itself, and is akin to Aphthonius’ assertion in his ekphrasis in his 

progymnasma on the Serapeum that the Alexandrian acropolis’ beauty is greater than can be put 

into language and if he has omitted anything it is because it defied description (Aphthonius 

Progymnasmata 12.12).
47

   

The Gaza clock fascinated and frightened city residents and visitors.  Procopius’ 

ekphrasis indicates that this urban monument focused the public enthusiasm of Gazan residents 

and, as a public timepiece, pointed out their commonality.  In fact, Procopius describes security 

measures meant to keep observers at a safe distance and protect the clock from any harm or 

meddling.  Procopius indicates that two pairs of columns stand before the clock and “a fence of 

marble joins the spaces between the columns, sharp spikes of iron having been driven into the 

marble, this being a hindrance for any impetuous person who might try to scale the fence.”
48

  

Procopius also suggests that the head of Medusa, located in the upper gable of the clock 

functioned as a security measure, she who “from on high bars the way fiercely to all who with 

too willful a resolve dare to approach . . .”
49

  Also indicative of the fascination of observers is 

Procopius’ comment subsequent to the description of the Gorgon indicating the effect of the 

clock’s movement on observers:  “it surprises you with its unexpected movement, which 

frightens and pursues the observers.”
50

  Even though this section of the ekphrasis is fraught with 

lacunae, a modern reader can apprehend the admixture of fear and fascination which beset clock 

                                                           
47

 Michel Patillon, trans., Corpus Rhetoricum Anonyme Préambule à la rhétorique Apthonios 

Progymnasmata en annexe:  Pseudo-Hermogène Progymnasmata (Paris:  Les Belles Lettres, 2008), 151. 

 
48

Section 3:  o99 marma/rwn ptuxi\v tῶn kio/nwn ta\ me/sa sune/[xwn, o0ce/wn passa/lwn] au0toῖv 
e0mpephgo/twn sidh/rou, kw/luma toῦto tῶn eἴ tiv propeth\v kai\ u9perbῆnai filoneikeῖ.  
 

49
 ἀlla\ kai\ Gorgw\ a0f’ὕyouv blosuro\n a0peileῖ toῖv ὅsoi gnw/mῃ proselqeῖn au0qadeste/rᾳ 

tolmῶsin . . .  
 

50
 . . . ἀlla\ proe/labe tῇ parado/cῳ kinh/sei, ἣ [fobeῖ te kai\ diw/kei] tou\v qeata/v.   
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onlookers.  The movements of the clock were literally paradoxical (paradoxos), contrary to 

opinion, incredible.
51

  Spectators were both frightened of the clock’s motion and were absolutely 

fascinated by it and wanted to get to it and touch it—hence Medusa and the spikes and pillars.
52

  

By embedding in his ekphrasis a description of spectators’ experience of viewing the clock and 

thereby articulating the viewer’s sense of awe and amazement in the presence of the clock, 

Procopius intensifies the enargeia of his ekphrasis.
53

 

From discussion of the clock gable, Procopius proceeds to describe the mid-section of the 

clock.  Through ekphrastic description, Procopius expresses the movement suggested by clock 

sculpture, enlivening even static clock components.  Examples of Procopius’ animating 

discourse abound in his descriptions in Sections 6, 7, and 9 of the bronze eagles standing above 

                                                           
51 Procopius of Caesarea also employs the adjective paradoxos and similar language in his Buildings.  In 

his panegyrical description of the Hagia Sophia, Procopius employs the word amēchania at 1.1.49 to articulate the 

experience of seeing the church [see Philip Rousseau, “Procopius’ Buildings and Justinian’s Pride,” Byzantion 68 

(1998):  122].  Procopius suggests that the sight is not simply “bewildering” but in a sense is impossible, or that the 

sight defies physical explanation, as Philip Rousseau asserts (122).  At 1.1.61, Procopius contends that neither 

technē nor anthropeia dunamis can account for the experience of the sight of the building.  Later in Buildings 5.6.19 

Procopius describes Justinian’s building work on the so-called “New Church” in Jerusalem and comments regarding 

the difficult topography of the site, on the “impossibility of the task” (ergou amēchaniā).  In describing an extension 

built on the hill on which was to be the site of the New Church, Procopius said that the builders were forced by 

difficult terrain to employ practices “strange and altogether unknown” (e0pi\ ta\ para/doca kai\ ὅlwv a0gnῶta, 
5.16.10). 

52
  Other contemporary sources express that technical and scientific knowledge could be inspire fear.  

Testimony concerning Boethius, a historical contemporary of Procopius of Gaza in the Latin West, conveys the fear 

and awe Late Antique men sometime felt with regard to scientific and technical knowledge.  Letter 1.14 drafted by 

Cassiodorus to petition the help of Boethius in constructing a clock for Gundobad of Burgandy contains remarks that 

suggest how a man vested with mathematical and mechanical competence was perceived by lettered peers without 

such training.  See Philip Rousseau, “The Death of Boethius and the Charge of Maleficium,” Studi Medievali 20 

(1996): 877.  At 8.59-60, Cassiodorus quips, “it is wonder enough that a man might understand these things; what 

shall we say of him who can perform them?” At lines 7 and 10, Boethius is said to have the power to imitate the 

heavens and at 10 “what a strange power is that of his art, while it claims to play it has the supreme power to 

disclose the secrets of nature, “O artis inaestimabilis virtus, quae dum se dicit ludere, naturae praevalet secreta 

vulgare!”  See Å.J. Fridh and J.W. Halporn, eds., Magni Aurelii Cassiodori Senatoris Opera Variarum Libri XII 

(Turnholt:  Brepols, 1973), 53.  Hence there is a sort of almost religious wonder and fear Cassiodorus attaches to the 

craft and knowledge of a mathematician and mechanician.            

 
53

 For example, Goldhill, 5, explains how Longinus credits Thucydides’ skill in achieving enargeia in his 

prose with creating in the reader the experience of the same amazement and emotion as that of the historical actors 

themselves.  See also Webb, Ekphrasis, 18, 19-20, 38, 71, 103, 116, 129, 195.        
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each of the doors from which Heracles emerges on the hour.  For instance, Procopius enlivens 

the statuary form of these birds of prey, describing the eagles as placing crowns on the head of 

Heracles below, unhooking their claws, and placing back their wings having given a good chase 

but having received no quarry (Section 9).  It is most likely that the eagles were sculpted and 

designed in ways that merely suggested an impetus to movement in their form, and that they 

were not in fact, animated clock elements.  Procopius also describes a statue of Helios as passing 

before each of the doors encasing images of Heracles.  He indicates that Helios measures the 

hour with his movement.  Perhaps Helios moves each hour.  Alluding to Helios’ mien as a 

gesture imitating an imperial prerogative, Procopius says that Helios stretches his right hand 

toward the doors, bidding Heracles to emerge like someone ordering the horses to come out of 

the starting gates.            

Procopius’ description of the twelve statues of Heracles focuses mainly upon the 

mythical accounts of his labors about which he extemporizes in a folksy, almost campy, style.  

For example, referring to the first and second labors (the Nemean lion and the Lernaean hydra, 

respectively), he states that “the first contest is the lion and Nemea was the place for it.  He 

[Heracles] also destroyed the hydra even if it was divided into heads each of which was eager to 

win.”
54

  Following his summary of the labors, Procopius indicates that each figure pushes back 

the bronze door before receiving the laurel crown from the eagle above.   

After commenting that the eagle ministers to Heracles because it is the bird of Zeus, 

father of Heracles (Section 9), Procopius turns to describing the attributes of three statues of 

Heracles located at the base of the clock (Sections 10-14).  The first, bearing a club and wearing 

                                                           
54prῶton oὖn a0gw/nisma le/wn kai\ h9 Neme/a xwri/on au0tῷ.  a0neῖle kai\ th\n ὕdra, ei0 kai\ filonei/koiv 

e0te/mneto kefalaῖv.   
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the lion’s skin, holds a drum.  The drum is apparently suspended and moves to and fro.  Above 

this statue is constructed a temple atop which stands a shepherd with staff in hand.  In the middle 

of the lowest register stands a statue of Heracles, who strikes a gong with his club to herald the 

hour.  The number of blows indicates the number of the labor in the mythical order Procopius 

outlined above.  Placed above the Heracles who struck the gong, there was a statue of Pan, with 

shaggy beard and horns.  The statue’s facial expression may evoke Pan’s mythical longing for 

Echo, says Procopius, yet he may simply look in marvel at Heracles.  Procopius next comments 

that where there is Pan, there must also be satyrs.  They stand on either side of him, ridiculing 

him atop a naos constructed above the center Heracles.  A third statue depicts Heracles as an 

archer in pursuit of the golden apples of the Garden of the Hesperides (Labor 11).  Diomedes, 

whose mares Heracles stole to complete the eighth labor, stands atop the temple encircling this 

statue of Heracles the archer.  After describing the figure of Heracles equipped with the bow, the 

text unfortunately breaks.   

Although he does convey the form and layout of the clock, Procopius’ description is not 

focused upon technical analysis.  He celebrates this clock housing solely pagan imagery that 

stood as an object of communal focus persisting into the late fifth or early sixth century.  

Spectators evinced responses both of fear and fascination.  Security measures, such as marble 

columns replete with spikes and the head of Medusa in the clock gable, attest to visitors’ 

enthusiasm for the clock.  Procopius confronts the perplexity he feels upon attempting to render 

into speech his visual experience of the clock.  His endeavor to produce images in his audience’s 

minds results in such animated speech that it is difficult for the modern reader to determine 

which elements of the clock actually moved.  Mythological extemporizing serves as another 

device to entertain and draw images in the mind’s eye of the clock statues of Heracles 
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performing the twelve labors.  Mythical accounts and lively speech meant to enchant the 

audience like the sight of the clock itself operated as modes of literary authorizing engagement 

with a technical device.  By means of ekphrastic speech and Classical culture, Procopius 

commemorates a beloved public timepiece and local attraction from his home city.                          

Cosmological Speculation (Synesius and Isidore) 

The epistolary discussions of astronomy in the contemporary works of Isidore and 

Synesius offer instructive counterpoints about the value of scientific exploration in relation to 

lifestyle and the divine.        

Isidore advertises his knowledge of certain astronomical traditions yet is careful to 

respond to these traditions with his own moral analysis.  In Letter 1435 to John the deacon, 

Isidore interweaves astronomical traditions into an allegorical exegesis of the meaning of the 

Epistle of Jude 13:  “errant stars for which the obscurity of darkness has been reserved for 

eternity.”
55

  Isidore offers his friend the explanation that the “stars” in Scripture are in fact men 

who have sinned and reap punishment for all perpetuity.  As was discussed above in Chapter 3, 

in this letter Isidore, by projecting a moral valence onto the physical universe, constructs an 

exegetical response for his friend that asserts a cosmology created and structured by God, 

thereby de-sacralizing the cosmos and refuting the pagan theology of astral bodies as divine 

beings.  Along the way, Isidore pursues a discussion of astronomical theory that plays upon a 

moral meaning in the wandering stars—the planets—as erring.  Referring to pagan astronomers 

(hoi deinoi), Isidore states that regarding astronomical bodies experts in the field “offer to the 

many explanations neither likely nor persuasive; for they [their explanations] fight with the 

                                                           
55

 ἀste/rev planῆtai oἷv o9 zo/fov toῦ sko/touv ei0v ai0ῶna teth/rhtai.   
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visible testimony of the eyes.”
56

  He proceeds to explain how these experts say that these planets 

hasten to complete their own circuits from west to east yet, defeated by the opposing motion of 

the faster fixed stars, they are carried westward again.  These experts, Isidore says, use the 

following example:  “just as when a wheel is moving swiftly, an ant advancing in motion 

opposite to the wheel will accomplish nothing—for it is carried by the swiftest motion of the 

wheel—thus also the planets are affected by the motion of the fixed stars.”
57

  In adducing the 

analogy of the ant on a cartwheel, Isidore appears to flaunt his knowledge of this example drawn 

from an astronomical compendium.
58

                         

In a brief digression, Isidore seizes this teaching analogy to ridicule pagan practice of 

associating gods with various animals and hints that the use of this analogy among pagan 

astronomers embeds in itself a repudiation of their own habits.  Mockingly, Isidore comments 

“that they (i.e., the pagans) are refuted because now they make them into gods, now they 

compare them to the ants, I am only going to suggest.”
59

  Switching gears, Isidore indicates that 

he will leave that issue unresolved for now, though he continues to pursue astronomical 

discussion in tandem with aggressive criticism of pagan theology.  Confronting the pagan 

                                                           
56

 oὔte ei0ko/ta oὔte piqana\ toῖv polloῖv le/gousi • tῇ ga\r e0nargei/ᾳ kai\ tῇ dia\ tῶn ὄyewn 
marturi/ᾳ ma/xontai.   
 

57
 ὥsper troxoῦ o0ce/wv kinome/nou, mu/rmhc th\n e0nanti/an au0tῷ ki/nhsin poreuo/menov ou0de\n tosoῦton 

a0nu/ei-e0knikᾶtai ga\r u9po\ tῆv toῦ troxoῦ w0kuta/thv kinh/sewv-oὕtw kai\ oi9 planῆtai pro\v th\n tῶn 
a0planῶn dia/keintai ki/nhsin.   
 

58
 See, e.g., Posidonius of Apamea, the astronomer Cleomedes, Vitruvius.  See also J. Mansfeld and D.T. 

Runia, Aëtiana:  the Method and Intellectual Context of a Doxographer  (Leiden; New York, Köln, 1997), 311 and 

311 n. 59;  Évieux, 2:47n2; Manfred Kertsch, “Isidor von Pelusion in der sog. Catena Andrea (Clavis PG C 176) zu 

Jud. 12/13,” Jahrbuch für Antike und Christentum 40 (1997): 164.  Isidore may, however, draw this example from 

an intervening Christian source rather than a compendium; more below, and see Kertsch, 160-63, on the parallels 

between Isidore Letter 1435 and Origen’s Philocalia.  Bayer originally argued that Isidore made direct use of the 

manuals of Arius Didymus and Aëtius, but this cannot be demonstrated definitively; see Mansfeld and Runia, 309; 

Leo Bayer, “Isidors von Pelusium klassische Bildung” (PhD diss.,  Paderborn: F. Schöningh, 1915), 66-72.      

 
59

 to\ me\n oὖn e0le/gxein au0tou\v ὅti pote\ me\n au0tou\v w9v qeou\v e0kqeia/zousi, pote\ de\ mu/rmhci 
paraba/llousi, mo/non e0pishmhna/menov.   
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theological imprint of his own cosmological vocabulary, Isidore discusses why Scripture uses the 

same words for the sun, moon, and planets as the pagans use for their deities.  Isidore states  

because Scripture uses this name, either properly or improperly, or by following the 

general habit, I think, maybe when they rank among the planets the sun and the moon, 

and five other stars, which many do not know, Saturn, Jupiter, Mercury and Mars, and of 

course Lucifer (Venus), people more foolish than you have assigned them the names of 

characters who were powerful on earth, who led a life of shame and died without glory.
60

     

Isidore indicates the convention of denoting heavenly bodies with the same words that indicate 

names of the gods and inserts his own moral assessment of the degeneracy of the pagan deities.   

Isidore continues to set out astronomical arguments regarding the movements of the fixed 

bodies and offers explanations for the meanings of their names, but ultimately he asserts that the 

cosmos is the product of the devising of God the Creator.  Referring back to the thoughts of hoi 

deinoi, Isidore adduces the evidence of Isaiah 45.12 concerning God’s cosmic hegemony framed 

in the Platonic language of the Demiurge: “Whether this or that is true, it [i.e., the movements of 

stars and planets] is the proclamation of the Demiurge who thus ordered and made the laws, as 

He himself declares ‘I command the stars.’”
61

  Compounding this demonstration, Isidore offers 

with a Platonic overlay the evidence of the Psalmist who, “pointing out how the divine 

prescription on earth has been infringed when men go off on their own accord into transgression, 

while in the heavens it is preserved, says ‘for eternity, O Lord, your Word will remain in the 

                                                           
60

 ἐgw\ d’ oἶmai, dia\ to\ xrh/sasqai kai\ th\n Grafh\n tou/tῳ tῷ o0no/mati, ἢ kuriolektoῦsan, ἢ 
kataxrwme/nhn, ἢ tῇ tῶn pollῶn sunhqei/ᾳ e0pome/nhn, ὅti, ἴswv e0peidh\ to\n ἥlion kai\ th\n selh/nhn, kai\ 
ἄllouv pe/nte a0ste/rav, ou0 polloῖv gnwri/mouv, Fai/nonta/ te kai\ Fae/qonta, Sti/lbonta te kai\ Purro/enta, 
nai\ mh\n kai\ Fwsfo/ron ei0v tou\v planh/tav ta//ttousin oi9 soῦ a0nohto/teroi, tinῶn e0pi\ gῆv dunasteusa/ntwn, 
kai\ ai0sxrῶv bebiwko/twn, kai\ a0kleῶv to\n bi/on katastreya/ntwn ta\v proshgori/av e0pe/qesan.  Kertsch, 

“Isidor,” 163, has pointed out that Isidore’s use of the terms kuriolekteῖn and kataxrᾶsqai we see also in Origen 

Philocalia 26.8.9.  I would also add that Philocalia 26.8, similar to this passage in Isidore Letter 1435, is concerned 

with the topic of understanding names and whether or not to take them literally.       
 

61
 plh\n eἴte toῦto, eἴte e0keῖno a0lhqe\v eἴh, toῦ Dhmiourgoῦ a0nakhru/ttei th\n e0pisth/mhn toῦ oὕtw 

ta/cantov kai\ nomoqeth/santov w9v kai\ au0to\v me/n fhsin • << Ἐgw\ toῖv ἄstroiv e0neteila/mhn >>.   
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heavens.’”
62

  God orders not just beings that some claim possess reason and will but all elements 

of the material universe, as Scripture at Psalms 77.23 states "The Lord commands the heat," "he 

commands the clouds," "he commands the worm."
63

  Isidore proceeds to aver that astronomical 

theories contribute nothing to showing us how to live: 

That they (the stars and planets) are therefore beings gifted with reason, as some claim, 

or spheres of fire, or disc-shaped bodes lit by the ethereal fire, or condensations of a fire-

shaped sphere, or incandescent masses—this is indeed the opinion of some 

philosophers—or chariots receiving immaterial and hyper-cosmic light coming from 

beyond the world, I do not argue forcefully—in fact I think it does nothing to accomplish 

the good way of life.
64

 

The issue of the moral politeia, which Isidore uses elsewhere to denote the monastic lifestyle, 

comprises for him a key frustration with astronomical inquiry.  The overriding concern for the 

moral lifestyle resounds also in Letter 2.273, where Isidore faults astronomical speculation for 

offering nothing for the aristē politeia.  This topos of natural science as useless because it does 

not contribute to a moral life was a broader discursive trend in patristic authors such as Eusebius 

and Theodoret.
65

  Engaging with scientific texts, Isidore’s treatment of heavenly bodies in this 

letter may be drawn from primers such as those of Cleomedes, Theon, Smyrnaeus, and 

                                                           
62

 deiknu/wn w9v e0n gῇ me\n pare/baqh to\ qeῖon pro/stagma, tῶn a0nqrw/pwn ei0v paranomi/av 
au0tomolhsa/ntwn, e0n ou0ranῷ de\ e0fula/xqh, ἔfh • <<ei0v to\n ai0ῶna, Ku/rie, o9 lo/gov sou diame/nei e0n tῷ 
ou0ranῷ.>>  Cf. Psalms 118.89; see Évieux, 2:49.  The issue of will also corresponds to Origen Philocalia 19-20; 

see also Kertsch 161-62.   

 
63

 <<ἐnetei/lato Ku/riov kau/swni>>, kai\ <<Ἐnetei/lato nefe/laiv>>, kai\  <<Ἐnetei/lato skw/lhki>>, 

cf. John 4.8, Psalms 77.23, and John 4.7; see Évieux, 2:51.   

 
64

 eἴte oὖn logika\ e0sti zῷa, ὥv fasi/ tinev, eἴte pu/rinoi sfaῖrai, eἴte diskoeidῆ sw/mata, e0k toῦ 
ai0qeri/ou puro\v e0cafqe/nta, eἴte sfairoeideῖv puro\v pilh/seiv, eἴte mudroi/ - tine\v ga\r tῶn filoso/fwn 
toῦt’ e0dogma/tisan - eἴte o0xh/mata dektika\ toῦ a0ΰlou kai\ u9perkosmi/ou fwto/v, ou0 sfo/dra i0sxurisai/mhn – 
ou0de\n ga\r toῦto pro\v a0ri/sthn politei/an sunteleῖn h9goῦmai.  These six examples bear resemblance to the 

views of Aëtius in pseudo-Plutarch’s Placita philosophorum and Stobaeus Eclogae physicae, but certainly were not 

derived from these sources.  They are closer to the examples Philo provides in On Dreams 1.21.  See Mansfeld and 

Runia, 311 and 311n62.   
 

65
 See Eusebius Praeparatio Evangelica 15, and Theodoret Curatio affectionum Graecarum 4.24; cf., 

Mansfeld and Runia, 139, 276, 310, and 310n53.   
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Geminus.
66

  Additionally, this letter includes language resembling astronomical language on the 

shape of the earth in pseudo-Plutarch’s Placita.
67

  For example, Isidore’s use of ku/lindrov is 

reminiscent of Anaximander’s language of the earth’s column-like shape, and Isidore’s use of the 

comparison “like a winnowing fan” (liknoeidh/v) is similar to Democritus’ “disc-like in surface 

but hollow in the middle.”
68

  These examples, however, Isidore takes from Basil’s last Homily on 

the Hexaemeron (9.1.480.10-16).
69

  Thus Isidore signals that he is conversant in astronomical 

traditions and offers a moral parallel to such scientific traditions.    

In contrast, for Synesius the natural sciences are important not only because they 

contribute to the right sort of life, but because astronomy serves philosophy and is a stage in the 

ascent toward philosophy.  To examine this view, we will now turn to Synesius’ letter which he 

sent with the gift of an astrolabe to his friend Paeonius, a military magistrate at Constantinople 

whom Synesius befriended during his embassy at the imperial center.
70

  For Synesius, Paeonius 

himself has performed the remarkable feat of intermixing the intellectual pursuit of philosophy 

with its practical application:   “How could I not assign a central place in my soul to the 

wondrous Paeonius, he who contrived to bring philosophy and military science, so long divided 

from one another by so many walls, and discovered how to bring them together and to join them, 

having perceived an ancient affinity between them.”
71

  Harkening back to examples from Magna 

                                                           
66

 Ibid., 310.   

 
67

 Ibid., 310 and 310n55.   

 
68

Ibid, 310 and 310n56.  Apart from a lexical entry in the Suda, the term liknoeidh/v is found only the 

Placita and Isidore’s epistle.    

 
69

 Basil’s examples are close to the opinions of Aëtius in the Placita; see Mansfeld and Runia, 310-11.   

 
70

The position Paeonius occupied cannot be securely identified.  Giuseppina Stramondo, trans., A Peonio 

sul Dono (Catania, Italy:  Centro di studi sull’antico Cristianesimo, Università di Catania, 1964), 22n17.   For other 

analyses of the language Synesius’ letter, see Stramondo, 21-30, and Lacombrade, 123-26.    
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Graecia when men with astronomical knowledge were also civil rulers, Synesius praises the 

accomplishments actualized by the union of philosophy and statecraft and laments how “time 

behaved in a youthful manner” (i.e., recklessly),
72

 and the double form separated, and now it is 

no longer considered appropriate for the two sides of this double form to converse.  Synesius 

supposes that this separation is responsible for society’s present ills, inquiring “is it not because 

of this that other good things have departed from us?”
73

  These spheres counterbalance one 

another in human communities:  “for there could be no greater misfortune among cities than to 

have the element of strength without intelligence, or the ability to reason without force.”
74

          

 Synesius exhorts his friend to fight for the contemporary relevance of the double form of 

public affairs and philosophy:   

For you seem to be making a beginning of this pairing, for you have the confidence to do 

public affairs, and you think that you must pursue philosophy.  Act thus as if you are 

engaged in a fair competition for us and for the Muses, so that no one will drive them (the 

Muses) away from the marketplace or the camp as unpractical and helpless, just as if they 

were of no advantage for actions under the open sky and were to be chattered about and 

assigned as dainty things for children’s play.
75

         

Alluding to a group of intellectual associates, Synesius claims his gift will actuate an intellectual 

transformation by awakening latent potentialities native to Paeonius’ own soul:  “now, having 

                                                                                                                                                                                           
71

 pῶv oὖn ou0 me/llw th\n me/shn e0n tῇ yuxῇ xw/ran tῷ qaumastῷ Paioni/ῳ ne/mein, ὃv e0k polloῦ 
diateteixisme/nav qrigkoῖv mega/loiv filosofi/an kai\ stratei/an e0ceῦren e0panagageῖn kai\ suna/yai, 
palaia/n tina e0nidw\n toῖv e0pithdeu/masi tou/toiv sugge/neian ;  
 

72
ὁ xro/nov e0neanieu/sato.   

 
73mh\ ga\r dio/ti toῦto kai\ tἄlla h9mᾶv a0pole/loipen a0gaqa/ ;   

 
74

ὡv ou0de\n ἂn ge/noito po/lesi dustu/xhma meῖzon toῦ to\ me\n i0sxuro\n a0no/hton ἔxein, to\ d’ ἔmfron 
a0du/naton.   
  

75
 ἀll’ ἔoikav ga\r au0to\v ἄrcwn e0pana/gein h9mῖn to\n sunduasmo\\n toῦton • ta/ te ga\r koina\ 

pra/ttein pisteu/ῃ, kai\ filosofi/an oἴei deῖn e0pithdeu/ein.  Ba/ll’ oὕtwv, w9v a0gῶna kalo\n u9pe/r te h9mῶn 
u9pe/r te tῶn Mousῶn a0gwni/zῃ, toῦ mh/ tina au0ta\v w9v a0pra/ktouv kai\ ἄxeirav a0gorᾶv te kai\ stratei/av 
a0pelau/nein, ἅte mhde\n me\n ὄfelov oὔsav ei0v ta\v e0n u9pai/qrῳ pra/ceiv, komya\v de\ paidari/oiv prosaqu/rein 
te kai\ stwmu/llesqai.   
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informed myself about you from those who have known you longer than I have, and having 

known you myself some little time, I am eager to kindle the astronomical sparks that are in your 

soul, trying to make them big by means of what is in you.”
76

  For Synesius, the study of 

astronomy is a lofty science that propels one toward the even loftier field of knowledge of the 

ineffable things about God (tēs aporrhētou theologiā).  This science “makes available the blessed 

body of the heavens, for the happy body of heaven has matter underneath it, of which the 

movement (of the heavens) appeared to the leaders in philosophy to be an imitation of the 

Mind.”
77

  By “Mind” (Nous), Synesius means here the idea of the Demiurge, the first efflux 

descending from the One in the Neoplatonic hierarchical hypostasis.  This intelligible realm is 

the “self-specification and articulation” of the One.
78

  Implying a mystical experience as the telos 

of scientific study of the heavens, Synesius affirms that the spiritual sparks native to the human 

soul long to seek out their divine source.
79

  Astronomy itself discloses the secrets etched in the 

cosmos which reproduce the noetic realm.     

Moving from the ethereal to the practical, Synesius admires how astronomy produces 

“demonstrations in a manner that is not disputed,” because it employs the auxiliary fields of 

geometry and arithmetic, “which it would not be improper for someone to call a straight measure 

                                                           
76

 puqo/meno/v te oὖn peri\ soῦ para\ tῶn prolabo/ntwn e0pi\ th\n sh\n sunh/qeian, kai\ au0to\v di’ o0li/gou 
katanoh/sav e0rῶ tou\v a0stronomikou\v spinqῆrav e0no/ntav sou tῇ yuxῇ tou/touv e0ca/yai kai\ e0pi\ me/ga ἆrai 
dia\ tῶn e0no/ntwn e0piballo/menov.   
 

77
 ὕlhn te ga\r u9pobe/bhtai to\ maka/rion ou0ranoῦ sῶma, oὗ kai\ th\n ki/nhsin noῦ mi/mhsin eἶnai toῖv 

korufaiota/toiv e0n filosofi/ᾳ dokeῖ.    
 

78
 Bregman, 36.  On Synesius’ various uses of the Nous, including his assimilation of the Neoplatonic 

Trinity (One, Nous, Soul) to the Christian Trinity, see Bregman, 33, 36, 63, 79-83,  91, 103, 112, 165-66, 179, 180, 

183.       

 
79

Ibid.  This is a paraphrase of Bregman’s discussion of the epistrophē in Synesius’ Hymn 1. 
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of truth.”
80

  Contending that his gift is fitting both for him to give and Paeonius to receive, 

Synesius details how the device is of his own contrivance (dianoia), including the contributions 

of his most holy teacher Hypatia, and the device was wrought by the best silversmiths in the 

country.
81

  Synesius then underscores again how the gift will elicit intellectual and spiritual 

properties native to Paeonius and explains why he encloses a letter with the gift:  “conversing 

with you in advance I might make something advantageous for my purpose, which is to call forth 

natural beginnings that are in you toward philosophy.”
82

  Ultimately, Synesius hopes “if it should 

occur that you desire to focus your eyes and cast them on the thing itself, then I will give you a 

greater gift regarding the science.”
83

  In this way, the physical gift will make visible the gift of 

knowledge itself which stretches the soul in upward ascent to its divine origins in ideas.        

Synesius moves to describe the physical design of the device.
84

  Of interest for exploring 

the intellectual culture Synesius crafted to define this device is his description of two engravings 

inscribed upon it.  The second of the two, quoted from Ptolemy, enshrines an earlier view of 

astronomy and its relation to the divine: 

                                                           
80

 ta\v a0podei/ceiv ou0k a0mfisbhthsi/mwv;  ἃv a0strabῆ tῆv a0lhqei/av kano/na tiv ei0pw\n ou0k ἂn 
a9ma/rtoi toῦ pre/pontov.   
  

81
It is not clear how great a role Hypatia had in designing the device.  She clearly was a mathematician in 

training; the Suda ascribes to her authorship of several works dealing with mathematics or astronomy.  Her father 

Theon, “president” of the Museum at Alexandria, was a prolix author of commentaries on Euclid and Ptolemy as 

well as a lost work on an astrolabe.  For an overview, see Michael A.B. Deakin, “Hypatia and her Mathematics,” 

The American Mathematical Monthly 101(1994):  234-243; on Hypatia and Theon’s work on mathematics and 

astronomy, see ibid., 237-38.    

 
82peri\ oὗ prodialexqei\v proὔrgou ti ἂn tῷ skopῷ poih/saimi.  o9 de\ skopo/v, ta\v e0n soi\ fusika\v 

peri\ filosofi/an o9rma\v e0kkale/sasqai. 
  

83
 ei0 ga\r ἔfesiv soi parage/noito toῦ suntei/nwn ta\v ὄyeiv e0pibaleῖn tῷ fainome/nῳ, to/te soi 

meῖzon o0re/cw dῶron, ta\ peri\ tῆv e0pisth/mhv au0tῆv. 
 

84
The device and its design cannot be identified with precision based on the textual evidence; for an 

overview of scholarly arguments on the subject, see Stramondo, 33-41.    
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I know that I am mortal, a creature of the day; but when I trace out  

the dense orbits of the circling stars 

no longer do my feet touch the earth, but in the company of Zeus himself 

I become full of the god-nourishing ambrosia.
85

 

    

Authorized by the classicizing stamp of the ancient astronomer, these lines reiterate Synesius’ 

perception of the significance of the device and astronomy itself to guide the human soul upward 

toward divinity.  Synesius’ Classical pagan engagement with study of the cosmos is here 

synchronized with his Neoplatonic conceptions of the use of the device and astronomy.  This gift 

of Classical paideia
86

 celebrates the shared knowledge and philosophical interests between two 

literati and suggests a group of associates (and see above for Synesius’ reference to 

communication with friends of Paeonius).        

Upon reflection, the two modes of engagement with astronomy in the contemporaries 

Isidore and Synesius appear almost as antinomies.  In pursuing a classicizing model of 

conceptualizing astronomy with marked Neoplatonic philosophical overlays Synesius poses as 

protector and perpetuator of a continuous intellectual tradition.  Isidore demarcates a strikingly 

different path.  Isidore, like other Church Fathers, broadcasts a veneer of astronomical language 

by including teaching analogies and other doxai originally appearing in astronomical texts.  He 

feels compelled to demonstrate some competence in the astronomical lore that he ultimately 

debunks because of both its serious pagan resonances and his view that it offers nothing for the 

                                                           
85

 Ptolemy Anthologia Palatina 9.577, Lacombrade, 126n20.   

oi0d’ὅti qnato\v e0gw\ kai\ e0fa/merov • a0ll’ ὅtan ἄstrwn 
       i0xneu/w pukina\v a0mfidro/mouv ἕlikav, 
ou0ke/t’ e0piyau/w gai/hv posi/n, a0lla\ par’ au0tῷ 
       Zhni\ qeotrefe/ov pi/mplamai a0mbrosi/hv.   
 

86
 Stramondo, 23.    
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correct moral lifestyle.  For a Neoplatonist like Synesius here we have evidence for the power of 

a gadget whose heavenward gaze can access the all-subsuming intellect of the demiurge, the 

blueprint of the One.  Such starkly diverging attitudes toward the natural sciences found in two 

contemporary literati, both of whom either were currently or would become members of the 

Christian clergy in the Greek East, testify to the cultural shock waves contesting traditional 

orientations to Classical paideia.  Though this is only the testimony of two Late Ancient voices, 

it is time for scholars to place alongside a thinker such as Isidore, whose attitudes often resemble 

those of the Fathers, those of his non-canonical coeval who weathered contemporary seismic 

challenges to Classical culture and stood firmly and enthusiastically in its defense and service.   

Matter and Soul:  Isidore 

Letters among educated provincials were forums for philosophical and scientific 

speculation about the relationship between matter and soul and the concomitant issue of the 

relationship between matters of various forms such as liquids and solids.  In Letter 1475 to 

Dorotheus, a doctor and deacon, Isidore responds to a friend who apparently “wished to learn 

something clear and agreed upon both in the Holy Scriptures and in the more wise writers of 

those outside (pagans).”
87

  The net is cast fairly wide in terms of permitted sources.  Isidore 

pledges that he will endeavor, so far as he is able, to say much in few words.  Dorotheus has 

asked Isidore to explain “wherefore is it clear that the incorporeal things are less likely to 

undergo change and are stronger than corporeal beings?”
88

  Isidore responds that “to the extent 

                                                           
  

87
 ἐpeidh\ xrῆma safe\v kai\ o9mologou/menon kai\ taῖv i9eraῖv Grafaῖv kai\ toῖv sofwte/roiv tῶn 

ἔcwqen dia\ paradeigma/twn h0qe/lhsav maqeῖn . . .  
 

88
 ἐpei\ toi/nun ἔfhv •  po/qen dῆlon ὅti ta\ a0sw/mata tῶn swma/twn e0sti\n a0paqe/stera kai\ 

i0sxuro/tera ;   
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that those bodies that are nearer to incorporeality are stronger and less subject to change than 

those that are denser, the incorporeal things are less likely to undergo change than not only the 

denser things but also the lighter things.”
89

  To support this assertion Isidore cites the example of 

how a stone, which is denser than water, can no longer be united if it is broken, but water when 

divided is brought together again, for it is less dense and to this extent it does not undergo 

change.
90

  Density correlates positively with mutability.  The lighter example (paradeigma) of 

air, Isidore continues, cannot be separated:  “if air is enclosed in a container or a wine skin and is 

thrown into the depths of water, it does not put up with it, but comes to the surface and swims up 

and wishes to manifest itself and hunts after that which is like it.”
91

  Isidore expresses 

wonderment that Dorotheus marvels how bodiless things are stronger given Isidore’s proofs that 

air is less dense than water and water is less dense than stone and therefore is less subject to 

change.   

This discussion of the relationship of bodiless and corporeal entities and their relative 

densities and vulnerability to change next leads into evidence of the immutability of the soul—an 

inherently bodiless entity.  Isidore contends then that the soul, also bodiless and invisible like air, 

provides the body with inner strength and physical strength.  When the soul departs from the 

body, however, the body not only remains motionless, dead, but it decomposes.  Affirming the 

power of his friend’s profession and linking its practice to the soul, Isidore next links the art 

                                                           
89

 fhmi/ ὅsῳ ta\ e0ggu\v tῆv a0swmato/thtov sw/mata i0sxuro/tera kai\ a0paqe/stera/ e0sti tῶn 
paxute/rwn swma/twn, tosou/tῳ kai\ ta\ a0swmata ou0 mo/non tῶn paxuta/twn, a0lla\ kai\ tῶn leptota/twn 
e0sti\n a0paqe/stera.   
 

90oἷon h9 pe/tra toῦ ὕdato/v e0sti paxute/ra, dio\ r9hgnume/nh ou0ke/ti suna/ptetai, to\ de\ ὕdwr 
diaireqe/n, pa/lin sunafqe\n e9noῦtai • ὅsῳ ga\r lepto/teron, tosou/tῳ a0paqe/steron.    
 

91
 e0a\n goῦn ἢ ei0v ke/ramon ἢ ei0v a0sko\n a0pokleisqei/h, kai\ ei0v buqo\n r9ifei/h, ou0k a0ne/xetai, a0ll’ 

e0pipola/zei kai\ e0pinh/xetai, kai\ th\n e0pifa/neian zhteῖ, kai\ to\ suggene\v qhrᾶtai.   
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(technē) of the physician to the soul’s immutability:  the bodiless power (dunamis) of Dorotheus’ 

technē itself is stronger than the body.  As soul has the power to fortify the body, whenever the 

medical art departs from the body the treatment remains most ineffective (achrēstotatē); like the 

body, a remedy can only live when enlivened by the dunamis of the physician’s technē, and the 

remedy effectively dies when this dunamis departs.  In this way, the medical art and the soul 

itself share the capacity to animate matter itself.  By the letter’s end, Isidore’s conversation 

interweaving philosophical and scientific ideas about soul and matter engages with his friend’s 

profession as a physician and its very power to manipulate and arrange human bodies.              

 Isidore was also rankled by specific definitions of the soul offered by Galen.  Letter 1791 

(PG 4.125), published so far only in Migne, also preserves Isidore’s side of an epistolary 

discussion with a doctor and scholasticus named Prosechius focused on rebuffing a Galenic 

conception of the soul as mortal, testifying that knowledge of Galen, perhaps even first-hand 

knowledge, belonged in the repertoire of Late Antique sophists of the Greek East.
92

  Isidore 

opens by adducing the authoritative testimony of “Pythagoras and Plato and those other wise 

men who were held in high repute following the necessary art of the techniques of 

demonstration.”
93

  These men, Isidore avers, “rightly give the opinion that the soul is more of a 

guide than the body, calling soul the artificer, the body the instrument.”
94

  Referring collectively 

to these Greek philosophers as hoi sophoi, Isidore remarks that even if these men missed the 

                                                           
92

Pace Évieux, Isidore, 148n61, who, following PG 78:1197-98n99, reproduced the misidentification of the 

relevant text of Galen as De placitis Platonis et Hippocratis, 1.II.  As I indicate below, Isidore is mainly concerned 

in this letter with Galen’s treatise The Faculties of the Soul Follow the Mixtures of the Body.             

 
93

 Puqago/rav me\n, kai\ Pla/twn, kai\ oi9 ἄlloi ἔndocoi par’ Ἕllhsi sofoi\, a0podeiktikaῖv a0na/gkaiv 
e9po/menoi.  
 

94
 h9gemonikwte/ran th\n yuxh\n toῦ sw/matov ei0ko/twv a0pefh/nanto •  kai\ e0ka/lesan th\n me\n texni/thn, 

to\ de\ ὄrganon. 
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truth concerning some things—probably the error of their paganism—on the issue of the 

relationship between body and soul, however, they hit the mark (lit. “were led to the target”).
95

  

Isidore then identifies the scientific interlocutor who irritates him:  Galen, who did not escape the 

notice of those who were reading intelligently (that is, Isidore himself).  Deploying the analogues 

of lyre and lyre-player, Isidore contends that Galen “considering the lyre itself to be harmonious, 

not the lyre-player, declared the soul to be mortal.”
96

  Galen, according to Isidore, asserted that 

“because the powers of the soul follow the mixture (compounding) of the body, he ended by 

saying that the soul was not bodiless and immortal but, I do not know how, that the mixture was 

the soul.”
97

   

Isidore refers directly here to Galen’s definition of the soul as a mixture which he 

articulated in his treatise The Faculties of the Soul Follow the Mixtures of the Body (Quod animi 

mores sequuntur temperamenta corporis).
98

  In this late pamphlet, one of the two extant Galenic 

texts which focused on the nature of the soul (the other is De placitis Hippocratis et Platonis), 

Galen asserted that the soul and its capabilities are dependent on the temperaments or mixtures 

(kraseis) of the body.
99

  Following the Aristotelian conception of the soul as the form (eidos) of 

the body, Galen asserts that as the body is comprised of matter (hylē) and form (eidos), and, as 

Aristotle also thought, “the physical body comes to be from the inborn four qualities in matter, 

and it is necessary to regard the form as the mixture of these qualities, so also I suppose the soul 

                                                           
95

 e0n tou/tῳ kata\ skopoῦ h0ne/xqhsan.   
 

96
 a9rmo/nion au0th\n lu/ran ou0 lurῳdo\n h9ghsa/menov qnhth\n a0pefh/nato.   

 
97

 ὅti tῇ kra/sei toῦ sw/matov ἕpontai ai9 tῆv yuxῆv duna/meiv, ei0v to\ fa/nai to\ mhde\ eἶnai yuxh\n 
a0sw/maton kai\ a0qa/naton e0teleu/thsen, th\n krᾶsin yuxh\n ou0k oἶd’ ὅpwv o9risa/menov.   
 

98
This text will be henceforth abbreviated QAM.    

 
99

 For a useful recent overview of Galen’s views of the soul, see Pierluigi Donni, “Psychology,” in R.J. 

Hankinson, ed., The Cambridge Companion to Galen (Cambridge:  Cambridge University Press, 2008), 184-209.   
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to be a mixture of the four elements,” or hot, cold, wet, and dry (QAM 774).
100

  From this, Galen 

posits “if the reasoning faculty is a form of the soul, it is mortal; for it is itself a certain mixture 

of the brain” (QAM 774-75).
101

  On the other hand, “if the soul is immortal, as Plato wished, why 

is it separated from the body when the brain becomes excessively cold or hot or dry or wet.”
102

  

That is, why does the soul leave the body when the body undergoes certain physical changes?  

As will be demonstrated below, Isidore quotes this argument virtually verbatim in Letter 1791.   

Isidore’s epistolary diatribe aims to steer his learned friend clear from the Galenic nets.  

Drawing a distinction between Galen’s philosophical and medical contributions, Isidore warns 

Prosechius “we must not pay attention to him in this!”
103

  Concerning Galen’s medical work 

Isidore recognizes his renown and merit, but with regard to the soul, Isidore rails: 

Let him not contend with the wiser men, let him not go into the agon, where he does not 

have the physical training or the skill; nor let someone who is an athlete judge music.  

Havinh emptied the whole of his intellect concerning bodies, let him not teach concerning 

the soul, and let him not believe that the bringing about the harmony of the elements is 

the soul.
104

  

                                                           
100

 tῶn tetta/rwn poioth/twn e0ggignome/nwn tῇ ὕlῃ to\ fusiko\n gi/gnesqai sῶma, th\n e0k tou/twn 
krᾶsin a0nagkaῖon au0toῦ ti/qesqai to\ eἶdov, ὥste pwv kai\ h9 tῆv yuxῆv ou0si/a krᾶsiv tiv ἔstai tῶn 
tetta/rwn eἴte poioth/twn.  
 

101
QAM  774-75.  ei0 me\n oὖn to\ logizo/menon eἶdov tῆv yuxῆv e0sti, qnhto\n ἔstai •  kai\ ga\r kai\ au0to\ 

krᾶsi/v tiv e0gkefa/lou . . .  
  
102

 QAM 775.  ei0 d 0 a0qa/naton ἔstai, w9v o9 Pla/twn bou/letai, dia\ ti/ xwri/zetai yuxqe/ntov sfodrῶv 
ἢ u9perqermanqe/ntov ἢ u9perchranqe/ntov ἢ u9perugranqe/ntov toῦ e0gkefa/lou.   
 

103
ἀll’ ou0 prosekte/on au0tῷ e0n tou/tῳ.   

  
104

 mh\ a0milla/sqw toῖv sofwte/roiv, mhde\ katabaine/tw ei0v a0gῶna, oὗ kai\ a0na/skhto/v e0sti kai\ 
a0mele/thtov • mhde\ a0qlhth\v ὢn th\n mousikh\n krine/tw • mhde\ peri\ ta\ sw/mata ὅlhn e9autoῦ kenw/sav th\n 
su/nesin, peri\ yuxῆv dogmatize/tw • mhde\ pisteue/tw, e0n tῷ kataskeua/zein th\n a9rmoni/an tῶn stoixei/wn 
eἶnai yuxh/n.   
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Isidore registers his offense at Galen’s philosophical forays into agones for which he has no 

experience or capability with curt minatory imperative phrases framed by Classical analogies of 

competition.   

If Galen’s hypothesis were really true, reasons Isidore, then with the body the soul would 

be extinguished.  Applying a superlative address ironically, Isidore wonders “what would this 

good man (beltistos) say to the poets and philosophers and speechwriters, how in every way and 

by every means there will be punishments in the (last) judgment; for what kind of reward does he 

rightly contrive for those living in this world?”
105

  If the soul is mortal, Galen obviates the 

possibility of rewards or punishments in the afterlife.  Similar to his concerns in Letter 1435 and 

2.273 discussed above regarding the uselessness of astronomical theory for living the good life, 

Isidore here perceives Galen’s “mortal soul” as an assault on his entire lifestyle.  Employing the 

terms ponoi and politeuein, the verbal form of politeia, which we have seen above as denoting 

the monastic lifestyle, Isidore quips “thus for those who live in this manner, for the most part, 

contests are provided filled with the greatest of labors and sweats, until the end.”
106

  What is the 

meaning of these trials for the virtuous if the soul is mortal?  And what about those who live 

without virtue: “how is the punishment determined for those who pursue every evil until death 

and enjoy wealth and fame?”
107

  Isidore wonders how Galen would interpret the Homeric poet’s 

assertion that “the spirit remains, and it has gone to the House of Hades”; how would he translate 

                                                           
105ti/ oὖn fai/h o9 be/ltistov peri\ tῶn para\ poihtaῖv kai\ filoso/foiv kai\ logogra/foiv 

filosofhqe/ntwn, w9v pa/ntῃ te kai\ pa/ntwv e0some/nwn e0n tῇ kri/sei kolasthri/wn ; Poῖon de\ ge/rav toῖv tῇde 
bioῦsin o0rqῶv e0pinoh/sei ;  
 

106
 toῖv ga\r oὕtw politeuome/noiv, w9v ta\ polla\, ἆqla megi/stwn po/nwn kai\ i0drw/twn mesta\, ἕwv 

tῆv e0nqa/de teleutῆv proete/qh.   
 

107
 poῖ de\ th\n timwri/an o0rieῖ, toῖv kaki/an me\n pᾶsan metadiw/kousin ἕwv qana/tou, kai\ plou/toi kai\ 

timῆv a0polau/ousi ;  
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“there thus also is a dwelling place in Hades.”
108

  Invoking also Euripides’ Alcestis, Isidore asks 

how Galen would interpret Euripides whom Prosechius determines to be wise, who said “May it 

be good for you in the House of Hades also.”
109

      

 Isidore asks how, if the soul is an order (harmonia), “how does it change to discord, and 

accomplish an inelegant and discordant song?”
110

  The soul presides over various types of 

conduct which Isidore classes as either harmonious or discordant.  Moral behavior—virtue 

(aretē)—generates harmonious song and moral baseness a discordant song.  Why, wonders 

Isidore, would Galen himself consider it necessary to praise or censure those pursuing wisdom 

and frivolous arts respectively if indeed the soul were simply a mixture?   

Isidore suggests that the soul has an agency over the body for which Galen does not 

account and is puzzled that Galen cites in his own defense the changes that happen every day 

between soul and body.  Isidore observes how individuals often reverse former habits, since 

“many licentious men take wing and fly up to moderation.  And many men fly down to 

lasciviousness.  For the mixture would not change.”
111

  Why, contends Isidore, if the soul were a 

mixture or order would it change as in the examples of many men who were licentious in their 

                                                           
108

 yuxh\ te me/nei, Ἀïdo/sqe bebh/kei ;  ἦ r9a/ ti/ e0sti kai\ ei0n Ἀïdao do/moisin.  In a manner not unlike 

Galen’s invocation of brief testimony from Homer and Theognis in the QAM at 778, Isidore selects in this passage 

quotations from Homer and Euripides. 

 
109eὖ soi ge/noito kai\ e0n ἄïdov do/moiv ;   

 
110

 ei0v a0narmosti/an metapi/ptei, kai\ ἄmouson kai\ a0phxe\v a0poteleῖ me/lov ;  
 

111
 polloi\ me\n ga\r a0selgeῖv ei0v swfrosu/nhn a0ne/pthsan • polloi de\ sw/frones ei0v lagnei/an 

katapeptw/kasin •   ou0 ga\r dh\ h9 krᾶsiv mete/pese.     
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youth but return to decorum at the prime of life?  Isidore reasons “the mixture would not alter 

itself thus but would bring to successful issue its resolve.”
112

       

With concern for the length of his letter, Isidore transitions to what he considers to be his 

strongest refutation of Galen.  At this point Isidore provides a quotation of Galen almost identical 

to the passage quoted above at QAM 775:   “If the soul is immortal as Plato wished, why is it 

separated from the body when the brain grows excessively hot or cold or dry or wet?”
113

  Isidore 

then leaves this statement and proceeds to attack the deductive methods of Galen’s inquiry, 

citing how on the basis of the pulse Galen proclaims to some people that they will die and to 

others that they will live, but he makes a mistake because some of these individuals come back to 

life and some die.  Declaring his hostility to empirical experimentation and endorsing the 

inductive method of Plato, Isidore asserts that by Galen’s approach “the truth escapes the art 

which proceeds by guesswork.”
114

   

Harm to the body does not necessarily result in the destruction of the soul.  Formidable 

pharmacological assaults, such as “noxious drugs administered by a sorcerer, do not make the 

soul go away.”
115

  Deploying this argument in response to Galen’s assertion at QAM 776 that the 

drinking of hemlock cools the body, Isidore retorts “in this way, the soul does not always depart 

from the body having grown cold.”
116

  Defending his philosophical ally, Isidore speculates that 

                                                           
112

 ou0 tῆv kra/sewv e0n tautῷ metabhqei/seiv, a0lla\ tῆv proaire/sewv katorqwsa/shv.  
   
113

 ei0 d 0 a0qa/natov, fhsi/n, h9 yuxh\, w9v o9 Pla/twn bou/letai, dia\ ti/ xwri/zetai yuxqe/ntwv sfodrῶv 
ἢ u9perqermanqe/ntov ἢ u9perchranqe/ntov ἢ u9perugranqe/ntov toῦ e0gkefa/lou.  The omega in  yuxqe/ntwv is 

most likely the result of a scribal error; the cod. Vat. contains yuxqe/ntov, see PG 78:1202n9.   

 
114oὕtwv th\n te/xnhn stoxastikh/n oὖsan ta0lhqe\v diafeu/gei.     

 
115

 ὅti pollῶn dhlhthri/oiv farma/koiv katahohteuqentwn ai9 yuxai/ ou0k a0pe/sthsan.      
 

116
 oὕtwv ou0 pa/ntwv yuxqe/ntov toῦ e0gkefa/lou xwri/zetai h9 yuxh/.   
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there exists “a divine bond that binds together things that are much different from each other and 

an unsaid partnership of soul toward the body, and ineffable fellow-feeling (sympatheia) of the 

divine being toward the mortal instrument, as it seemed to Plato himself.”
117

  Such a partnership 

operates “so that the soul will seriously take care of the body, not so that the soul will be puffed 

up with fleshiness, but so that it will be healthy.”
118

  If the soul does not care for the body it 

shares in the bad temperament (dyskrasia, “ill-mixing”) of the body due to its fellow-feeling 

(sympatheia).  In this way, the soul exercises its agency over the body and suffers if it shows 

poor regard for it.  Likely alluding to Platonic examples drawn from Galen’s quotation at QAM 

811-12 of Plato’s Laws 674a-b, Isidore alleges that “the bad temperament of the body 

(dyskrasia) and drunkenness transmit the misfortune to the soul, just like a helmsman in heavy 

sea does not show off his own knowledge and is inundated.”
119

  In this way, Isidore argues that 

the soul is not inextricably bound to matter.  If the soul is the proper mixture of the body, one 

cannot account for the failures that occur between the body and the psyche.  Isidore is careful to 

acknowledge, however, that these demonstrations do indicate that the soul’s capacities are 

hindered by the body, “since neither the best musician having a muse-less lyre, or when he has 

fallen into the sea, will perform a harmonious song.”
120

    

                                                           
117

 ὅti qeῖo/v e0sti desmo\v sunde/wn ta\ polu\ a0llh/lwn diafe/ronta, kai\ koinwni/a ἄrrhtov a0swma/tou 
yuxῆv pro\v sῶma, kai\ sumpa/qeia ἄlektov a0qana/tou ou0si/av pro\v qnhto\n ὄrganon w9v kai\ au0tῷ tῷ 
Pla/twni dokeῖ.   
 

118
 ἵn’ h9 yuxh\ peri\ polloῦ poiῆsqai to\ e0pimeleῖsqai toῦ sw/matov, ou0x ὥste polusarki/ᾳ 

e0cogkoῦsqai, a0ll’ ὥste u9giai/nein.  
 

119
 ἡ de\, kaqa/per kubernh/thv e0n pollῷ klu/dwni, taratte/tai, kai\ th\n oi0kei/an e0pisth/mhn ou0k 

e0pidei/knutai buqisqeῖsa.  In particular, the discussion of drunkenness and the image of the helmsman 

(kubernh/thv) steering a ship likely corresponds to Galen’s use at QAM 811-12 of these Platonic examples from 

Laws 674a-b.      

 
120

 ἐpeidh\ mh/te mousiko\v ἄristov, ἄmouson lu/ron ἔxwn, ἢ ei0v pe/lagov e0mpesw\n e0narmo/nian 
a0potele/sei me/lov.   
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In conclusion, Isidore authorizes his arguments via the vote of the Creator (Demiourgos), 

whose words in Matthew 10:28 and Luke 12:4 place their seal on the soul’s immortality:  “don’t 

have fear before those who are killing the body but do not have the power to kill the soul.”
121

  

Underscoring again a concern about the interconnection between the soul’s immortality and 

one’s lifestyle, Isidore exhorts his friend, “as the soul is immortal, let us live and act 

accordingly.”
122

   

  This epistolary harangue offers an instructive register of the fierce grip of the Platonic 

worldview on Isidore and like-minded Early Christian contemporaries.  Isidore was not only 

offended by the idea that Galen’s definition of the soul as mortal undermined his politeia, 

specifically his monastic lifestyle, but also in part because he preferred the idealism of the 

Platonic model.  In his criticism of Galen’s empirical method, Isidore reveals a discomfort and 

perceived threat—likely shared by many of his contemporaries—with observation and 

experimentation as paths to knowledge.  For Isidore, one of the problems with empiricism was 

that it appeared like guesswork; observable data offered a bewildering complexity of results that 

seemed inconsistent and thus untrustworthy.  This letter also registers the emotional quality of 

Isidore’s response to Galen.  Markers, such as the flow of his epistolary speech punctuated by 

curt imperatives and the patronizing use of the superlative beltistos (my good sir), articulate 

Isidore’s cognitive dissonance in rejecting the definitions offered by the premier ancient medical 

expert in Late Antiquity and beyond.
123

  Competence in medical theory contributed to epistolary 

currency.           

                                                           
121mh\ fobhqῆte a0po\ tῶn a0pokteino/ntwn to\ sῶma, th\n de\ yuxh\n mh\ duname/nwn a0pokteῖnai.  

 
122

 ὡv a0qana/tou toigaroῦn oὔshv tῆv yuxῆv, oὕtw kai\ diagw/meqa kai\ diaprattw/meqa.    
 

123
 On Galenism and its dominating role in medical theory in Late Antiquity, see Vivian Nutton, Ancient 
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Professionals: Architectones, Iatroi, Iatrosophistai 

In the final section of this chapter I will address the social dynamics of the epistolary 

friendships among sophists with other lettered provincials specializing in scientific and technical 

fields, such as architects, doctors, and professors of medicine.  Among the professionals in the 

rolodex of Aeneas, Isidore, and Procopius, there were an architect (architectōn) named Julian, 

six doctors (iatroi), and one professor of medicine (iatrosophist).  This section will focus on what 

can be known about the training, social location, and professions of these literati engaged in 

technical and medical fields, starting with Julian, addressee of Aeneas Letter 25, who was titled 

“architect.”   

Arguably, the expertise of the architect in Late Antiquity requires further scholarly 

clarification, and thorough analysis of the uses of the terms architectōn and mēchanikos in 

surviving texts from various periods of antiquity remains a topic for future inquiry.  Online 

databases now offer unprecedented opportunities to identify and scrutinize textual occurrences in 

extant sources.  Examination of the usages of these terms and their declensions in the Thesaurus 

Lingae Graecae, for example, yields a copious spectrum of sources indicating a range of 

meanings prior to the sixth century.  Authors of scientific, medical, and engineering texts employ 

architectōn, including fairly well-studied figures such as Galen, Heron, Philo, as well as more 

obscure writers such as Athenaeus mēchanicus (1
st
 c. B.C., not to be confused the author of the 

Deipnosophistae), Geminus (1
st
 c. A.D.), and Oribasius (c. A.D. 320-400).  Non-technical 

authors also employ the term in various ways.
124

  Both mēchanikos and architectōn drop from 

                                                                                                                                                                                           
Medicine (London; New York:  Routledge, 2004), 292-309.   
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 In brief sketch, sources range across the span of Greco-Roman antiquity from Church Fathers, such as 

Eusebius, Athanasius, and the Cappadocian Fathers (in various genres including scriptural commentary, paschal 

letters, and orations), Classical authors such as Pausanias, Diodorus Siculus, Herodotus, Aristotle and Plato, as well 
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extant sources dating to the sixth century onwards in Byzantium, although architecton was still 

employed as a term for God.
125

   

As Jones wrote nearly fifty years ago, architects, like surveyors (geōmetrai) and 

engineers (mēchanikoi), were professionals belonging to the higher strata of Late Roman society, 

though architects appear to have the lowest rank, to judge from the teaching rates set in 

Diocletian tax edict.  Architects offering instruction could change only 100 denarii per month per 

pupil, relatively little more than the 75 denarii fee exacted by teachers of mathematics and 

shorthand.  By contrast, surveyors could demand the same fees as grammarians: 200 denarii.  

Constantine ostensibly laments a shortage of architects for his needs and provided incentives for 

young men to join the profession by offering immunity to their parents and scholarships to 

students.  Prospective pupils were expected to have already attained a liberal arts education.
126

  

As Jones points out, the high social standing enjoyed by architects, engineers, and surveyors was 

rooted in the fact that their professional expertise could only be attained by way of a literary 

training.
127

  In this way, the overwhelming social capital of linguistic skill authorized these 

technical mathematical fields.   

Over half a century ago, Glanville Downey established the prevailing scholarly 

distinction between these terms, arguing that mēchanikos designated a fully-trained “architect” 

and that the architektōn was a “master builder.”
128

  In this view, the mēchanikos possessed 

                                                                                                                                                                                           
as Late Antique figures such as Libanius, Julian the Apostate, Procopius of Caesarea, Procopius of Gaza.     
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ODB 1:157. 
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 Cod.Theod. 13.14.1. 334.  Jones 2:1013-14 and 1013n62.   
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 Ibid., 1014. 
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 Glanville Downey, “Byzantine architects:  their training and methods,” Byzantion 18 (1948):  99-118.   
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superior knowledge and higher standing.  Downey’s argument pivoted around several statements 

the geometer Pappus of Alexandria made in Book 8 of his Synagogē ca. A.D. 325 concerning the 

science of mechanics.  Pappus devotes his 8
th

 book to the topic of mechanics, writing:   

The mēchanikoi around Hero say of the science of mechanics that it is one part logical 

and one part handiwork, and that the logical part consists of geometry, mathematics, 

astronomy, and accounts of nature, while the handiwork part consists of metallurgy, 

building, construction, carpentry, and painting, and in all of these the practice of 

handwork.   

He who has been involved in the aforesaid sciences since he was a child and has acquired 

a capacity in the aforesaid skills, and who has a nature inclined toward these, they say 

will be a most capable contriver of mechanical devices and architect.  Since it is not 

possible to master the study of such sciences and to have learned at the same time the 

aforesaid skills, they declare to the one wishing to work with mechanical devices to use 

his innate skills adeptly in each particular case.
129

     

 

On the basis of this passage, Downey contends that a mēchanikos would have been a man who 

had mastered the entire mēchanikē theōria, thus earning the right to be called a mēchanikos.  As 

mēchnanikos, this individual would have been “qualified to perform all the functions, in design, 

planning and construction, which we consider to be the competence of a fully-trained 

architect.”
130

 If an individual could not master the complete curriculum he would be called 

architectōn (master-builder) or a mēchanikōn ergōn heuretēs, depending on which part of the 

                                                           
129

 My translation.  The text:  oi9 peri\ to\n Ἥrwna mhxanikoi\ le/gousin • kai\ to\ me\n logiko\n 
sunesta/nai me/rov ἔk te gewmetri/av kai\ a0riqmhtikῆv kai\ a0stronomi/av kai\ tῶn fusikῶn lo/gwn, to\ de\ 
xeirourgiko\n ἔk te xalkeutikῆv kai\ oi0kodomikῆv kai\ tektonikῆv kai\ zwgrafikῆv kai\ tῆv e0n tou/toiv kata\ 
xeῖra a0skh/sewv •  to\n me\n oὖn e0n taῖv proeirhme/naiv e0pisth/maiv e0k paido\v geno/menon ka0n taῖv 
proeirhme/naiv te/xnaiv ἕcin ei0lhfo/ta pro\v de\ tou/toiv fu/sin eu0ki/nhton ἔxonta, kra/tiston ἔsesqai 
mhxanikῶn ἔrgwn eu9reth\n kai\ a0rxite/ktona/ fasin.  mh\ dunatoῦ d’ ὄntov to\n au0to\n maqhma/twn te 
tosou/twn pergene/sqai kai\ maqeῖn ἅma ta\v proeirhme/nav te/xnav paragge/llousi tῷ ta\ mhxanika\ ἔrga 
metaxeiri/zesqai boulome/nῳ xrῆsqai taῖv oi0kei/aiv te/xnaiv u9poxeiri/oiv e0n taῖv par’ ἕkasta xrei/aiv.  See 

Friedrich Hultsch, ed., Pappi Alexandrini Collectionis quae supersunt, 3 (Amsterdam:  A.M. Hakkert, 1965), 1022-

24.   
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 Downey, 109. 
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course he had mastered.  A mēchanikos was someone who had mastered both realms of the 

curriculum and more, according to Downey.  Concurring with Downey’s delineation, Judith 

McKenzie recently explained this passage as signifying that “mēchanikoi were skilled in both the 

theoretical and practical aspects of their discipline and could act as architects.  A mēchanikos 

was the equivalent of a modern structural engineer, while also being an architect.”
131

   

Pappus, however, does not state explicitly from the outset that these were formal titles 

typically applied to individuals specializing in the elements of the mechanical training he 

describes.  He says that someone who masters both realms of study will be, literally, a most 

capable inventor of devices and architect (architectōn).
132

  Nowhere does he state that such a 

person would be titled mēchanikos.  In fact, he calls the individual mastering both spheres of 

study an inventor and an architect, and he does not specify in the passage that a person only able 

to master the handiwork component of study is called an architect.  Pappus does not provide here 

an explicit systematic distinction between mēchanikos and architektōn.  Downey’s reading draws 

from the text answers to modern scholarly questions and thereby may force meanings on Pappus’ 

text, taking it as a systematic definition when there is no clear reason to believe that Pappus 

intended to provide a systematic definition, or, at minimum, that he unwittingly implied one.  In 

fact, Downey’s interpretation is an argument that Pappus implies a distinction between two terms 

that Pappus himself never explicitly uses.  Pappus’ text does not offer clear data that a systematic 

distinction from the point of view of the educational curricula existed in Late Antiquity between 

architectones and mēchanikoi.   

                                                           
131

Judith McKenzie, The Architecture of Alexandria and Egypt:  c. 300 B.C. to A.D. 700 (New Haven; 

London:  Yale University Press, 2007), 326.    
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 Downey notes that Hultsch, in his study of this thought that kai architektona was a later addition by a 

scribe or editor.  He claims that Hultsch’s assertion about the addition has no basis.  See Glanville Downey, “Pappus 

of Alexandria on Architectural Studies,” Isis 38 (1948):  200. 
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The case of Julian the architect in Aeneas Letter 25 suggests that Downey’s distinction 

between architects and mēchanikoi may be misleading.  As Catherine Saliou recently pointed 

out, the fact that Aeneas’ friend Julian the architect designed the hydraulic machine for Aeneas’ 

property—according to Letter 25, Julian is the inventor of the device: ἥn sὺ mὲn ἐceῦrev—

signifies that architects in Late Antiquity could have the mechanical training scholars ascribe to 

mēchanikoi.
133

   

The details of Aeneas’ Letter 25 to the architect Julian also indicate something of the 

intellectual repertoire of the Late Ancient architect.  The education of Julian as an architektōn is 

suggested by the Classical references with which Aeneas flanks his request in Letter 25.  At the 

letter’s opening, he boasts that he now has the garden of Alcinous, king of the island of the 

Phaiacians.
134

  Such a reference, however, could also be aimed at the lateral addressees.  As he 

closes the letter, in order to add force to his request and also subtly to complement Julian’s 

water-lifting device as a form of artwork, Aeneas asserts that if the machine is not mended, it 

will be as though a painter, wishing to depict the beauty of Helen, has forgotten to paint her 

head.  Aeneas views his waterwheel as a work of art analogous to a painting of Helen.   

Aeneas expects Julian to understand his Homeric reference at the beginning of the letter; 

Aeneas’ reference to the description of Alcinous’ garden, the king of the Phaiacians, is 

particularly appropriate because this garden is described in Odyssey 7.129-131 as containing two 

springs, one whose water flows throughout the garden, and another from which local residents 

draw water for use.  Thus, with the benefit of his water-lifting device, Aeneas can hydrate his 

                                                           
133

 Catherine Saliou, Le Traité d’urbanisme de Julien d’Ascalon:  Droit et architecture en Palestine au VI 

siècle (Paris:  De Boccard, 1996), 85.   
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 Geiger, 45, has also suggested this, and comments that this “modicum of classical upbringing” would 

indicate Julian’s likely origins from a city such as Ascalon.   
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garden as Alcinous’ garden was hydrated by its ever-gushing spring.  Aeneas anticipates that 

Julian has had the grammatical training requisite to recognize this Homeric reference that Aeneas 

draws from memory and to understand fully Aeneas’ comparison.
135

 

Joseph Geiger has recently suggested that Julian the architect in Aeneas Letter 25 was in 

fact Julian of Ascalon,
136

 an architect from the coastal city of Ascalon in Palestine whose life 

corresponded roughly with Justinian (late fifth to mid sixth century).
137

 Geiger notes that the 

relative proximity of Ascalon to Gaza—around 22 km.—would be a manageable distance for 

Julian to travel to visit Aeneas to correct the waterwheel’s defect.
138

 

Even if Julian the architect in Aeneas’ letter is not the same as Julian of Ascalon, the 

design rules attributed to Julian of Ascalon, who is also titled “architect,” may provide some 

sense of the civil functions and educational culture of Late Antique architects.  The architect in 

the Later Empire probably had some degree of civil authority in the city.  Though the Classical 

practice of electing salaried city architects who supervised public works virtually disappeared by 

the Roman period, the technical assistance of architects could benefit the tasks managed by 

diverse city magistrates and judges.
139

  Augustine (Confessions 6.9.5) relates how an architect at 
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 Geiger, 42, also notes that “some education of the correspondent can also be inferred from the letter of 

Aeneas with its classical allusions.”   
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Carthage who “was the highest in charge of public buildings” was asked to resolve an informal 

investigation concerning a young thief who had cut into a balustrade over a silversmith’s shop in 

the forum with an axe.
140

  In the sixth century data emerges for the existence of a post of 

architect at Rome in charge of public buildings and subordinated to the prefect of the city.
141

  

This burden, created by Theodoric, appears to be a continuation of the curatores operum 

publicorum.
142

   

Independently of their expertise, architects in the Later Empire could assume high civic 

functions.  An architect served as governor in Cilicia, and an architect and an architect-

mēchanikos held the title of comes.
143

  Theoretically, these men must have seen their positions as 

corresponding to their professional training.
144

  Architects in our sources hail from families who 

had access to professional training in medicine and law, that is, from the very class of individuals 

who might fill civil posts at the local and even the imperial level.  Anthemios of Tralles, builder 

of the Hagia Sophia, came from a family of doctors, and his brother was a renowned lawyer.  In 

the second or third century A.D., there is testimony of an architect whose brother was a 

lawyer.
145

  Julian the architect likely came from a notable family and was himself capable of 

eventually assuming a post of judgment.
146
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Ibid.  Augustine describes the architect as “architectus cuius maxima erat cura publicarum fabricarum.”   
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Julian’s compilation of design rules bears a regulatory value and appears to be related to 

a burgeoning literary genre of juridical collections known especially in Egypt, but also in Syria 

by the Liber syro-romanus, and in Palestine by the rabbinic literature.
147

 Julian’s compilation 

also bears the imprint of scientific literature.  To structure his urban construction and design 

rules, Julian chose the rubric of the four elements—fire, air, water, and earth—as organizational 

themes.  He writes, “there are four elements, fire, air, water, and earth, and from these disputes 

arise among human beings;  wherefore, I consider it necessary to arrange well those things in 

each case and what most quickly occurs from these things, establishing well the causes and legal 

solutions or damages.”
148

  Julian frames the first and second categories of cases in his design 

rules with the headings “fire” and “air,” respectively, but the cases pertaining to water and earth 

lack corresponding headings.  The titles may have been excised or lost in the process of textual 

transmission.
149

       

The significance Julian attaches to climatic conditions in his compilation is a heritage of a 

Classical and Hellenistic tradition of reflection on city planning associated in antiquity with the 

medical tradition integrated in the Hippocratic corpus and entitled “air, water, places.”  Julian 

thus inserts himself into the continuation of this tradition.
150

  If wind plays an important role in 

Julian, as it does in the Vitruvian discussion of urban planning, the role is applied differently in 

the two authors.  For Vitruvius, the orientation of different elements of urban space should be 
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 Ibid., 89-90.   
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  tessάrwn ὄntwn tῶn stoixeίwn, purόv, ἀέrov, ὕdatov, gῆv, ἀpὸ dὴ toύtwn ἀmfisbhtήseiv 
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defined according to the specific characteristics of climate.  For Julian, it is in the layout of shops 

as part of a pre-existing urban space that one must take the wind into account.  In his application 

of the four elements, Julian’s approach most closely approximates that of Athenaeus of Attalia, 

quoted in Oribasius.
151

     

This invocation of the four elements may also suggest Julian’s exposure to a modicum of 

Classical philosophy, perhaps exposure to Empedocles who assumed the existence of four 

eternal roots.
152

  Besim Hakim recently suggested that Julian’s selection of the four elements as a 

structuring device for his treatise implies Julian’s awareness of the philosophy of Empedocles.  

According to Empedocles, the four “roots” or elements moved under the influence of the cosmic 

organizing principles of Love and Strife (Eros and Chaos).  Though Julian does not refer directly 

to Empedocles’ theory of Love and Strife, Hakim contends that a major concern in the treatise 

relates to change in the city which elicits these opposing principles.
153

 

Thus, it is not altogether clear what the proficiencies of the ancient architect were.  

Architects in the Late Roman city may have possessed some level of civil authority, and they 

could assume high civic roles.  These professionals usually hailed from families who had access 

to schooling in law and medicine.  They came from the class of men who might serve civil posts 

at both the local and imperial level.  Aeneas’ Julian was capable of designing a waterwheel, and 

apparently lived close enough to Gaza to travel and repair the device.  Aeneas flanks his service 

request with Classical references he anticipates that Julian and his lateral audience would enjoy.  
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The Julian who built Aeneas’ waterwheel may have been Julian of Ascalon, author of a treatise 

on urban planning whose structure signals Julian’s familiarity with atomistic traditions and 

whose language may indicate also his knowledge of philosophical traditions stemming from 

Empedocles.       

 Six individuals bearing the title of iatros, or medical doctor, appear in the letters of 

Isidore.  These are Domitius (391), Dorotheus (1475=PG 78:5.191), Hierax (668), Nilammon 

(871), Oribasius (437) and Prosechius (1791=PG 78:4.125, 1792=PG 78:5.412.).
154

 As Évieux 

has observed, there is no clear indication that these men were all doctors from Pelusium.  No 

recipient bears the title of iatrosophist or archiatros; thus, these men are not professors of 

medicine such as those found in Alexandria at this time (a topic to be addressed below).  They 

are probably public doctors, who, like sophists and grammarians, were elected by the Pelusian 

city council or boulē.
155

  Also remarkable is the fact that among these six doctors who 

corresponded with Isidore, two are also titled “deacon” (Dorotheus and Nilammon), and one, is 

also called a scholasticus.  Évieux notes that the accumulation of multiple offices was not rare in 

cities of middling importance.
156

  This reasoning strengthens the hypothesis that Prosechius, in 

particular, who is also titled scholasticus, practiced at Pelusium.
157

  As was discussed above, two 

of the letters addressed to iatroi explore the relationship between matter and soul, one drawing 

upon examples from physics and the other critiquing Galen’s views of the soul in The Faculties 

of the Soul Follow the Mixtures of the Body (QAM).  
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 As Jones noted, except for rhetors, grammarians, and lawyers, little is known of the 

training of the professional classes.
158

  Doctors who held official appointments received the 

immunities and privileges enjoyed by professors and seem to have held roughly the same social 

standing.  The highest rungs of the profession were the court physicians (archiatri sacri palatii) 

who often received administrative posts as rewards.  The city of Rome had posts for public 

doctors representing each of its regions save two.  Public doctors maintained at the city’s 

expense ranked below the Roman posts.  Compensation for public doctors likely varied in accord 

with the relative wealth of individual cities.  These physicians also exacted fees from clients.  

There must also have been private practitioners in addition to these public doctors, yet little is 

known of them.
159

   

 The extant data for the life of the public physician—papyri and hagiography—tend to 

emphasize respectively the administrative activities as well as the high fees and ineffective 

remedies of these professionals.  Such a picture is highly misleading.  Some sought training at 

Alexandria, the established hub of medical studies in antiquity from the Hellenistic world until 

the Arab conquest, yet most doctors probably were trained from the public doctor of their native 

cities or provincial capitals.  The Theodosian Code expects that public doctors in cities had 

students and that teaching was one of their official obligations.
160

 

The list of prominent iatroi who hobnobbed with provincial literati and even emperors in 

the fourth century included Oribasius, whom Eunapius (Lives of the Sophists 476) claims 
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cooperated with a certain Libyan Euhemerus to help Julian overthrow Constantius.
161

  A good 

number of other fourth century iatroi in our sources were pagan, including Eustochius, Plotinus’ 

protégé and the only person present at his teacher’s death.  Heraclides, a doctor and epic poet, 

and Olympius, who excelled in medicine, grammar, rhetoric, and philosophy, feature in the 

correspondence circle of Libanius.
162

  By the late fourth century, two doctors who rose to 

distinction in imperial offices, Vindicianus and Marcellus of Bordeaux, appear as rather different 

medical professionals than the types who supped with sophists in Eunapius’ portrait.  Serving as 

proconsul of Africa from 379-82, Vindicianus steered Augustine away from astrology.  

Marcellus was appointed magister officiorum of the East (394-95) under Theodosius I.  Though 

high-profile physicians were increasingly Christian by the fifth century onward, a number of 

these were converts.
163

  There were notable exceptions.  In the mid-fifth century a certain 

Jacobus, called Psychristus, a pagan physician with apparently no bedside manner, treated 

Emperor Leo and was appointed comes and archiatros and honored by statues commissioned by 

senators.
164

      

  Like the diakonoi-iatroi among Isidore’s correspondents, doctors could continue to 

practice medicine post ordination.
165

  The fourth-century bishop Theodotus of Laodicea was 
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renowned for his skill in medicine applied to both soul and body.  In the fourth century, 

Gerontius, titled both deacon and doctor, sought refuge in Constantinople after a conflict with his 

bishop Ambrose in Milan.  He was subsequently ordained bishop of Constantinople, and when 

Ambrose plotted by letter with the Constantinopolitan bishop to depose Gerontius, the 

Nicomedians resisted, noting his generosity as a healer among them.
166

  In the late third and early 

fourth century numerous individuals with medical training came to be regarded as saints.
167

  A 

fifth century grave marker of Dionysius, a doctor taken captive by the Goths in the late fifth 

century, reports that he was a priest and that his treatment of his captors was a demonstration of 

his piety.
168

       

 Another type of medical professional who features in the correspondence circles of 

Aeneas and Procopius is the iatrosophist.  The iatrosophist was a professor of medicine who 

seems to have both lectured in the auditorium, offering solid grounding in the thought systems of 

Hippocrates and Galen to students, and conducted consultations with patients.
169

  As a class, 

these medical experts survived through the seventh century.
170

  The term iatrosophistēs appears 

in extant sources, however, rather rarely.
171

  Surviving sources confirm the ancient perception of 

Alexandria as the epicenter of medical studies and medical sophists in antiquity from the third 

century B.C. until the Arab conquest almost a millennium later.  The commentaries or lecture 
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notes which survive from the Alexandrian classrooms of the sixth and seventh centuries 

constitute key testimony regarding the curricula of the iatrosophists and give us a good picture of 

classroom methods and pedagogy.
172

  Arab sources such as Ḥunayn Ibn Ishâq (9
th

 c.) and Ibn 

Riḍwân (11
th

 c.) also assist with the reconstruction of the Alexandrian curriculum.
173

  This 

course of study encompassed writings of Galen and Hippocrates delivered in a fixed sequence 

that offered introduction to key problems in the field.
174

  Also noteworthy of this corpus is the 

use of didactic methods borrowed from philosophers, such as the use of diairesis, or repeated 

subdivisions of a topic as an organizing principle for exhausting a particular subject.
175

  Students 

likely entered this stage with training in logic, and teachers themselves must have received a 

solid grounding in philosophy.
176

          

 Despite the carping on iatrosophists as “good in word but not in deed” that survives in 

our sources, other evidence indicates that iatrosophists were also typically fluent with common 

techniques of medical treatment and the prescription of drugs.  Sophronius of Jerusalem’s early 
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seventh century depiction of iatrosophists in his Miracles of Cyrus and John confirms the 

reputation of Alexandrian medical sophists as the leading medical experts in the Late Roman 

world who were sought automatically by individuals in need.  Miracle no. 60 relates that a 

certain Theodore suffering from a fever was visited by iatrosophists accompanied by young 

students who presumably learned first-hand from their teacher at the patient’s bedside.
177

  

Similarly, Miracle no. 33 tells the story of a woman who dreamt of a visitation by Saints Cyrus 

and John dressed as medical personnel and said to be teacher and student.  Such data suggest that 

an iatrosophist was a healer who applied to patients the medical training and theoretical 

framework about which he lectured in the auditorium.
178

 Szabat, on the other hand, asserts that 

medical sophists were more likely theorists and exegetes of medical texts rather than true experts 

in medical practice, and when our surviving sources, such as Damascius’ testimony of Gessius 

(fr. 335, ed. Athanassiadi, 128), praise simultaneous skill in theory and practice it was 

remarkable for its rarity.
179

       

 The academic study of medicine in the ancient world was interwoven with the related 

fields of philosophy and rhetoric.  The inclusion of doctors, for example, alongside sophists at 

the banquet of Athenaeus, and Eunapius’ discussion of doctors in his biography of philosophers 

and sophists implies the close concatenation of medical professionals alongside sophists and 

philosophers as occupying contiguous fields.
180

  Eunapius reports that the fourth century 

iatrosophist Magnus of Nisibis was praised more highly for his rhetorical abilities than his 
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practical skill as a doctor.
181

  According to Eunapius, the medical sophist Ionicus excelled in a 

dazzling array of fields:  anatomy, pharmacy, amputation, dissection, post-operative bandaging 

as well as philosophy, oratory, poetry, and divination.
182

  A sophist of medicine did not actually 

teach rhetoric, but may have delivered lectures in a rhetorical style.  The methods these teachers 

used for textual exegesis included techniques drawn from rhetoric and philosophy.  The writings 

of Alexandrian medical professors that survive from the sixth to seventh centuries—those of 

Palladius, Stephanus of Athens, and Johannes of Alexandria—employ exegetical devices similar 

to philosophical commentaries, such as specific stages of argumentation, introductions, and 

terminology, and subdivisions and organization.
183

  The fuzzy boundaries and intermixing 

between the disciplines of philosophy, rhetoric, and medicine at Alexandria likely reflect the 

polymathy idealized by its intellectual networks.
184

      

In the context of debates about the locus of healing in an increasingly Christian-

dominated society, iatrosophists in the fifth-seventh centuries were subject to accusations of 

paganism in addition to the traditional topos of incompetence.  By the fourth century, the 

medical skill of iatrosophists is associated with magic by Epiphanius of Salamis in Panarion 

64.67.5.
185

  In his Miracles of Cyrus and John, Sophronius dedicates a whole chapter to 

criticizing Gessius and his reputation.
186

  Cults of healing martyrs such as Cyrus and John or 
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Artemius vied for patients with the iatrosophists by issuing miracle accounts which, at their 

worst, depict their iatrosophist competitors as negligent, more likely to worsen the patient’s 

condition than to improve it, and mainly interested in fees.
187

    Duffy, however, attributes this 

hostility to the traditional pose of the genre.  Such artificial vitriol was a means of emphasizing 

the common piety of Christ as the true healer.  Virtually all of the cases in the miracle stories 

involve incurable conditions only curable through the intercessory power of the saints.  

Sophronius and his cohorts probably did not advocate the universal boycott of physicians and 

did, in fact, expect that the sick would seek medical help.    

The most fully-documented iatrosophist in our extant texts is Gessius, who features in the 

correspondence circles of Aeneas (Letters 19 and 20) and Procopius of Gaza (Letters 16, 102, 

122, 125, and 164).  These letters provide evidence for the epistolary perpetuation of friendships 

between these intellectuals educated at Alexandria, and for the continuing professional 

networking between these literati, as well as indications of the profession of iatrosophistry.  

According to the information Damascius provides about Gessius in his Life of Isidore (A.D. 

520s), Gessius, native to Petra, studied philosophy at Alexandria with Ammonius and medicine 

with the Jewish physician Domnus (ed. Athanassiadi 128).
188

  Damascius reports that Gessius 

deposed Domnus at the school, took it over, and gained great recognition for his medical skill in 

pedagogy and in practice.  Gessius also acquired great wealth due to his medical success and rare 

honors from the Roman state itself.
189
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Within a larger narrative delineating key figures in pagan intellectual circles of the late 

fifth and early sixth century, the paradigm of Gessius in the Life of Isidore explores the concept 

that philosophical learning was not always coterminous with philosophical behavior.
190

  In 

particular, Damascius commends Gessius’ philosophical behavior in the midst of an imperial 

campaign in 488 investigating the religious behavior of pagan teachers in Alexandrian schools.  

Damascius reports how many accomplished and revered philosophers lost their composure in the 

face of imperial questioning.  Gessius, however, remained true to his convictions in this context: 

endangering himself, he hid in his own home Heraiscus, a philosopher wanted by Emperor Zeno.  

When Heraiscus grew sick and died under Gessius’ care, Gessius executed all the customary 

rites of a proper burial.  In Damascius’ account, Gessius becomes “a hero of philosophical 

resistance.”
191

 

 In The Life of Isidore, Gessius’ example emerges in clear contraposition to the likes of his 

former philosophy instructor Ammonius and the philosopher Horapollon, who both reneged on 

their own values and cooperated with Christian officials during Zeno’s persecution.  In acts that 

Damascius judges unphilosophical and unseemly, Ammonius cut a deal with the Alexandrian 

patriarch, and Horapollon even agreed to convert to Christianity.
192

     

Other evidence more or less contemporary with Gessius’ lifetime also locates him within 

the context of philosophical intellectual communities at Alexandria.  Written around the same 
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time as The Life of Isidore (A.D. 520s), the fictional dialogue Ammonius by Zacharias 

Scholasticus showcased Gessius as an interlocutor in a debate concerning the eternity of the 

universe.  Launching philosophical and personal arguments alike to denigrate the authority of 

Ammonius, Alexandria’s leading proponent of eternalism, Zacharias depicts Gessius, 

Ammonius’ student, as a presumptuous buffoon.
193

   

Numerous links embed Procopius, Aeneas, and Gessius in inter-related intellectual circles 

at Alexandria.  While Procopius studied rhetoric at Alexandria, Aeneas first studied philosophy 

at Alexandria under Hierocles, a figure with noteworthy rhetorical skill whom Damaiscius 

describes as “an adornment to the Alexandrian scholastic scene with his lofty spirit and 

eloquence.”
194

  According to Damaiscius, Gessius’ philosophical mentor Ammonius, who 

distinguished himself particularly in sciences such as geometry and astronomy, studied 

philosophy under Proclus (ed. Athanassiadi 57 B).  Contending that the universe was temporally 

finite, a stance opposite that supported by Gessius in Zacharias’ depiction in the Ammonius, 

Procopius wrote a refutation of Proclus’ De aeternitate mundi, a treatise defending the 

Aristotelian view of the cosmos as eternal.  Also engaged with pro-Christian philosophical 

polemic, a Platonic dialogue named the Theophrastus, in which Theophrastus becomes 

convinced of the immortality of the soul and its resurrection, is attributed to Aeneas.  Despite any 

philosophical differences of opinion they may have had with Gessius, Procopius and Gessius 

continued to develop their friendships with this pagan philosopher and doctor from afar via 

letters written largely in the linguistic currency of a pagan cultural universe.  The letters these 
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men wrote to Gessius testify to the lively friendships and enduring respect they shared for one 

another.
195

     

Aeneas’ Letters 19 and 20 addressed to Gessius seek medical amelioration for kidney 

pain and beseech Gessius’ aid on the basis of friendship.
196

  From these texts it emerges that an 

iatrosophist, though not a surgeon, can prescribe drug treatments.  Aeneas laments in Letter 19 

how “it is difficult to be fond of labor concerning speech and while preserving bodily health.”
197

  

In this letter he complains he has already written a prior letter describing his condition to 

Gessius, who has become spectator of Aeneas’ suffering,
198

 and now wonders what he can do in 

the face of sharp and grievous kidney pains.  To cajole his friend to respond and send a palliative 

drug, Aeneas repeatedly charges that Gessius’ neglect amounts to a betrayal of friendship.  

Playing upon Gessius’ training as a philosopher, Aeneas wonders whether Gessius even thinks 

that suffering is serious to someone who is not a philosopher.   

Aeneas continues to characterize Gessius’ neglect as tantamount to disloyalty to a friend 

in Letter 20.  To incite Gessius’ response, he opens with the example of a loyal friend Nemesius, 

who is admired not only for his legal knowledge but even more so for his conduct.  Nemesius 

“knows how to hunt friends and rejoices together with those doing well, and to those who have 
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suffering he grieves with them in a manner that would not be expected.”
199

  Aeneas quips, “I 

would have wished that you would have practiced this in addition to another philosophy.”
200

  

Aeneas bids Gessius to practice Nemesius’ concern for friends, regardless of whether they are 

away or present.  Charging Gessius with malpractice, Aeneas writes “so long as the suffering 

escapes notice, and the drugs lying in front of you escape notice, the error regarding treatment is 

at its height.”
201

  Aiming to elicit palliation from Gessius successfully, Aeneas heightens the 

urgency of his appeal by including in this letter an even more specific description of his 

symptoms in this letter and indicates by name the drug remedy:  “a pill mixed with grass that 

doctors call very solemnly ‘physallis.’”
202

  

Sophists and iatrosophists corresponded with one another about prospective students.  

Procopius wrote two recommendation letters on behalf of students he sent to study with Gessius.  

Letter 102 contains vivacious praise for Gessius and suggests the rhetorical component of 

Gessius’ profession.  Apparently a fair (kalos) Dorotheus has visited Procopius.  This Dorotheus 

was a former student of Procopius, whom Procopius had previously introduced to Gessius by 

letter (Letter 16), while Gessius simultaneously has written Procopius introducing the same 

Dorotheus.  Dorotheus brims with Gessius’ praises, and Procopius reports, “he carried on and on 

about you, that you are well-minded, that you are good, and that you have around you Asclepius 

in tongue and in hand, and that the harshness of the doctor’s art the graces of your tongue 
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console.”
203

  Such extended laudation suggests that the identification of an iatrosophist as a 

“professor of medicine,” falls short.  The iatrosophist provides healing with his speech and his 

nimble hands—the iatrosophist was an intellectual with medical training whose expertise 

included linguistic skill.  This comment on Gessius’ rhetorical prowess seems to signify a 

perception of the healing quality of language and the gifts of the Muses.  Such a perception is 

reminiscent of the tale of Telesilla of Argos who healed her own illness by obeying an oracle’s 

instruction that she dedicate herself to the Muses.
204

  As Ciccolella contends, this passage may 

indicate that instruction in the technical ideas of medicine was expressed in a rhetorical style.
205

   

The idea that the iatrosophist would help a prospective student with his linguistic skill is 

also suggested by Letter 122, the second recommendation letter preserved from Procopius to 

Gessius.  Procopius requests that Gessius direct the fortune of a young man conveying the letter:  

“he loves speaking and urges himself toward your tongue, as it is sufficient for a solution to the 

things that bother him to look to you.  By your teaching he is straightening out his hopes for the 

future.”
206

  The role of Gessius’ speech in cultivating the student at issue implies his rhetorical 

prowess, particularly when such a claim is coming from Procopius!   
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 Letter 16 to Gessius also preserves evidence of Procopius’ admiration for the rhetorical 

design of Gessius’ letters.  Gessius’ prose is tantamount to receiving the Muses themselves.  

Procopius eulogizes Gessius’ prior letter in the classicizing language of a spiritual possession:   

Having scarcely taken your letter into my hands I seemed to have received the Muses 

themselves, and I became possessed by pleasure and I do not know what happened to me, 

it was as when the Delphians, after Apollo came back from the Hyperboreans, fell silent 

at first but then suddenly became filled with the god! That was me as I admired every 

detail: the flowering of your words, the harmony of the words with each other, the beauty 

appearing through every part, and that which is the great thing, your character, from 

which the letter sprang.  May many good things happen to you for having given us this 

feast!
207

    

Gessius’ epistolary speech is beautiful, harmonious, and conveys Gessius himself.  The use of 

the term “feast” (heortē)—a commonplace in Late Antique letters—is likely figurative,
208

 but it 

suggests that the iatrosophist’s preceding letter was read at a venue of epistolary theater before 

Procopius’ friends and suggests the broader social exchange between the iatrosophist and his 

interlinked literati friends in cities of the Greek East.         

Conclusion 

 This chapter has examined the scientific, medical, and technical engagements of the 

selected epistolographers.  Proficiency in addressing contemporary scientific and medical ideas 

emerges as an underexamined strand of epistolary currency.  Epistolographers rhapsodized in 

texts addressed to literati audiences about technical devices through the strictures of the genre of 
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ekphrasis.  While texts like Aeneas’ Letter 25 and Procopius’ ekphrasis on the waterclock were 

likely preserved as teaching models, these authors also likely addressed lateral interlocutors with 

ekphrastic speech in order to paint images in their minds of their audience and provide them with 

the experience of seeing such wondrous devices.  They sought to translate the awe that sight of 

such devices produced into awe produced by speech.     

 Knowledge about astronomy was part of epistolary commerce.  The letters of Isidore and 

Synesius both engage with contemporary astronomical ideas, yet exhibit quite contrasting 

attitudes with regard to these traditions.  Isidore adduces astronomical theory to criticize pagan 

theology and, similar to other patristic texts, declares such speculation ultimately unimportant 

because it does not contribute to a moral lifestyle.  Synesius, on the other hand, conceives of 

astronomy as a servant of philosophy that can convey the human soul toward its divine source.       

 Epistolographers such as Isidore also deployed letters as philosophical and scientific 

conversations regarding topics such as the nature of matter and the soul.  By means of these 

discussions, Isidore affirmed the immutability of soul.  He suggests that a component of the 

repertoire of a sophist was knowledge of scientific ideas as well as Galenic thought.  In Letter 

1791 addressed to a doctor-scholasticus named Prosechius, Isidore engages specifically with the 

Galen’s treatise The Faculties of the Soul Follow the Mixtures of the Body.  Isidore makes use of 

an epistolary platform to rail against Galen.  Galen’s definition is thoroughly repugnant because 

of Isidore’s antipathy toward empirical “guesswork,” and his perception that Galen’s definition 

questioned his devotion to the ponoi of monasticism.      

 The last section of this chapter addressed the epistolary friendships among men of literary 

training and men with scientific, medical, and technical training.  We surveyed extant data 
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concerning the training and professional life of architects, doctors, and iatrosophists.  In addition 

to discourses of scientific speculation addressed to doctors, our epistolographers wrote to 

iatrosophists such as Gessius to procure medical treatment and to discuss prospective students.  

Procopius’ Letter 16 to Gessius suggests that the letters of iatrosophists were included in 

epistolary theaters and took their place among doctors, architects, lawyers, and officials, as 

lettered associates linked by epistolary webs.   
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Chapter 6 

Pagan or Christian? 

 This chapter investigates the letter authors’ language of identification with religion.  

Evaluation of the underexamined corpora of Synesius, Procopius, and Aeneas presents a 

different vision of religious identity than the voices of the Fathers that often dominate scholarly 

treatments.  We will engage here the historiographical binary of “pagan or Christian” which 

conceptualizes the two artificially as clear-cut separate spheres.  This binary collapses in the face 

of the epistolary evidence of Synesius and the two Gazan sophists.  A more fruitful reading of 

their letters analyzes them with a view to the contexts undergirding epistolary production.  The 

letters of Aeneas and Procopius articulate a pagan epistolary currency with scarce reference to 

Christianity in their contemporary context.  This pagan sociolect constructs an archaizing 

dreamscape and suggests compartmentalization.  Likewise, Synesius tends to employ Christian 

speech only in letters addressed to clergy members and/or those letters likely dating to the period 

after he accepted the bishopric.  Letters written during this same period but addressed to friends 

or his mentor Hypatia were wrought in pagan currency.  Additionally, during his spiritual 

lowpoints near his life’s end, Synesius turned not to Christian sentiments in his letters but to the 

philosophical and spiritual succor of Hypatia.   

 By contrast, the understudied case of Isidore preserves an oppositional identity 

harmonizable with identity claims made by patristic sources, such as his contemporary John 

Chrysostom.  A defining element of Isidore’s religious identity is that it is asserted through 

opposition to other groups whose characteristics and boundaries are conceived as rigid and 

unchanging.  Isidore’s letter speech defines all non-Christians (including heretics) as hoi exōthen.  
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Thus outsiders are delimited spatially.  The former Pelusian sophist, however, betrays personal 

ambivalence toward the views of the outsiders.  Sometimes he includes as authorizing support 

the intellectual traditions of hoi exōthen; other passages preserve clear repudiation of the 

outsiders’ views.  Isidore’s complex dialectic of inclusion and exclusion with regard to hoi 

exōthen likely suggests the continuing authority of these traditions for Isidore’s interlocutors and 

horizontal audience.             

The Dreamscape of the Pagan Sociolect:  Aeneas and Procopius 

 One of the scholarly issues in the study of the writings of Procopius is that of the 

seemingly pure opposition in the extant texts between openly and clearly Christian writings, on 

the one hand, and on the other, those texts devoid of any trace of Christian thought or tradition.
1
  

The scholarly consensus has supported this bifurcation of Procopius’ texts according to genre 

and argued that in Procopius the seeming oscillation between pagan and Christian content 

corresponded largely to genre constraints.
2
  Eugenio Amato, however, has recently asserted an 

interpretation of sections of Procopius’ dialexeis as allegorical representations of Christian 

concepts.
3
   

As I will argue below, however, genre is not some sort of extra-historical force dictating 

the conduct of historical actors.  Procopius and Aeneas made specific choices to represent their 

various affiliations and concerns and thereby to compartmentalize their different enthusiasms.  

They were deliberative about which parts of their identity were operative in particular discursive 

                                                           
1
 Eugenio Amato, “Discorso figurato ed allegoria Cristiana negli scritti retorico-sofistici di Procopio,” in 

RDG, 46.   

  
2
 Ibid., see 46 and 46nn1-6.   

 
3
 See Amato supra. 
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situations.  Unlike Church Fathers such as Augustine or Isidore of Pelusium (as we will explore 

below), Procopius and Aeneas did not inscribe their Christian identities into all of their writings 

as representing their single most important identity.  For whatever reasons, they were content for 

that part of themselves to be silent and understood while they pursued deliberately archaizing 

conversations wrought in pagan currency with friends and lateral audiences.  This sort of 

posturing is significant because it may point to different attitudes concerning religious identity 

among these men in comparison with Church Fathers who held exclusivist and oppositional 

Christian identities.  On the other hand, this silence may also indicate that these men felt 

confident in their Christian identities and saw no need to defend themselves.  The language of 

emotional intimacy in their letters is not specifically Christian but Classical and pagan.  In this 

section, I will examine the scant language pertaining to Christianity and the features of the pagan 

sociolect constructed by Aeneas and Procopius respectively.       

 Aeneas’ letters contain scant information about contemporary religious life.  One 

example appears in Letter 15 addressed to Stephanus presbyter.  In this text, Aeneas likely 

recalls his school day agones at Alexandria, writing “long ago I had a conversation with you.  

And the conversation was by the side of the Nile, on whose banks we then had sport with the 

Muses.”
4
  This vivacious public discourse “delighted in subtlety and seemed to laugh.”

5
  The 

contest between the performers focused upon beauty, specifically on a classicizing beauty 

contest between the Homeric warrior “Nireus who was the most beautiful ‘of human beings on 

                                                           
4
 soi\ pa/lai diele/xqhn.  ἦn de\ h9mi\n o9 lo/gov para\ tῷ Nei/lῳ, oὗ para\ ta\v ὄxqav to/te taῖv 

Mou/saiv sune/paizon.   
 

5
 e0keko/myeuto de\ kai\ gelᾶn e0do/kei spouda/zwn o9 lo/gov.    
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the earth’ and Thersites who ‘was the ugliest to come before Illium.’”
6
  Aeneas continues to 

describe what seems to be Stephanus’ professional and personal transformation: 

Such things you made sport of then for the hearers, and now I hear that you are serious 

and you proclaim the fair teaching by means of sacred things, and by your speech you 

refashion the character of citizens.  And now the builder and the carpenter have 

something to say concerning sacred things, and they speak about virtue in the middle of 

their labor while before they chattered about stones and wood.
7
  

Aeneas contrasts Stephanus’ previous rhetorical play, his “sport with the Muses,” as frivolity 

compared with his current zeal for the “fair teaching” (kalon dogma) of Christianity.  

Underscored also is Stephanus’ re-assertion of his Classical oratorical training in order to 

remodel the habits of his peers, who are now trained to speak about sacred things and virtue with 

their coworkers rather than the prosaic minutiae of their trade.  Aeneas highlights the oratorical 

dunamis of evangelism, the power of language to provide conceptual tools that educate and even 

change behavior in the Late Ancient city.       

 This passage marks one of the few passages in the letters where Aeneas offers any 

indication of his religious identity as a Christian.  We have seen above in Letter 16 to Sarapion 

(without title) a reference to what may have been some sort of doctrinal controversy among 

Christian priests, and Aeneas’ friendly advice orbits not around specific Scriptural consolations 

but generically Stoic exhortations:       

                                                           
6Nireu/v, ὃv ka/llistov <<ge/net’ e0pixqoni/wn a0nqrw/pwn>>, kai\ Qersi/thv, ὃv <<aἴsxistov a0nh\r 

u9po\ Ἴlion ἦlqen>>.   Aeneas refers here to the tale of Nireus (Il. 2.673) and to Thersites, “ugliest man (of the 

Greeks) who went to Ilium” (Il. 2.216). The phrase  <<ge/net’ e0pixqoni/wn a0nqrw/pwn>>  is a Homeric formula 

that Aeneas injects to impart Homeric tincture to the story of the beauty contest between these paradeigma of beauty 

and ugliness.  The story of the beauty contest between these figures Aeneas derived not from Homer but probably 

from Lucian Infer Dial. 25; see Positano, Epistole, 98-99, for references.  Procopius Letter 44 to his brother 

Zacharias also contains a reference to Thersites and Nireus.        

 
7ta\ me\n oὖn to/te sune/paizev toῖv a0kroataῖv, nῦn de/ se spouda/zein a0kou/w ka0n toῖv i9eroῖv to\ kalo\n 

do/gma khru/ttein kai\ lo/gῳ metarruqmi/zein tῶn politῶn to\n tro/pon. Kai\ nῦn o9 oi0kodo/mov kai\ te/ktwn 
ἔxousi/ ti peri\ tῶn qei/wn ei0peῖn, kai\ peri\ a0retῆv metacu\ tῆv e0rgasi/av diale/gontai oi9 pro\ tῶn sῶn lo/gwn 
li/qouv kai\ cu/la laloῦntev.   
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I heard the tragedy that has happened among you, and I cried at the earth itself, if the war 

is begun by the priests among whom the teaching is peace.  For if from where salvation 

should come, from there we are destroyed, what means of deliverance is left for us?  For 

such things I suppose someone may say lamenting, and I grieve with them and rejoice 

with them; for grievous is the experience of danger, and the most accurate touchstone of 

magnanimity is good courage.  For what possession of virtue is there before which 

struggle did not lead the way?  You would not call a general the best who has never yet 

caught sight of the enemy.  It is necessary to endure and not be disheartened, “for from 

war peace is confirmed;”
8
   

 

Aeneas’ Stoic commonplaces [e.g., “the most accurate touchstone of magnanimity is good 

courage; for what possession of virtue is there before which struggle did not lead the way?”] do 

not offer explicitly Christian advising.  Noteworthy also is his verbatim quotation of Thucydides 

1.124.2, “for from war peace is confirmed.”
9
  Stoic platitudes and a Classical quotation—that 

Aeneas likely expects his Christian friend to recognize—supply the content of his epistolary 

advice. 

If this letter were preserved as a teaching model, the Stoic and Classical framing of the 

text would explain its preservation at the Gaza school and might account for the absence of 

specifically Christian content.  The letter text may be an excerpt, and we cannot be certain that 

the margins of the letter survive intact.  Near the letter’s closing, Aeneas indicates that he likely 

organized a public gathering [theatron] in which Sarapion’s previous letter was recited and was 

met with applause.  He concludes with the question, “for therefore who would dishonor that 

                                                           
8to\ par’u9mῶn a0kh/koa drᾶma, kai\ au0th\n e0da/krusa th\n gῆn, ei0 e0k tῶn i9ere/wn o9 po/lemov ἄrxetai, 

par’ oἷv ei0rh/nh to\ kh/rugma.  ei0 ga\r ὅqen ἔdei sesῶsqai, e0nteῦqen a0pollu/meqa, ti/v po/rov swthri/av h9mῖn 
katalei/petai;  taῦta me\n oὖn eἴpoi tiv ἂn oiἶmai qhrnῶn, e0gw\ de\ suna/xqomai kai\ sunh/domai • a0niaro\n me\n 
ga\r tῶn kindu/nwn h9 peῖra, a0kribesta/th de\ megaloyuxi/av ba/sanov h9 e0n toῖv kindu/noiv eu0yuxi/a.  poi/a 
ga\r a0retῆv ktῆsiv, ἧv a0gw\n mh\ prohgh/sato ; ei0 mh\ kai\ strathgo\n fai/hv ἄriston to\n mhdepw/pote 
katido /nta pole/mion.  fe/rein de\ deῖ kai\ mh\ a0qumeῖn • <<e0k pole/mou ga\r h9mῖn ei0rh/nh bebaioῦtai >>.    

9
 <<e0k pole/mou ga\r h9mῖn ei0rh/nh bebaioῦtai >>.   
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which is praised by your side?”
10

  This may not have been the original closing, but the whole 

tenor of Aeneas’ epistolary counsel to his Christian friend, likely a priest, lacks specifically 

Christian content.  The Stoic exhortations, a Classical reference, and absence of Scriptural 

citations and reference to Christian theology are consistent with Aeneas’ other surviving letters.        

 Sophists sought favors from clergy on behalf of ascetics.  Letter 21 to Dorotheus 

presbyter preserves Aeneas’ request of his priest friend to intercede on behalf of an ascetic in 

need.  Priming his correspondent to grant his request, Aeneas opens with praise authorized by an 

example from Plato Republic 6.495e:   

As the saying goes, the many plunge into sacrifices without clean feet just like the bald 

metalworker of Plato, who still smelling of smoke and foul-smelling things approaches 

his patroness.  But you, on the other hand, move from holy thing to holy thing, from 

philosophy to priesthood.
11

   

Contrasting the ill-preparation of hoi polloi and servants like the bald metalworker who neglect 

to tend even personal hygiene with the cultivation of Dorotheus, Aeneas regards Dorotheus’ 

training in philosophy as a worthy prelude to the priesthood.  In fact, Aeneas does not assert that 

philosophy and service in the clergy are asymmetrical categories, contending, for example, that 

philosophy serves as preparation for the priesthood.  Aeneas does not juxtapose them as 

competitors—they are both holy things—but he certainly differentiates them.         

                                                           
10pῶv ἄn tiv a0tima/sei to\ par’ u9mῶn e0painou/menon ;  

 
11

 oi9 me\n polloi/, to\ dh\ lego/menon, a0ni/ptoiv posi\n e0piphdῶsi toῖv i9eroῖv, kaqa/per o9 toῦ 
Pla/twnov xalkeu\v e0keῖnov o9 falakro/v, ὃv ἔti kapnoῦ kai\ duswdi/av ὄzwn e0pane/sth tῇ despoi/nῃ.  su\ de\ 
e0c i9eroῦ diabai/neiv ei0v i9ero/n, e0k filosofi/av ei0v i9erwsu/nhn.  The first saying is a proverb that has a wide 

dissemination in later antiquity;  see Positano, 118.  The Platonic passage is not exactly the same as Aeneas cites it 

here.  In the Republic, the little bald metalworker takes a bath and, dressing in a new cloak, is prepared to marry the 

daughter of his master; cf. Positano, 118-19.    
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Aeneas next turns his attention to the request, referring to the letter carrier as “a servant 

of holy things; yes such a one is yours.”
12

  In this way, Aeneas distinguishes himself as a sophist 

from men in the service of the Church, whom he lumps together under a common heading.   

Employing a monastic vocabulary, Aeneas indicates that the carrier in need is a monk travelling 

to a monastery:  “he loves quiet, and learning—I know not how—about a mountain dedicated to 

God, suitable on account of its isolation for quietude, he makes his way there.”
13

  Certain 

unspecified difficulties hinder the carrier’s transit, and Aeneas asks Dorotheus to intercede on the 

carrier’s behalf by bidding priests of Dorotheus’ acquaintance located in the region (unspecified) 

where the carrier must travel “to protect him as far as the mountain,”
14

 that is, the monastery.   

Like Aeneas’ surviving correspondence, the letters of Procopius lack distinctively 

Christian content.  As will be examined below, Procopius does present himself as a philosopher-

sophist championing poverty and observing virtue and moderation with regard to earthly 

possessions and bodily pleasures.  To judge from Procopius’ language and use of sources, 

however, this persona is not specifically Christian but is elaborated generally in the medium of a 

vague Stoicism and, less frequently, Stoic authorities.  Stoic commonplaces abound in the letters 

that may be harmonized with Christian ideas theoretically, yet when Procopius offers references 

for his assertions he only draws in Classical texts.  One potential case for a Christian usage in the 

Procopian letters is the Greek concept of providence (pronoia), but reflection on this idea and its 

relation to fate (tychē) had a long history in classical and Hellenistic philosophers, including 

Plato, Stoics, and Neo-Platonists such as Plotinus, prior to its Christian iterations in authors such 

                                                           
12

 o9 de\ th\n e0pistolh\n komi/zwn i9erῶn e0stin u9phre/thv • ou0koῦn so\v oὗtov.    
 

13
 e0rᾷ de\ h9suxi/av, kai\ ou0k oἶd’ ὅpwv maqw\n ὄrov eἶnai Qeῷ kexarisme/non di’ e0rhmi/an ei0v h9suxi/an 

e0pith/deion pro\v e0keῖno poreu/etai.    
 

14
 me/xri toῦ ὄrouv diasῴzein.  
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as Clement of Rome, Athenagoras, Origen, and Nemesius of Emesa.
15

  Given this wide-ranging 

usage, it is difficult to isolate Procopius’ use as specifically Christian, particularly against the 

backdrop of his predominantly Classical and non-Christian epistolary currency.  Procopius uses 

pronoia three times in the letters, and in one of these it may have a specifically Christian 

meaning tailored to reflect not Procopius’ tastes but those of his interlocutor.  In Letter 15 to 

Nephalius, who, according to Letter 67 may in fact be a churchman,
16

 Procopius refers vaguely 

to an unspecified but presumably understood outcome, asserting “I would not say the reason is 

fate, and especially to you, but it is altogether the providence of God who governs our affairs as 

he wishes.”
17

  Thus, Procopius distinguishes between tychē, a concept he might be inclined to 

use as explanatory of particular circumstances, and opts instead to use pronoia when speaking to 

a Christian he seems to think would disapprove of tychē.  In this text Procopius seems to set 

tychē and pronoia in opposition and may thereby reflect his knowledge of the Christian practice 

of rejecting fate and embracing providence as a religious doctrine.
18

  With the exception of Letter 

15, Procopius does not oppose tychē to pronoia in the extant letters, but he clearly employs the 

word tychē and related terms far more often than he uses the word pronoia.  Procopius prefers to 

use the term tychē and like concepts.   

                                                           
15

 Andrew Louth, “Pagans and Christians on providence,” in J.H.D. Scourfield, ed., Texts and Culture in 

Late Antiquity (Swansea:  Classical Press of Wales, 2007), 279-97.   

 
16

Procopius Letter 67 is likely addressed to the same Nephalius, of whom Procopius requests a favor on 

behalf of a deacon friend; Procopius claims that Nephalius has influence with local bishops to help the friend in 

need.   

  
17

 to\ d’ aἴtion tu/xhn me\n ou0k ἄn pote eἴpoimi, kai\ ma/lista pro\v u9mᾶv, qeoῦ de\ pa/ntwv pro/noian, 
kubernῶsan w9v bou/letai ta\ h9me/tera.   
 

18
 Louth, 285-92.  The pendulum in favor of providence’s authority may have swung by the period of the 

Neoplatonists;  Porphyry in Enneads 3.1-3 prioritizes providence and represents fate (ei9marme/nh) as a lower 

providence (see Louth, 292-93). 
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The other two uses of pronoia appear in letters of consolation (Letters 69 and 125).  

Letter 125 is addressed to the pagan iatrosophist Gessius and contains much generic Stoic 

language (see discussion in Chapter 3 above) but no specifically Christian content. Likewise, 

Letter 69, a consolation to Palladius on the death of his wife, contains generic Stoicisms and 

employs pronoia toward the end of a discussion of human circumstances shaped by Fortune 

(Tychē).  Articulating the conventional wisdom that the experiences of friends are common, 

Procopius pledges in this letter that he shares in common with his friend both his successes and 

now his present pain.  The bulk of his condolences focus on Stoic consolations, many of which 

are generic, as is typical of Procopius.  Adducing Fortune, Procopius remarks that She behaves 

recklessly (lit. like a young man—neanieuetai) who draws no distinction whether she aims to hit 

the bad ones or the good ones.  Procopius offers the wisdom of the Attic orator Isocrates:  “I am 

persuaded that heeding Isocrates, before having suffered something, you already trained yourself 

for the situation, seeing many such occurences and hearing many such related by others.”
19

  

Palladius knew of this sort of loss through the experiences of others before experiencing it 

himself.  Procopius continues to observe the inscrutability of Fortune’s devising, providing 

examples such as “one person reaches old age, calling upon death as a comfort, and the other is 

snatched away before he reaches the prime of life.  One man marries and another is lamenting his 

wife.”
20

  Life abounds with such unpredictable outcomes, and “such things tend to confirm the 

judgment of Homer that ‘the earth rears nothing feebler than human beings.’”
21

  Framing human 

                                                           
19

 pe/peismai ga\r w9v  )Isokra/tei peiqo/menov, pri/n ti paqeῖn, au0to\v e0gumna/sw toῖv pra/gmasi, 
polla\ me\n  o9rῶn toiaῦta, polla\ de\ dihgoume/nwn a0kou/wn.  pri/n . . . a0kou/wn:  see Isoc.1.21, RDG, 467n334.   
  

20
 kai\ o9 me\n ghrᾷ to\n qa/naton ei0v paramuqi/an ai0tῶn, o9 de\ pro\ tῆv ἥbhv a0nh/rpastai.  gameῖ tiv 

ἕterov, o9 de\ th\n sunoikoῦsan o0du/retai.   
 

21
 taῦta to\n bi/on plhroῖ, kai\ th\n Ὁmh/rou bebaioῦn e0pei/getai gnw/mhn, w9v “ou0de\n a0kidno/teron 

gaῖa tre/fei a0nqrw/poio,” Odyssey 18.129; RDG, 467n335.    
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circumstances now in the Platonic guise of the daimonion or divine will,
22

 Procopius asserts that 

“in all cases the divine will allows nothing to remain as it was originally, for if something seems 

to happen that seems reasonable to human beings, merely wait a little and the current situation 

will disappear entirely.”
23

  It is difficult to discern here how Procopius distinguishes daimonion 

from Tychē, but his usages here do not seem specifically Christian, and the word daimonion does 

not seem to indicate a signal from a demon or malignant spirit.  Complicating things further, 

Procopius next adds the concept of providence into the mix, stating “let suffering be ascribed to 

divine providence and to a divine will that is in every way conducting our affairs well, but to 

bear nobly whatever God gives us is to win the victory by virtue and not to ascribe everything to 

Tychē.”
24

  Procopius does not resolutely distinguish here between Fortune and providence but 

seems to inter-mix these ideas—along with the concept of the daimonion—in a colloquial and 

generic fashion.     

Predominantly, however, the gods, and not God, run rampant throughout the extant 

letters.  Procopius’ classicizing epistolary sociolect includes vivacious embrace of pagan myth, 

and references to the old gods, including oaths, swearing, and prayers to the gods, as formulae of 

friendship.
25

  These “paganizing” features are ostensibly markers of the imitation of classical 

                                                           
22

In Plato the term occurs in numerous places:  e.g., Euthyphro 3b, Theaetetus 151a ; cf. RDG, 467n336.  

On the meaning of o9 dai/mwn see above, Chapter 4.   

 
23

 pantaxo/qen ga\r yhfi/zetai to\ daimo/nion mhde\n me/nein oἷon kai\ ge/gonen, a0ll’ eἴ ti kata\ noῦn 
e0stin a0nqrw/poiv, “mikro/n” fhsin “a0na/meinon, kai\ pa/ntwv oi0xh/setai”.   
 

24
 to\ me\n oὖn paqeῖn qeoῦ pronoi/ᾳ dedo/sqw kai\ neu/mati pa/ntwv kalῶv ἄgonti ta\ h9me/tera, to\ de\ 

fe/rein ὅ ti ἂn o9 qeo\v didῷ gennai/wv, nikᾶn e0stin a0retῇ kai\ mh\ pa/nta dido/nai tῇ Tuxῃ. 
 

25
 For vocative formulae and oaths, see, e.g. Letter 6 to brother Zacharias, “Oh Zeus!” (ὦ Zeῦ); Letter 12 to 

Zacharias, “Oh Zeus!” (ὦ Zeῦ);  Letter 18 to Zacharias, “Hear me, all the gods!” (ὦ pa/ntev qeoi/); Letter 26 to 

Eusebius, “Oh gods!” (ὦ qeoi/); Letter 28 to brother Victor,“By Zeus” (ma\ Di/a); Letter 29 to Diodorus, “By Zeus 

the god of friendship!” (pro\v Fili/ou);  Letter 42 to Thomas, “By Zeus and the other gods!” (Zeῦ ἄlloi te qeoi/); 
Letter 46 to Zacharias, “May it be said to god!” (su\n qeῷ de\ ei0rh/sqw); Letter 52 to Silanus, “Oh Zeus, may such 

things occur!” (ὦ Zeῦ, ge/noita taῦta); Letter 55 to Epiphanius “Oh, saying by Zeus god of Friendship and of 
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texts and almost suggest that such rhetorical units persisted as elements of the linguistic habitus 

of many Late Antique provincials.  There is a sense in which Procopius’ archaizing sociolect 

creates an alternate antiquarian dream world in which Late Antique literati made themselves 

contemporaries of the authors of their beloved classical texts, actualizing through logoi a pre-

Christian dreamscape of continuous rhetorical infatuation whose lyre strains trilled honeyed 

Atticisms and the eloquence of the Muses.       

Such archaizing sound bites are conversational devices that percolate through the letters 

as earmarks of shared Classical paideia fomenting philia.  References to the old gods construct a 

vocabulary of emotional intimacy.  In Letter 4 to his former student Germanus, Procopius 

expresses in a prayer to the gods his longing that Germanus visit him soon:  “but would that 

some one of the gods might be favorable to me and bear you swiftly to me again.”
26

   Reference 

to the supremacy of the gods in human affairs strengthens expressions of commitment.  

Marshalling an Iliadic phrase in Letter 78 to Irenaeus, Procopius affirms his resolve to teach 

                                                                                                                                                                                           
Logoi!” (i0w\ Zeῦ le/gwn kai\ Fili/a kai\ Lo/goi); Letter 66 to Nestorius, “Oh Fortune, Fortune!” (ὦ Tu/xh, Tu/xh); 

Letter 71 to Stephanus, “By the god of friendship!” (pro\v Fili/ou);  Letter 91 to Hieronymus, “By the god of 

friendship!” (pro\v Fili/ou); Letter 91 to Hieronymus, “Oh Zeus!” (ὦ Zeῦ); Letter 101 to Zacharias, “By Zeus!” 

(pro\v Dio/v); Letter 106 to Stephanus, “By Zeus!” (pro\v Dio/v);  Letter 109 to Silanus, “Oh Zeus!” (ὦ Zeῦ);  Letter 

117 to Dorotheus, “By the god of friendship!” (pro\v Fili/ou);  Letter 140 to Diodorus, “By Zeus!” (ma\ Di/a), Letter 

153 to Zosimus and Macarius, “May it be said with god!” (su\n qeῷ de\ ei0rh/sqw);  Letter 165 to Musaeus, “By 

Zeus!” (ma\ Di/a); Letter 167 addresee unclear (see RDG, 500 n. 786), “Oh Dionysus!” (ὦ Dio/nuse);  Letter 172 to 

Megethios, “By the god of friendship!” (pro\v Fili/ou).  For vocatives of the Erotes (Cupids), see e.g., Letter 11 to 

brother Philip, “But by all the Erotes!” (a0ll’ ὦ pa/ntev Ἔrwtev); Letter 34 to Philip “Oh how many things are 

possible and the Erotes transform (Ὤ po/sa du/natai kai\ metaba/llousin Ἔrwtev);  Letter 34 to to Philip, “Oh 

dear Erotes! (ὦ fi/loi Ἔrwtev);  Letter 56 to Johannes, “Oh Zeus and the Erotes and all who watch over 

friendship!” (ὦ Zeῦ kai\ Ἔrwtev kai\ ὅsoi fili/av e0po/ptai) . 
 

26 a0ll’ eἴqe ga\r tiv qeῶn eu0menh\v h9mῖn ge/noito kai/ se qᾶtton w9v h9mᾶv aὖqiv e0ne/gkoi.   On 

Germanus, see RDG, 442n32.   
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Zonaeus and other young men of ability in the family of Irenaeus, averring “if I have the 

capability to render service by means of my zeal, let it lie on the knees of the gods.”
27

    

Oaths to the gods mark expressions of friendship and its integral relationship to self-

knowledge.  References to the Erotes underscored the friendship bond between sender and 

recipient, while invocations of Zeus the god of friendship, as protector of cosmic order, also 

represented a protector of hospitality and friendship.
28

  In Letter 56 to Johannes,
29

 Procopius 

defends himself against his friend’s accusation of silence and swears that he remains a steadfast 

friend despite neglecting to write:  “But Oh Zeus, and Erotes, and whoever watches over 

friendship, persuade my accusers that never have I arrived at forgetfulness of such things, but I 

am in presence of mind and I seem to say something and to hear others speaking, and that if I 

ignore such (accusers), I have also forgotten myself.”
30

  Procopius attests despite his silence, that 

forgetfulness of the intimacy between Johannes and himself would be tantamount to forgetting 

his own self.  In this way, Procopius highlights how friendship contributes to his self-

understanding and is inseparable from his identity.       

Intellectual devotion and sodality is framed in the pagan currency of the service of the 

Muses.  In Letter 3 to Pythius, Procopius marvels at his friend’s intellectual commitment:  “it 

seems to me that indeed the Muses live in your soul.  Accordingly, bound to the Muses you have 

                                                           
27

 ei0 de\ kai\ du/namin u9pourgoῦsan ἔxw tῇ proqumi/ᾳ qeῶn e0n gou/nasi kei/sqw.  The phrase qeῶn e0n 
gou/nasi kei/sqw appears at Iliad 17.514, 20.435 and elsewhere; see RDG, 469n371.   

 
28

RDG, 445n65 and 455n167.     

 
29

 Addressee of Letter 22, 56, 126, 149, 156 (?), and 158, Johannes was a lawyer with literary and 

philosophical interests who practiced at Alexandria and Caesarea; cf. RDG, 442n36 and PLRE, 2:606. 

   
30

 ἀll’ ὦ Zeῦ kai\ Ἔrwtev kai\ ὅsoi fili/av e0po/ptai, pei/qoite tou\v e0mou\v kathgo/rouv, w9v oὔpote pro\v 
lh/qhn au0tῶn a0fiko/mhn, a0lla\ su/neimi tῷ logismῷ kai\ le/gein ti dokῶ kai\ lego/ntwn a0kou/ein, kai\ w9v ei0 
tou/touv a0gnoῶ, kai\ e0mautoῦ e0pile/lhsmai.   
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a way of life that is devoted to the goddesses, and nothing is wondrous to you that is not books 

and discourses and all that leads the soul toward betterment.”
31

  Ultimately, however, such 

eloquent compliments are meant to goad Pythius to return a treatise to Procopius’ library.  With 

charming references to the divine as guarantors of the text’s safe transit to Gaza, Procopius 

affirms that “with the help of Hermes and the Muses it will be brought from Alexandria.”
32

   

 Jocular citations of prayers from Classical texts express concern for traveling friends.  In 

Letter 132 to Dorotheus
33

 Procopius describes his anguish at his friend’s apparent departure from 

Gaza, relating “from the time when you swiftly left me, I did not stop going around with you in 

my thoughts and describing within myself the harbors and the sea.”
34

  Invoking a prayer from 

Odyssey 3.55
35

 Procopius wishes that Dorotheus’ transit might be safe:  “And I said often, ‘Hear 

oh earth-shaker Poseidon,’ and I demanded that he furnish for you a kindly sea, and the days of 

your journey I placed on my fingers [i.e., counting the days on his fingers] and thus was I 

altogether by your side.”
36

  Constantly on the lookout for his dearly-missed friend, Procopius 

intensifies his expressions of longing by swearing upon the gods, exclaiming, “Often having 

caught sight of someone coming toward me, I thought, by the gods, to have seen you, my eyes 

                                                           
31

 e0moi\ dokeῖv w9v ἄra th\n sh\n yuxh\n ὄntwv oi0koῦsin ai9 Moῦsai •  eἶta ka/toxov ὢn taῖv qeaῖv bi/on 
ἔxeiv au0taῖv a0neime/non, kai\ ou0de/n soi qaumasto\n ὅ ti mh\ bibli/a kai\ lo/goi kai\ ὅsa yuxh\n e0pi\ to\ kreῖtton 
a0na/gei.   
 

32 ἀlla\ su\n  9Ermῇ kai\ Mou/saiv ei0rh/sqw-e0k tῆv  0Aleca/ndrou komisqh/setai.    
 

33
 Garzya and Loenertz surmised that a lively friendship between the addressee and Procopius developed 

during Dorotheus’ trip to Gaza; see Procopii epistulae, XXX and RDG, 489n635.   

 
34

 ἐc oὗ ga\r h9mᾶv ᾤxou katalipw/n, ou0k e0pausa/mhn meta\ soῦ tῇ dianoi/ᾳ perinostῶn kai\ lime/nav 
kai\ qa/llatan diagra/fwn e0n e9mautῷ.   
 

35
 RDG, 489n636.   

 
36kai\ “klῦqi, Posei/daon gaih/oxe” polla/kiv ei0pw\n h0ci/oun eu0menῆ soi pare/xein th\n qa/lattan, kai\ 

toῦ ploῦ ta\v h9me/rav e0pi\ tῶn daktu/lwn e0ti/qoun, kai\ oὕtwv ὅlov e0tu/gxanon para\ soi/.   
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having been deceived easily in accord with the wish of my mind.”
37

  In this thoughtfully-wrought 

gift epistle expressing affection for a missed friend, oaths and prayers to the gods operate as brief 

intensifiers articulating and affirming friendship.   

 Procopius occasionally refers to oracles, usually joking about consulting them for 

information about his friends.  In Letter 71 he jests that his friend Stephanus is silent despite 

living beside the “babbling waters” of the spring of the oracle at Daphne near Antioch.
38

  Eager 

to uncover the reason, Procopius quips, “maybe I can divine the matter, even though I have not 

drunk of your Daphne.”
39

  Similarly, as we have seen above, Procopius in Letter 94 chides his 

friend Diodorus for his illegible handwriting in his previous letter, jeering that he is going to 

show the letter to the Delphic priestess in order to discover the text’s meaning.  In these 

instances, Procopius does not deride the oracle but seems merely to adopt references as a 

humorous classicizing gesture underscoring shared knowledge of the pagan texts.       

 In Letter 13 jointly addressed to three grammarian friends visiting Daphne—Alypius, 

Stephanus (same addressee as Letter 71 above), and the Latin grammarian Hierius—Procopius 

rhapsodizes about the beauties and physical pleasures associated with the sacred site:     

And you are filled with those myths of old, thinking of the passion of the god (i.e., 

Apollo), of the moderation and humanity of Daphne that persuaded even a natural lover; 

and for you alone the sight of visible things affords witness of the word.  And if closely-

packed groves of cypresses have sprung up in gratitude for her who was loved by Apollo 

and copious water flows, and cicadas sing, and the road has been strewn with grass, and 

                                                           
37polla/kiv de\ prosio/nta tina\ po/rrwqen qeasa/menov, se/, ma\ tou\v qeou/v, e0do/koun o9rᾶn, pro\v to\ 

tῆv dianoi/av bou/lhma tῶn o0fqalmῶn r9ᾳdi/wv a0patwme/nwn.    
 

38
 su\ me\n ἔti sigᾷv, kai\ taῦta th\n Da/fnhn oi0kῶn, to\ la/lon ὕdwr e0keῖno kai\ mantiko/n.  The “chatty 

and prophetic water” Procopius refers to here is likely the spring at Daphne, known in antiquity as the Castalia, 

which was considered the home of the oracle.  There were apparently three such founts at Daphne in antiquity; see 

RDG, 448n81.    

 
39

 ἀll’ ἤdh pou ta/xa to\ prᾶgma manteu/omai, mhde\ tῆv u9mete/rav Da/fnhv piw/n.   
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(there are) trees one upon the other and the houses between them hidden by their height, 

and temperate breeze and commingled odor, and the shade shutting out the harmful rays 

of the sun, your job is as soon as possible to report or to relate in letters.  Except I prefer 

to see you coming to me, so that I might hear in addition to other things your oracles, for 

this I think Daphne has granted to you.
40

 

Procopius sounds envious of his colleagues who have the opportunity to experience for 

themselves the renowned delights of the famous oracle of Apollo at Daphne, a suburb of 

Antioch.  In the sociolectic reality of his letters, Procopius revels in Daphne’s wonders and 

expresses no derogatory attitudes toward the pagan site.  His rapture at Daphne’s marvels poses 

no articulated problems for his Christian identity. While Daphne babbles, his Christian self is 

apparently silent.            

 Yet there are fissures in this linguistic antiquarian “other dimension” that point to 

Procopius’ engagement with a real contemporary context of Christian interlocutors.  These are 

quite few, however, and Procopius is not engaged with theological controversy nor focused 

generally on any element of Christian theology or practice.  There is scant reference to 

contemporary religious life, Christian or otherwise, in the letters.  Letter 77 to the Caesarean 

lawyer and Letter 95 to the magnate Nephalius contain mention of festivals, but, as Federica 

Ciccolella suggests, the use of the term panēgyris in each may simply refer generically to a 

                                                           
40

 ὑmeῖv de/ pou kai\ palaiῶn muqologhma/twn e0mpi/plasqe, par’au0th\n ἤdh th\n Da/fnhn logizo/menoi 
toῦ qeoῦ to\ pa/qov, tῆv Da/fnhv th\n swfrosu/nhn kai\ to\ fila/nqrwpon, kai\ futo\n paramuqou/menon 
e0rasth/n • kai\ par’ u9mῖn mo/noiv tῶn o0rwme/nwn h9 qe/a tῷ lo/gῳ th\n marturi/an xari/zetai.  ei0 de\ kai\ 
kupa/rittoi puknai\ pro\v xa\rin a0neῖntai tῆv e0rwme/nhv Ἀpo/llwnov kai\ ὕdwr ἄfqonon, kai\ te/ttigev 
ᾄdousi kai\ o9do\v tῇ po/ᾳ malqakh\ parake/xutai, kai\ de/ndra ἄll’ e0p’ ἄlloiv kai\ oi0ki/ai tῷ tou/twn ὕyei 
kata\ me/son krupto/menai, aὖra/ te metri/a kai\ o0smh\ summigh\v kai\ skia\ toῦ h9li/ou to\ luphro\n a0poklei/ousa, 
u9me/teron ἢ w9v ta/xov a0gge/llein ἢ dihgeῖsqai toῖv gra/mmasi.  plh\n bouloi/mhn ei0v h9mᾶv e0lqo/ntav i0deῖn, 
ἵnapro\v toῖv ἄlloiv kai\ manteuome/nwn a0kou/swmai.  kai\ toῦto ga\r u9mῖn oἶmai dedwke/nai th\n Da/fnhn.    
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celebration and not a specific festival.
41

  Letter 77 opens with what may be Procopius’ comic 

fiction regarding the reason Diodorus is not coming to Gaza.
42

  Procopius gibes:  

I would have thought that you would have celebrated the feast of the martyrs with us and 

would at last have granted us to rejoice in the sight.  You, though, as if you saw a dream, 

took offense, it appears, at the Maioumas festival, and fearing the bird of evil omen you 

are calling it a day on which no business is to be done (apophras).
 43 

 Procopius may mean here that Diodorus is not coming to visit because he thought he was going 

to see the Maioumas festival; this made Diodorus unhappy and made him declare the day one of 

the dies nefasti.  Unfortunately, the extant letters reveal little about contemporary religious 

observance.            

Two letters mention members of the clergy, and one letter bearing no distinctively 

Christian content (as will be examined below) is addressed to a bishop.  Of the former category, 

in Letter 112 Procopius teases his young friend Nonnus for choosing marriage over the 

priesthood.
44

  Procopius, joking about Nonnus’ vanity, quips “may you have turned down the 

desired goal, longing for greater things and aiming for the priesthood.  I have always marveled at 

your beautiful hair, and now I fear that it will get in the way of your zeal [i.e., for becoming a 

priest].”
45

  Jesting that Nonnus is so attached to his locks that he would rather dash to the altar 

                                                           
41

RDG, 469n365 and 477n459.   In Letter 95, Procopius’ first use of panh/guriv signifies a celebration or 

feast and his second use refers figuratively to the feast of receiving Nephalius’ preceding letter.   

 
42

 Ciccolella, cf. RDG, 444n53, thinks this passage signifies that Diodorus was a pagan; on the other hand, 

the opening lines of Letter 77 may simply be a joke and bear little resemblance to Diodorus’ actual identity.   
 

43
 oἴmhn se th\n tῶn martu/rwn par’ h9mῖn e0pitele/sai panh/gurin kai\ dido/nai mo/liv h9mῖn eu0tuxῆsai 

tῇ qe/ᾳ •  su\ de\ kἂn ὄnar ἴdῃv Maïoumᾶn, w9v ἔoike, dusxerai/neiv kai\ to\n oi0wno\n dediw\v a0pofra/da th\n 
h9me/ran kaleῖv.     
 

44
 It is not clear whether Nonnus aspired to be a priest or a bishop.  Procopius uses here the terms i9erwsu/nh 

and i9ereu/v, which indicate either a priest or a bishop in this period.  See RGD, 482n536. 

 
45

 su\ me\n u9mῖn th\n e0rwme/nhn h0rnh/sw, ta\ mei/zw poqῶn kai\ pro\v i9erwsu/nhn katepeigo/menov •  e0gw\ 
de/ sou th\n kalh\n ko/mhn qauma/sav a0ei/, nῦn de/doika mh/ sou parempodw\n ge/nhtai tῇ proqumi/ᾳ.   
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than endure the tonsure of the priesthood, Procopius mocks “for when you see the occasion 

arrive and your sung-of hair about to fall, having wept, I suppose, you will flee that treatment 

and will seek instead of a priest to be seen as a fair bridegroom.”
46

  Teasing Nonnus for his 

indecisiveness, Procopius suggests, on the other hand, that when Nonnus actually faces the 

wedding, he may find that his desire swings back away from matrimony to the priesthood:  “And 

again, if it may happen thus, you will woo the girl, and when your wedding is about to happen 

you will acquire a desire leaping toward the priesthood.”
47

  Unfortunately, the corruption of the 

text prevents us from determining Procopius’ final punch lines in the concluding two sentences, 

yet the letter contains no references to theology or Scripture, and is not really interested in 

Christian ideas as such but is a friendly joke written upon learning news of a friend’s or perhaps 

former student’s change of profession due to his choice to marry.   

 In Letter 67 addressed to Nephalius, Procopius asks his friend to intercede with a group 

of bishops on behalf of a deacon acquaintance.
48

  Procopius begins his request with a description 

of a certain Stephanus who has succumbed to poverty:  “The extent of difficulty at which 

Stephanus has arrived, has not, I suppose escaped your notice, that he is not able to take into his 

hands the hope of living [i.e., cannot make a living with his hands] and by misfortune nearly 

been deprived of an eye.”
49

  This man had contrived to earn his living as a deacon, yet “nothing 

                                                           
46

ἐpeida\n ga\r ἴdῃv paro/nta to\n kairo\n kai\ ta\v ᾀdome/nav tri/xav mellou/sav peseῖn, dakru/sav, 
oἶmai, to\ pa/qov oi0xh/sῃ fugw/n, kai\ zhth/seiv a0nq’ i9ere/wv numfi/ov o0fqῆnai kalo/v.   
  

47kai\ pa/lin, ἂn oὕtw tu/xῃ, mnhsteu/seiv ko/rhn, kai\ toῦ ga/mou paro/ntov pro\v i9erwsu/nhn sxh/seiv 
metaphdῶnta to\n ἔrwta.   
 

48
 Nephalius is the addressee of six extant Procopian letters.  He seems to have been a clergy member or a 

governor because Procopius claims that Nephalius has sway with local bishops.  This addressee may be one and the 

same as the monk Nephalius from Alexandria who opposed Severus of Antioch and other followers of 

Monophysitism in 508; see RDG, 449n91, for references.   

 
49

 ei0v ὅson ἥkei tῆv a0pori/av o9 Ste/fanov, ou0d’ u9mᾶv oἶmai lanqa/nein, kai\ ὅti mh\ e0n taῖv xersi\ 
du/natai poieῖsqai th\n e0lpi/da toῦ bi/ou mikroῦ deῖn kai\ to\n ofqalmo\n u9po\ tῆv Tu/xhv a0fῃrhme/nov.   
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might not help him, unless he gets assistance from you, which I believe is available for those 

who want to get it.”
50

  Thus, Procopius aims to persuade Nephalius in the first place by 

complimenting Nephalius’ ability to offer aid.  Procopius does not specify what exactly 

Nephalius is to do but expects that Nephalius anticipates his meaning.  Remarking that Nephalius 

has authority to influence a group of local bishops, Procopius explains, “for if you make the 

request, someone of the bishops by your side will nod and he will either have him as an assistant 

or only take care of him.”
51

  Thus Procopius’ second reason for insisting that Nephalius should 

help Stephanus is that Nephalius has the power to influence bishops; Nephalius is likely either a 

bishop or a powerful magistrate such as a governor.
52

  Commenting that Stephanus is ever a 

babbler,
53

 Procopius strengthens his request in closing by indicating that if Nephalius helps 

Stephanus, Stephanus’ loquacity will broadcast to others Nephalius’ beneficence:  “If however 

he gets a certain kindness, how is it likely that he will not proclaim his gratitude?  For he will 

lavish, I think, his natural loquaciousness on remembering your kindness.”
54

  The final reason 

Nephalius should help Stephanus is the public praise Stephanus will offer, thereby magnifying 

Nephalius’ influence and generosity.   

                                                                                                                                                                                           
 

50
 kinduneu/ei de\ mhde\n au0to\n o0nῆsai to\ so/fisma, plh\n ei0 mh\ tῆv e0pikouri/av tu/xoi tῆv para\ soῦ, 

ἣn kai\ pᾶsi prokeῖsqai pei/qomai toῖv boulome/noiv tuxeῖn •  
 

51
 ὑmῶn ga\r ai0tou/ntwn e0pineu/sei tiv oἶmai tῶn par’ u9mῖn e0pisko/pwn ἢ leitourgoῦnta toῦton 

ἕcein ἢ kai\ mo/non trefo/menon.   
 

52
 See also RDG, 449n91.   

 
53

According to Ciccolella, Procopius’ description may indicate that Stephanus was a sophist and perhaps a 

former student of Procopius, a fact that would explain Procopius’ concern for Stephanus; see RDG, 466n329.   

  
54

ἐi de\ tu/xoi tino\v eu0ergesi/av, poῦ toῦton ou0k ei0ko\v a0nakhrῦcai th\n xa/rin; a0nalw/sei ga/r, oἶmai, 
th\n ἔmfuton fluari/an ei0v to\ memnῆsqai tῆv xa/ritov.    
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 Letters 111 and 118 addressed to Diodorus preserve Procopius’ requests for aid for 

monks or members of the clergy.  In Letter 111, Procopius suggests that Diodorus provide legal 

persuasion for the relation of the monk who has fallen into debt.
55

  Letter 118 also contains a 

brief departure from his typical classicizing vocabulary wherein Procopius uses language similar 

to the Desert Fathers to indicate the person in need.  Procopius beseeches Diodorus’ help based 

upon the reciprocity that obtained between them, opening with the words, “Again there is an 

occasion for piety and there is turning toward your advice (lit. sophiā).”
56

  Procopius writes on 

behalf of “one of those fellows dedicating themselves to God and known for his philosophy,”
57

 

who was unjustly arrested and apparently angered a judge by resisting arrest.  Procopius 

promises that if Diodorus intervenes “you will receive the praise of all as both the first and, 

having asked fervently, you will also have become the model of noble philanthropy among all 

others.”
58

  

  Procopius Letter 159 to Elias, his only surviving letter superscribed to a bishop, bristles 

with Stoic commonplaces and does not articulate any specifically Christian content.
59

  

Commenting on the impermanent nature of human experience as like productions of tragedy, 

Procopius acknowledges that “such things I will pass over in silence toward a man who long ago 

                                                           
55

 By the end of the fourth century, monasticism at Gaza had become a social and cultural reality of great 

importance in the region.   See RDG, 481-82n530-31. 

 
56

 pa/lin eu0sebei/av kairo\v kai\ pa/lin pro\v th\n u9mete/ran sofi/an o9 dro/mov.   
 

57
 ἀnh\r ga/r tiv tῶn e9autou\v a0naqe/ntwn qeῷ kai\ e0k filosofi/av gnwrizome/nwn  

 
58

 ἀll’ oὖn au0to\v pa/ntwn a0nade/cῃ to\n ἔpainon w9v kai\ prῶtov kai\ li/an ai0th/sav kai\ tῆv kalῆv 
filanqrwpi/av gegonw\v toῖv ἄlloiv para/deigma.   
 

59
 It is unclear here whether the Elias of Letter 159 is the same as the recipient of Letter 79 (also addressed 

to Eusebius), a relative of Eusebius and of the young Megalus.  Ciccolella argues that one must take into account 

that the tone of Letter 27 is far warmer and less formal than that of Letter 159, as well as Letter 36 in which 

Procopius thanks Elias for a gift and describes Elias as a generous but powerful person.  Letter 36 lacks the address 

of “bishop.”  See RDG, 453n150.   
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formed the correct judgments concerning things upon the earth and is victorious over fortune on 

account of disdaining matters.”
60

  That is, Elias has already forged an intellectual means of 

mastering the endless mutations of Fortune.  Yet he wishes to reiterate several Stoic 

consolations: 

Such a thing only do I want to call to mind, that nothing is mine in the same way that I 

am mine.  For what are we?  Certainly not this body which is in a state of flux, and not 

the nonsense of possessions, and whatever by chance creates power, but the logical soul 

shackled in the body on whatever accounts.
61

  

Procopius’ invocation of generic Stoicism employs here the rich concept of the “logical soul” 

(psuchē logikē) as the living part of a person engaged with logoi—that is, speech, thought, and 

analysis all at once.  Procopius affirms that the logical soul, not the body or one’s possessions, is 

the single unassailable identity and possession of learned men.  Men who run back to themselves 

were free men,  

Wherefore those who have perceived the necessary views have separated themselves 

from everything other than this as an extraneous burden, thinking that these things [i.e., 

possessions, the body] do not pertain at all to one’s own being, and they have considered 

as nothing anything that hindered this perception, not torture of the body, not loss of 

possession, not difficulty of circumstances.
62

   

Men who can dissociate from fleshly experience recognize that the life of the body and 

possessions pertains not at all to their true being.  Suggesting the violence of men bent on 

acquiring wealth, Procopius praises as free those who “were cautious of one thing, not to fall 

                                                           
60

 taῦta me\n siwph/sw pro\v ἄndra pa/lai kategnwko/ta tῶn e0pi\ gῆv kai\ th\n tu/xhn nikῶnta di’ ὧn 
u9perorᾷ, mhde\n e0kei/nhv qauma/zein e0qe/lwn.     
 

61tosoῦton de\ mo/non u9pomhn/sw, w9v ou0de\n oὕtwv h9me/teron w9v h9meῖv e9autῶn.  ti/ de\ h9meῖv ; ou0 sῶma 
dh/pou toῦto/ ge to\ r9eusto/n, ou0de\ xrhma/twn ὕqlov, ou0d’ ὅsa th\n i0sxu\n paraskeua/zei tῇ tu/xῃ, a0lla\ yuxh\ 
logikh\ di’ oὕstinav dh\ lo/gouv pepedhme/nh tῷ sw/mati.   
  

62
 ὅqen oi9 froneῖn e0gnwko/tev ta\ de/onta pᾶn o0tioῦn para\ tau/thn a0peskeua/zonto ὥsper ἄxqov 

a0llo/trion, mhde\n pro\v i0di/an ou0si/an taῦta tei/nein h9gou/menoi, kai\ ou0de\n e0poioῦnto tῆv gnw/mhv e0mpo/dion, 
ou0 sw/matov ai0kismo/n, ou0 xrhma/twn a0pobolh/n, ou0 kairoῦ duskoli/an.    
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from virtue, and were cautious also to count the desire for wealth and care for the body as 

slavish, subordinating the better thing unworthily to the inferior, and admiring violent men and 

especially those all the more wealthy than yourself.”
63

  Subverting the traditional Roman elite 

model of the grasping dunamenoi, Procopius asserts that the wealthy and powerful men of the 

city are in fact slaves to that which is less than the mind itself.      

Quoting a phrase apparently uttered by Anaxarchus of Abdera
64

 upon being crushed to 

death by mortar at the order of the Cyprian tyrant Nicoreontos or Timocreontos in the fourth 

century B.C., Procopius praises the man who “treating the body as foreign, utters that liberal 

saying, ‘crush, crush the sack of Anaxarchus, for you will never crush Anaxarchus himself.”
65

  

Flashing a pedantic phrase in which Anaxarchus apostrophizes himself, Procopius affirms the 

alienation of the soul from the body and the indestructibility of the soul itself.  He launches next 

a proverbial quotation, writing that “another person having voluntarily cast away all of his 

possessions, says ‘Krates is the one who frees Krates;’ such things and other such things are 

typical of the noble soul, which treads upon its own pleasures and does not know how to change 

in changing circumstances.”
66

  The noble logical soul alters not relative to external conditions.  

Referring to a general Stoic precept urging the individual’s indifference to the fluxes of temporal 

                                                           
63

 kai\ mi/an hu0laboῦnto zhmi/an tῆv a0retῆv e0kpeseῖn kai\ xrhma/twn po/qῳ kai\ feidoῖ toῦ sw/matov 
e0n a0ndrapo/dou lo/gῳ teta/xqai, to\ kreῖtton a0naci/wv u9pobalo/ntev tῷ xei/roni kai\ qauma/zontev ἄndrav 
u9brista\v pa/nta mᾶllon ploutoῦntav ἤper au0tou/v.   
 

64
The phrase cited by Procopius appears in Diogenes Laertius’ biography of Anaxarchus (9.58).  No works 

survives of Anaxarchus who Diogenes Laertius reports was a student of Diogenes of Smyrna.  Commonly 

considered a leading figure of skepticism, Anaxarchus allegedly practiced indifference to external conditions and 

regarded life as both dream and insanity.  For further references, see RDG, 498n751.    

 
65

 o9 me\n w9v a0llotri/ῳ kexrhme/nov tῷ sw/mati th\n e0leuqe/ran e0kei/nhn fwnh\n “pti/sse” le/gwn “pti/sse 
to\n  0Ana/carxou qu/lakon, au0to\n ga\r Ἀna/carxon oὔpote pti/sseiv.”   
 

66
 o9 de\ tῶn u9parxo/ntwn e0kbolh\n au0qai/reton poihsa/menov “Kra/thv” ἔlege “Kra/thta e0leuqeroῖ”.  

taῦta kai\ ta\ toiaῦta gennai/av ὄntwv yuxῆv, ἥtiv e9autῆv e0sti\ patoῦsa ta\v h9dona\v kai\ toῖv kairoῖv 
ou0k oἶde summetati/qesqai.   
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conditions, Procopius draws upon the example of Crates of Thebes, a wealthy citizen who 

converted all of his wealth into money, which he dispersed among his fellow citizens and then 

proceeded to live in poverty on the Athenian streets accompanied by his wife Hipparchia.
67

 

Procopius next shifts to a Stoic exhortation from Epictetus invoking a theatrical metaphor and 

kindred ideas in Plato:  “Remember accordingly, as it seemed to Epictetus, that you are an actor 

in a drama that the poet desires; and it seemed good to Plato, I suppose, that even if everything 

went badly, that did not affect him.”
68

  Suggesting the similarity between the dissociative 

attitudes toward external reality in Epictetus and Plato, Procopius reiterates his epistolary advice 

with additional authority from Greco-Roman traditions.  At this point, Procopius resolutely 

concludes his Stoic diatribe, reminding his bishop friend, reiterating its pith:  “For even if it goes 

well for us, whatever is outside of us concerns us but little.  For those things are carried along by 

another stream.”
69

  The logical soul in its nobility is a fortress impenetrable from the outside 

world.    

 Although the Stoic commonplaces and specific citations in this letter may be harmonized 

with various elements of late-ancient Christian thought and passages from Scripture, the sheer 

absence of any specifically Christian testimony must be considered.  Such a letter flaunting 

erudition of Classical sources with no reference to Christian theology or Scripture addressed to a 

bishop interlocutor looks strikingly different in its choice of authorities from other Christian 

                                                           
67

 Crates endorsed and practiced a simple life detached from material goods, and anecdotes pertaining to 

him resound with humor.  A Cynic philosopher and student of Diogenes, Krates taught Zeno of Cyzicus, the founder 

of Stoicism. The phrase quoted from Procopius here, apparently proverbial, was also recorded by the Suda and in the 

lexicon attributed to Zonarus.   See RDG, 498n752, for references.    
  

68
 memnh/sw toi/nun, w9v  0Epikth/tῳ dokeῖ, ὅti u9pokrith\v eἶ dra/matov oὗ ἂn e0qe/lῃ o9 poihth/v • kai\ 

Pla/twni de\ pou dokeῖ, w9v o9 sofo\v eu0dai/mwn, kἂn pa/nta dh\ ta\ mh\ e0pi\ tou/tῳ pra/ttῃ kakῶv. See Epictetus 

Enchiridion 16; Plato Gorgias 507c-e (cf. RDG, 498nn753-54).   

 
69

 h9nika ga\r ta\ e0f’ h9mῖn eu0pragῇ,tῶn ἔcwqen dh/touqen o0li/gh fronti/v.  e9te/rῳ ga\r e0keῖna fe/retai 
r9eu/mati.   
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letters such as those of the Cappadocian Fathers, Theodoret, John Chrysostom, and Isidore of 

Pelusium.  All texts authorizing Procopius’ Stoic directives stem from pagan sources. Also 

noteworthy is Procopius’ attitude to the body as a husk containing the soul.  There is no sense of 

the body as created for the resurrection.  If the extant letter essentially preserves the original, this 

text reflects Procopius’ decision to advise a bishop in purely pagan currency and suggests a 

flexible approach to religious identity in which his identity as a carrier of the Classical tradition 

came to the fore and all elements of his Christian identity were submerged.  Here emerges the 

antiquarian dreamscape wrought by logoi.  Perhaps Procopius did not draw such a distinction or 

cite an oppositional relationship between his devotion to pagan texts and his affiliation with 

Christianity, but he did make specific choices of self-representation in this letter and elsewhere 

to claim that a particular antiquarian discursive identity is currently “active.”  In this way, 

Procopius selects from his multiple identities and engagements and provides linguistic cues or 

“identity qualifiers” specifying which identity is at play in a given conversational context.
70

  By 

means of a dense classicizing sociolect, Procopius forges “aligning statements” articulating one 

of his many affiliations.
71

  This strategy expresses compartmentalization of affiliative 

commitments.
72

           

In addition, we must not overlook the recipient design evident in this letter.  Not only 

does Procopius represent his own identities in his text, but he artfully shapes his letter with his 

interlocutor’s tastes and affiliations in mind.  Procopius wrote to a bishop friend in this style 

because he perceived that Elias desired to be addressed in these terms and would find it pleasing.  

                                                           
70

 On the use of identity qualifying in study of social movement networks, see Ann Mische, “Cross-talk in 

Movements:  Reconceiving the Culture-Network Link,” in Mario Diani and Doug McAdam, eds., Social Movements 

and Networks:  Relational Approaches to Collective Action (Oxford:  Oxford University Press, 2003), 69-70.   
 

71
 Ibid.   

 
72

 Ibid., 270.   
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Procopius anticipates that Elias will be flattered by these references and will find them more 

enjoyable than citations of Scripture or Christian theology.  The letter as a finely-tailored gift 

represents simultaneously the tastes of recipient and author.  This letter suggests in particular a 

bishop rather dissimilar to those sources that scholars traditionally select as representatives of the 

profession by the late fifth and early sixth century.  We must take seriously the possibility that a 

bishop in the environs of Gaza as late as the sixth century preferred to be addressed in the Stoic 

pagan currency of conventional ancient moralizing rather than the currency of the Sermon on the 

Mount.  Christians such as Procopius and Elias, nominally Christian, yet exhibiting a flexible 

engagement with pagan speech different in their preferences from a Chrysostom or a Theodoret, 

suggest the diversity of Christian identities in the final century of Roman rule in the Greek East.             

In his epistolary speech, Procopius delineates himself as a philosopher-sophist and 

teacher of virtue, a living paradigm of renunciation of wealth and excess.
73

  The topos of the 

sophist as philosopher had its roots in the Second Sophistic, and forged a bridge between the two 

disciplines, and Procopius’ epistolary posturing likely reflects the longevity of this topos.
74

  

There is nothing specifically Christian, however, in this self representation.  In fact, Procopius 

usually defends his poverty with appeals that it befits a true philosopher.   

Procopius lambasts his associates’ devotion to wealth.  In Letter 146 to Nephalius, a man 

who allegedly has sway with local bishops and was likely a Christian, Procopius chides his 

wealthy friend for apparently speaking ill of poverty.  He jabs, “you in abundance of wealth 

lament poverty and I look down on money and wealth even though I am implicated in admirable 
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 Ciccolella, “Le Epistole,” RDG, 128-34.     

 
74

 See RDG, 129.     
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poverty.”
75

  Defending the virtue of his poverty, Procopius bids Nephalius to “stop mean-

spiritedly lamenting for me, and consider nothing great unless it leads toward virtue.  For 

whatever is not such (i.e., leading toward virtue) belongs to another and leads toward guile.”
76

    

For Procopius, poverty and the intellectual life are inseparable.  As we have addressed 

above in Chapter 4, in Letter 75 to Nestorius, Procopius laments that his former student has 

selected to pursue wealth through agriculture, “having said adieu to philosophy.”
77

  Procopius 

mourns that the cultivation he produced in Nestorius, who once “philosophized beyond 

poverty,”
78

 is now lost.  Letter 106 to Stephanus contains similar disparagement of material 

pursuits.  Procopius complains, “you seem to see nothing but gold, and it leads you and makes 

you elated, and it has filled your mind with images of gold.”
79

 

In Letter 131 to his former pupil Sabinus, Procopius defends his “impoverished” life of 

the mind and criticizes his student, now an advocate, for pursuing wealth and physical pleasures 

to the detriment of the development of the mind and virtue, its concomitant value.  Invoking Irus, 

the Homeric figure symbolizing extreme poverty, Procopius begins: “You bring forth poverty 

against me as blameworthy and as the most cursed quarry, and what is more, Irus I am, perhaps, 

                                                           
75

 su\ me\n e0n plh/qei xrhma/twn th\n a0pori/an qrhneῖv, e0gw\ de\ ta\ xrh/mata kai\ tou\v ploutoῦntav 
perifronῶ, kai/toi peni/ᾳ qaumastῇ sunexo/menov.   
 

76
 toigaroῦn paῦsai mikroyu/xwv h9mῖn o0duro/menov, mhde\n me/ga nomi/zwn, plh\n ei0 mh/ ti fe/roi pro\v 

a0reth/n.  ὅ ti ga\r mh\ toioῦton, a0llo/trio/n te/ e0sti kai\ pro\v a0pa/thn e0fe/lketai.   
 

77tῇ filosofi/ᾳ xai/rein ei0pw/n.    
 

78
 ὁ para\ th\n peni/an pa/lai filosofῶn.   

 
79ou0de\n w9v ἔoiken ὅ ti mh\ xrusi/on o9rᾷv, ἄgei de/ se au0to\ kai\ poieῖ meta/rsion, kai\ xrusῶn ei0dw/lwn 

a0ne/plhse/ sou to\n noῦn.      
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in your eyes, in want of all daily needs.”
80

  Procopius admonishes his pupil for “having fallen 

away from both virtue and philosophy, pitying what you ought to admire. . .”
81

  Indeed, does 

Sabinus now consider those who like Procopius live in the rarefied atmosphere of intellectual 

devotion to be deprived of great things, “the one who has not been borne to the things below by 

the weight of material things?”
82

   

In the remainder of the letter Procopius disparages the motivation and habits of Sabinus, 

a power-grasping provincial hunting pleasure and influence.  Procopius declares, “measuring 

happiness by the stomach, inclining toward the common opinion, you let out your tongue for hire 

for unlawful purposes and stir up the courts, and [corrupt] public officials are the by-products of 

your delusion.”
83

  As defender of intellectual treasures, Procopius does not desist from speaking 

truth to the power-hungry.  Captious of Sabinus’ habits of consumption and comportment, 

Procopius rails that “your dinners are splendid, your clothes colorful, and your gait pompous; 

you pour out your gaze hither and thither, and your ears are everywhere, just like Midas, if some 

little woman astonished by the scene you make should cry out.”
84

  Sabinus is an Endymion 

unconscious of virtue:  “But after being fettered by a great sleep like an Endymion, will you not 

                                                           
80su\ me\n w9v e0p’ o0nei/dei peni/an profe/reiv e0moi/, kai\ qhri/on e0cwle/staton eἶnai/ soi to\ xrῆma dokeῖ, 

kai/, to\ dh\ me/giston, Ἶrov e0gw\ para\ soi\ kai\ tῶn kaq’ h9me/ran ἴswv e0pideh/v.  Odysseus fights against this 

beggar and kills him in Odyssey 18.1-107; see RDG, 468n358. 

   
81

 kai\ ti/ ga\r ou0k ἂn eἴpoiv a0retῆv o9moῦ kai\ filosofi/av e0kpeptwkw/v, e0leῶn me\n ἅ ge qauma/zein 
e0xrῆn . . .  
 

82
 kai\ mh\ tῷ ba/rei tῆv ὕlhv pro\v ta\ ka/tw fero/menon ;  

 
83tῇ gastri\ ga\r th\n eu0daimoni/an metrῶn kai\ do/caiv a0nqrw/pwn prokei/menov e0kmisqoῖv me\n ei0v ἃ mh\ 

qe/miv th\n glῶttan, kukᾷv de\ ta\ dikasth/ria, pa/rergon de/ sou tῆv a0pa/thv oi9 dh/mioi.   
  

84
 ἑorth\ de/ sou lampra\ e0sqh\v poiki/lh kai\ ba/disma sobaro\n kai\ ble/mma tῇde ka0keῖse xeo/menon, kai\ 

pantaxoῦ soi ta\ ὦta, kaqa/per o9 Mi/dav, eἴ pou/ ti fqe/fcaito gu/naion th\n sh\n skhnh\n e0kplhtto/menon.   
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wake up to virtue?”
85

  Procopius pleads that Sabinus free himself:  “Stop now gaping at your 

poor body and nourishing a prison for yourself.  Stop dreaming about gold and always imagining 

a wealth of silver, and holding one (public) office after another in your mind.”
86

  The way that 

Sabinus conducts himself now, “the interior things are such as not any of your dear things.”
87

  

Procopius closes with his final archaizing advising, wrought in the pagan currency of worship of 

the goddess of poverty (Penia): “But come of your own accord to me if it seems good, worship 

the goddess of poverty that you and I share and recognize that she loves you.  She will follow 

you around more than me, and it has been proclaimed that she will love you.”
88

  Drawing upon 

mythical figures from the Classical heritage such as Irus, Midas, Endymion, and the goddess of 

Poverty herself, Procopius frames his counsel in the antiquarian tropes of a pagan currency.    

It is impossible to verify Ciccolella’s assertion that Procopius’ public embrace of poverty 

and austerity—an overturning of the public postures of ostentation among sophists such as 

Philostratus and Lucian—was “due in part to the spiritual climate created with the establishment 

of Christianity and, above all, of monasticism.”
89

  Typically the justifications Procopius provides 

in the letters preserve the sociolect’s ideal reality by repeating general Stoic statements and 

arguments interlinking philosophy and poverty.  His posturing is wrought altogether from 

standard Greco-Roman moralizing and is often colloquial and without clear sources despite the 

                                                           
85

 ἀlla\ me/xri dh\ ti/nov ὕpnῳ makrῷ pedhqei\v oἷa/ tiv Ἐndumi/wn pro\v a0reth\n ou0k a0ni/stasai ;  
 

86
 paῦsai loipo\n pro\v to\ swma/tion kexhnw\v kai\ kata\ sautoῦ tre/fwn to\ desmwth/rion.  paῦsai 

xrusi/on o0neiropolῶn kai\ a0rgu/rou plῆqov a0ei\ fantazo/menov kai\ polla\v a0rxa\v tῇ dianoi/ᾳ perinostῶn.    
   

87
 ta\ ἔndon oἷa mhdeni\ tῶn fi/lwn.    

 
88

 ἀll’ au0tomo/lhson pro\v h9mᾶv ei0 dokeῖ, kai\ th\n koinh\n qeo\n th\n Peni/an prosku/nei kai\ filoῦsan 
e0pi/gnwqi.  kai\ ga\r se/ perie/pei mᾶllon ἤper h9mᾶv, kai\ filh/sein ἔti kateph/ggeltai.   
  

89
 “ . . . in parte dovuto alla temperie spirituale creatasi con l’affermarsi del Cristianesimo e soprattutto del 

monachesimo,” RDG, 132. 
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highly compressed, artful, and strategic nature of his epistolary speech.  Ciccolella’s approach in 

her essay on the letters in Rose di Gaza is to assign Christian meanings to these un-Christian 

letters.  Ciccolella contends that “despite the lack of any specific reference in the letters to the 

Bible and to the Gospel message, Procopius approximates a Christian teacher in his moral 

rectitude, his condemnation of excesses, and his rigor in unmasking the pitfalls of inconsistent 

behaviors, easy money, and abuse.”
90

  The modern reader may overlay the model of a Christian 

teacher onto Procopius’ letters, but his careful posturing before his peers involves the deliberate 

decision to showcase his immersion in the classical texts.  Ciccolella’s interpretation forces an 

unwarranted reading between the lines.  For Ciccolella, “the Procopian letters indicate that the 

model of the pagan philosopher sophist and the figure of the Christian spiritual teacher could 

merge harmoniously with one another.”
91

  Judging from the extant epistolary corpus, to impute 

the persona of a Christian spiritual teacher to Procopius’ epistolary self-fashioning is to 

Christianize unnessarily texts which were deliberately left un-Christianized by their author 

and/or the corpus creator(s).  We cannot argue that the surviving letters necessarily typify all the 

letters Procopius penned, but we can make certain assertions based on the surviving evidence 

that the letters as we have them do indicate that particular types of social interactions occurred 

and that these interactions tell us about the social patterns and values of a group of provincials.  

Additionally, the preservation of these texts underscores that Procopius’ immediate descendants 

revered and treasured this type of epistolary interaction.            

                                                           
90

 “Nonostante manchi nelle lettere qualsiasi preciso riferimento alla Bibbia e al messaggio evangelico, 

Procopio si avvicina ad un maestro cristiano per la dirittura morale, la condanna degli eccessi e il rigore nello 

smascherare le insidie di comportamenti incoerenti, facili guadagni e sopraffazioni,” RDG, 134.   

 
91

 Ibid.:  “In sostanza, l’epistolario procopiano indica che il modello del sofista-filosofo pagano e la figura 

dell’intellecttuale cristiano maestro spiritual potevano fondersi armonicamente tra loro.”   
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Not only did he choose to write in a Classical pagan epistolary prose, but Procopius likely 

did not have the proficiency in biblical texts to quote from memory in letters.  When we turn to 

evaluate Procopius’ Christian writings, the absence of specifically Christian vocabulary suggests 

Procopius’ idiosyncratic engagement with these texts via generic idioms of Classical thought.  

His work on the catena was mainly editorial in nature, collecting commentaries and stringing 

together various commentaries and their related verses.  Arguably, Procopius had not 

internalized and memorized Scripture; he was a sophist and specialist in the Classical texts first 

and foremost.  Choricius, however, was careful to point out in his funeral oration of his mentor 

that Procopius attained excellence in specifically Christian genres of writing.  Choricius 

anticipates that someone listening to Proocopius’ many achievements could respond by carping, 

“but the deceased, as he seems to me, has never touched the holy writings.  In what sort of 

leisure did he live that he had a share of so many virtues?
92

  Choricius proceeds to assure his 

audience that Procopius, with the exception of his dress, was so ensconced in the study of 

Scripture that he resembled a priest.  In this defensive sidebar, Choricius may have responded to 

contemporary opposition to those whose writing proficiency was solely within the sphere of 

classical genres.     

When we turn to his identifiable language in the extant catenae, Procopius’ interjections 

sound rather distinct from the discourses of the Fathers.   The following constitutes Procopius’ 

proem under the MSS heading “the same author’s subject under discussion”
93

 to his Catena on 

the Book of Ecclesiastes:   

                                                           
92

 Or. Fun. In Proc. 21.  ἄnqrwpov oὗtov, to\n teleuth/santa le/gwn, ou0 pw/tote qei/wn, w9v ἔoiken, 
ἥyato suggramma/twn, poi/an ga\r ἦge sxolh\n tosau/taiv merizo/menov a0retaῖv.   
 

93
 Ὑpo/qesiv toῦ au0toῦ. 
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The proverbial thoughts having exercised the mind, the approach now is to the loftier 

contemplation which requires greater efforts still.  Nevertheless as far as it lies in our 

power we8 must make room for the search for these things, we who are persuaded by the 

Savior when he says, “Examine the Scriptures.”  For the Savior also furnishes for us the 

ability to do this.  Accordingly, in all the other Scriptures, the historical and prophetic 

books, the aim looks toward other things that are not totally useful for the church, but the 

teaching of this book (Ecclesiastes) looks only toward the politeia of the Church, 

instructing (a person) in those things through which one might accomplish the life in 

virtue, setting the mind beyond sense-perception and things thought according to the 

sense to be glorious, the book casts into us desire for what you cannot attain through the 

senses.
94

   

Procopius identifies Ecclesiastes as contributing to understanding of the political organization 

(politeia) of the Church.  Selecting a mainly classicizing vocabulary, Procopius contends that 

Ecclesiastes instructs the reader in virtue (aretē) which he opposes to “sense perception” 

(aisthēsis).  This type of antinomy is not derived from the Scriptural language but is a sort of 

generic and colloquial speech with resonances from Classical philosophy and pagan texts.  

Procopius does not engage with the text in terms of biblical language or contemporary 

theological conceptualizations.        

Synesius:  Identity Qualifying   

 Like bishop Elias addressed in Procopius Letter 159, Synesius likely signals the diversity 

of bishops and Christians, the many “flavors” of Late Ancient urban literati who self-identified 

with Christianity in some way, even if only by serving in an elected ecclesiastical office.  The 

extant writings of this reluctant bishop suggest that the pagan-Christian binary—itself a creation 

                                                           
94tῶn paroimiakῶn nohma/twn gumnasa/ntwn to\n noῦn, h9 ἄnodov nῦn e0pi\ th\n u9yhlote/ran gi/netai 

qewri/an, po/nwn ἔti deome/nh meizo/nwn.  plh\n ὅmwv kata\ du/namin tῇ peri\ tou/twn e0gxwrhte/on zhth/sei, tῷ 
swtῆri peiqome/noiv ei0po/nti • e0reunᾶte ta\v grafa/v.  au0to\v ga\r h9mῖn xorhgh/sei kai\ pro\v toῦto th\n 
du/namin.  taῖv me\n oὖn ἄllaiv a9pa/saiv grafaῖv, i9stori/aiv te kai\ profhtei/aiv, kai\ pro\v ἄlla tina\ tῶn 
mh\ pa/nu tῇ e0kklhsi/ᾳ xrhsi/mwn o9 skopo\v ble/pei •  h9 de\ toῦ bibli/ou tou/tou didaskali/a pro\v mo/nhn ble/pei 
th\n e0kklhsiastikh\n politei/an, di’ ὧn ἄn tiv to\n e0n a0retῇ katorqw/seie bi/on u9fhgoume/nh, u9pertiqeῖsa to\n 
noῦn tῆv ai0sqh/sewv kai\ tῶn kat’ aἴsqhsin eἶnai dokou/ntwn lamprῶn, tῶn a0nefi/ktwn ai0sqh/sei th\n 
e0piqumi/an e0mballousa.   
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of particular ecclesiastical discourses—falls short in mapping the religious and spiritual 

engagements of LateAntique individuals.  In a sort of “supermarket” approach, we must remain 

open to the diverse ways in which individuals, both reflectingly and unreflectingly, embraced 

and discarded various elements of Christian and pagan thought simultaneously.    

Synesius’ data has garnered diverse scholarly opinions regarding his true religious 

identity.  As we have already investigated in Chapter 5, “Letters and Places,” Synesius was a 

self-proclaimed philosopher who accepted the office of the bishop of Ptolemaïs in 411 despite 

his documented misgivings about orthodox Christianity conveyed in Letter 105 to his brother 

Euoptius.
95

  Synesius refused to accept the idea of the Resurrection of Jesus which he regarded 

as “common,” nor could he abandon his Neoplatonic perception that the world was temporally 

infinite.  Letters 11 and 96 record Synesius’ view that he “would have preferred many deaths to 

the bishopric.”  This was not a man eager for ecclesiastical service, to judge from his own self-

portrayal.      

 Scholars have envisaged various models of Synesius’ religious identity.  Wilamowitz 

judged Synesius to be more of a political than a religious convert who never deserted his 

devotion to Neoplatonic philosophy.  Augustine Fitzgerald, lone translator of Synesius’ written 

corpus into English, viewed Synesius as a practical mind, as opposed to a “mystic” like the other 

Neoplatonists:  Synesius was more a man of action than a thinker.  Lacombrade approached 

Synesius’ religious development as a sort of slow-moving “pilgrim’s progress.”  For 
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 On the date of Synesius’ ordination, see Roques, Études, 47-64.  Roques contends that the date of 

Synesius’ election was at the beginning of 411 and his consecration in 412.   
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Lacombrade, Synesius moved systematically toward Christianity but died before full conversion 

could take place.
96

 

Two of the more recent discussions of Synesius’ religious identity include Jay Bregman’s 

monograph, Synesius of Cyrene:  Philosopher Bishop, and Alan Cameron and Jacqueline Long’s 

discussions in Barbarians and Politics at the Court of Arcadius.
97

  In Bregman’s view, Synesius 

self-identified primarily as a philosopher, and Neoplatonism was the path to salvation and was 

the religious orientation to which he subordinated all other views.  Synesius was not a Christian 

in the “commonly accepted sense of the term, even by fourth and fifth century standards,”
98

 nor 

did he wish to become one.  Of course what Bregman assumes here—the fourth and fifth century 

standards of “being Christian”—illustrates a significant problem.  These “standards” appear to be 

very different depending on where you look. 

 Employing archaeological evidence, inscriptions, and Synesius’ written corpus, Cameron 

and Long argue against what they cite as the traditional scholarly consensus that Synesius was a 

pagan.  Rather anachronistically, Cameron and Long assert that Synesius’ Hellenism was a 

cultural and not a religious identity.
99

  Such a tidy use of the modern categories “culture” and 

“religion,” however, begs intervention.  Not only is the unreflecting use of culture “dangerously 

capacious, semantically vague and confused, and finally, taken as a whole, inconsistent,”
100

 but 
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retrojection of the term to the ancient context demands acknowledgement of the term’s 

embeddedness in historical and ideological processes undergirding peculiar modern ideologies of 

selfhood.
101

  Furthermore, culture and religion in modern thought are hopelessly interdependent, 

and even when the two are conceived as separate there is “typically a presumption of an intimate 

relation or complicity between the two, or of a commanding and controlling influence over the 

other.”
102

      

The ancients had neither of these categories.  More than paideia, the closest global term 

in Greek for culture in Late Antiquity—Hellenism—arguably intermixed what we call “culture” 

and “religion” in multifarious complex ways and constitutes an excellent example highlighting 

the collapse of modern conceptual delineations vis-à-vis the ancient categories.
103

  Cameron and 

Long neglect the fact that philosophy often was what we call religion in antiquity, a phenomenon 

with roots beginning before the Classical world and penetrating into Late Antiquity with vigor.  

Philosophical traditions had complex relationships with early Christian communities and 

Christian thought.  Synesius’ letters, hymns, treatises, and homilies attest to the fact that he 

clearly had philosophical commitments that were inextricably spiritual and intellectual in nature.  

Privileging the binary proclaimed by patristic sources, Cameron and Long envisage an imaginary 

uncrossable line between the spheres “pagan” and “Christian.”  This binary may get us closer to 

understanding ourselves as well as the Fathers, but it does not get us closer to understanding 

Synesius as he represented himself and his commitments.       
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For Long and Cameron, it was not so much the conflict between philosophy and 

Christianity that made Synesius wary of accepting the role of bishop but his fears about the 

demand it would place on his time.  As I illustrated in Chapter 5, however, Synesius’ letters 

attest to profound personal ambivalence regarding loyalty to philosophy and obligation to civic 

duties.  Cameron and Long underestimated how Synesius’ abiding attachment and sense of 

obligation to his homeland may have motivated his acceptance of the bishopric.  Synesius 

reveals in the letters his continuing personal struggles over balancing philosophy with an 

unwavering loyalty to the land of his ancestors and a sense of civic responsibility befitting a 

curial magnate.  Thus, Synesius’ ordination was not likely inherently “religious” in nature.        

 I want to suggest an alternative model for ferreting out Synesius’ religious identity, but it 

is one that does not lead to a definitive answer.  Synesius did not represent himself as having a 

definite identity.  Not only should we exclude the “pagan or Christian” binary imposed by certain 

loud voices among the Fathers, but we should interrogate the issue of religious identification in 

the letters from the perspective of how Synesius strategically deploys language to represent his 

affiliations with his interlocutors and lateral parties.   

Synesius’ written corpus may well represent a much-needed heuristic opportunity to 

circumvent and marginalize for a little while those voices scholarship has made so dominant, the 

“oppositional identities” of Fathers such as Augustine or John Chrysostom, Synesius’ 

contemporaries.  Like Aeneas and Procopius, Synesius suggests to us that there were alternative 

ways of conceptualizing religious engagement among Late Antique literati.  Like most of us, 

Synesius wore different hats.  He had diverse foci of loyalty, including some sort of self-wrought 

Christian identity as well as an enduring spiritual devotion to the Neoplatonism he imbibed at the 

feet of his mentor Hypatia.  Depending upon his interlocutor, the context of the letter, and 
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Synesius’ perception of the language demanded by that context, Synesius chose to represent his 

affections and obligations in different ways.  I propose that the best empirical approach to 

studying Synesius and his religious positions is to view his letters through the lens of “identity 

qualifying.”  The man suggested by the letters must be interpreted on the basis of what we can 

know about the context undergirding the letter’s production.  An undeniable element of 

Synesius’ acceptance of the bishopric was his sense of civic duty and loyalty to his besieged 

homeland.  To some extent, his own representations of his Christianity must always be read with 

that context in mind.  Ultimately, as we will explore below, we cannot ignore the role of Hypatia 

as a spiritual mentor and holy woman for Synesius.    

When we turn to the language of the letters—overwhelmingly contrived in the idioms of 

paideia—it becomes evident that Synesius’ representation of himself as a Christian corresponded 

directly to a letter’s contextual demands. The living tools of Synesius’ epistolary intimacy 

overwhelmingly derived from pagan theories of friendship.  In her study of Christian friendship, 

Carolinne White found that Synesius only rarely intermixes pagan friendship tropes with 

references to Scripture, and overall his views of friendship are solidly pagan and devoid of 

Christian content.
104

       

According to the principle of identity qualifying, Synesius’ use of Christian language 

appears to be mainly strategic in nature.  That is, the preponderance of Synesius’ Christian 

language operates to articulate his role as a bishop in conversations with other ecclesiastical 

figures.  Of Synesius’ 156 extant letters, those which include quotations, paraphrase, or 

discussion of Scripture are Letters 4, 11, 28, 41, 90, and 128.  The recipients of these letters are 
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all members of the clergy with the exception of Letter 28 addressed to Simplicius, who is 

otherwise unknown.
105

 Synesius most likely invokes Scripture deliberately to showcase his 

knowledge of Holy Writ before Christian interlocutors.  Synesius abstains from using Scriptural 

language in his conversations with his close Hellene friends such as Pylaemenes, Nicander, and 

Troilus, as well as his letters to his brother and his letters to Hypatia.  Synesius uses language 

pertaining to Fortune and chance far more than language pertaining to providence, though he 

does use God in the singular more often than he swears by the pagan gods, though this can be 

either a Christian or pagan usage.  With the exception of Letter 4 in which Synesius opposes 

himself to a local Arian by the name of Quintianus, Synesius’ letters lack specific discussion of 

theology.   

In Letter 4, which Roques dates to 412-13,
106

 Synesius staunchly throws his weight 

behind the Orthodox Church and depicts Quintianus and his peers as threats to security such as 

bandits and brigands.   In this case we cannot exclude the interpretation that Synesius, 

grudgingly accepting the office of bishop out of loyalty to his homeland and a sense of curial 

duty, strove to defend the church in this way mainly as a means of protecting an institution 

providing order and community in a besieged province.  The Scriptural references punctuating 

this letter—a range of quotations from Psalms 97.8, Matthew 16.4, Matthew 13.25, Numbers 

25.10-13, and 1 Samuel 15.11—operate as rhetorical devices accentuating a shared culture 

between Synesius and the bishops he addresses, building rapport and thereby increasing the 

chance that his request for aid will be granted.  In this case, Synesius seeks help in removing 

these Arian upstarts from the territory of Ptolemaïs. Synesius selectively and strategically 
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deploys Christian language.  This is a culture he typically only marshalls in discussions with 

churchmen.       

Virtually all the letters in which Synesius broadcasts a clearly-recognizable element of 

Christian identity are those addressed to other members of the clergy or holy orders and/or those 

letters written, according to Roques, in the period after Synesius had accepted the episcopate, 

during the years 411-13.  One cannot prove, however, that this only signifies, as Lacombrade 

proposed, Synesius’ waxing Christian identity later in life.  The evidence of the letters Synesius 

wrote to Hypatia delineating her as a holy woman written while he was bishop, as well as the 

letters Synesius penned during his spiritual lowpoints (also coinciding with his bishopric), 

suggest that philosophy remained one of Synesius’ deepest intellectual and religious devotions 

and a source of spiritual and psychological amelioration until the end of his life.      

 Unlike the letters of Procopius or Aeneas, through Synesius’ letters we can glimpse 

pieces of his life’s trajectory, and the language he uses in his times of personal crisis may serve 

as a metric of his innermost spiritual concerns and values.  In his spiritual nadirs, Synesius turns 

not to Christian sentiments but to the consoling presence of Hypatia.  In the seven letters 

addressed to her, Hypatia emerges as a holy person and mentor, a spiritual guide.  Synesius 

thinks of Hypatia as being a holy person, similar to the literary type of holy man (theios anēr) in 

writers such as Marinus and Proclus.
107

  Thus, when Synesius attributes a divine nature to his 

teacher, he follows a broader Late Antique trend of associating holiness with philosophical 

knowledge.
108

  Though Synesius does not explicitly trace her as the divine offspring in a 

philosophical succession from Plato or Pythagoras like the writers Proclus or Marinus, in Letter 
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10 he writes to Hypatia of “her most divine soul.”
109

  As we have seen above in Chapter 5, 

Synesius writes in his letter to Paeonius accompanying the astrolabe that she is the most holy 

teacher, and in Letter 137 he refers to Hypatia as presiding over the mysteries of philosophy.  As 

in the language of mysteries applied to education, Synesius’ speech may express the residue of a 

linguistic habitus he used to highlight connection with the divine learning of philosophy, which 

Hypatia represented during the spiritual abysses of his life.  A major theme in the letters to her is 

Synesius’ analysis of the domain of Fortune and those forces outside of his control which shape 

certain life conditions, versus the domain of his gnomē, or his own mental faculties and power to 

make decisions.  Synesius seeks to align himself with Hypatia’s devotion to philosophy as a 

means of enduring the difficult experiences of losing his sons and confronting barbarian invasion 

of his home city and region.  For Synesius, Hypatia’s soul represents an entity which cannot be 

transgressed by the forces of Fortune.  Hypatia has served as a hierophant initiating Synesius into 

the divine secrets of philosophy, and he retreats to a sort of philosophical Neverland whenever he 

corresponds with her through letters.   

 Many of Synesius’ extant letters addressed to Hypatia serve as a means of personal 

disclosure for Synesius confiding in his mentor and seeking her emotional and spiritual guidance.  

Synesius writes to Hypatia of his most profound personal troubles.  In particular, Synesius 

confides in Hypatia his intense spiritual pain in grieving for the deaths of his young sons in 

Letter 16:  “it is like a stream held in check burst out all at once, and the sweetness of life 

vanished.  May I cease either to live or to remember the tomb of my sons.”
110

  In Letter 10, 

Synesius opens with warm greetings to Hypatia and her friends, but remarks that her silence—
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perhaps she has not written for a longer period of time than was usual—compounds his own 

sorrows.  If only he might hear from her, he would be relieved of half his own troubles to rejoice 

in Hypatia’s happiness.  He pleads with Hypatia to respond to his letters:  “I have lost my boys 

and my friends, and the favor of everyone, and the greatest loss is of your most divine soul, 

which alone I hoped would remain to me stronger than the spiteful treatments of heaven and that 

which flows from fate.”
111

  In Synesius’ view, Hypatia’s divine soul has strength and power over 

those forces outside of human control.  It is through letters that Synesius can access the power of 

this divine soul and cling to it in the midst of devastating personal suffering.   

 Synesius’ letters to Hypatia provide for him a means to confide not only his emotional 

distress, but his attitudes of how to confront circumstances beyond his control.  In Letter 81, 

Synesius writes that the daimōn—meaning here a force transcending human control (see Chapter 

5 above)—who has made him bereaved of many brave sons wishes to take away from Synesius 

all that he can.  Synesius declares that the daimōn “will not take from me the ability to choose 

the best course and inflict the right penalty on those who do injustice.  For let him not prevail 

over our ability to make reasoned choices.”
112

  Thus, Synesius asserts the inviolability of the 

power of his gnomē—or his capability to use his reason and make decisions for himself.
113

  

Intertwining the capacities of reason, choice, and intent, the gnomē is the inner fortress where 

Synesius can withstand the assaults of Fortune.  Likening himself to the Milesians who were 
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strong long ago,
114

 Synesius mourns how he was once a help to his friends, and how Hypatia 

used to call him goodness in another person.  Synesius feels abandoned by everyone, unless 

Hypatia can help.  He wails, “but now I am left behind alone by all, unless you are able to help in 

some way; for I count you as an inviolate good along with your virtue.”
115

  In recognizing the 

inviolability of both his own reason and the good of Hypatia, Synesius affirms to his mentor a 

philosopher’s commitment to the invisible inner world of thought and reason, the philosophical 

Neverland.   

  

Isidore:  a Vocabulary of Exclusion 

Like the most dominant voices of the Fathers who have traditionally told the story of 

Christianization in the Later Empire, Isidore’s religious identity is oppositional in nature and is 

represented as supreme above all of his other identities.  He does not compartmentalize, like 

John Chrysostom, who constructed a Christian identity in opposition to other identities—such as 

Greeks and Jews—that he perceived as fixed and clear-cut entities.
116

  Like Chrysostom, Isidore 

perpetuates the Christian discursive construction of distinct religious identities that did not in fact 

exist objectively in their contemporary world.
117

  Unlike the extant letters of Aeneas, Procopius, 

or Synesius, Isidore enunciates a vocabulary of exclusion in order to erect high boundaries 

between Christian and other fixed groups.   
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In Isidore’s epistolary speech, what is Christian is the default insider setting, and the 

distinguished parties are hoi exōthen, the Greeks and the Jews.  The very defining of pagans in 

Isidore’s approach is to demarcate them spatially as “outsiders” (hoi exōthen). Alternately, 

Isidore also employs “Hellenes” to denote pagans.  Yet, as a former city sophist, the Pelusian 

betrays significant ambivalence concerning when and where lines should be drawn.  He often 

displays a sort of repudiating embrace of pagan ideas and literary traditions.  On a case-by-case 

basis, Isidore’s attitudes toward the ideas of the outsiders vary.  Sometimes he demonstrates 

outright hostility and alienation from hoi exōthen; sometimes he assimilates and praises hoi 

exōthen.  His complex relationship to hoi exōthen simultaneously inter-mingles elements of 

exclusion—they are the outsiders—but also inclusion—their ideas are adduced for some reason.  

This discursive dialectic of inclusion and exclusion likely underscores the fact that the ideas of 

hoi exōthen and the Hellenes continued to be authoritative guides shaping attitudes and identities 

in the context of Isidore’s interlocutors and wider lateral-address audience.    

 In Letter 1276 addressed to Olympius the presbyter-scholasticus, Isidore responds to his 

friend’s request in a preceding letter to correct a group of depraved clergy in Pelusium:  namely, 

Eusebius, Martinianus, Zosimus, and Maron.  According to Isidore, Eusebius, current bishop of 

Pelusium, had ordained as clergymen a number of candidates judged unworthy for office by the 

former Pelusian bishop Ammonios, including Martinianus, Zosimus, and Maron.  In Isidore’s 

epistolary depictions, Eusebius furthermore plundered Church property, exhibited unbridled 

avarice, sold the priesthood indiscriminately for a fee, diverted alms, and appropriated property 

intended for the poor, among other transgressions.
118

  Letter 1276 represents Isidore’s defense of 
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his failure to change the behavior of these men, insisting that the one who tries to correct his 

neighbor but fails cannot be held responsible for another’s wrongdoing.    

 In his extended apology, Isidore first marshalls a discussion of the example of Jesus and 

then turns to inquire “whether either the Greeks (hoi Hellēnoi) or the Jews (hoi Ioudaioi) might 

dispute”
119

 whither the responsibility for wrongdoers resides with the neighbor who failed to 

correct them.  He justifies his selection of the testimony of the Hellenes and the Jews by 

reasoning “for it is necessary to examine the opposition by means of myriad perspectives and 

overturn it by means of twenty calculations.”
120

  Having examined stories pertaining to the Greek 

gods and the prophets, Isidore wonders specifically if the reason that Moses was stoned to death, 

Isaiah was sawed in half, Jeremiah was dropped in a tank of mud, and Paul was decapitated was 

because they were in fact punished for those who failed to pay attention to their words and 

advice.  Possibly indicating Olympius’ preferences, Isidore interjects, “but if you may say that 

they (Moses et al.) experienced such things because they were unacquainted with the arguments 

of rhetoric or its syllogisms, I will turn to the pagans (hoi exōthen), those who had the highest 

reputation for their speech, their cleverness, and their persuasiveness.”
121

  Isidore proceeds to 

examine the examples of Plato, Aristotle, Pericles, Demosthenes, and Aeschines. 

 These passages suggest a complex relationship with the authority of Classical paideia and 

traditions of the Jewish patriarchs.  Isidore simultaneously demarcates the Hellenes and the Jews 

as separate, as outsiders, yet he considers their evidence useful testimony in support of his 
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claims.  When he adduces wordsmiths such as Classical philosophers, orators like Pericles, and 

towering figures of Attic oratory, Isidore seems to hint at the recipient design of his letter.  He 

anticipates that Olympius may make the argument that the Jewish patriarchs lacked the 

argumentative prowess of Classical rhetors, and this may suggest to Olympius the lawyer’s 

fondness for Classical rhetoric.  At minimum, Isidore acknowledges the validity of the cognitive 

strategies of these Classical voices.  Isidore’s vocabulary of exclusion betrays some measure of 

ambivalence; to depict the pagans as “outsiders” involves alienation, but his citation of them as 

authoritative implies his assimilation of elements of their thought.  Alternatively, in the 

horizontal dissemination of epistolary texts, possibly from monastery to city, Isidore’s 

deployment of pagan authorities may indicate his recognition that these sources were viewed as 

authoritative guides to thought and behavior by his interlocutor and his potential audiences.          

 In Letter 1221 to Palladius the deacon, Isidore offers the advice of hoi exothen to 

discourage an acquaintance from seeking the office of bishop.  It seems that Palladius had joined 

the ranks of the malevolent group of clergy ordained by their ringleader Eusebius.  According to 

Isidore, Palladius is driven by this troupe of brigands who devour the little people, traffic in the 

misfortune of others, and attack good men (Letter 1205, cf. 678, 953).
122

  Isidore opens by 

asserting:   

If neither the greatness (megethos) of the episcopate, nor (your) accomplishing nothing 

that is worthy of the office, nor the apostolic voice
123

 which has shaped how a bishop 

should be, nor the imbribable jury which cannot be refuted having brought its verdict, nor 

nothing else will separate you from this madness (mania), through which having been 
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aroused by an unreasonable desire to Bacchic frenzy you expect to buy this dignity, then 

at least may you be shamed by the pagans (hoi exōthen).
124

 

 

Isidore depicts Palladius as stung by the mania of the Bacchantes with his unyielding desire for 

the episcopate, as one who will not be dissuaded by a number of reasonable arguments, including 

the office’s stature (for which Palladius is unfit) and the apostolic strictures that define the office.  

If Palladius will not heed counsel along these lines, Isidore reasons that pagan testimony may 

persuade.  He then offers the paradigm of Pittacus of Mytilene (c. 640-568 B.C.), who, having 

defeated Phrynon, commander of the forces of Rhegium, in a single battle, received sole power 

from the Mytileneans.  He attempted to give back the power. They did not want to take it back, 

but he forced it back.  Pittacus did not want to be a tyrant and resigned the office.
125

  The upshot 

is that Palladius should imitate this Classical example and renounce all claims to the episcopate.         

 The invocation of a “pagan” outside tradition in this letter seems to operate slightly 

differently than the similar citations in Letter 1276.  Though Isidore grants persuasive power to 

the example he likely drew from Diogenes Laertius, the function of his citation is to persuade 

when considerations that Isidore considers reasonable, moral, just, and within the bounds 

acknowledged by apostolic prescriptions fail to convince his interlocutor.  Isidore’s selection of 

Pittacus, one of the Seven Sages and revered figure of Classical heritage, provides a paradigm 

for Palladius as well as an insult.  The contrast between the two men is clear.  Unlike Pittacus, 

who in Isidore’s account repeatedly had to refuse an office for which he was qualified, Palladius 
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seeks an office he has not been offered and for which he is most decidedly unqualified.  Isidore 

hopes that if he cannot prevail by reason and Christian tradition a pagan model who so outshines 

Palladius might shame this wicked deacon to reassess his choice.          

Other passages indicate more strongly Isidore’s repudiation of the practices and ideas of 

“the outsiders.”  In Letter 1535, in the midst of a discussion of the legislation of Moses contained 

within the Torah, Isidore mentions the prohibition in Deuteronomy 23:18 forbidding the earnings 

of male and female prostitutes from entering the Temple, commenting that “if adultery is by far 

more severe a transgression than prostitution, and beyond pardon, and already prostitution is 

worthy of punishment, even this, I do not know how, is neglected by the pagan lawgivers.”
126

  

Isidore is critical of the shortcomings of pre-Christian Greco-Roman attitudes toward prostitution 

and may also be making a comment about temple prostitutes.  We have already explored above 

Isidore’s ridicule of pagan theology in his astronomical exploration in Letter 1435.  Sometimes 

Isidore subdivides hoi exōthen into parts worthy of respect and parts unworthy of respect.  As we 

have seen earlier, in a discussion of the relationship between various types of matter and the soul 

in Letter 1475 to the deacon-iatros Dorotheus, Isidore opens by acknowledging his friend’s 

request to learn “something clear and agreed-upon through the examples in both the divine 

Scriptures and by the wiser pagans.”
127

       

Betraying his approval of some pagan ideas, Isidore also appropriates these ideas to 

authorize what he perceives as Christian arguments.  In Letter 1618 to Heron scholasticus, 

Isidore urges his litigator friend to demonstrate his Christian identity not solely in word but by 
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deed.  Isidore seems to disapprove of his friend’s nominal attachment left unconfirmed by 

behavior.  He then quotes Demosthenes who maintained that “any speech, if works are lacking, 

appears vain and empty.”
128

  Isidore adds more Classical support, stating “even the pagan 

lawgivers punished those judged for treason based not on words but on deeds.”
129

  In the context 

of an epistolary disquisition concerning divine logos in Letter 1440 addressed to the sophist 

Harpocras, Isidore draws upon the testimony of Job and the apostle Paul before also appealing to 

pagan opinion.  He contends that the manifestation of faith is virtue put into practice, and he 

observes that “piety if it does not manifest itself in acts as in instruments passes for dead and 

inoperative, in the opinion not only of the pagans, but also of divine Scripture: Faith, in fact, it 

says, without works is dead.”
130

  Pagan authority here has the paradoxical function again of both 

supporting Isidore’s advising to his friend but also serving as a lesser form of authority.     

 Isidore is determined to disparage the cults of the old gods and thereby propagate 

Christianization via letters.  In Letter 1538 addressed to Heron the presbyter, Isidore discusses 

certain traditions concerning the artists who constructed statues of pagan deities.  In this text, 

Isidore explicitly articulates his attitude toward these artists and thereby suggests a polemical 

impetus to articulate the truth in a context in which the old gods probably were still held to be 

powerful forces in the Nile delta.  Isidore begins by asserting that his letter responds to a 

question Heron raised in his preceding letter.  Demarcating himself as apart from the Hellenes, 
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 ἅpav me\n lo/gov, ἂn a0pῇ ta\ ἔrga, ma/taio/n ti fai/netai kai\ keno/n.  Olynthiac 2.12; cf. Évieux, 

2:346.      
 

129kai\ oi9 ἔcwqen de\ nomoqe/tai ou0k a0po\ r9hma/twn, a0ll’ a0po\ pragma/twn tou\v e0pi\ kaqosiw/sei 
krinome/nouv kola/zousin.   
  

130
 kai\ h9 eu0se/beia mh\ di’ ἔrgwn kaqa/per o0rga/nwn deiknume/nh, nekra\ kai\ a0nene/rghtov eἶnai dokeῖ, 

ou0 toῖv ἔcwqen mo/non, a0lla\ kai\ taῖv qei/aiv Grafaῖv •  “h9 pi/stiv ga/r, fhsi/, xwri\v tῶn ἔrgwn nekra/ 
e0sti.”  Cf. James 2:26; Évieux, 1:64.   
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who are here synonymous with pagans, Isidore explains that “among the Greeks those who 

manufactured statues, wishing to create fear in the viewers, argued that the statue was sent from 

heaven by Zeus or that it arrived from flying because it was outside the ability of any human 

hand.”
131

  Isidore explains that this falsehood and deception was authorized by pagans:  “the 

manufacturers of statues, either they were killed or they were exiled so that no one could say that 

the statue was the work of a human hand.”
132

   

As an illustration of the Hellenes’ deception, Isidore shares an Egyptian vignette 

concerning the cult of Sarapis:   

It is true that the manufacturers of statues were either killed or exiled: the proof is what 

happened long ago in Alexandria of Egypt. Ptolemy brought together artisans to make the 

statue of Serapis.  After this work he ordered them to dig a huge hole and, designing a 

bed of leaves and covering the trap, Ptolemy invited them to dinner.  While they were 

dining, they were cast down into that chasm and they died, justly punished, in my view, 

having paid the just penalty because they undertook to make statues that would deceive 

those who happened to come to see.  Nevertheless, Ptolemy did this because he wanted to 

get rid of craftsmen, so that the pretend god would appear not to be defiled by human 

hand [acheiromianton].  But it did not escape notice. We discovered the drama, and each 

year by lamentations they who died thus were compensated.
133

   

Framing the deceiving artists within the deception of Ptolemy’s trap, Isidore applauds what he 

regards as the just rebuke of the fraud (apatē).  Statues of the old gods are fraudulent deceptions.        

                                                           
131

 oi9 par’ Ἕllhsi ta\ co/ana kataskeua/santev, fo/bon e0mpoiῆsai toῖv o9rῶsi boulo/menoi, ἔfaskon 
ὅti to\ ἄgalma e0c ou0ranoῦ para\ toῦ Dio\v e0pe/mfh ἢ kate/pth, kreῖtton ὂn a9pa/shv a0nqrwpi/nhv xeiro/v.   
 

132
 ἀlla\ tou\v a0galmatopoiou\v ἢ a0pokte/nontev ἢ fugadeu/ontev, ἵna mhdei\v ei0peῖn ἔxoi ὅti 

xeiropoi/hto/n e0sti to\ co/anon.  
 

133
 ὅti de\ a0lhqe/v e0sti to\ ἢ a0pokti/nnusqai tou\v a0galmatopoiou\v ἢ fugadeu/esqai, martureῖ to\ 

e0xqe\v kai\ prw/hn e0n Ἀleca/ndrei/a tῇ pro\v Aἴgupton gegenhme/non.  Ptolemaῖov ga\r sunagagw\n tou\v 
texni/tav ὥste to\n toῦ Sara/pidov a0ndria/nta dhmiourgῆsai, meta\ to\ ἔrgon bo/qron me/giston keleu/sav 
o0rugῆnai kai\ stiba/da mhxanhsa/menov kai\ kru/yav to\n do/lon, e0ke/leusen au0tou\v deipneῖn.  oi9 de\ 
deipnoῦntev ei0v to\ xa/sma e0keῖno katenexqe/ntev a0pe/qanon, dikai/an, ὥv ge e0moi\ dokeῖ, dedwko/tev di/khn ὅti 
pla/ttein e0pexei/roun co/ana pro\v a0pa/thn tῶn e0nteucome/nwn •  ὅmwv d’ e0keῖnov boulo/menov e0kpodw\n 
poiῆsai tou\v texni/tav, ἵn’ a0xeiropoi/htov docῃ o9 nomizo/menov qeo\v ὃn kai\ a0xeiromi/anton genome/nou toῦ 
dra/matov, kat’ e0niauto\n qrh/noiv tou\v oὕtw teqneῶtav h0mei/bonto. 
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This rather unflattering portrayal of pagan practice was likely written not long after the 

destruction of the premier cultic center of Sarapic cult in 391 under the leadership of the 

patriarch Theophilus:  the Sarapeum at Alexandria.  In his continuation of the Ecclesiastical 

History of Eusebius, the ecclesiastical historian Rufinus of Aquileia provides the fullest 

surviving account of this profoundly powerful event that spawned Christian conversions in its 

wake.
134

  This ornately-decorated temple was fitted out with various mechanical devices to awe 

suppliants, one of which included a moving image of the Sun that greeted with a kiss a huge 

statue of Sarapis made of various metals and woods.
135

  Isidore may well have known of these 

mechanisms that Rufinus, agreeing with Isidore’s view of pagan statues, regarded as a type of 

deception.
136

  When the head of the statue of Sarapis was ripped off, Theodoret, recording that 

mice poured out from it, commented, “for the god of the Egyptians was the home of mice.”
137

  

Yet, contrary to the hopes of gleeful Christians such as Rufinus and Theodoret, the destruction of 

this cultic site did not mean the death of the cult of Sarapis and related deities.  As Frank 

Trombley points out regarding the enduring prestige of the cult after the Sarapeum’s destruction, 

“Theodoret’s sophistries attest to that cultural fact, as does the survival of the Nile river cults in 

certain localities for another century and beyond.”
138

  Given this greater context of challenges to 

the cult of Sarapis, coupled with the enduring power of the cult, we can observe how keenly 
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 On the destruction of the Sarapeum and Rufinus, see Frank Trombley, Hellenic Religion and 

Christianization 2 vols. (Leiden: Brill, 1993), 1:129-45.   

 
135

 Rufinus Ecclesiastical History 11.22; Theodoret Ecclesiastical History 5.22 in Trombley, 1:130-31.   

 
136

 Ecclesiastical History 11.23: “But many devices were constructed by the ancients in this place for the 

cause of deceiving which it is now tedious to enumerate in individual cases,” “sed et multa alia decipiendi causa a 

veteribus in loco fuerant constructa, quae nunc longum est enumerare per singula.”  Trombley’s translation; see 133-

34. 

 
137

Ecclesiastical History 5.22, cf. Trombley, 1:133 and 133n150.  muῶn ga\r oi0kth/rion ἦn o9 Ai0gupti/wn 
qeo/v. 
 

138
 Trombley, 1:135 and 135n161; see also idem, 2: 215-17.   
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Christians of Isidore’s generation perceived the need to speak the truth about the cults of the 

pagans.         

Like his contemporaries Jerome and Augustine, Isidore wrestled with the issue of the 

relationship between Hellenism—inextricably a religious and cultural phenomenon—and his 

Christian identity.  Isidore’s letters attest to his enduring attention to the discursive exploration of 

this theme in conversations with friends, and these ideas were horizontal re-tweets of these 

letters as copied and disseminated texts.  Additionally, the great models of Greek literature 

supplied Isidore with a ready toolkit for analysis, commentary, and instruction of Christian 

ideas.
139

  Both his overt formulations regarding the relationship between Hellenism and his 

Christian identity and the linguistic hybrid he forges by intermixing Classical language and 

references with Christian concepts, texts, and theology continued to provide a model for his 

descendents into the Early Modern world, molding their perceptions of the interplay between 

linguistic traditions Hellenic and Christian.     

As was discussed above in Chapter 4, Isidore’s decision to abandon his profession as a 

sophist and devote himself to the teachings of Christianity and Scripture likely entailed some 

measure of cognitive dissonance and personal unrest.  He is eager to demonstrate that the highest 

type of wisdom resides not with the Classical authors—though their language is beautiful and 

complex—but with the Christian teaching and texts.  A keen ambivalence characterizes Isidore’s 

appraisals of Hellenism.  He continues to quote and draw wisdom from the Classical examples, 

yet is careful that such sources remain subsidiary to Christian wisdom.  We also observed in 

Chapter 5 how Isidore ridicules the ideas and teaching analogies of Greek astronomical traditions 
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 Évieux, Isidore, 327.  
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when they do not harmonize with Christian visions of the cosmos.  To some extent, Isidore 

rejects the scientific and technical enthusiasms that his learned peers vivaciously embraced and 

advertised in their epistolary self-representations.   

Attempting resolutely to cast off his former life, Isidore expresses derisive attitudes 

toward professional sophists as mere “word hunters.”  We have already noted this attitude on 

display in Chapter 4 when in Letter 258 Isidore mocks the “big-talking word hunter” (o9 

megalh/gorov kai\ leciqh/rav) who plagued his monastery but whose empty eloquence was 

subdued by the wisdom of the true philosophy, Christianity.  Similarly, in Letter 1487 to 

Olympiodorus,
140

 Isidore urges his philosopher friend to forsake the airy meaninglessness of 

rhetoric and related sophistries:  “Leaving behind, O my wise friend, the things that lie in the 

clouds and the things above that sophists talk about and the word hunters, who have nothing 

more than words, attend to the practical virtue that makes those who love it blessed.”
141

  Isidore 

then quotes verbatim Xenophon Memorabilia 1.1.11-14, where Xenophon describes Socrates as 

avoiding speculation concerning the cosmos, observing the folly of those men who neglected 

knowledge of human affairs to consider only divine matters (ta dēmonia).
142

  Socrates marvels 

how such men are unaware that solving such riddles is impossible, and how even the most 

conceited among these thinkers do not agree and all related to one other as if all were crazy.  

                                                           
140

 Évieux, 2:150-51n1, identifies Olympiodorus as a pagan man of letters and philosopher.   

 
141

 ἀfe/menov ὦ sofe/, tῶn metarsiolesxῶn, kai\ metewrosofistῶn, kai\ leciqh/rwn, tῶn ple/on 
lo/gwn e0xo/ntwn mhde/n, ei0v th\n praktikh\n a0reth\n sauto\n su/nteinon, th\n makari/ouv a0pofai/nousan tou\v 
e0rasta/v.   
 

142
 Évieux, 2:150.     
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Isidore may mean Christianity by the term “practical virtue,” but at the letter’s conclusion he 

indicates that practical virtue also seemed to Plato to be “the most beautiful path.”
143

    

Not unlike his contemporary Jerome, Isidore is defensive about the simplicity of 

Scriptural language compared with the complex eloquence of Classical paideia.  A major 

strategy Isidore adopts to palliate his ambivalence is to assert the superior wisdom of the humble 

speech of Scripture:      

The language of divine wisdom may be mundane, but the thought which it contains is as 

high as heaven. The enunciation of the pagan wisdom is magnificent, but its application 

is at ground level. If one might have the meaning of the former, and the formulation of 

the latter, one would rightly be judged most wise; for eloquence can be the instrument of 

other-wordly wisdom, just as the body is subject to the soul or the lyre to the lyre player, 

if it innovates nothing newer of its own, but interprets the high-as-heaven thoughts it 

contains; but if eloquence changes its position and considers that it can lead or  rather 

reign when it should be serving (the truth), it would be just if it (i.e., the eloquence) were 

banned (Letter 1601).
144

 

 

In this letter addressed to a monk named Primus, Isidore openly acknowledges his affinity for the 

beauty of the elevated language of the Classical texts of the pagans (hoi exōthen) and admits the 

shortcoming of Scripture in this regard.  Again using the analogy of the relationship between 

soul and body as like lyre player to lyre, Isidore asserts that inner meaning and not outer veneer 

is what counts most.  Scripture is superior in terms of its wisdom, but the eloquence of the 
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 kalli/sth e0sti\n o9do/v.  Pace Évieux, 2:151n1, who considers this letter to be Isidore’s attempt to 

persuade Olympiodorus to practice Christianity.  It is not entirely clear that “practical wisdom” indicates 

Christianity in this letter. 

   

 
144

 tῆv qei/av sofi/av h9 me\n le/civ pezh/, h9 d’ ἔnnoia ou0ranomh/khv • tῆv de\ ἔcwqen lampra\ me\n h9 
fra/siv, xamaipeth\v de\ h9 prᾶciv.  ei0 de/ tiv dunhqei/h tῆv me\n ἔxein th\n ἔnnoian, tῆv de\ th\n fra/sin, 
sofw/tatov ἂn dikai/wv kriqei/h • du/natai ga\r ὄrganon eἶnai tῆv u9perkosmi/ou sofi/av h9 eu0glwtti/a, ei0 
kaqa/per sῶma yuxῇ u9poke/oito ἢ ὥsper lu/ra lurῳdῷ, mhde\n me\n oἴkoqen kainotomoῦsa new/teron, 
e9rmhneu/ousa de\ ta\ ou0ranomh/kh e0kei/nhv noh/mata • ei0 d’ a0ntistre/foi th\n ta/cin kai\ douleu/ein o0fei/lousa 
h9geῖsqai, mᾶllon de\ turanneῖn, oἵa te eἶnai nomi/zoi, e0costrakisqῆnai ἂn eἴh dikai/a.   
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pagans can be used insofar as the proper hierarchy is maintained at all times.  Eloquence is the 

servant of truth; the goal of eloquence is to articulate truth, and it is not an end in itself.  This is 

one clear example of how Isidore negotiates between what he conceptualizes as two distinctive 

types of speech.     

 Isidore’s defensive need to demonstrate the shortcomings of the speech of “the outsiders” 

is rooted in part in his own admiration for the complexity and sophistication of the language of 

the Classical texts.  In Letter 1555 addressed to the sophist Asclepius,
145

 Isidore repeats his 

criticism discussed above in Chapter 6 that pagan speech is self-refuting.  Excluding himself 

from the Hellenes, who here seem to be synonymous with “pagans” (hoi exōthen), Isidore asserts 

to his learned friend that “Greek children do not realize that they refute themselves in what they 

say.”
146

  Isidore is sore about the Hellenes’ attacks:  “They disparage the divine Scripture as 

barbarous sounding and composed of words coined in imitations of sounds, leaving out 

necessary conjunctions, and with redundant additions obscuring the meaning of what was 

said.”
147

  Isidore quips, “yet it is they who need to learn the truth in full force!”  He then 

vehemently defends the power of the speech of Scripture:  “How did something so boorish 

persuade the eloquent one?  Let these wise men explain how, with her barbarizing and 

solecizing, She (i.e. Scripture) subdued with all her strength the Attic error, how Plato, the 

koryphant of the pagan philosophers, did not prevail over any tyrant, but She herself won over 
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On Asclepius, a friend and possibly a former student of Isidore who was elected sophist of Pelusium 

following the term of Harpocras, another friend of Isidore, see Évieux, Isidore, 142-44.  Based upon references to 

Scripture and the Gospels in Isidore’s letters addressed to these men, Évieux hypothesizes that both of these sophists 

were Christian.        

 
146

 lanqa/nousin e9llh/nwn paῖdev di’ ὧn le/gousin e9autou\v a0natre/pontev.   
 

147
ἐceuteli/zousi ga\r th\n qei/an Grafh/n, w9v barbaro/fwnon kai\ o0nomatopoiΐaiv ce/naiv 

suntetahme/nhn, sunde/smwn te a0nagkai/wn e0llei/yei kai\ perittῶn parenqh/kῃ to\n noῦn tῶn legome/nwn 
e0ktara/ttousan.    
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land and sea!
148

  Scripture with its prosaic and Semitic “barbarisms” has overcome the entire 

universe, whereas Plato, the leader of the chorus of pagan philosophers, could not even convince 

the tyrant Dionysius of Syracuse.
149

   

 In other letters to his sophist friends Isidore seeks to demonstrate the superiority of 

Scripture and the hollow motivations of the Hellenes.  In Letter 1697 to the sophist Harpocras, 

Isidore remarks “men have many ways to be passionate about speech.”
150

  Contrasting the 

obfuscatory nature of Attic, Isidore likely champions the clarity of Scripture:  “for some love to 

Atticize in the ancient style, while others put clarity before Attic speech, saying ‘What profit is 

there from an Atticizer, when the content of the speech is as though it has been hidden in the 

dark and there is need of other words to lead to the light?’”
151

  He continues to outline various 

literary tastes among learned men, remarking how some find their pleasure in epic, some in the 

solemnity of tragedy, others in the playfulness of comedy and others in the subtleties of rhetoric.  

Yet there is no consensus among these enthusiasts, and Isidore observes that “some take up the 

loftiness of Plato, others the solemnity of Thucydides, others the smoothness of Isocrates, the 

cleverness of Demosthenes, and they suppose that he himself has nourished all of the arts of 

                                                           
148 ἀll’ a0po\ tou/twn manqane/twsan tῆv a0lhqei/av th\n i0sxu/n.  pῶv ga\r ἔpeisen h9 a0groikizome/nh 

th\n eὔglwtton, ei0pa/twsan oi9 sofoi/, pῶv barbari/zousa kai\ kata\ kra/tov soloiki/zousa neni/khke th\n 
a0ttiki/zousan pla/nhn, pῶv Pla/twn me/n, o9 tῶn ἔcwqen filoso/fon korufaῖov, ou0deno\v periege/neto 
tura/nnou, aὗth de\ gῆn te kai\ qa/lattan e0phga/geto.   
 

149
 Diogenes Laertius, Lives of the Eminent Philosophers 3.21-23.      

 
150

 polu/tropoi tῶn a0nqrw/pwn kai\ ai9 peri\ tou\v lo/gouv e0piqumi/ai.   
 

151
 oi9 me\n ga\r au0tῶn a0gapῶsi to\ palaiῶv a0ttiki/zein, oi9 de\ to\ safῶv ei0peῖn toῦ a0ttikismoῦ 

pro/teron ἄgousi, le/gontev • ti/ to\ ke/rdov e0k toῦ a0ttiki/zein, ὅtan ta\ lego/mena ὥsper e0n sko/tῳ kru/pthtai 
kai\ ἄllwn de/htai pῶv ei0v fῶv au0ta\ a0co/ntwn ;   
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speech, in terms of cleverness, sharpness, pathos, and fierceness.”
152

  Isidore then remarks that 

with so many contradictory opinions, he cannot say how a writer could appeal to all.   

Dismissing these multifarious voices, Isidore contends, “Let those who are looking for 

glory write as they wish!”
153

  Thus, these pedants are really only concerned about their own 

reputations.  Affirming the universal audience of Scripture, Isidore vaunts how “the sacred and 

heavenly oracles, since they were uttered and written with regard to utility of all of humanity, 

were tempered by clarity.”
154

  Thanks to this clarity, even those few people who delight in the 

other virtues of language are not offended, and all those who dedicate themselves to other 

pursuits such as agriculture, crafts, and all the other pursuits of life, learn in a fraction of time 

what is seemly, just, and useful.  Indeed, Isidore wonders what in the Platonic dialogues, the 

works of Homer, legislative codes, Demosthenes, and the subjects of tragedy can compare with 

the virtue, brevity, and clarity of Scripture.  Isidore then proceeds to malign the success of 

Plato’s speech, Aristotle’s opposition and ridicule of Plato, and the writings of Stoics concerning 

Aristotle.  Isidore challenges, “let them accordingly compare these wise writings to the clarity of 

the sacred texts, and may they cease prattling, and may they welcome the divine expression of 

the prophets, looking not toward the love of honor but toward its usefulness.”
155

  In this final set 

of curt imperatives directed toward those who revere the pagan texts over Scripture, Isidore 
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 oi9 ga\r to\ ὕyov toῦ Pla/twnov u9pode/xontai, oi9 de\ th\n Qoukudi/dou semno/thta • kai\ oi9 me\n th\n 
Ἰsokra/touv leio/thta, oi9 de\ th\n Dhmosqe/nouv deino/thta • pa/sav ga\r au0to\n sesiti/sqai ta\v tῶn lo/gwn 
te/xnav oἴontai, kai\ e0n tῷ deinῷ, kai\ pikrῷ, kai\ paqhtikῷ, kai\ e0nagwni/ῷ pa/ntav u9perba/llesqai.   
 

153
 oi9 me\n oὖn pro\v do/can o9rῶntev w9v bou/lontai grafe/twsan.     

 
154

 oi9 de\ i9eroi\ kai\ ou0ra/nioi xrhsmoi/, e0peidh\ pro\v w0fe/leian pa/shv tῆv a0nqrwpo/thtov kai\ 
e0rre/qhsan kai\ e0gra/fhsan, tῇ safhnei/ᾳ e0kra/qhsan.   
 

155
 sugkrine/twsan toi/nun toῖv legome/noiv sofoῖv th\n tῶn qei/wn logi/wn safh/neian, kai\ 

paue/sqwsan fluaroῦntev, kai\ th\n qei/an tῶn xrhsimῶn fra/sin a0podexe/sqwsan, ou0 pro\v filotimi/an, 
a0lla\ pro\v w0fe/leian tῶn a0kouo/ntwn ble/yasan.   
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again repeats his conviction that these savants are mainly driven by their own greed for glory as 

opposed to concern for the Truth.  The Hellenes are simply playing mind games. 

An element of Isidore’s criticism of the wisdom of hoi exōthen, similar to Socrates’ 

dismissal of the unending contention among so-called experts in Xenophon Memorabilia 1.1.11-

14, is their lack of consensus.  Isidore’s Christianity represents a firm truth that offers a type of 

universality that the dissenting voices of the Hellenes cannot.  Though Isidore identifies the 

diversity of viewpoints as undesirable and a demonstration in itself of error, he in turn collapses 

the diversity of his competitors in order to construct a monolithic “other.”  Characteristic of 

Isidore’s “othering” of hoi exōthen is the discursive subsuming of the diverse viewpoints of the 

“others” into a single category.  Language about heresy—“choosings”—constitutes another 

subset of boundary-constructing devices in Isidore’s repertoire.      

In Letter 1602 to Adamantios, whom Évieux identifies as probably a sophist or an 

iatrosophistēs,
156

 Isidore again complains about the absence of unanimity among humankind in 

terms of diverse practices and opinions.  He opens by responding to his interlocutor’s apparent 

wonder at the vast number of heresies:   

Why are you so amazed if after the Incarnation of the Savior so many heresies were 

produced, seeing as the devil heard clearly and distinctly that he would by all means be 

subjected to judgment and punished, he having sown such things [i.e., the heresies] so 

that he would have many to share in his punishment, when even before the Incarnation 

his heresies were not few?”
157
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 See Évieux, 2:247n4.   

 
157

 ti/ qauma/zeiv ei0 meta\ th\n toῦ Swtῆrov ἔnsarkon parousi/an pollai\ ai9re/seiv e0te/xqhsan, toῦ 
diabo/lou ἅte dh\ safῶv kai\ diarrh/dhn a0kou/santov ὅti pa/ntwv kri/sei kaqupoblhqh/setai kai\ di/khn dw/sei, 
tau/tav kataspei/rantov ἵn’ ἔxoi pollou\v tou\v sugkolasqhsome/nouv, o9po/te kai\ pro\ tῆv parousi/av 
au0toῦ ou0k o0li/gai ἦsan ai9re/seiv ;  
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In this way, Isidore associates the dissension among humankind caused by the devil with 

dissension preceding and continuing after the coming of Christ.  Isidore may thus stitch together 

a sort of historical unity and continuity between contemporary hairēseis and hoi exōthen.  Isidore 

continues to describe the diversity preceding the Incarnation, citing how “among humankind 

some held that the Divine did not even exist; others considered that it existed, but that it was not 

provident; others that it was provident but only for the heavenly realm, and others not only for 

the heavenly realm but also for the earthly realm, others only for the eminent such as kings and 

rulers.”
158

  Probably referring to various conceptions of providence among hoi exōthen, Isidore 

explains that diversity has been the norm and not the exception.  He continues to explain that 

some people claimed that everything happened of its own accord (automatismon), others that it 

happened by fate (heimarmenē), and others that the universe was brought about by reason (to 

eikos).
159

   Some considered it pious to worship idols, and others to marry their mother; others 

sacrificed human beings or some slaughtered oxen or sheep, some of them ate one another, and 

some of them ate grass.   

Isidore avers that “if I bring forth all (this) forward, perhaps I will be disbelieved, but I 

will not be refuted.”
160

  In fact, dissidence is ubiquitous in the human story:    

If nevertheless the human race is always in strife with itself and holds different 

opinions—for in each epoch men who were revolutionaries and troublemakers came to 

prevail, upsetting what had was established, and making laws as they saw fit—why are 
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 tῶn ga\r a0nqrw/pwn oi9 me\n mhde\ eἶnai to\ Qeῖon e0no/mizon, oi9 de\ eἶnai me/n, mh\ pronoeῖn de/ • kai\ oi9 
me\n pronoeῖn me/n, tῶn ou0rani/wn mo/non, oi9 d’ ou0 mo/non tῶn e0pourani/wn, a0lla\ kai\ tῶn e0pigei/wn me/n, ou0 
pa/ntwn de/, a0lla\ tῶn e0co/xwn, oἷon basile/wn te kai\ a0rxo/ntwn.   
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 kai\ oi9 me\n au0tomatismo/n, oi9 d’ ei9marme/nhn, oi9 d’ ei0kῇ fe/resqai ta\ pa/nta a0pefh/nanto. 
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 ἀll’ ei0 pa/nta ei0v me/son a0ga/goimi, ἴswv ἂn a0pisthqh/somai me/n, ou0k e0legxqh/somai de/.   
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you amazed if even now those who love power rage like Bacchantes claiming to disagree 

concerning the issue of divinity and that which is beyond reason?
161

     

Isidore thus links the perennial upheavals and insurrections characterizing human political 

history with heresy itself and places the blame for such disagreement and unrest upon those who 

are frenzied like Dionysian revelers in their love of power (philarchiā).  Employing the verb 

bakkeuesthai pertaining to pagan practice, possibly to emphasize difference and/or to mock his 

“others” by means of a pejorative, Isidore again differentiates himself from his “others” by 

critiquing and contrasting the motivations of the “others” with his own unstated motivation that 

is opposite to the grasping for power and influence.  Like the Hellenes who are greedy for 

renown, Isidore defines the heretic “others” in terms of their relationship to political power.   

Isidore contends elsewhere that the cause of heresy is the desire for power among 

heretics.  In Letter 1533 to Peter the scholasticus, Isidore pronounces “I consider that heresies 

are born from either the love of power (philarchiā) or from a mental preconception, two 

pathologies that are difficult to overcome.”
162

  Speaking from a position of self-arrogated 

superior knowledge, Isidore explains that “some of these heretics do not consider it worthy of 

themselves to be submissive, while others, as a result of their mental preconception, have not 

agreed to be instructed, and having sewn the seeds of new teachings, they do not deem it worthy 

to abide by what has been established.”
163

  Isidore identifies his “others” as motivated by 
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 ei0 toi/nun a0ei\ pro\v e9auto\ e0stasi/aze to\ ge/nov kai\ ou0 ta\ au0ta\ e0do/caze-kata\ kairou\v ga\r 
ἄnqrwpoi newteropoioi\ kai\ stasiastai\ e0pipola/zontev ta\ kaqesthko/ta me\n e0ki/noun, e0nomoqe/toun de\ ta\ 
dokoῦnta-ti/ qauma/zeiv ei0 kai\ nῦn peri\ prᾶgma qeῖon kai\ lo/gou kreῖtton diafwneῖn prospoioῦntai u9po\ 
filarxi/av e0kbakxeuo/menoi ;  
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 ἢ e0k filarxi/av, oἶmai, ἢ e0k prolh/yewv, du/o duskatagwni/stwn paqῶn, ta\v ai9re/seiv tete/xqai.     
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 oi9 me\n ga\r e0n toῖv u9phko/oiv mh\ a0ciw/santev eἶnai, oi9 meta\ to\ prolhfqῆnai, didaxqῆnai mh\ 
katadeca/menoi, newte/rav didaskali/av spe/rmata katabeblh/kasi, toῖv kaqesthko/sin e0mmeῖnai mh\ 
a0ciw/santev.   
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prolēpsis, or a mental picture preceding experience,
164

 a form of cognitive obstinancy among 

heretics, as well as the invention of new doctrines, the sowing of neōterai didaskaliai.  The latter 

subgroup of “other” is characterized by sedition again with regard to what is established.  In 

claiming his identification with “the established things” Isidore authorizes his position by 

aligning himself with a normative consensus.      

 Though this discussion is by no means exhaustive, and Isidore’s letters offer manifold 

opportunities for future research on the discursive elaboration of the “other” in Late Antique 

Christian letters, we have thus far examined some critical strategies deployed by the Pelusian to 

construct his Christian self vis-à-vis his pagan “other.”   

Conclusion 

This chapter engages with one of the defining topics of Late Antiquity: the nature of 

Christianization.  I consider the testimony of epistolography indicative of certain patterns of 

sociability in Late Antiquity and assess what this data may indicate about religious identity. 

Applying a sociological approach to reading the contexts of letter communication, I confront the 

continuing use of pagan epistolary currency deep in the Late Empire.  The Aenean and Procopian 

letters testify to the fact that certain literati in the fifth to sixth centuries likely 

compartmentalized their various affiliations and selected pagan and classicizing speech as the 

vehicle of their emotional and intellectual engagement with their peers.  Their Christian identities 

were largely silent in the letters.  Since it is highly likely that the extant letters were originally 

preserved as teaching models at the Gaza School, this epistolary dialect is not surprising.  The 

corpus may exclude letters not preserved that had a more specifically Christian content.  Yet it is 
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undeniable that the existing letters point to a mode of epistolary sociability, including larger 

lateral circles, articulating an alternate pre-Christian antiquarian dreamscape.  For whatever 

reasons, these men were comfortable with a type of sodality which rankled many of their 

Christian peers.       

 Like Procopius’ bishop friend Elias, who likely enjoyed receiving letters wrought in 

pagan currency, the case of Synesius suggests the many “flavors” of Christian clergy in the Later 

Empire.  As a local magnate, Synesius accepted the office of bishop because of his perception 

that it was his responsibility to accept this munus befitting a man of curial rank descended from 

an ancient aristocratic Cyrenean family.  Synesius’ letters likely testify to a high degree of 

identity qualifying, in which his speech and selection of references vary depending on his 

interlocutor and the needs of the context.  He only uses Christian speech in letters addressed to 

clergy members and/or letters written after he accepts the episcopate.  After becoming bishop, 

Synesius continues to use pagan epistolary currency in letters addressed to his dearest friends and 

his philosophical “holy woman,” Hypatia.   

 By contrast, Isidore represents the oppositional Christian identity often emphasized by 

modern commentators.  As we have analyzed above, Isidore constructs his commitments by 

means of a negative dialectic with the oppositional identity of hoi exōthen (a category inclusive 

of pagans, Jews, and heretics).  He demonstrates, however, a certain measure of ambivalence 

toward pagan intellectual traditions because he adduces them as containing some wisdom and 

authority useful for offering epistolary advice to friends and enemies alike.  Letters denigrating 

the traditions of pagan cult such as that of Sarapis may have served as instruments of 

evangelization among lateral audiences.   
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Although he frequently recognizes the merit of Classical thought, Isidore strives to prove 

that the highest source of wisdom resides with Christian texts and teachings.  This may stem in 

part from his own dissonance due to deserting his teaching position and/or his acknowledgement 

of the authority of Classical learning among his communicants.  One of the things Isidore finds 

particularly vexing about Classical paideia is the beauty of its language compared with Scripture.  

He is also annoyed at the great variety of opinions regarding the merits of various Classical 

authors whom he derides as motivated by greed for glory.  Pagan experts offer no consensus and 

fail to provide a universal truth.  Dissension irritates Isidore.  Employing language regarding 

heresy, Isidore blames the devil for the diversity of viewpoints among pagans.  The ongoing 

insurrection and dissension of human political history—driven by greed for power—is a direct 

outgrowth of heresy itself.  In fact, the cause of heresy is precisely the desire for power.  Study of 

such discursive methods provides an entry-point for study of Isidore’s oppositional construction 

of his Christian identity.   
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Conclusions 

 

 This study has explored how the epistolography of Procopius, Aeneas, Synesius, and 

Isidore, forged channels of intellectual sociability and exchange transcending regional limits of 

Empire and affirming their shared participation in a common culture of erudition.  Letters among 

these lettered men occupying a particular corner of the Greek East in Late Antiquity offered 

vicarious shared presence as well as opportunities for lateral conversation among lettered 

provincials united by a common behavioral code and convinced of the moral dimension of 

learning.  The figurative model of a Republic of Letters provides a fruitful organizational 

heuristic because it underscores the social phenomena to which these letters point, namely, 

intellectual sodality characterized by a distinctive classicizing sociolect regulated by strictures of 

genteel behavior and the common perception of the morality of the pursuit of knowledge.  

Understood as forming a Republic of Letters, these under-examined letters cast new light on 

historical issues of major consequence.     

This dissertation has contributed to the study of the dynamics of social networking in 

Late Antiquity by elucidating specific communications mechanisms epistolographers deployed 

in order to build and maintain their social capital via letters.  Applying a sociological approach to 

philological analysis of these neglected letters, this project has explored the specific 

conversational devices that each letter author employed in order to build ever-shifting networks 

of friends and colleagues.  My study has examined and decoded the symbolic language and 

carefully calibrated manners of the letter writers drawn from the cultural toolkit of Classical 

Greek texts and linguistic traditions.  Unlike most recent scholarship studying Late Antique 
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letters, I have interrogated the speech of our epistolographers to make vivid and intelligible to the 

modern reader the social processes of epistolary exchange.  Through elucidation of the cultural 

work of social networking, I have demonstrated that cultural resources played a salient role in 

formatting the specific communicative choices epistolographers used to accrete their social 

capital.  Through the insider language of letter speech, Late Antique provincials constructed a 

shared idioculture, or a system of ideas, understandings and traditions by which they articulated 

their identity discursively and created a sense of unity and social cohesion.   

Letters were the premier form of social media in Late Antiquity.  This project confronts 

the complex issue of the audience of Late Antique letters and has analyzed the social contexts of 

epistolary address.  Though these letters were originally contrived for a specific purpose between 

two parties, authors understood that their letters, often oozing with honeyed speech, would be 

shared with others at various venues throughout the city, such as bouleuteria, classrooms, the 

agora, and the domestic dining hall.  The letters that we have were likely recirculated and re-read 

among the interlocutors’ peers.  Epistolographers probably contrived their art-letters normally 

with a larger lateral audience of provincial literati in mind.  Letters were thus social 

performances through which letter authors strategically presented the erudition and eloquence 

which confirmed their social location.  Epistolographers’ deliberative and strategic linguistic 

choices testify to the role of the principle of “recipient design” in letter commerce.  Through 

rhetorical artistry, letter authors molded their interlocutors’ favorable response to 

communications and requests.  Flattery, polite address, and uniquely-tailored uses of classicizing 

speech served as devices aimed at interpersonal control.     

The model of the Republic of Letters also represents a useful lens for conceptualizing the 

nature of political power in the Late Empire because it elucidates the enduring force of 
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persuasion as a means to power among provincial and imperial elites.  The Late Empire was still 

an empire forged by means of epistolary correspondence.  Letters were the genre of petitions and 

requests as well as the promulgation of legislation.  Letters catalyzed and maintained the 

machinery of imperial and local government.   

The selected letters reveal that epistolary communicants and lateral address audiences 

were comprised of a broad prosopography of educated provincials, including lawyers, imperial 

officials, sophists, grammarians, priests, bishops, doctors, architects, and iatrosophists.  These 

men were the provincial elites from whose ranks local and imperial leaders were drawn.  For 

these men sharing a common educational culture, the artificial sociolect of Late Antique 

epistolography was the time-honored currency of Greco-Roman persuasion.  The strategic 

speech of letter authors negotiated governance and justice between center and periphery, leaders 

and subjects.  In this way, this project contends that one means of accessing the nature of 

political power at the provincial margins is epistolography.  In response to Christopher Kelly’s 

recent center-focused study of new techniques of accessing power in the Late Empire, my 

treatise represents an approach from the vantage of the imperial margins that illuminates the 

continuing function of clout and connections among provincial elites in accessing both local and 

imperial power.                

This project has also mapped the topography of identities and affiliations that these Late 

Antique men developed through epistolary conversations.  Investigation of the discursive 

representations of the identities of epistolographers suggests their participation in greater 

rhythms of change in the Late Empire.  Underscoring the vivacity of classical traditions in the 

Late Antique provinces on the eve of Islamic conquest, this dissertation also takes a position 

contrary to the recent theories of decline in the later Empire. The letter authors’ language of 
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affiliation with physical places attests to the enduring centrality of the polis as an engrossing 

focus of communal identity for Late Antique men such as Synesius and Procopius.  The loyalty 

of these men for their local urban communities is not simply a literary device; their perception of 

duty owed to the polis of their ancestors actuated major professional decisions.  These 

epistolographers understood that the beloved intellectual life with which they so closely 

identified belonged to the urban world of men sharing their unique idioculture.  As Aeneas 

pointed out, “trees do not teach.”  Isidore’s letters, on the other hand, testify to another 

distinctive Late Antique trend: the development of alternative ascetic communities defined in 

opposition to the Greco-Roman city.  The Pelusian monk and former sophist’s missives point to 

the porous boundaries between city and monastery, and the discursive construction of the desert 

flight as a type of anti-polis.      

Like the literati of Early Modern epistolary webs, Late Roman provincial elites were 

polymaths who shared diverse intellectual enthusiasms.  As we have observed above, a 

significant facet of epistolary currency was the invocation of contemporary scientific and 

medical speculation in letter conversations about the nature of the universe, different types of 

physical matter, and the relationship between the soul and matter.  Proficiency in astronomical 

and Galenic theory furnished a dimension of epistolary competence.  This is largely 

unacknowledged in the scholarship and deserves future attention with regard to other corpora 

from our period.  Provincial literati were also fascinated with mechanical devices.  Sometimes 

they strove to understand their technical operation and how they could be used to understand the 

physical world, yet they also conceptualized gadgets as works of art.  Imparting the 

psychological perception that words grant visibility, letter authors endeavored to translate the 
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awe they experienced upon gazing at a waterclock on one’s property or a waterwheel in the 

Gazan city-center into rhetorical gifts to be circulated among friends. 

This dissertation rejects a view of religious identity in Late Antiquity according to the 

discrete binaries of “pagan” versus “Christian.”  The largely overlooked “uncanonical” letters of 

Procopius, Aeneas, and Synesius look unusual set next to many of the sources that have 

traditionally told the story of religious and cultural changes in the later Empire–changes that led 

to the victories of both Christianity and Islam.  Procopius and Aeneas conduct their epistolary 

commerce largely in a pagan archaizing coin that little acknowledges the Christian domination of 

their contemporary world.  The language of emotional intimacy with Synesius’ closest Hellene 

friends was written in a pagan sociolect, yet he unleashed Scriptural quotations and Christian 

references when writing to clergy.  Isidore’s oppositional religious identity looks similar to that 

of the Church Fathers, yet his huge corpus merits much future study in this regard and 

comparison with other patristic sources would also be illuminating.                           

For far too long these rich corpora have been neglected by scholars.  These three sophists 

and one Neoplatonist bishop were voices of the city embodying its cultural energy.  Though data 

from Synesius’ written works have begun to enter discussions among modern commentators, 

scant attention has been offered to the letters and writings of Isidore, Procopius, and Aeneas.  

The recent publications of a small group of Italian scholars focused upon the two Gazan sophists 

have yet to rouse much attention among Anglo-American scholars, particularly among 

historians.  It is my sincere hope that my project may contribute toward providing a voice for 

these muted sources.   
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This project’s sociological analysis of philological phenomena and its focus upon 

provincial strategies of accessing political power have great applicability for other sources from 

Late Antiquity, even those that are well-tilled and even those that are not letters.  Ultimately, 

even if some of the letters of Aeneas or Procopius, for example, were wholly fictitious, the very 

use of the letters as teaching models means that they preserve a great deal of information about 

the ideals of comportment and the content of provincial sociability.  Such data socialized 

provincial leaders for generations to come.  It was the cultural patrimony of the city. 
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Appendix I:  Procopius Ekphrasis tou horologiou  

1. Various people, seeing different things, if they wished might speak of them, some of the 

pyramids of Egypt as being renowned among Egyptian sights, while another visiting Babylon 

might see the temple of Zeus-Bel, and eight towers, each one built upon another.   

Nevertheless, let us imagine Hephaestus, and let us assign to him to fabricate the houses of the 

gods, “the ones that Hephaestus made with a knowing mind,” and let us say this god is 

“ambidextrous,” and always knows that his art requires toils and attention, for so great a thing it 

is not to be distracted and to persist obstinately in the work.  Therefore, having knowing mind 

and body, and being fixed in one place, now he makes for Homer the shield of Achilles, an 

extraordinary work, and these (mind and body) supply for him, as needed, images that appear to 

live and fire that flames with its own impetus [Homer Il. 478-608].  Having arrived at the island 

of the Phaeacians, guard dogs were there at the courtyard of Alcinous, but these were not 

ordinary ones but (dogs) of gold, by Zeus!, and silver, possessing from Hephaestus their ability 

to move.         

2. Such things then were a story (muthos), and I considered them to be a tale (logos), and Homer 

luxuriated in his art, declaring freely that which neither was nor ever yet had been.  But now, 

seeing the things made by our present Hephaestus and his craftsmanship., I marvel and concede 

both the former (of Homer’s Hephaestus) and the latter (of our own Hephaestus) to be true.   

3. Accordingly, I would wish to put these deeds into words and boast of them.  But the sight of 

things defeats the verbal account, sight herself not having the necessary capability, being pulled 

in different directions.  She leaps up and down and wants to catch sight of everything, then 

moves more quickly than required and misses the exact details in every case.  I know because I 
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have experienced this.  For I did not stick with the first things (I saw) out of desire for the 

following things, and before possessing successive details as necessary I moved on to look at 

another thing.   And my eyes convulsed just as those who look upon the labyrinth by the Nile, as 

a certain Ionic writer said [Herodotus 2.148]. 

So where shall I begin?  What limit, my dear friend, shall I set for my account?   

4. In the middle of the city there is a building of moderate size, opposite the royal stoa, and to the 

left is an open space where numberless people gather in summer.  In front of this stand two pairs 

of columns, divided toward the east and west by a distance that exposes the building behind, so 

that no one can disturb those who are looking at it.  A fence of marbles joins the spaces between 

the columns, sharp spikes of iron having been driven into the marbles, this being a hindrance for 

any impetuous person who might try to scale the fence.         

But also Gorgon threatens fiercely from on high all who with too willful a resolve dare to 

approach, she at any hour of the day adjusting her eyes—as when Perseus had slain her, cutting 

off her head, (and) anyone who disturbed her had to change into stone if he should look upon 

her.  This  is she whom the tragedy would call “bloody-faced and snake-like maiden . . . ” 

[Euripedes Orestes 255-56], if she had such piercing [eyes?].  [Since she?] presents the signs of 

having been stricken, she is bound to frighten those who see the present work.   

5.  . . . I have touched upon the works.  The doors are above, and those of the day [are?] hidden.   

. . . writing . . . them.  Wherefore if someone should see . . . he would praise those that they 

opened, if . . . begin from those above . . . the hymn . . . will be first spoken of.  Therefore let it 

await the evening and the . . .  but she forestalled with the unexpected motion that frightens and 

pursues the viewers. 
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6. Let us examine how it is with the things in the middle.  Bronze eagles stand in a row equal in 

number to the underlying hours.  All of them bear wreaths, not wearing them on their heads and 

not declaring their own victory;  but at the end of their feet the talons brought together clasp the 

crowns, each eagle watching eagerly for the Heracles beneath him, for the time when he 

(Heracles) emerges from the closed doors, as Helios, passing by (the doors), stands in front (of 

each).  Helios strides along, measuring the hour with his movement.  As if ruling these, he 

assumes a kingly attitude, holding up the globe in his left hand, by raising the right hand bidding 

the doors to release (Heracles), just like those ordering the horses to come out of the starting 

gates. 

7. An eagle therefore stands waiting whenever Heracles, son of Zeus, comes out of the closed 

doors announcing the hours, the first Heracles announcing the first hour and the remainder 

announcing according to the number (of each).  For there are twelve hours, and all are Heracles, 

not idle and doing nothing, for to do nothing was not a dear thing to Heracles.  His ancient labors 

are still a work for him, no longer (imposed by) Eurystheus but instead by the requirements of 

art, for he is assigned here to the labors, carrying out a double six.   

8. The first contest is the lion, and Nemea is the place for it.  He also destroyed the hydra, if 

(indeed) she was decapitated of her competing heads.  He blushed to vanquish the boar, but 

nevertheless he prevailed.  Golden antlers grew upon a deer, and they fell to Heracles.  And see 

the birds distressing the heart, and they were the work of the bow.  And he did not let the 

Amazons go unharmed—looking for some girdle I would not say—but he did despise them, 

hearing that they were women “who competed with men.”  The manure grieved Augeas, and he 

was free of it.  And Crete had a terrible bull, but not so terrible as to defeat Heracles.  And what 

would you say about the mares of Diomedes?  Were they not deadly and equal to wild beasts 
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until he came along?  But did not Geryon plume himself with his cattle, and had he not three 

heads?  He was robbed, I think, along with the cattle also of (the heads).  Hades did not let him 

(Heracles) go without testing his excellence, making a fight there (in the underworld) with the 

dog and displaying the monster to the sun.  And he also needed for Eurystheus the golden apples 

lying at the farthest reaches of the world;  those were the apples of the Hesperides, and guarding 

them was a dragon guard of unbearable strength.  Struck, he lay prostrate, and the apples were 

for Eurystheus.  Such were the deeds and the labors of Heracles.  Whence are the hours, and the 

wreaths, and the bronze is given wings contrary to nature.   

9.  For each figure that pushes open the bronze doors and appears with its labor there follows 

from above an eagle, spreading its wings and with both claws placing a crown on the 

corresponding head.  The eagle lingers a little as if taking pleasure from the heroic head.  Then 

he leaves the crown for Heracles, and separating both feet (from it) takes off and returns to his 

place, returning his wings to his sides and bringing (them) back together to himself, having 

bestowed a good quarry, without having gotten any himself.  Heracles lowers his head toward 

the crown, as to be seen by all in the middle of a stadium, and then turns toward his own place, 

having what he wanted (the crown).  An eagle ministers to the crowning, because Zeus is the 

father of Heracles, and the eagle is the bird of Zeus.  Thus from the heaven and his father does 

Zeus crown him (Heracles) victorious with the reward of his toils, in memory of his suffering.   

And he outflies and dominates the birds, just as he (Heracles) elevated himself by his fame.  For 

there is no need of a herald to proclaim his crowns. 

10. In another place, in a large space, able to amaze and set forward in front of the others, 

(Heracles) wears no beard but stands naked except insofar as a lion’s skin hangs behind on his 

shoulders, and he holds up a gong.  This one is called “lion,” the artist asserted.  It is suspended 
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from the center, and it moves about.  He is armed in the right hand with a club, instead of the 

appropriate roar (of the lion), and he raises the club and strikes a blow on the gong.  Suspended 

in air and struck with such great strength, (the gong) sounds and draws forth the echo.  For one 

labor there is one stroke, and for the second hour it is doubled.  For he combines the number of 

each labor with those that have preceded until he has completed . . .  these . . . would confuse the 

hearing, thinks the seventh is the first and resounds one . . . meaning the others, the bronze would 

sound as many times until the second six . . . than the view would permit. 

11. For those who chance to be far away, to know . . . of the time . . . the shaggy beard and 

double horns on his forehead show him to be.  To . . . you would give these things to Pan.  And 

desiring Echo he hears the bronze and . . . and turning his face, he twists about quickly so that 

somehow he might see the girl, an unfortunate passion for such a one having filled him.  You 

might also say that he marvels at Heracles, being such a one and of such a type.   

12. And where Pan is present the satyrs cannot be absent.  And they laugh at him mockingly, 

putting him in the middle, seeing his enamored and brutish face and his mixed disposition, both 

gentle and harsh.  But they are at the top of the temple, below which the naked son of Alcmene is 

seen. 

And the son of Tydeus positioned on the right is here likewise the friend of the trumpet, for he 

sounded it for Heracles having come for his final labor just when he had found the son of Peleus 

in Scyros.  For then too did he sound such a (trumpet blast) equal to the length of the day. 

13.  Hearing the sound a house slave brings the equipment for a bath for his master, as one would 

expect, the victuals already having been prepared.  Another hastens bringing these from the 

marketplace as the day begins.  They both appear to be ministering to a grumpy master—for 
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otherwise their haste would not have been so great.  And that shepherd on the opposite side 

entrusts his staff to his left hand (to put it poetically) and he rejoices and smiles and raises up his 

right hand at the sight.   

And in this manner regarding the labors there is applause, and marvel, and the trumpet call.   

14. But being allotted one of the above contests, this skillful (artist) gives it to a larger Heracles.   

This is an archer positioned beneath Diomedes, and the labor is again the golden apples.  Now 

the arrow is placed on the string that is drawn against his chest with the right hand, and his left 

hand pushes the bow across the distance between both hands so far with the arrow that only the 

pushed-forward arrowhead protrudes (beyond the bow).  Fixing his glance upon an exact point, 

he is ready to shoot the arrow at a small target . . .  
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Appendix II:  Reconstruction of Aeneas of Gaza’s Waterwheel 
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